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Abstract 
Inter-ethnic/cultural/racial marriage between minority and majority groups has been 

studied in many multicultural societies, but not in China. Scholarship has thoroughly 

explored ethnicity and the kinship system in China, but there is scarce literature that 

discusses inter-ethnic marriage, which highlights the intricacies of kinship and 

ethnicity. This thesis is concerned with the issues of ethnicity and inter-ethnic 

conjugality between two rival ethnic groups – the Li and the Han – on Hainan Island, 

where the inhabitants and cultures have rarely been mentioned in anthropology 

literature. Focusing especially on the local Han, the study examines how ethnic 

boundaries have been formed and internalised in the Han population in the past and 

the present, the ways in which these are intricately linked with the practice of intimacy 

in daily life, and to what extent they are influenced by ongoing social changes. The 

author spent 18 months on field research in the southern tip of the island, where inter-

ethnic relations remain tense and Han prejudice against Li people is still widespread. 

Ethnographic data were collected through observation of and participation in daily 

life, focusing on different inter-ethnic conjugal relationships: courtship, marriage, 

extramarital relations and casual sexual relations. Local historical archives were also 

consulted in order to contextualise this local ethnic dichotomy and the cultural 

connections between the two communities. The author argues that ethnic differences 

between Han and Li are fluid and even illusory; but ethnic boundaries persist through 

the Han’s ability to articulate ethnic differences out of regional similarity. The thesis 

also reflects on existing literature on kinship practice, modern family reforms and 

changing private life in China: transforming patriarchy, the sexual revolution, the love 

revolution and the triumph of the conjugal family. It examines whether the modern 

norms of marriage, relatedness and practical kinship could mediate persistent ethnic 

boundaries and the way people still perceive and perform their ethnic identity.  
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Introduction 
 

After 18 months of field research and two years of documenting it, I summarise it all 

under a straightforward title – Knowing the Han from Intimacy. I have not ignored the 

Han’s counterparts—Li informants in the thesis; it was their priceless stories that 

carried me through the research. However, on reaching the end of data collection, I 

realised that my ethnography is more particularly about the local Han’s way of living 

and their understanding of ‘the others’; the stories/histories of the inter-ethnic 

conjugal relationships (love marriages) always reflect on how the minority 

individuals came to know about the Han’s ethnic consciousness. Cutting a long story 

short, my thesis is about my informants’ and my own journey to learn what the ‘Han’ 

really are, from the inter-ethnic families of the island of Hainan.  

 

Inter-ethnic marriage and romance are not rare phenomena in China; but this has 

seldom been treated as a theme worth pursuing. When it comes to the individual 

choices of making intimate relationships, previous research has often explored 

contingent micro factors – such as social and economic status (Croll, 1984 ), social 

capital (charm, appearance) (Pan, 2006; Jankowiak, 1995), or the values of love (Yan, 

2003). Ethnic/regional distinction or dichotomy has rarely been one of the main 

factors that affects one’s mate and marital choice, given the urbanisation and 

increasing cross-regional movement in China. Inter-ethnic marriages, like other cross-

cultural/regional marriages, could be an outcome of the nationwide modernisation 

that is dissolving diversity. However, in the southernmost island of China, the story 

seems quite different: economic and social status here might fail to enable the 

minority people to find Han spouses. A civil servant in an ethnic commission told me 

that, almost every week, there were inter-ethnic parents who brought their children 

with the request to change their ethnic identity to Han. Once, a lady from a rural area 

told her that, with a Li identity, her boy would not be able to get married. As a native 

Han, I have always known that marrying a Li girl is not an option for me, although no 

one has specifically told me so.  

 

My research reveals what constructed the Han’s belief system of excluding ‘the others’ 

from their marital relations. To be more specific, the historical ethnography discusses 
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the historical development of this ethnic consciousness and its impact on marital 

choice. The stories about intimacy primarily illustrate inter-ethnic couples’ 

experiences of pursuing an inter-ethnic marital union and the family disputes caused 

by their mate choice. Overarchingly, the thesis analyses the roles that ethnic 

boundaries play throughout the domain of private life. Nonetheless, it might be 

disappointing for those readers who expect to read a collection of stories of 

triumphant romances and marital lives that have challenged and changed ethnic 

prejudices. It will not be a splendid narrative echoing the accounts in the existing 

literature of changing Chinese families, although the thesis does benefit from the 

observations and insights that they offer. I talk about how the Han’s prejudices against 

the Li have travelled through various landscapes, history, political economy and 

families, and settled in the ongoing conflict between children and their parents, and 

in the intimate life events of inter-ethnic couples. My concern is the issues of ethnicity 

and inter-ethnic conjugality between the Li and the Han – on Hainan Island, whose 

inhabitants and cultures are rarely mentioned in anthropological literature. The 

opening section of the thesis briefly contextualises the ethnic reality of the island by 

explaining the local ethnic dynamics. The second section discusses the theoretical 

approaches to understanding ethnicity within the family, while the third section 

introduces the field site and the methodology that I have applied to collect my data. 
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Section One: The multi-ethnic island and the inter-ethnic couples 
 

1.1 The multicultural island 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1Map of HAianna 

To begin with, it was not hard to characterise the geography of soil that fostered me - 

my native home - Hainan island (Figure 1); it is the southernmost island that shares 

maritime borders with the nations near the Southern China sea. To the west is the 

Tokin gulf of which the east coast was occupied by Vietnam, to the east is the Pacific 

Ocean, to the south is the diplomatically disputed South China Sea, and Paracel 

Islands and Spratly Islands. The tropical island covers an area of 32,900 square 

kilometres, and is located in the north of the southern China Sea and near the eastern 

flank of the Tonkin Gulf; it is the largest island and the youngest province of the 

People’s Republic of China, which is separated from it by the 18-km long, shallow 

Qiongzhou Strait. At present, the special economic zone contains 23 administrative 

regions, including 4 prefecture-level cities, 5 county-cities, 4 counties and 6 

autonomous counties. In 2010, the island had a population of 8 million, roughly 

divided into five cultural communities, defined by Goodman (1999) as: the Li (five 

sub-ethnic groups); the Miao and Hui (Cham people); Hainanese (four sub-dialect 

groups); mainland migration (old and new); and Chinese working overseas. Among 

these cultural groups, the majority of ‘indigenous inhabitants’ were either Hainanese 
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or the Li ethnic minority. As the southernmost province of China, it is a borderline in 

the southern China Sea for the Chinese modern nation state, guarding it from the 

neighbouring south-east Asian nations. The tropical island is known for its abundant 

natural resources: it has large fine iron ore mines in the highlands, natural gas fields 

and an oil field in the southern China Sea, and its forests offer rubber, cherished 

agalwood (Aquilaria agallocha) and rosewood (Dalbergia odorifera). With its 

internal colonial relationship to the modern Chinese modern nation, the island has 

remained unindustrialised as it has been designated a tourist destination, and its fertile 

land is now used to cultivate tropical fruit and winter vegetables to serve the cities of 

the Chinese mainland. There has been real estate development across the whole island 

since the 1990s, mostly for sale to seasonal visitors from the mainland who want to 

enjoy the tropical weather during the winter. Similar to other peripheral regions of 

China, the island is an immigrant society populated by different cultural groups. Its 

cultural diversity only came to be realised in recent times when ethnologists and 

administrators started to re-evaluate the island. 

 

Throughout history, the demography of Hainan has been multi-ethnic and multi-

cultural. Various historical factors and incidents have resulted in a number of cultural 

groups migrating to the island. Based on the ethnic titular categorisations that were 

assigned to China’s various ethnic groups for state ethnic classification in the 1950s, 

according to figures in the 2010 census, the Hainan’s ethnic Han population at that 

time made up some 7,225,726 of the island’s total (83.33%), while the minority Li 

population numbered some 1,277,359. Other non-Han ethnic groups accounted for 

16.67% of the overall population. Among all of the ethnic groups on the island, the 

Li and Han are the largest; the other two indigenous groups are the Hui and the Miao. 

The Li are believed to have been Hainan’s first inhabitants, having migrated there 

3,000 years ago, whereas the Han have moved there gradually ever since the onset of 

the Han dynasty. The Hui group (Utsuls or Muslims) immigrated to Hainan during 

the eighth century due to conflict in their homeland of Champa (latter-day Vietnam) 

(Jiang, 2003, 55). Four centuries later, the Miao people from Guangxi province were 

sent to help combat the Li riots (Odaka, 1950, 15) during the time of the Ming dynasty. 

Indonesian Chinese people migrated to the island during the anti-communist purge in 

the late 1960s (Xie, 2011, 80). 
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In addition, within the same ethnic groups, there exist many subgroups according to 

dialect, region, migrant history, and customs. Beside official ethnic classification, 

there are other alternative classifications and categorisations that have been used in 

the past and up to the present. To illustrate, ‘Li’ is the name given to this group by 

local Han Chinese, yet the Li ethnic population actually refer to themselves as Sai. 

The name Sai, however, was originally only used for self-identification when 

confronted with non-Li people whom they called Moei/Mai (which means ‘guest’ in 

the Li language, as translated by the author) (Wang, 2004; Chen, 2010). Within the 

Sai or Li ethnic group, there were many divisions. Sino-centric classical historians 

divided the Li into ‘Raw’, ‘Cooked’, and ‘Half-cooked’ Li in terms of their level of 

civilisation (Zhang et al., 1983, 248-249). Raw Li do not pay taxes or intervene in the 

territory of the Yazhou people. In contrast, cooked and half-cooked Li are the primary 

trouble-makers in the island’s society: many of them are bandits, and they are known 

for their constant trespassing onto the territories and Han villages of the Yazhou. 

Modern anthropologists have updated these distinctions: according to Stübel, the Li 

could be divided into five sub-groups in terms of dialect, cultural habits, tattoos and 

physical differences – Meifu Li; Bendi Li; Ha; Run; and Qi. Moreover, cultural 

diversity has long existed among the local Hainan population (Hainanese) themselves. 

In contemporary Hainan, excluding the local Hainanese, new migrants post-1949 

have complicated the demographic composition of the Han population even further. 

According to Brødsgaard (2008, 10), the Han Chinese can be divided into four groups: 

Hainanese who were born in Hainan, one million ‘old mainlanders’ who migrated in 

the 1950s, 800,000 new ‘mainlanders’ who migrated in the 1980s, and 1.2 million 

overseas Chinese. There are also some smaller communities such as the 500,000 

speakers of the Lingao language. 

 

Despite its multi-cultural reality, the interactions between the Li and Han ethnic 

communities whether in a harmonised or an antagonistic form, imprint the pre-

modern history of the island. The continuing drastic local conflict between the Li and 

Han ethnicities impressed most of the compilers of the imperial gazetteers, 

particularly in the frontier areas of the Li aboriginals and the Han settlers. More 

importantly, given the historical reality, local Han popular culture continually 

stigmatised the Li aborigines’ culture and customs. Up till the present, in Hainanese, 
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Li is still a pejorative word, used to describe ‘backward’, ‘uncivilised’ and ‘barbarian’ 

behaviour and customs.   

 

1.2 Localising ‘ethnic’ boundaries in China 

 

Before proceeding to understand how the people sense and feel ethnic boundaries 

through their life events in the family – rituals, love, marriage, wedding – the task 

prior to writing the thesis was to unpick ethnicity through local historical and social 

formations, and then understand their present symbolic construction. The literature of 

the anthropology and sociology of ethnicity offers abundant theoretical devices to 

understand what ethnicity means in my native place and analyse my ethnographic 

data. The presence of multiple ethnicities on Hainan brings into question the meaning 

of ‘ethnicity’ in general anthropology, and the classifications that are regarded as 

‘ethnic’ in the context of China.  

 

1.2.1 Anthropological model of ethnicity  

 

For the thesis, ethnicity is a contextually fluctuating variable. The concept has been 

constantly reviewed and rethought by scholars in the social sciences and humanities, 

whose research has crossed regions and disciplines (see overviews in Banks, 1996; 

Jenkins, 2008; Cohen, 1985, Eriksen, 2002, Brubaker et al., 2004). As Banks (1996, 

47) summarised: theories concerning ethnicity largely oscillate between four paired 

opposites: the individual versus the group; the contents of an ethnic identity versus its 

boundary; the primordial gut feeling of an identity versus its instrumental expression; 

and ethnicity as an all-inclusive general theory versus ethnicity as a limited approach 

to particular problems. Norwegian Weberian1 anthropologist Barth’s (1998, 1994, 

                                                
1 There are debates on how Weber sees ethnicity and its influence. Jenkins points out 

that Weber has discussed ethnic identification as a subjective construction, while 

others (Brubaker et al., 2004) claim that Weber invokes a primordial model of 

ethnicity – belief in shared, common ancestors. For more details, see Jenkins’ 

(2008:11-20) discussion of the genealogy of Weber’s concept of ethnicity and its 
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2000) approaches on ethnic groups and boundaries remain influential, as Jenkins 

(2008:14) calls them the starting point of the ‘basic social anthropological model of 

ethnicity’:  

Ethnicity is a matter of cultural differentiation – although 

identification always involves a dialectical interplay between 

similarity and difference. Ethnicity is centrally a matter of shared 

meanings – what we conventionally call ‘culture’ – but is also 

produced and reproduced during interaction. Ethnicity is no more 

fixed or unchanging than the way of life of which it is an aspect, or 

the situations in which it is produced and reproduced. Ethnicity, as 

an identification, is collective and individual, externalized in social 

interaction and categorization of the others, and internalized in 

personal self-identification. 

 

For the purpose of the thesis, I will apply this model as the main approach to 

understanding ethnic boundaries on the island.  

 

There are extensions of the model in the literature of ethnicity, which apply Barth’s 

model continually and converge their critiques and complementary works. I will 

mainly focus on Barth’s original approach and his self-reflection in the mid-1990s, 

which more or less repeats the arguments of these works. Barth and his Norwegian 

colleagues (1969:10-14) proposed to study ethnicity by focusing on the ethnic 

boundaries that formed through social interactions, rather than studying ethnicity as 

permanently enclosed communities. As he suggests, ethnic groups and the cultural 

stuff they enclose through their interactions should be prioritised over the contents 

that constitute the ethnic groups. In his work on Pathan identity in Afghanistan and 

West Pakistan, he states (ibid.,121-134) that the Pathan ethnicity contains diverse 

cultural groups that share three core attributes (patrilineal descent, Islam, and Pathan 

customs) and central institutions. Nonetheless, on the margins of the Pathan territory 

where Pathan people interact with other ethnic groups, he observed that individual 

                                                
impact on anthropology and sociology, especially on Hughes’, Goffman’s and Barth’s 

approaches to (social, ethnic) identification. 
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ethnic identity is related to their performance in their living situations, which might 

affirm or deviate from Pathan values and behaviours. For him, ethnic boundaries form 

a process that converges people’s discontinuities in particular situations, like social 

events. Thus, any attempt to understand such a process should involve not only the 

meaning but also the actions (1994:14-18). He views ethnic identity as not ascribed 

to individuals but subject to the social actors’ choices and living contexts.  

 

Nonetheless, Barth’s model is not immune to the problems inherent in social 

anthropology and ethnic studies. Jenkins (2008:22) summarises his three major 

critiques – first, he did not fully shift away from the assumption of an ethnic group 

being an entity; second, he was not clear about the relation between ethnicity and 

other categories like race; third, like many anthropologists of his time, he did not bring 

the issue of power into consideration. Twenty-five years after the publication of his 

work on ethnic groups and boundaries, increasing ethnic conflict has brought about a 

paradigm shift in the discipline, especially in the past decade. In two essays, Barth 

(1994, 2000) himself proposes an extension of his original approach. First, he 

advocates an investigation of the ‘lived experience’ of people, encompassing three 

interpretative levels – micro (individual), median (community, neighbourhood) and 

macro (state) – that serve to contextualise and model the process of boundaries. 

Secondly, to extend his actor-oriented or individualistic approach to understanding 

the categorisation and people’s concept of boundaries, he proposes a new starting 

point by bringing the ‘right’ cognition theory (Lakoff, 1987, cited in Barth, 2000) to 

anthropologists’ interpretation of people’s bodily experiences. In this section, I will 

discuss his first remedy, which is relevant to a rethinking of the ethnic reality in China, 

and take up the other one in the section where I discuss practices and prejudices in the 

family domains.  

 

1.2.2 The ethnic reality of China 

 

In China and on the issue of whether the official classifications represent the diversity 

of the local culture, many anthropologists have questioned what other segments of 

Chinese society should be considered as ‘ethnic groups’ (Honig, 1992; Gladney, 1991; 

Wu,2005). First of all, ethnic boundaries are much more complex, blurred and fluid 
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in daily life than in the official, static and oversimplified representation. Erikson 

(2002) situated ethnicity in a wider political economic context to understand its 

relationship with nationalism and argued that the nation state plays critical roles in 

shaping ethnic distinctions. Although there have been official state efforts to promote 

social homogenisation in ethnic frontier regions, these might have had little impact 

on local ethnic consciousness. When anthropologists began investigating the folk 

views of ethnic distinctions, they problematised the state’s official classification and 

unfolded the complexity of ethnic diversity in China.  

 

Their research revealed the very nature of the modern Chinese state, which did little 

to comprehend cultural diversity beyond controlling the peripheral population. Some 

400 groups applied for ethnic titles during the 1950s ethnic classification programme, 

but by applying Stalinist theories on nationalities, only 56 minzu (ethnicity, 

nationality) were officially classified (Fei, 1981 cited in ibid., 356). Most scholars 

find the official ethnicity categorisations problematic when trying to apply them to 

their own research (Wu, 2005, 356). Ethnic identification is a political device in 

modern China and ethnic classification is constantly being used for various state 

projects. It also makes minority groups visible to the state, which usually only sees 

labourers and territories rather than distinct ethnic cultural groups and their traditions 

(Gladney, 1991; Schein, 2002; Harrell, 1995). The state, which is more focused on 

modernisation and neo-Sinicisation, is rarely concerned about cultural diversity. As 

Gladney (1991) points out, the Hui Muslim community is locally defined in various 

ways, and one official minority group may contain another entirely. There is a clear 

difference between the Hui population of Beijing and those of the Ningxia 

Autonomous Region; or those Hui people who consume qingzhen (Halal) meats and 

those who do not.  

 

In the same vein, anthropological literature has also noted the diversity among the 

Han majority groups in mainland China, since Ward’s (1965) research on the Dan 

min community in Hong Kong demonstrates how cultural customs might vary 

massively among different Chinese cultural groups by focusing on locality. Cohen 

(1982:2) defines the ethnography of locality as an account of how people express and 

become aware of similarities and differences, and how such awareness or sense is 

incorporated into, and informs, the nature of their social organisations and processes. 
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Discussing the British Isles, Cohen (1982:4) criticises the view of Britain as a 

homogenous nation. By emphasising the individual experiences of making 

distinctions out of apparent similarities, he states that people come to be aware of their 

own culture through the meanings. Their awareness is invoked only through 

interaction when that takes place against these boundaries. Most scholars of Chinese 

society and history accept that in local culture, social categorisations such as regions 

(Faure and Liu, 1996), native place identity (Honig, 1992) and small-scale 

community-lineage identity (Wu, 2005) might be more ethnic while the minority do 

not present in the region (Ward, 1965). Subsequent scholarship has gradually revealed 

the regional diversity among the Han Chinese, with regional cultures found to be 

considerably more coherent than ethnic cultures. Honig’s (1992) research on a 

marginal group, the Subei people, shows that native place identity can be ethnic in a 

certain context: during the modernisation of Shanghai, the Subei native identity 

gradually intertwined with class distinction and developed into a backward and 

uncivilised ethnic group which contrasts to the urban ‘Shanghainess’. Wu’s (2005, 

353) studies on the foodways of the Miao, Dong, Tujia and Han ethnic groups in the 

Enshi Autonomous Prefecture show that in local culture, regional identity and lineage 

identity undermine official ethnic identity categorisations in terms of the festival 

foods. He observed different lineages have different New Year’s Eve dinners while 

whole areas generally practise the wormwood meal. The former is an exclusive 

cultural and ethnic expression, while the latter is inclusive (ibid., 372). Hence, in 

ethnically mixed areas, local culture plays an important role in shaping and reshaping 

the ethnoscape. There are, therefore, other classifications and categorisations in the 

local culture which might be more in tune with people’s sense of belonging than the 

official ethnic classifications. Joniak-Lüthi (2013, 860-861) presented certain ethnic 

traits based on his ethnographical research on the daily practices of four popular 

identity categories: Minzu (nationality, ethnic group), Ren (native place), Min 

(person), and Jia (person, family). He concludes that these identity elements are not 

mutually exclusive but in certain situations/positions, and on a certain scale, they may 

become discrete ethnic factors deriving further categorisation. (ibid., 866). For 

example, Han ethnic identity is ethnic in relation to other minzu and within Hanzu as 

a whole; however, regional identity and native place identity could be translated into 

narrower ‘ethnic’ identifications, such as northerner/southerner, rural/urban, or 

Shanghainess/Subeiness (Honig,1992).  
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In Hainan, alongside the four categorisations set out by Joniak-Lüthi (2013), and 

excluding the officially classified ethnic groups, there are other regional 

classifications or native place classifications such as mainlander (Daluren)/Hainanese 

(Hainan ren), Yazhouren 2  (Han people living in an autonomous prefecture)/Han 

quren (Han people living in the Hainan administrative district). The official 

classification of the Li has also misrecognised them as one cultural unit with five sub-

cultural groups. This disregards the fact that the Li villages are distributed according 

to a localised lineage-based social organisation called a Kom (see Chapter Two), 

which converges on the descent of the founding ancestors. Each Kom has a different 

appellation with different cultural practices and codes, which are either distinct from 

or related to those of other Koms. These Koms were never subjected to any particular 

Li leaders or Li authority. Instead, they were in constant conflict with each other on 

the question of sharing the natural resources. To illustrate, in Ledong County, the 

Zhizhong and Da’an towns were classified as Ha Li; however, my informants from 

Da’an continually asserted that they belonged to the Ji Oh group, and expressed their 

fear of the Ha, who are known for their warlike activities and poisoning practices. 

 

1.3 The persisting Li-Han ethnic boundaries 

 

If there is anything more to add on the multicultural reality of the island or the regional 

culture, it is the Han’s xenophobia or localism – an antagonistic attitude to the Li and 

outsiders in general. Given its multicultural reality, the ethnic conflict between 

communities has been a common phenomenon throughout the history of the island, 

particularly in the frontier area of the Li aboriginals and the Han settlers.  

                                                
2 They also call themselves Ke Ren, meaning guest people, which implies that the Han 

settlers have migrated from outside the island. The Li people commonly refer to all 

Han ethnic groups as Moi (guest) in the Li language. Notably, they are not the Hakka 

ethnic group of the gazetteers; they are the ‘old’ guest people (Lao Ke) whereas the 

Hakka people, who caused a lot of conflict in Guangdong and Taiwan, are named 

‘new’ guest people (Xinke). 
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Thus, the ethnic dichotomy produced through ethnic conflicts has been internalised 

in the folk views of ‘the others’; in other words, it has become an element of the Han’s 

collective consciousness and their perception of the Li. The popular local discourse 

maintains distorted stories about the Li, and ‘Li’ (Loi in Hainanese) is used not only 

to refer to the ethnic group, but as a slang term for ‘uncivilised’ and stupid behaviour; 

indeed, when Stübel conducted ethnographical research on the island during the early 

1930s, his Chinese interpreter still believed that the Li people were cannibals (1976, 

98, 114, 287). Xie’s work on ethnic tourism also emphasised local prejudices 

regarding the Li: namely, that they were thought of as lazy, dirty, violent, drunken 

and hopelessly inept at study and business (2011, 100). Such perceptions remain 

influential, especially in the Han communities that share the borders with the Li; the 

Han’s conception of the Li remains stigmatised.  

 

One might argue that, after the 1950s, ongoing socialist modernisation (colonial-like) 

projects could have complicated or changed ethnic dynamics in local ethnic 

relationships by building ethnically mixed spaces – urban towns, state farms and cities. 

It might be the case when these state projects realised the local complexity of ethnic 

relations, they tackled the fundamental issues that caused the Li-Han dichotomy. 

However, local governments have hardly taken account of the ethnic dichotomy in 

their agenda of modernisation. Admittedly, the modernisation and creation of 

ethnically mixed spaces on the island did change the way the Han socialised with the 

Li. In an urban setting, where the Li have gradually discarded their cultural symbols 

– language, clothes, appearance, lifestyle – they are hardly distinguishable from the 

Han. Apart from the name of their native place and their accent when they speak 

Mandarin or Hainanese, there is hardly anything that might reveal their ethnic identity 

to the native Han (Hainanese) people. The Han have accepted the fact that socialising 

with their ancient rivals, the Li, is an inevitable fact; they no longer refuse to work in 

the same work unit and even live with the Li in the same neighbourhood. However, 

because the internal colonial projects prioritised the exploration of natural resources 

and established the central authority of the Communist Party, they only made 

themselves a centre of power that attracted and governed the two communities. Mao’s 

and Deng’s mainland centre held the belief that ethnicity was subject to the progress 

of modernisation, and the prosperity brought about by modernisation would demolish 
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all distinctions (class, culture, ethnicity) in the nation. However, even when the 

highlands were politically privileged in the Maoist era, and the powerful mainland Li 

urban towns initiated the local Han movement towards the Li area, this did not remove 

the Han’s hatred of the Li. I will discuss how the Han ethnic prejudices against the Li 

were sustained through the internal colonial situation, as also various ways of making 

ethnic relations and the island’s internal colonial political economy, in Chapter Three. 

Therefore, it would be false to presume that pre-existing ethnic boundaries, memories 

of ethnic conflicts and ethnic prejudices would vaporise in modern unitary daily life 

under the communist regime. My research shows that these ideas are sustained 

through mundane practices in the Han people’s life experiences, because the current 

social changes – marriage reforms, revolutionary marketing reforms – have not 

affected the folk view of the Li that has been produced and reproduced in the Han 

families and neighbourhoods through popular culture (jokes, folklore, memories, 

derogatory expressions etc.). 
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Section Two: Intimacy and local (Han) ethnic consciousness 
 

The other task of the thesis is to explain the persistence and forms of ethnic dichotomy 

on the present-day island through observation of daily life, besides a search through 

historical archives. It is worthwhile to look at how prejudices affect social relations 

between the Li and the Han in trade, associations at work and marriage. Among these 

social interactions, my informants reveal that inter-ethnic marriages give rise to the 

most controversial relations, which have always generated conflict and led to 

traumatic events. Therefore, I place emphasis on my analysis of the Han’s common 

attitude towards ethnic exogamy – an idea which I have known since I was a child, 

without, however, understanding the underlying causes.  

 

The existing anthropological literature referred to in the preceding pages sheds 

valuable light on how to analyse how ethnic boundaries were formed and made at the 

three interpretive levels (micro-medium-macro) that Barth proposed (1994). For 

example, historical anthropologists, from the micro level, deconstruct the ways of 

demarcating ethnic boundaries between communities through a scrutiny of local 

history and the changing political economy in China. There is also anthropological 

work that focuses on the practices that have either blurred, or made harsher, the 

boundaries through these interactions. Nonetheless, they rarely bring ethnic 

distinction into the domain of inter-ethnic intimacy, where family members are 

assumed to be bound through shared resources, responsibility and social ties. Some 

noticed that inter-ethnic marriages were rare in their field (Tapp, 2001; Harrell, 2001; 

Hanson, 1995; Ou, 2007); but these were not their primary focus and hence the data 

have not been explored further. There is even less discussion on how wider ethnic 

relations would contribute to the rarity of inter-ethnic marriage in these regions.    

 

When I was investigating how ethnic identity interplays with the family and affects 

intimacy, it became burdensome to offer a comprehensive approach and make an 

appropriate contribution to the literature on both sides, due to the intellectual 

abundance on family and ethnicity in China.  To narrow down and make my task 

easier, therefore, I focused on ethnic prejudices in daily life, associated with the 

conflicts that occur in the domain of private life – sexual practices, generational 
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conflict and violence, and inter-ethnic marriage, romance and wedding negotiations. 

Living in the era when a paradigm shift has occurred from structure to practice in 

social anthropology, I did not see an ethnic community as an entity that served as a 

mechanical system of permanent solidarity. Instead, I approached ethnicity as a 

temporal group consciousness that bound people and excluded the others in particular 

situations. I focused on presenting the demarcation of ethnic boundaries and its 

persistence through folk views in daily life through various interactions – sex, jokes, 

whispers, quarrels; but I would not suggest that these boundaries are substantial or 

subject to collective rules. Hence, I see family and intimacy as a landscape where 

ethnic consciousness emerges and reproduces itself, and is conveyed through the 

interactions that take place through the changing practices of private life. This section 

thus gives an overview of my thesis and my theoretical approaches to ethnicity and 

intimacy. 

 

2.1 Ethnic consciousness  

 

If ethnicity is not an entity and its content and form are ephemeral, then what is 

ethnicity in the private domain? The study of the maintenance of boundaries that 

developed from Barth ended up with a focus on exploring people’s daily lives through 

mega data or multi-levels interpretation. Generally speaking, from Barth onward, 

scholarship on ethnicity gradually agreed that ethnicity is not a ‘thing’, but a series of 

thoughts that occurs in people’s minds in particular times and spaces. Barth’s (2000) 

second remedy to his model advocates studying ethnicity through life experiences and 

cognitions, an approach which was later described as a cognitive turn in ethnic studies 

(Brubaker et al., 2004). Because, at the micro level, it is individuals who appropriate 

and manipulate the perception of the ethnicity and other social identity. Thus, 

ethnicity in private life is a consciousness that manifests in the form of knowledge of 

the self and the others, which ultimately affect the practice of intimacy. 

 

Echoing interpretivist anthropology, Barth encourages the application of cognitive 

theories (Lakoff, 1987) to understand the complexity from pre-conceptual resources 

in which people distinguish themselves from the others. He asserts that people’s 

concepts and imagery are motivated through their bodily experiences. For him, to 
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study the concept of boundaries (2000:25) ‘is to identify procedures whereby we, as 

critically and precisely as possible, can discover the cognitive operations and imagery 

that people use to conceptualize their acts, social groups and environment.’ Although 

with different arguments, the two essays of Barth (1994, 2000) have equally suggested 

that it is important to understand ethnicity and its boundaries with an actor-oriented 

approach, while contextualising their way of thinking and doing things through a 

thorough understanding of their circumstances (neighbourhood, nation state). Thus, 

daily practice, social action, political movement and even conflict could accurately 

be presented only through an in-depth and detailed ethnography. My approach to 

ethnicity on the island would follow the same method by considering ethnic 

boundaries from the macro level (historical changes, political economy and culture) 

to the micro level (private life).  

 

The cognitive approach could date back to the 1980s when, after Geertz’s (1975) 

inspiring translation of Weber’s insight that the human being is an animal in a web of 

meanings, culture was redefined as a web of significances. The subject matter for 

ethnographers, then, is to interpret the layers of the meaning of life. Sharing Geertz’s 

assumption of culture, the British anthropologist Cohen (1982, 1985) continually 

investigated how the boundaries of communities were maintained within the 

apparently homogenous state settings of the British nation. Based on the assumption 

that culture is a web of significances, he argues that community is a boundaries-

expressing symbol (1985:15); it is held in common by its members while its meaning 

varies according to each member’s unique orientation to it. Thus, community 

consciousness has to be kept alive by individuals’ manipulation of its symbols, and 

its efficacy depends on its symbolic construction and embellishment.  

 

In the same vein, knowledge of ethnicity and the resultant social categorisation are 

different perspectives on the world. Criticising the groupism existing in ethnic studies 

in sociology, Brubaker et al. (2004:38) argue that ethnicity is a perspective of how 

people see the world, pass on their experiences and interpret events. Inspired by 

cognitive research in anthropology and social psychology, they argue that social 

categorisation is the act of an individual based on schema and is therefore a 

representation of the knowledge and mental structure. It governs how people perceive 
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and interpret the world, and how knowledge is acquired, stored, recalled, activated 

and extended to new domains (ibid., 41). Brubaker et al. (ibid.) also point out that, to 

study ethnicity, one needs to treat a group as a situational event, whereby people’s 

schema evokes a sense of belonging and distinguishes itself from the others. Jenkins 

(2008:23-24) criticises Brubaker et al.’s cognitive approach, saying that it risks a 

departure of ethnicity studies away from research on life realities and towards an old 

positivism that focuses on the rules and mental structures that govern categorisation.  

 

I, however, found Brubaker et al.’s approach useful for understanding the local Han 

ethnic prejudices, which are only affected by and provoked through particular daily 

events. The Li people only become ‘the others’ to Han when they turn into a threat, a 

stigma and a source of profit during inter-ethnic interactions. The occasions when the 

Han’s conceit about their customs (Chapter Two, Chapter Six) is seen more 

conspicuously are: engaging in unfair trade practices with the Li (Chapter Three), 

objecting to their children’s inter-ethnic intimacy (Chapter Five); cautiously looking 

for random sex (Chapter Four); and trying to keep their inter-ethnic relationships 

secret (Chapter Seven). The prejudiced stereotype of the Li is invoked to justify their 

actions at such times. Thus, intertwining Brubaker et al.’s arguments with the 

anthropological tradition of ethnography, I have outlined the ideas and prejudices, but 

focused on how the ideas relate to practice in the reality of the interactions of private 

life. 
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2.2 Approaching ethnicity through the ‘family' 

 

Family, as a social unit and private space, offers a strong sense of belonging to its 

members, although this belonging need not necessarily be ‘ethnic’. What 

characterised local Han ethnic consciousness, I would argue, is to first imagine and 

then assert the differences rather than the similarities with ‘the others’, from the 

imperial past till the present.  Research on ethnicity and family coincide when it comes 

to studying history and lineage in China. From social history and historical 

anthropology literatures, the making of the Chinese (Han) identity is intertwined with 

the lineage and kinship systems which were standardised during the imperial time. 

Therefore, I first investigate how ethnic consciousness was cultivated through the 

cultural-historical formation of lineage, and how the expansion of the lineage system 

in imperial China contributed to differentiating similar regional customs. Then, I 

extend my focus towards how historically consolidated ethnic consciousness affects 

the contemporary practice of inter-ethnic intimacy.  

 

The study of the Chinese family, before it shifted focus from structure to  practice, 

shared a general materialistic assumption that kinship was an ideological apparatus 

that governed and was attached to the substances. The ways in which people are 

related to each other are inevitably intertwined with their common interests, territories 

or resources. This is similar to what Watson (1982:618) has suggested – that the 

development of the Chinese lineage organisation, starting from the Song dynasty 

(960-1127), is in fact an ideology demanded by economic development over time. 

1960s structure functional kinship studies on China have consulted the genealogy and 

historical archives to assume an important role of ‘kinship’, in terms of organising 

funds and territories. Approaches of similar material, social historians argue that the 

ethnicity of southern China is a process of regentrification, in which local residents 

adopted the ritual standardisation and lineage system and converted to Han and 

sustained themselves as Han. For them, family is the focal point to unpick the process 

of making the Han ethnicity, the historical archives associated with different grand 

lineages. 
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The paradigm shift in anthropology, however, overwhelmingly challenges the lineage 

models as it redirects studies on Chinese kinship away from the structural 

functionalism assumption, towards understanding it as social landscape for the varied 

practice of social relations in different situations. Kinship studies have gradually 

moved out of anthropologists’ focus in the post-structural period. As Schneider (1984) 

points out, theories of kinship were derived from Eurocentric understandings and 

imposed their own terminology to interpret other societies. The recent concern in 

kinship (Carsten, 2000) has returned to the basic starting point as to how people are 

related to each other, instead of how  relations govern people. The same trend has 

been adopted for the study of kinship and relations in China. Three overviews 

(Watson, 1982; Kantos, 2006; Cantos and Brandtstädter, 2009) have been offered in 

the past decade, but I shall not repeat the points made by these. The important shift is 

away from structural studies of the kinship systems, with an increasing focus on 

understanding how people relate to each other in daily life. The starting point is: if the 

patrilineal model has failed to comprehend the complexity of relations, it might be 

because relatedness is practice-oriented rather than a series of projected ideas. 

Inspired by Bourdieu’s theories of practice, Yang (1989), Yan (1999) and Kipnis 

(1997) discuss how the practice of the art of relations in reciprocal gift exchange and 

banquets reveals the constraints linked to the local ideas of relations during the 

formation of social ties. The aim is to unfold the social flows between people, 

presenting a complex dialogic connection with the practice of relations, and at the 

same time prescribe a micro-structure, or ‘habitus’ in Bourdieu’s sense, that is formed 

through life. The social obligations of favour exchange and the feeling of 

indebtedness to parents were later summarised by Stafford (2000) as the cycle of 

laiwang and the cycle of Yang. Originating from the common sense of relations, these 

two cycles were a force manipulated by individuals through their practice, in order to 

make and unmake social relations and kinships. Santos (2009) extends the discussion 

to the making of familiarity through shared substances (stove) in daily life, by 

focusing on the process of building intimate relationships and defining strangers. This 

thesis shares the same assumption with these authors, focusing on how intimate 

relations were made/unmade through practice and how it might change the existing 

idea of ethnic exogamy. Nonetheless, my fieldwork experiences showed that, since 

the two communities were highly convinced of the necessity of laiwang and 

connection, it was never difficult to practise the art of relations between the Li and 
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the Han, besides inter-ethnic affinal ties. With regard to ethnic consciousness in 

intimate interaction, my ethnography tells more about the ideas and violence that are 

used to unmake relations. In other words, the thesis uses locally controversial 

relationships – inter-ethnic intimacy – to understand the local Han ethnic cautiousness 

within the family. Accordingly, my ethnography on intimate life will be divided into 

three parts: courtship practice (sexual and romantic relations), marital decisions; and 

wedding negotiations in the changing local society.   

 

 

2.2.1 History and memories of Han – an imagined community  

 

‘History is the ghost of the present.’ If Han ethnic prejudices could last in the 

expressively similar modern society, then they might have followed similar patterns 

to the past – that is, distinguishing the Han from ‘the others’ regardless of how similar 

their cultures were to them. I do not essentialise the timeless law that governs social 

life, but I do seek explanations for the ethnic dichotomy as well as the formation of 

identity, using historical archives and social memories. I approach ethnic 

consciousness through local history and kinship systems. I try to find out in what 

social milieu the ethnic consciousness of Han was raised, and how it was reproduced 

through the private life cycle (family memories, family rituals, family events).   

 

 

The ‘marriage’ between the disciplines of history and anthropology, proposed by 

Evans Pritchard’s lecture (1950, 1962), has been seen as the cornerstone of the British 

school of structural functionalism. As he suggests, anthropologists’ particular angles 

on culture and society would be useful for reorganising existing historical archives, 

records and oral tradition into themes that focus on cultural practices, such as history 

of marriage and courtship. In the anthropology of China, the association with history 

began with the studies of kinship systems. The structural functionalists’ approach on 

kinship, especially the lineage system (Fortes, 1949), was adjusted when it was 

applied to the cultural reality in China, which has abundant historical data for studying 

lineage as a social institution. Freedman (1965, 1966), under the influence of the 

descent theories that developed from the African kinship system, developed a 
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corporeal-patrilineal model (1965) for China that governs the common interests of 

descent groups from common ancestors. Implicitly, he describes Chinese lineage 

organisation in a historical materialistic tone, saying that the expansion of the 

localised lineage village takes place through the surplus from the highly productive 

paddy fields. He has also discussed how the corporate holding of land and resources 

strengthens localised lineage as an economic-political organisation. Since then, many 

of his followers dealing with written genealogies and the gazetteers of lineages in the 

Pearl River Delta and Taiwan (Pasternak, 1972, 1991; Wolf, 1972; see also others on 

Watson, 1982) have been grounded in the belief that lineages were founded on, or 

organised around, the distribution and defence of territories and resources in late 

imperial China. Nonetheless, these works in the literature not only endorse 

Freedman’s assumption but also offer an alternative model to understanding how the 

lineage system works in different environments, especially the model of Harrell and 

Pasternak, who affirm that there are other social ties to which people are more 

attached than kinship ties. For example, Margery Wolf (1972), who discusses non-

patriarchal kinship (uterine family) centred on women’s ties with their natal families 

and children, argues that Freeman’s patrilineal model is not the only structure that 

governs the family. Inspired by Freeman, anthropologists, who have studied culture 

and society in regions where the imperial literati agents proliferated for centuries, 

endeavour to combine historical archives and their ethnographic data to analyse the 

local particularity of cultural customs and social organisations. Watson3 (1982:1) 

suggests that the historian and the anthropologist inevitably absorb each other’s 

insights since they share a similar enquiry based on similar data. Anthropologists 

(Freedman (1966, 1967) Baker (1979); Pasternak (1991); Faure (1982, 2007); Siu 

(1989); Szonyi (2002, 2007)), who studied local kinship and lineage systems, have all 

                                                
3  It is noteworthy that, since the 1920s, the Yanjing school of sociologists (Wu 

Wenzao, Zhao Chengxin), has deeply engaged itself with historical archives in order 

to understand tradition and social organisation across regions in China. Fei Xiaotong, 

known as the founding father of modern Chinese social anthropology and a student 

of Malinowski, in his BA research thesis on bride-taking marriage customs, applied 

social analysis to the institution of marriage by consulting 207 gazetteers across 15 

provinces (Fei, 1999:153-211). 
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tirelessly consulted with the historical resources – the gazetteers, genealogies, oral 

history, Confucian canonical texts (Shisanjing [M], Thirteen canonical texts) – to 

serve their different theoretical orientations on exploring the complexity that caused 

variations in the lineage systems and familial rites.   

 

The study of ethnicity and lineage often crossed paths in similar historical archives as 

scholars approached the making of lineage by examining state expansion in southern 

China and other peripheral regions. Ethnicity, for the social historian, is a process that 

survived and expanded with the expanding Chinese imperial state. The process is 

clearly seen in the making of ‘the others’ when the expansion of the state promoted 

family rituals and lineage systems during the Ming and Qing periods (Watson and 

Rawsik, 1989; Faure, 1989; Siu, 1996; Szoniy, 2002). The debate on Sinicization 

(Rawski, 1996; Ho, 1998; Rawski and Watson, 1988) and ritual standardisation began 

in the 1990s, questioning the unity of the Chinese cultures and the very term ‘Chinese’. 

It converged on the point that, if the Chinese could refer to any kind of unity, it might 

be a formal unity produced by practice (Watson, 1988; Watson, 2007:157). Looking 

at the history of the peripheral regions of China, the making of the Han ethnicity itself 

might well be constantly related to the installation of the lineage system for the sake 

of consolidating state subjects. Faure (1989, 2001), focussing on the ‘Yao war’ during 

the reign of the Ming dynasty, repeatedly mentions that the existing Han group of 

southern China is a result of the local aboriginals’ adaptation to the lineage system of 

the Han. His argument is endorsed by Siu’s ethnography of the Han/Dan boundaries 

in the Pearl River Delta and Szonyi’s (2002) writings about the distinction between 

the Han and the She/Dan people in Fujian. In short, the above social historians agree 

that formation of Han ethnicity in the frontier region is a consequence of the strategic 

adoption of the lineage system to please the imperial political centre. Szonyi (2002) 

has discussed the lineage system and the popular religions in Fujian province. He 

points out that the local Han family rituals and their family genealogies were merely 

a claim, thus imaginary. The local Han culture has retained the elements of other 

aboriginal cultures—She and Dan people.  
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My research into the archives tallies with the literature. The Han’s cultural origin is 

arguably problematic; each family has only 20 pages of simply compiled pedigree of 

clan (zu pu), their marriage and courtship rituals that can hardly be considered Han 

elsewhere in China.  In the first two chapters, as mentioned earlier, I contextualise the 

Han’s antagonistic feelings – a kind of defence ‘mechanism’– towards the Li, through 

a study of the regional history and family histories. On the island that had hosted 

diverse cultural groups throughout the long history of maritime trade, wars and piracy, 

it is hardly convincing that the local Han people have only one ethnic origin. While 

placing the lineage organisation into a historical situation where ‘the Li aboriginal’ 

were more powerful and feared, the lineage, and the ethnic unity it is associated with, 

generated a collective habitual thought or ‘defence mechanism’ toward the aboriginal 

others. It helps the Han sustain their territories and survive against the threat of Li 

plunders. In the same vein, the family rituals and customs in the Han community, then, 

became not only a label of social class but also a force that excluded and stigmatised 

their biggest threat – the customs of the Li. Consequently, the shared regional 

similarity was denied; whatever was believed to be a Han custom, regardless of how 

unorthodox it might have been, would be used to strengthen their imaginary ethnic 

unity of being Han. For instance, regardless of how similar the Li’s marriage practices 

are to those of the Han – they even share the language – they are still seen as a marker 

of being different from the Li. Throughout the research, as I went on comparing the 

marriage and courtship related customs between Li and Han, I found more and more 

overlap between these customs. Nonetheless, the more the similarity, the harsher 

became the Han’s stigmatisation of the Li customs, latching onto and emphasising 

minor differences. In short, the current existing ethnic boundaries between Li and Han 

derive from the Han’s collective imagination of their identity, which deliberately 

intends to distort the fact that they might actually historically and culturally be close 

to the Li ethnic community. My overarching discussion on ethnicity and family ritual 

or construction of ethnicity in the family will be re-emphasised by Chapter Six’s 

comparison of delayed transfer marriage, thereby raising the problematisation of the 

Han’s ethnic origins in the folk view, which considers rituals as an ethnic marker. 
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2.2.2 Han ethnic consciousness and the changing Chinese family  

 

Two radical changes (marriage reforms and marketing reforms) in the family domain 

that occurred were then brought into the anthropologists’ concern. They explore life 

experiences to demonstrate how the socialist state’s intervention4 and social changes 

in the past five decades have reshaped the family, local customs, mate choices, kin 

relations and social relations (Parish and Whyte, 1978; Croll, 1984; Watson, 1984; 

Wolf, 1985; Potter and Potter, 1990; Unger, 2002; Diamant, 2000; Harrell, 1992;). 

Yan (2003) sums up the significant changes that have occurred in  private life as the 

rising youth autonomy and conjugal power that have taken over  declining patriarchal 

power. This thesis is indebted to these works of literature for the social background 

they provide. With the focus on marital choice and courtship, I particularly discuss 

the extent to which the practice of inter-ethnic intimacy undermined and was 

prevented by the Han ethnic consciousness after the 1950s. On the one hand, the 

marital choice and courtship practised became highly individualised, consequently 

challenging the taboo of ethnic exogamy. On the other hand, ethnic prejudice 

sustained in the popular culture remained an influential factor that led to parental and 

community intervention in the lives of the individuals who practised inter-ethnic 

intimacy.   

 

When it comes to the changing patterns of mate choice and generation gaps, studies 

of family history during economic and social change tend to argue that the rise of the 

nuclear family and the decline of stem and extensive family models are the result of 

industrialisation (Goody, 1976 quoted by Davis and Harrell, 1993, 6). Nonetheless, 

in China, the deconstruction of the traditional family and rise of the modern family 

are not only the results of industrialisation, but also of meeting the need to establish 

the socialist regime. Due to its political priority, marriage and family reform could 

not fully reach their intended extents, which included giving individuals freedom of 

                                                
4 In the family domain, three state policies are noteworthy: the land reforms that ended 

parents’ control over the substance; the 1950s marriage laws that abolished parental 

power over mate selection; and the one-child policy. 
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marital choice and divorce.  The rural appropriation of marriage law is somewhat 

problematic.  In the 1950s, the family was a key battlefield for the communist 

revolution, whereby the state, through an anti-feudal iconoclastic movement, 

exterminated the threat against the centralised communist state. Watson (1984), Potter 

and Potter (1990) and Unger (2000) argue that, through a series of projects, the state 

has overtaken the power of the imperial state. The collectivisation policy, marriage 

reforms and the imposed rural/urban distinction and social classification shattered 

pre-socialist Chinese society and intensified the changes. With collectivisation 

reforms, the Maoist regime took the control of resources and land from traditional 

land holders (lineage heads, parents), while marriage reforms removed parental power 

over individuals. The marriage reforms in the 1950s were intended to normalise the 

modern family based on affections and freedom of mate selection, while abolishing 

the pre-revolution marriage patterns of arranged marriages and blind marriages. 

However, in terms of mate selection, the degree of freedom hardly rose between 1958 

and 1987.  It was noted in Whyte’s research in the city of Chengdu (1993, 193-194), 

after bureaucratic systems began to control education, employment, health care and 

access to jobs, that the young generation may have found that the freedom they have 

gained from their parents had been lost to the ‘gate keeper of the state’ (school, 

factories, etc.). In the 1960s, when younger generations sought to find their partners, 

their mate selections were affected by class labels and the urban/rural division, which 

was designed by the Maoist regime. According to Croll (1984:175-197), people who 

inherited a bad class label would find it difficult to get a spouse in the Maoist era. A 

similar phenomenon was observed on the island: among the younger Han generation 

in the 1960s, the practice of marriage was affected by the renovated social 

stratification and marriage reforms. However, modernisation did little to challenge 

the status quo of old patterns of ethnic endogamy on the island.  In Chapter Three, 

from a political economy viewpoint, I argue that the problematic urbanisation of 

Hainan island ignored the local Han chauvinism; thus, failing to change ethnic 

endogamy through increasing movement across boundaries. The changing discourses 

of the ideal spouse might challenge the stereotypes of Li people, but the individual’s 

preference for social hypergamy would not always succeed in challenging the local 

prohibition of ethnic endogamy.  In the Maoist era, when the many Li in urban areas 

acquired higher social status in state-owned organisations, they remained unattractive 

to their Han colleagues due to the old prejudice against them.   
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In the market-oriented reform era, during which there was a huge retreat in state power 

over daily life, the privatisation process released individuals from the control of the 

state. Market reform promotes, notably, the individualisation of society and altered 

sexual cultures and individualisation. Individuals are encouraged to be liberal in order 

to be self-responsible, while the old patterns of parent-child relations have been 

confronted by radical changes. As noted by Yan (2003, 14), horizontal conjugal ties 

replaced the vertical parent and child relationship as the central axis of family 

relations in both nuclear and stem households; parental authority and patriarchal 

power further declined and the previously unprivileged members of the family, 

women and youths began to acquire their own space and independence. The rise of 

individuality is reflected in greater individual autonomy and independence, the 

intensification of emotional attachment and intimacy, and the expansion of personal 

desires among several generations of villagers (Yan, 2003, 220).  

 

Would increasing freedom of mate choice, courtship practice and changing sexual 

cultures change the popular prejudice against inter-ethnic marriage？ My discussion 

on courtship echoes the themes in which scholars have enquired how free love 

marriage reform changed intimacy in China or whether free ‘love’ mate selection had 

become the norm for forming the nuclear family in China. The anthropology literature 

studies of marriage reform in China have seen the alternative form of mate selection; 

however, they also state that the Western style of dating was rare in the 1980s. Kipnis 

(1997), Potter and Potter (1990) and Watson (1986) as well as others (Parish and 

Whyte, 1978) have argued that the nationwide marriage reforms did not immediately 

have an effect at the micro level. Material situations and social mores still constrained 

the individual’s autonomy to choose their spouses based on personal preference and 

affections; hence, marital alliance remains part of the peasant ‘emotionless’ courtship. 

Whereas Jankowiak (1995), Yan (2003), Pan (2006) and Diamant (2000) did observe 

that the practice of intimacy has changed toward an individualised pattern, while 

dating, premarital sex and extra-marital sex among younger generations became 

common. Jankowiak (1995:166-185) proposes romantic love as a long-recognised 

cultural value, from his observations on the life of urban youth as well as on imperial 

Chinese popular literature. Yan (2003:42-64) shows that the value of free love and 
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premarital sex between engaged couples are common between new generations. 

Diamant’s (2000:192-204) research on how the practice of marriage and divorces was 

negotiated between the state and individuals examines how the state policed the 

family in the marriage reforms, which also regenerated troublesome reactions to the 

government, such as the open sexual culture (a term she uses to refer to marriage, sex 

and privacy). From the reports of the 1950s in urban factories of Beijing and Shanghai, 

she has seen an ‘open’ sexual culture in which premarital sex, pregnancy out of 

wedlock and adultery became common among the workers and cadres after the 1950s 

marriage reform, which values free love in courtship.  

 

According to Yan (2003), this debate comes from two static essentialist views on the 

Chinese treatment of emotions. Based on his field experience in Northern China, he 

argues that love, whether traditional or western, was not a difficult practice for the 

peasant to adopt; and since 1949, Chinese peasants have been more interested in and 

capable of romantic love, with rising youth autonomy and declining patriarchal power. 

Yan’s summary of debates practically emphasises the practices of courtship as a 

phenomenon to avoid answering the problematic question: to what extent is Chinese 

marriage and courtship about love? Inspired by Diamant (2000), I see the debates 

between whether mating is emotionless or affectionate in China as two sides of one 

coin; constraints of mate selection coexist with the freedom of love-based intimate 

relations.  

 

I have stated that there are two controversial patterns of inter-ethnic intimacy: while 

many Han men have admitted their sexual encounters with Li, the younger generation 

has limited autonomy to turn inter-ethnic free love into marriage due to strong 

parental objections. For this thesis, then, the aim is to explore the two different types 

of inter-ethnic courtship and how they inform the Han’s ethnic consciousness. 

Bearing in mind these contradictory views, Chapter Four and Chapter Five explore 

how sexual relations and marital decisions have divided the individual experience of 

courtship. I investigate the ethnic consciousness of Han through what motivated the 

local popularity of inter-ethnic sexual relations and what constrains inter-ethnic 

courtship. Chapter Four examines how the knowledge of the Li was sexualised, and 

how it was utilised in the practice of inter-ethnic intimacy, especially extra marital 

relationships and romantic relations. Chapter Five discusses the local constraints of 
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inter-ethnic free love, focusing on the ethnography of parents’ violent suppression of 

inter-ethnic romantic relations.  

 

Not all the love stories end well; marital union might not necessarily ease the tension 

caused by making a ‘bad’ marital decision. Wedding negotiation was the beginning 

of the continual family conflict caused by inter-ethnic marriage; also, it was the 

epitome of all the dramas that inter-ethnic couples dealt with in their marriage. After 

ending my discussion on wedding rituals, I conclude my investigations into Han 

ethnic consciousness in Chapter Seven. I discuss how inner ethnic sociality became a 

form of ethnic groupness in the conflict and compromise of wedding negotiation. 

With regard to marriage, the resurgent elaborate wedding ceremony and escalating 

wedding expenses are common phenomena in post-reform China (Whyte, 1993). As 

an important social event, the wedding feast and wedding ceremony have often found 

place in the discussions of the studies of relatedness. Yan (2003) analyses the family 

use of the monetarised dowry and bride wealth and suggests that the politics of family 

property were intertwined with rising conjugal powers. Freeman (1972), Potter and 

Potter (1990) and Kipnis (1997) have discussed how the sequential events in the 

wedding ceremony could inform the making of marital relations. Yan (1996), Stafford 

(2000) and Cohen (2005) point out that the wedding is a typical scenario for 

presenting the connections between the host and the guest. The host has the social 

obligation to reinforce social ties to get the social support of the guests during the 

wedding. However, when inter-ethnic marriage is publicly discouraged, the ethnic 

prejudices against the Li become a coercive force that shapes the wedding 

negotiations and wedding ceremony. Focusing on the concept of ‘face’ and the 

politics of wedding negotiations, I will discuss whether the Han’s ethnic co-unions 

are positively enforced, or are undermined in the process of inter-ethnic wedding. 

 

 

 

Section three: Methodology 
 

My two primary questions in the thesis are: What is ethnicity for a Han family, and 

how does it matter to inter-ethnic intimacy? Answering both these questions required 
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in-depth fieldwork to collect sensitive data through participant observation of daily 

life. I spent 18 months in my native county, travelling in all 15,000 miles between and 

around four towns – Da’an, Zhizhong, Baoyou and Huangliu. To acquire knowledge 

of the local Li and the others, I collected the discourses of the Li and the Han through 

an investigation of local memory, archives and popular culture, by either reading or 

listening to daily conversation. Participant observation was my main approach to 

record daily life and to understand ethnic boundaries in terms of various social 

interactions and customs. In-depth interviews were used to collect the sensitive data 

on intimacy. In all, I interviewed 30 inter-ethnic households among 7 villages and 6 

towns, with more than ten sets of repeated visits and frequent interviews in each 

household. 

 

3.1 Locating the inter-ethnic couples  

 
Figure 2-Map of field 

 

As shown in Figure 2, my field site was predominantly located in my native place, 

Ledong ethnically autonomous county, which still sustained a high degree of Li/Han 

ethnic segregation consolidated through centuries of ethnic conflict. Geographically, 

most Li villages are located in the highland and mountain area, while Han villages are 
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dispersed along the southern coast. There are 11 towns surrounded by 188 

administrative villages and 606 natural villages (naturally existing, non-bureaucratic 

villages), within which are 439 Li natural villages and 102 Li administrative villages 

(Wang, 2009). According to the census of 2010, the Han ethnic population was 

281,694, a majority of the whole population at 61.39%, while the Li population was 

170,563, making 37.17% of the whole; the other ethnic minority population was in 

total 6,619, 1.44% of the total. My field work first started in Han coastal villages 

(highlighted in light orange in Figure 2), and later expanded to three ethnically mixed 

towns (highlighted in green) in the highland area to interview more inter-ethnic 

households. I presumed that inter-ethnic households might be already a common 

phenomenon since the last recorded Li rebellion was nearly a century ago.  

 

When I arrived in Huangliu, I found few inter-ethnic families. I was often told by 

officials that ‘there are many inter-ethnic couples, but they could not locate a 

particular one’. The common sense of not openly discussing minority spouses 

constantly hindered my data collection in the Han villages that I visited. This was 

especially so as my enquiry of inter-ethnic marriage could be misunderstood as 

intended humiliation to these families, which were already feeling ashamed of their 

marital ties with the Li. For the local Han families who had inter-married with Li, it 

was important to keep such marital unions secret; instead of revealing their ethnic 

identity, they would either mention their native county or city, such as Sanya and 

Dongfang, or simply say that their in-laws were from the mainland. In contrast, many 

local Han men and Li migrant workers were open to talking about their inter-ethnic 

extra-marital relations and sexual relations, particularly the Han clients who met Li 

dancers in the dance halls (rural night clubs). To adapt to a series of unexpected 

reactions, I switched my focus to learning the local Han family rituals, acquiring 

knowledge about ‘the others’, and finding out more about courtship in the dance halls.  

 

The town of Huangliu, 8 km away from my native village Maopo, is a Han 

concentration area of the Prefecture. It has 32 villages, six of which are Li; 122 of the 

town’s 11,280 households are Li. ‘Huangliu’ literally means the exiled descendants 

of the Huangdi; it has a mixed population of mainlanders and Li migrants who mostly 

work in the local entertainment industry. It is the most developed and densely 

populated town in Ledong, and has been the cultural centre of the coastal regions for 
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a very long time, probably dating back to the days of the Song dynasty. These areas 

belong to the Yazhou prefecture5 (highlighted in light orange in Figure 2) in ancient 

China, where the Li-Han dichotomy is still strong and a rich tradition of oral literature 

relevant to the ethnic past of the two communities still exists. The town and my native 

village were the primary sites from where I collected the data regarding Han ethnic 

identifications and their knowledge of the Li people, through readings in the archives, 

enquiring about family histories and observing marriages and courtship customs. 

Moreover, in the past ten years, it has become an entertainment centre for Han farmers, 

cadres and mainland businessmen who enjoy their leisure activity in the pub, dance 

hall and restaurant. Spontaneously, the growing entertainment industries have 

attracted many Li women and mainlander women into the town: there are thousands 

of Li women working in town, mostly as dancers in the dance hall, and some in hair 

salons and restaurants. Besides collecting the more common views of the others, I 

was also able to collect sufficient data on inter-ethnic extramarital relationships and 

casual sexual relations. 

 

During my desperate search for inter-ethnic couples, I arrived in the towns in the 

mountain area (highlighted in green on the map in Figure 2), where inter-ethnic 

marriages/romances were commonly accepted and openly discussed. After that, I 

went back and forth between the mountain towns of Baoyou, Zhizhong and Da’an 

(highlighted in green in Figure 2).  

 

Most of the Li towns and cities were named in the Li language, such as Baoyou and 

the military town of Da’an. These ethnically mixed towns were constructed under the 

state’s command economy; most towns were built near the state farms in the mountain 

area; the major production of this state farm was rubber trees. Today, the policy of 

promoting international tourism on the island has made the real-estate business a 

predominant force in the prefecture and the town of Baoyou has gradually turned into 

a city. Gated communities are increasing in numbers and, at the same time, replacing 

the old buildings, which are gradually disappearing in the town. The growing real-

estate industry has attracted many entrepreneurs and brokers to the town and 

                                                
5 During my days in the town, whenever I discussed local identity and ‘the others’ with the Huangliu 
Ren, it always led to the popular memory of Yazhou, an administrative division of the island before 
the Republic of China. 
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decoration companies, brick suppliers, ceramic stores, wooden floor show rooms, etc., 

can be seen everywhere. Here, inter-ethnic romantic relationships were common 

among the younger generation of residents, whose intimate interactions with Li 

aroused much controversy among the Han communities (see Chapter Six).  

 

The Han usually call Da’an town either Zajiao (hybrid places) or ‘the airport’. The 

earliest military airport was built here. It was rumoured that Da’an had the most 

prettiest females and males because the town had a mixed population of the 

descendants of the children of the pilots and the local Li women. As the rural areas 

formed the daily supply base to the military camps, the villagers offered labour, food 

supplies and accommodation to them on a daily basis. Because of the frequent 

interaction with the outsiders, inter-ethnic romance was common in Da’an; since the 

1950s, many women from the villages around Da’an have eloped with the mainland 

Han settlers, mostly army men and state farm workers. 

 

Zhizhong town is 16 km to the south-east of the north town, which is an area of 

concentration of the Ha Li ethnic minority – a sub branch of the Li respected by other 

ethnic people for their knowledge of medicine and witchcraft. Many people told me 

that the girls of Zhizhong town were famous for their beauty back in the 1990s. 

Rumour has it that Zhizhong has produced several high-ranking governors; every 

town mayor from the past three decades went on to become the vice-head of the 

prefecture. Moreover, a secret beauty competition was held by the head of the town, 

who chose the most beautiful girl to be given to the head of the prefecture as his 

concubine. In the rural area of Zhizhong, the Li villagers are rich and diligent, and 

therefore many local Han people have inter-married with the Li residents. I was able 

to visit more Han and Li inter-ethnic households in Zhizhong than anywhere else. 

 

3.2 Accessing local knowledge  

 

Local knowledge is important in terms of interpreting the way people behave, for 

dealing with how they demarcate ethnic boundaries in inter-ethnic marriage. 

Surveying this local knowledge is therefore essential in order to investigate how these 

issues are currently perceived and discussed by commoners. Being a native 
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anthropologist, my field research constantly intermingled with my native social 

network; most of the time I was collecting data from my relatives and acquaintances 

while I socialised with them. My knowledge about my home town extends not only 

through fieldwork, but also through the familiarity that I gained from re-integrating 

with my native home, which I left in 2003. From an academic point of view, I 

researched the local knowledge of history, marriage customs and ethnic 

consciousness mostly through casual non-structural interviews. From a native point 

of view, I might just have been any young adult trying to reunite with the community, 

as many of my inquiries about customs and history were common topics in the daily 

conversation of Han communities.     

 

Firstly, I collected oral literature (oral histories and folklore) and collective memory 

through intense social interaction and conversation with my informants. Everywhere, 

I tirelessly raised the same questions – ‘What is Li; what is Han; what do you think 

of the Li?’– and expanded my data through the answers from different people. Even 

the gossip and whispers in response to my questions were used to contextualise the 

social dilemmas that inter-ethnic couples confronted. Secondly, participant 

observation was applied through my joint activity with the Han and Li informants in 

their daily life, in order to understand the local knowledge of identification as well as 

customs of intimacy. I learned about the Han marriage customs through my senior 

generations, when I organised my own wedding to understand a Han wedding. I also 

participated in Li weddings and enquired about their customs as a guest, by socialising 

with other guests at the dining table. Finally, I recorded the commoners’ views on 

inter-ethnic intimacy while participating in social meetings, weddings and banquets.  

 

3.3 Life stories of inter-ethnic intimacy 

 

Therefore, my data collection focused on the Li/Han ethnic boundaries learned from 

local Han knowledge. My project targets the life stories of individuals in inter-ethnic 

intimacy, especially the naturalistic stories referred by Plummer (2001, 396) – stories 

that people tell as part of their everyday life. Personal narratives, oral histories, and 

private memories from people in inter-ethnic families, especially subjective 

experiences, are the key aims for my data collection, covering themes such as 
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adjusting to ethnic differences in an inter-ethnic family, the experience of spouse 

selection, and the story of romantic relationships and marriage. By the term family, I 

do not refer to a static structure or a unity; it is a diverse and changing set of everyday 

practices (Gubrium and Holstein, 1990, cited in Daly and Dienhart, 1998, 99). Inter-

ethnic family life differs from that of other families. It is a space where ethnic, gender 

and class divisions intersect, and where family members might experience 

intersectionality differently. As a result, exploring the complexity of inter-ethnic 

intimacy and observing the differences requires individual-centred ethnography, 

which was suggested by Yan (2003) in order to collect individuals’ personal 

narratives of their feelings and their private experiences. Inspired by the medical 

anthropology by Holland (2002, 1997, cited in Yan, 2003, 12), Yan (2003, 10-13) 

argued that the best way to study the private lives of individuals is to do a fine-grained 

participatory ethnography, and an experience-near individual-centred ethnography.  

 

However, carrying out in-depth interviews or participant observation in people’s 

private spaces has many challenges. Firstly, entering the family home and obtaining 

a position for information collection is a matter of gaining trust and rapport. Yan 

(2000) relies heavily on repeated fieldwork in one field site and longitudinal studies 

of the same local world. Repeated fieldwork, as Yan mentioned, will build up a solid 

ground of mutual trust and understanding in order to collect the relevant data from 

people’s private lives, and consequently reduce the chance of gaining false 

information. As noted by Daly and Dienhart (1998, 103), qualitative methods give a 

researcher a better position from which to understand the family, while in practice 

there are always limitations in entering a family’s social and psychological space. 

Daly (ibid.,104) suggested that the first social interactions at the door and the 

conveyance of trustworthiness and openness are crucial for the data collection process.  

As a result, in order to avoid awkward moments at the threshold to their home, my 

interactions with my informants in the domain of their family home were in the stance 

of a friend rather than a researcher. It took me quite a long time to develop a mutual 

understanding between myself and the informants before they were willing to share 

their private stories with me. Secondly, due to the sensitive nature of my research, 

qualitative research methods might have left me with an ethical and moral dilemma; 

therefore, I passively waited till my informants were ready to share. I always started 

my enquiries in the form of a friend-to-friend conversation, and then let the participant 
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decide which parts of the conversation I could use as data. The repetitive visits to, and 

persistent contact with, the same participants, and unstructured open-ended interviews 

were more efficient for my data collection. Apart from conversations in their 

household, my informants were more willing to tell me their stories by texting me 

through the social network WeChat, where no one could intervene and stop them from 

sharing their private feelings, particularly about the past. For collecting private data, 

I properly introduced the participants to my research. Thirdly, I have been cautious 

with different voices in the family and will acknowledge the power dynamics in the 

views expressed. I seldom interviewed couples together, so that they could be more 

willing to share their stories of love and marriage, which were highly gender-biased. 

Both the Li and Han women were more eager to talk to me about their experiences of 

inter-ethnic intimacy, while both the Li and Han men tended to avoid conversations 

about intimacy. Besides my prior informants, there was a group of Han males keen to 

share their inter-ethnic sex experiences with me, which I will discuss more in Chapter 

Five, which discusses sexualised ethnic boundaries.  

 

 

3.4 Native me vs native anthropologist 

 

I am a native Han; my Han identity was never in question as I was the eldest grandson 

of the Chen lineage. Nonetheless, having been away from my hometown for over ten 

years, I was, in fact, a diaspora of Han. I seldom felt that my native identity had 

brought me to any vantage point to understand the local culture. Although I saved 

plenty of time in looking for local connections, I had to learn again and again the 

history and customs that I was supposed to know as a Han. No need to mention that, 

as a member of the Li’s rival group, while meeting with Li people I had to try very 

hard to break the stereotypes about the Han and claim that I was not the same as them. 

More importantly, the inter-ethnic couples always thought of me like other native Han, 

who was there to learn their stories for gossips and jokes.  

 

Gradually, I began to call myself a PhD candidate (boshi) from London. When 

anthropology confronted the 1960s crisis of standpoint theories, Jones (1970, 251-

259) criticised the discipline as Eurocentric because of its close association with 

colonisation. He proposed that native anthropologists who could offer more ‘authentic’ 
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and insider points of view would save anthropology from Eurocentrism. The 

American-born native anthropologist Abu-Lughod (1986) found that her native 

identity was actually a burden when she tried to set herself up and access her 

informants in Bedouin. Particularly as a young unmarried woman, she had to obey 

the local rules that constrained her daily activities, compared to foreigners who were 

immune to these rules. She could only be incorporated into the local community after 

a funeral. Narayan (1993) later problematised native identity by arguing that 

identification was a flux; native anthropologists who have a different background 

might also be outsiders for their research subjects and thus, from a theoretical 

standpoint, they might also be at risk of making distortions. Therefore, Narayan 

argues that long-term fieldwork that emphasises the researcher’s involvement with 

the subjects would rather be in favour of the anthropologist, who will thus have mixed 

narratives with rigorous analysis involving hybridity (ibid., 676-682).  

 

Thus, if there was any benefit that my being native could confer on me for this 

research, it was the ‘soul’ struggle of the anthropologist inside me against my native 

identity. I questioned my cultural origins as a Han and deconstructed my pride in 

being a descendent from the central plains. I must inform my readers here that the 

Han have acquired a racist-like idea against ‘the others’ through their objection to 

inter-ethnic marriages. The thesis contributes to my anthropological understanding of 

my own native place at the expense of giving up the old beliefs that I was quite 

comfortable with before. 

 

 

 

The end of the beginning 
 

Since I have offered an overview in Section Two, I would like to briefly sum up the 

whole research at the end of the introduction. The task prior to writing the thesis was 

to understand what ethnicity meant for the local Han residents; what was meant by 

Han and Li; and how the ethnic dichotomy came to inform the folk view of ethnic 

distinction. The ethnicity in the thesis would not be strictly attached to the term ‘minzu’ 

that was used in the 1950s’ ethnic classifications. I deploy the local understanding of 
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ethnic boundaries which, strictly speaking, are not about culture, language and 

territories; they are about a distinction (state subjects/anarchists) inherited from the 

imperial past. My point is that the local Han ethnicity, as a group, shared a localised 

collective ethnic consciousness, which was influenced by the late imperial state 

portrayal of the Han as the civilised ones, and ‘the others’ as the anarchists. In contrast, 

because of the long history of resisting and being detached from the centre, the Li 

sense of belonging was less convergent and more apolitical. Consequently, the Li 

groups became victims of the Han’s attachment to the centre; their cultural practices, 

life style and language were discriminated against and alienised. Secondly, I enquire 

as to how the ethnic dichotomy persisted, or was modified through social changes by 

focusing on the scope of the family and its relevant customs and daily practices. First, 

since the two communities share many regional cultural practices, I focus on showing 

how boundaries were drawn by picking differences out of the similarities with the Li, 

in terms of family rituals, marriage and courtship customs. Secondly, I discuss how 

these prejudices affected the practice of intimacy – love, wedding and marriage – 

through generational conflicts, family quarrels and the traumatic experiences of inter-

ethnic couples. 
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Chapter One: A History of Struggle Against the Li  
 

Introduction 
 

For historians (Crossley et al., 2006), ethnicity is a process; so is the Li-Han 

continuum on the island. The history of the island impressed its readers (Zhang et al.， 

1983; Chen, 1933;Xu,1947) as a vicious circle of Han conquest and Li unrest, during 

which two communities gradually turned into antagonistic pairs. Numerous imperial 

archives have suggested that the Li cultural groups had difficulty in adjusting to the 

tax and corvée, which ultimately caused their uprising against the imperial court. At 

first glance, the Li anarchists seem reminiscent of Scott’s (2009) stories of Zomia 

people, whose cultures and identities are deliberately in contrast to the plain states, 

which tend to rule them. However, what characterises the current Li-Han ethnic 

relations in the prefecture of Ledong is the Han’s strong will to separate their cultural 

customs from those of the Li, regardless of their similarity. 

 

My observation on custom and rituals informed me that the Li and Han on the island 

were culturally close; the important family rituals and courtship practice that claimed 

to be authentic Han were actually considered non-Han practices in mainland China. 

If local ethnic dynamics have a history, then an account of such a process must explain 

the composition of regional culture and the emergence of antagonistic ethnic relations. 

This chapter offers a historical account of the cultural formation of local ethnic 

relations/tensions on the island of Hainan and explains why the shared regional 

culture fails to produce harmonised ethnic dynamics. The making of the Han identity 

was ultimately a political choice rather than a cultural choice for the premodern 

islanders, who migrated from different cultural backgrounds.   

 

My reading of the historical archives of Hainan shows that the Han’s strong 

attachment to ethnic identity was less about culture than about their fear of the 

powerful anarchic Li communities, which plundered the Han villages. I argue that the 

persistent ethnic boundary of Li-Han was caused by the long-lasting power of 

anarchist Li communities, which constantly threatened the weak imperial civilian 

community-Han. As long as the Li remained powerful, the Han’s ‘fear’ persisted and 
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so did the ethnic boundary. Firstly, similar to what social historians (Faure, 2006; 

Faure and Siu, 1995) noticed in Southern China, the local Han’s attachment to their 

central plain ancestors was just a claim. The majority of native Han (Hainan ren) 

might be descendants of aborigines and migrations that had gradually acquired the 

status of being state subjects. The island has been a migrant society throughout history; 

the regional culture was probably a hybrid between its multicultural resident groups. 

In the first millennium, the island was mostly ruled by non-Han rulers, who might be 

from the Tonkin Gulf or elsewhere in the South China Sea. Secondly, the antagonistic 

Li-Han continuum was formed by historical incidents of imperial political 

intervention, commonly described as Sinicisation. A series of failed attempts at 

Sinicisation of the peripheral lands led to rising powerful anarchic communities and 

weak civilized Han settlers. Thirdly, the close association between the Li and the 

Communists’ military army during the Sino-Japanese war granted the Li community 

a higher social status during the early stage of socialist China. Consequently, Li 

communities successfully converted from anarchists to civilians, while successfully 

sustaining their power over the island as well as the Han’s fear of them.    
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Section One: Marginalised civilisation and the exotic ‘rulers’  
 

At first glance, the premodern island strikes the reader as politically insignificant,6 

exotic and with an unrecorded cultural diversity; the island has been touched by many 

cultures throughout the past three millennia (although the earliest inhabitants were 

20,000 years ago). Far from the imperial centre, it was the southern end of the Empire; 

the island’s culture was close to that of the Tonkin Gulf region, Guangxi, south 

western Guangdong and the tributary countries from Indochina. Its geographic 

location and its cultural dynamic marginalised the island into an insignificant 

borderline region where the administrative district was constantly under threat from 

piracy and attacks by the mountain inhabitants. 

 

1.1 The Han settler in the distant island (first millennium)  
 

Hainan Island was never ideal for the settlement of civilians from the agrarian empire, 

especially while the Southern China region still remained remote before the Ming.7 

The topography of the island complicates its subtropical climate: the mountains make 

the north-east region more humid than the south and the west, while the central 

highlands are colder than the coastal region. The solar altitude and day lengths can 

provide tropical heat, while the monsoon from the south-west brings high 

precipitation and typhoons. Thus, the island might experience different natural 

disasters within one year, typhoon followed by drought, frost in the mountains and 

heat on the coast. As shown in Figure 1 in the Introduction, the terrain of the island is 

divided by its altitude, with the highlands extending from the centre towards the 

south-west and the lowland region mostly located in the north-west of the island. In 

other words, the tropical climate of the island might be favoured by tourists in modern 

times, but in the eyes of the ancient agrarian empire and its sedentary inhabitants it 

                                                
6 In ancient Chinese history, Hainan was firstly known for its ports and maritime trade, as it is the only 
large island on the sea route from India and Indochina to Guangzhou; nonetheless, the shore reefs 
around the coast only allowed small vessels and junks to reach harbour. The island was not important 
to the imperial centre even for the maritime trade until the late Qing dynasty, while Indochina was 
gradually turned into European colonies. Before the Ming dynasty (1368-1644), the imperial regimes 
had little interest in ruling or Sinicising the island, as the local resistance and the weather made the 
establishment of Han administration difficult. 
7 According to social historian Faure (1995; 2002), most southern frontier regions of China generally 
conformed to Confucianism’s ritual standardisation from the Ming dynasty. 
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was too odd to be settled due to the climate and the disease/miasma. As Xu (1947: 1-

3) suggested, before the Ming dynasty, the famous literati scholars such as Jia Juanzhi 

(Han), Li deyu (Tang), Su Dongpo (northern Song) understood the island as a difficult 

land to settle. The tropical climate and the indigenous people were the main features 

in their descriptions of the island.  

 

In the first millennium, the island was, so to speak, politically and historically aloof 

from the centre of government in the far north. Only a few resources on the island 

interested the empires and merchants: forests that offered agarwood and fragrant 

rosewood, the shores that could support pearl fisheries, and betel nuts. Nonetheless, 

the island was required to be ‘civilised’, militarised and populated in a way that 

secured the needs of the Han political centre in the central plain and the other cultural 

centres nearby, but the tropical weather, the hurricanes during the monsoon seasons 

and the miasma (zhangqi) discouraged the agrarian population from living in the 

temperate central plain. Being the largest island on the maritime routes for trade, 

tributaries and refugees, it did become known by different cultural groups that visited 

the island following the maritime trade traffic. Nonetheless, due to the shallow coast, 

the island never became a commercial centre like Guangzhou, Quanzhou and 

Zhangzhou. For most of the time, its ports were only used to supply betel nuts, various 

rosewoods and the agarwood that produced the aromatic ingredient for incense. 

Before the Ming, official migrations (literati class and garrison troops) and indigenous 

people were the main recorded cultural groups of the islands. However, it was clear 

that the Chinese-origin population in the urban spaces and garrisons tended to be 

separated from the other groups, including the rural populations. Consequently, the 

island became a place inhabited by those who were less attached to the political 

centres: criminals, merchants, fleeing peasants; the Han Chinese (Zhongyuan ren) 

were in fact a marginal group among many others. Before the five dynasties period 

(907-979), unlike in many frontier regions, the central plain population were not the 

majority on the island, nor was their culture predominant.  According to Li (2003:15-

16), the merchants were the first recorded settled Hua 8  populations: 30,000 

benevolent men in Han were mostly merchants. Before the Tang (618-907), apart 

                                                
8 Another term for Han Chinese is Hua; Hua in the historical archives refers to the migrations that came 
from the central plain kingdom (Zhongyuan). 
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from soldiers, there were only 20,000 registered Hua Chinese in the island. The 

population tripled during the five-dynasty period (70,000), while the Tang Empire 

collapsed, and southern China fell to the warlords. Due to the social turmoil in the 

north in the 9th century, Confucian institutions were gradually established. 

Nonetheless, for most of the time, the central plain population stayed and reproduced 

their culture inside the urban regions, where the officials, Confucian schools and 

temples were located.  

 

In contrast to the central plain population, the non-Han cultural groups were much 

more powerful and influential on the local societies for the first millennium. The 

island was in fact under the control of the non-Han cultural groups in the southern hill 

regions and the Jiaozhi regions. The indigenous people were descendants of 

barbarians who lived in southern China. More specifically, Luo Yue9 in the West Han 

and Li Man in the Sui Tang dynasties, who dominated in the ancient Jiaozhi counties 

that included the northern Tonkin Gulf regions. The cultural practices of the 

indigenous people on the island resemble those of the inhabitants of the southern hill 

regions and Jiaozhi region (today’s North Vietnam) of the mainland, especially the 

importance attached to wealth. The chronicles from the Southern dynasty (420-589) 

to the Tang dynasties (618-907) rarely offer concrete descriptions of the non-Han 

‘others’. The Sui chronicle (Wei, 1973: 581-619) introduced the LiMan (俚蛮) 

‘barbarians’ and other descendant groups of Yue barbarians around the southern hill 

region as ‘warlike’, ‘forging bronze drums for celebration and war’, ‘notching for 

consent’ ‘valuing a fortune more than life’. Historians assumed that these southern 

‘barbarians’ were the descendants of Luoyue people, who were famous for their 

bronzes, forehead tattoos and rice cultivation among the hundred Yue tribes living 

along the Yangtze river and southern hill regions. Similar to the Luoyue barbarians, 

the Li (俚) mountain inhabitants on the island were also known for their facial tattoo, 

use of bronze drums and many other cultural practices that shared similarities with 

those of the barbarian tribes in the southern hill region. 10  

                                                
9 Luoyue (Lạc Việt in Vietnamese) people who dispersed around northern Vietnam and founded the 
semi legendary nation of Wenlang (Văn Lang). 
10 Their mythology shows strong connections with the Jiazhi area. The gazetteers mentioned that ‘The 
Li mu (mother) was hatched from the eggs given by Thunder (God), for years she lived in the jungles, 
eating the fruits in the mountains. Then she married the Jiaozhi barbarian who came to woo her. Since 
then, they started cultivating the mountains into grain fields.’ (Luo, 1983:14) Thunder worship, as 
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1.2 The cultural tradition of ‘wealth=power’  
 

Correspondent to its politically marginal location, the cultural tradition of the island 

in the first millennium was rather influenced by the non-Han culture. The island was 

dominated by ‘barbarian’ chieftains11 during the Sui Tang period and then later. The 

non-Han ‘barbarian’ chieftains’ practised piracy and believed that wealth is power 

(yifuweixiong,以富为雄), rather than in the literati traditions. They competed to 

amass wealth, enslaved the local populations, exploited the maritime and natural 

resources, and plundered the merchant vessels. Similarly, their political relationship 

with the central plains12 swung between rebellion and submission, as in the other 

southern hill regions.  

 

Till the late Tang dynasty, the island’s political identity was attached to non-Han 

cultural groups, who participated in trading and valued wealth. As far as it was noticed 

by the central plain, the island was known by its alien location in the ancient time – 

the exotic ‘southern borderland’ (nanfuhuangjiao，南服荒徼) (Tang, 2006: 43). In 

the Book of Rites (Li ji) (Li, 1999:398-399) written in the East Zhou dynasty, it was 

known as one of the southern barbarian kingdoms of the Diaoti Tribe (diaoti, literally, 

‘embroidered forehead’): the appellation originating from its population’s custom of 

decorating the face, like the way they named the Northern Vietnamese Jiaozhi, 

literally meaning ‘mixed gender bath in the river’. Later, in chronicles and archives, 

the other name started to be used to refer to its indigenous people, Dan’er, ‘hanging 

down ears’ (zhan’er); the Record of Foreign Matters (Yiwuzhi) (cited in Fan, 

1965:122) explains that in the local culture, when a baby was born they pierced the 

                                                
observed by Luo (1983:17), commonly existed among the descendants of Liman barbarians living in 
the Leizhou, Dianbai and Gaozhou; the folklore shares certain similarities with the Li mythology. In 
The Record of Southwest and Southern Barbarians of East Han chronicles (Ban, 1962:3837-3841), 
Dan’er (stretching ear lobes) was commonly valued by the Ailao kingdom and the abandoned Dan’er 
prefecture (island of Hainan).  
11 Grand Chieftain (大首领), was the title of the headman, used by Yue barbarians and their descendant 
groups, the LiMan barbarians, from the king of the southern Yue dynasty to the Tang dynasty. The 
headman of the southern barbarians was called Grand Chieftain in the chronicles. From the Southern 
dynasty, a number of Grand Chieftains dominated the southern hill regions: the most famous would be 
the Lady Xian in Chen, who governed hundreds of thousands, and Chen Fanian in Liang. These 
barbarian leaders helped the court to rule the barbarian regions.  
12 Zhongyuan, in Mandarin, refers to the ancestral territories of all Han ethnic groups.  
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ear lobe and split it, later stretching it to make it hang down like a chicken intestine. 

The Dan’er or Diaoti later ruled under the Yue Kingdom (?-BC222), which governed 

hundreds of Yue barbarians before the Qin dynasty (BC 221) unified the warring 

states (BC 5th century-221). After the last centralised Kingdom of Yue barbarian was 

defeated by the army of Emperor Wu-di (BC 140-66), the island was taken under 

imperial rule and the two prefectures of Zhuya (literally, the pearl shores) and Dan’er 

were established. However, five decades later (BC 46), due to the numerous rebellions 

on the island, the Emperor Yuandi accepted Jiajuanzhi’s proposal and decided to 

abandon it, after which the island would have an undecided status for nearly six 

centuries. Only in the time of the southern Liang dynasty (AD 502-527) was the island 

again included in the domain of the court. Thousands of local Koms (tribal groups) 

submitted to the headman or Chieftain of the LiMan, Lady Xian, who unified the 

southern indigenous people (mainly descendants of Yue barbarians) and they 

intermarried with the Gaoliang (from the present-day cities of Dianbai, Gaozhou, 

Enping in Guang Dong province) according to the commentary of administrator 

Fengbao. After that, the population on the island cooperated with the official 

governors or military Grand Chieftains (dashouling, 大首领) until the Song dynasty. 

During the Sui Tang dynasty, these barbarian warlords or Grand Chieftains dominated 

the southern-most hill regions; they monopolised trade and raided for wealth, 

including on the island of Hainan.  

 

The local population, in this period, was hybrid rather than segregated; the coastal 

region was populated by a few sedentary villages, which were dominated by the non-

Han chieftains closely associated with merchants and piracy in the Jiaozhi region. In 

other words, the local political power was more in favour of trading than the 

Confucianist traditions of agricultural empire. The tropical products and maritime 

goods in the coastal region of Jiaozhi were considered priceless treasures by the 

imperial centre;13 the merchants and the local chieftains were thus bonded by trade in 

this period. Consequently, commercial trade played an important role in shaping the 

local cultural dynamics in the southern hill regions during the Sui Tang periods. The 

                                                
13 In the West Han dynasty, there were 30,000 residences in the Zhuya prefecture, mostly inhabited by 
merchants. The Chronicles of Sui mentions that the coastal provinces like Jiaozhi and Nanhai, had 
precious ivories, rhinoceros’ horns, hawksbill sea turtles and pearls to enrich the merchants who came 
to trade. 
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profits of trade produced a militarised merchant class that dominated the southern hill 

regions, some of them being the local administrators, some of them the local 

indigenous chiefs. In the Sui (Wei, 1973:581-619,887-888) Chronicle, the residents 

in Jiaozhi and Nanhai are described as ‘brave and nimble, quick to rebel, while the Li 

barbarians (in Chinese characters, 俚人, different from Li ethnic groups) are more 

sedentary… all these barbarian populations value wealth, the richest ones are the most 

powerful’. Similarly, in the Tang chronicle, in its description of the southern hill 

regions, the five provinces of the southern highlands are described as people living 

mixed in with barbarians, ‘who believe power lies in wealth’ (yifuweixiong). In most 

southern regions, the people are dominant while the administrators are weaker. In 

such a context, according to Li (2003:58-59), the Wu counties island in the Tang 

dynasty suffered from competition between the native chieftains to acquire more 

wealth by raiding and robbing civilians; the island returned to peace only when the 

Song Qingli landed to negotiate with the chiefs. After the mid-Tang period, while 

central control collapsed, the administrator and Grand Chiefs, or grand pirates, again 

dominated the island, supported by the exploitation of both local natural resources 

and the treasures in the merchant vessels. As recorded by Ōmi no Mifune,14 the grand 

bandit chieftain Feng Ruofang lived in the Tianbao era (742-756) and grew rich from 

organised piracy on Persian ships; he also enslaved a large area which took 6 to 10 

days to walk from west to south. According to the Extensive Records of the Taiping 

Era (tai ping guang ji) (Li, 1930), Wei Gonggan, the Grand Administrator of the 

Prefecture in the Tang, who controlled 500 army soldiers, enslaved 400 women to 

manufacture various clothes, valuable wooden furniture and expansive metal vessels 

for him. Wei Gonggan’s sworn brother, the richest magnate in Zhenzhou (present-

day Ledong and Sanya), who was known for using witchcraft to overpower the 

merchant vessels, accumulated his possessions through piracy against Muslim 

merchants. Until the end of the Tang, the cultural origins of these dominant parties – 

administrator, pirate and chieftain – were as complex as the Tang emperors. Chen 

Zhenwu was a descendant of the western regions, while Wei Gonggan’s and Feng 

Ruofang’s slavery business was reminiscent of the similar slave trade in the Champas 

located in the Tonkin Gulf.  
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Gradually, the customs of the isolated central plain were not even a choice for the 

local populations, nor was the court eager to assimilate the islands; consequently, the 

local cultural interaction was mainly affected by those non-Han origin pirates and 

chieftains who dominated the island. Those who were active around the Tonkin Gulf 

were Lingnan or Jiaozhi barbarians. There is limited evidence in the archives to show 

how the local cultural interaction proceeded, and how the non-Han culture affected 

the local populations. However, although the earliest gazetteers tried to contend the 

orthodoxy of the local Han populations, this was challenged by existing non-Han 

practices: the odd measurements, style of dress, delayed transfer marriage, witchcraft 

and cattle worship. The gazetteer (Tang, 2006) in the Ming era has shown that the 

customs and society on the island remained remote and distinct from the central plains. 

‘The measurement was following the ancient Qin’s custom, the locals believe in 

witchcraft other than the doctor, they use the water buffalo as medicine…’ (Tang, 

2006:139-140). Before the Ming dynasty, the island remained an exotic cultural place. 

The reason is that most of the population on the island continued to be influenced by 

the non-Hua cultural groups for centuries; they served or were enslaved for the 

interests of the wealthy barbarians rather than the arrogant central plain scholars. In 

such a context, the Siniciation or Confucianism literati tradition had little to offer to 

the local islanders in terms of privilege, while the warlords, merchants and pirates 

were the most wealthy and powerful men on the island.   
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Section Two: From exotic to administrative  
 

With the population increasing from the end of the Tang dynasty, the southward shift 

of the political centres from the Southern Han dynasty and Song dynasty did empower 

the local Hua population and further incorporated the island. Especially in the late 

Song dynasty, the south-east coastal regions, including the island, were the last 

holding territories of the Song armies. After increasing imperial control ended the rule 

of the Grand Chieftains in the Sui and Tang dynasty, the militia and administrative 

districts were allocated around the island. During this period, the civilian and 

anarchist division emerged, and Li ethnicity first became recognised and written about 

in government archives.  

 

2.1 The growing central plain population  

 

From the Tang dynasty, the fissional administrative departments (zhou) and military 

districts (jun) gradually developed on the island; the military districts were established 

at the corners of the island, while the administrative departments were dispersed along 

the ring roads that circled the coastal plain of the island. Regardless of the various 

changes made by successive regimes, these military districts and administrative 

departments remained in place. From the Ming dynasty, the administrative division 

was more developed and its population was more settled than in the previous dynasty, 

while simultaneously the island was divided into two geographically and politically 

separate areas: the administrative districts and the Li territory. In the Ming dynasty, 

the previous military districts of the island in the Song and Yuan dynasties were 

turned into administrative counties and absorbed into four administrative departments 

(Figure 3 illustrates their names in the red rectangle frame): Qiong zhou, Ya zhou, 

Dan zhou and Wan zhou, under which were governed 13 counties; the Qiong was 

promoted to be the commandery (Fu), which governed all the regions. As shown on 

the map, the Qiong commandery governed seven counties concentrated in the north-

east coastal plains, while the other three ruled the scarcely populated areas. The Dan 

department governed the Changhua prefecture (old military district); the Wan 

department ruled the Waning prefecture on the east coast and the Lingshui (old 

military district) prefecture on the south-east coast; the Ya department ruled the west 
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coast and the south coastal regions that were isolated from the rest of the coast by the 

Junling hill and Nanshan hill. The thirteen administrative regions were distributed 

along the coastal ring road, nine of them concentrated on the north-east coast where 

the plain areas were located; while the Li territory occupied the highland area, which 

dominated half of the island. In contrast to the tidily displayed administrative 

departments along the north-eastern plains and coastal plains, the central highlands 

are circled by a red line within which, although the gazetteer has informed its reader 

of the location and the name of Li villages, the map only shows a simple line drawing 

of the hills which are inhabited by the indigenous Li.15 The most official notes (Zhou, 

1999) and gazetteers (Tang, 2002; Zhang,1967) were not able to explain the variety 

of mountain inhabitants; neither they could clarify the cultural origins of the mountain 

inhabitants. 

   
Figure 3 The administrative areas 

  

                                                
15 As mentioned earlier, the indigenous people were called Dan’er and Diao’ti, and it is not known why 
the name was changed to Li; a common explanation offered by the gazetteers and chronicles is that the 
Dan’er people submitted a thousand Koms to the large Li barbarian (俚蛮) tribe’s Chieftain, Lady Xian. 
Compared to the former appellation, Li referred to a place of habitation not to specific customs; 
consequently, there are more possible meanings of the term Li for the locals.   
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2.2 Territories of the Li: the attraction of the highlands 

 

Li territories, which included fertile land and the treatise resources, were demarcated 

from the administrative regions by frequent unrest as well as by the ‘unethical’ 

customs practised by the inhabitants. What marked the territories out from the coastal 

plain was their failure to cope with imperial rule politically and culturally, and the 

numerous Li raids haunted merchants and civilians. The ‘stay put’ civilisation along 

the coastal line thus forged borderlines between its administrative land and the 

indigenous lands called ‘the Li territories’, literally the territories of mountain 

inhabitants. More importantly, the red line singled out the highlands that produced 

high-value native products for trade and the tributaries. From existing archives during 

the imperial time, the Li territories remain as an illegible space of the state in James 

Scott’s sense (2009), while also being a free highland area that supplied high-valued 

native goods to merchants.  

 

A series of natural chasms separated the highlands from the administrative rules; 

consequently, an ungoverned territory was formed by the indigenous people and their 

allies, those who wanted to flee from the state. Their self-sufficient economy and 

inter-ethnic trading, as well as armed uprising, maintained the Li territories till the 

liberation of the island. These highlands were never claimed by the indigenous people 

as a state or any form of centralised political organisation; the lands were occupied 

by many armed villages of various sizes. After the Tang, the Grand Chieftain was 

rarely mentioned in the gazetteers; the decline of the powerful native clans might be 

related to the growing central control of the island. Except for Wang Erniang (Zhou, 

1999:70) in the Song era, there was no powerful chieftain ruling on the island until 

the Republic of China. During this period, the highlands were divided among several 

powerful families such as Fu and Wang (Zhang, 1967); usually, one or several 

families ruled the seminal political system – the Kom (literally, the place/mountains 

where people gathered), under which were the descendants of one or multiple 

founding ancestors of the village. It was commonly agreed that the Kom was a 

collection of villages linked by the founding ancestors and ownership of paddies or 

dry land, with a population that varied from 200 to 2000. The chieftain of the Kom 

could be hereditary or elected: he/she was the political and ritual leader who 

negotiated boundaries, initiated farming and hunting, and decided on war against 
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others. While for most of the time the Koms were politically and economically 

independent of each other, they might be in conflict or allied with each other, 

according to the situation.  

 

Benefitting from the natural environment, the Kom settlements were self-sufficient 

through cultivation, hunting and trading. On a close examination of the highlands, the 

natural environment is impressive – over 70% of forest coverage and plentiful water 

resources. The river system of the island follows a radical drainage pattern, which 

meant that most of the land in the island was cultivable. There were 157 rivers on the 

island, 38 of them with a catchment area of over 100 square metres. In other words, 

although the climate might have caused uncertainty for agriculture, the tropical forest 

and hills would also offer shelter from the heat and typhoons, and a natural irrigation 

system made the fertile soil sustainable for cultivation and plantation. A study on the 

social history of the Li (National Ethnic Affairs Committee, 2009) showed that the 

Koms’ territories were expanding through the growth of lineages. Following the rivers, 

lineage members would have moved out and established a new village. Moreover, the 

villages of Li were open to recruiting tenant peasants from other villages. Once the 

headman and the lineage committees approved the recruitment, the outsider would be 

permitted to join the Kom. These outsiders might later become part of the lineage 

members or landlords in the village.  

 

Trading has been an important part of sustaining the Li territories. The Koms occupied 

the most valuable natural resources of the island; the wetland irrigated by hundreds 

of rivers, the tropical forests, the mines, the areca trees that produce numerous betel 

nuts, continue to attract outsiders to join or connect to the Koms. Apart from the tenant 

peasants, there were also Ke people and merchants who purchased the Li lands and 

lived among the Li communities (Wang, 1974: 576-577). Only the Li knew where the 

raw materials were, thus, the merchants had to maintain a close relationship with the 

Li aborigines who offered cheap labour and knowledge of the resources and paths of 

the highland (Qu, 1997:256-257). The inter-ethnic trade between indigenous people 

and merchants was more prosperous than in the Tang: the cottons, pearls, aromatics 

and betel nuts in the Li villages continued attracting the outsiders who came for trade. 

As Zhou mentioned (1999) in the Song dynasty, taxation from trading betel nuts 

accounted for more than half of the Qiongguan prefecture’s income. The son of the 
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politician Su Dongpo in the Song dynasty, Su Guo (1072-1123), in his essay 

‘Discussing the issues of Li in Hainan’ (Lun Hainan li shi shu), mentioned, ‘Trade is 

the most important income for the coastal counties, if the Li people were agitated, 

merchants would not visit (the island) …the island then would suffer insufficiency of 

income, the garrison would lack supplies.’ (Guangdong Research Committee of 

Ethnicity, 1964:270-271). Gradually, all the newcomers to the island eventually had 

to face a choice between Li and Min (civilian), while the island was geographically 

and politically split into the administrative counties with their militia and the non-

governable highlands. The split of the cultural groups between highlanders and 

civilians would be a complex motion of population that related to the choice over 

whether to be a subject of the state or not.  

 

2.3 The Li-Han continuum  

 

After the massive migration brought about by prosperous international trade, the 

island was not as obscure and exotic as before and the cooperative rule between 

government and Grand Chieftain was replaced by the Li-Han antagonistic continuum. 

The Han civilians settled on the coast, and the descendants of the barbarian-Li 

occupied the highlands containing sought-after native products. The expansion of the 

state and civilisation on the island was constantly challenged by the frequent unrest 

among the Li during the Ming and Qing dynasties. The island inhabitants gradually 

split into two political unities, the coastal region’s state subjects, Min, and the 

mountain inhabitants, Li. Apart from Li and Min, the increasing migrants or guest 

people became a swing group of mobile population, who added to the island’s 

population during the Ming and Qing dynasties. Some of them settled in the mountain 

area, while some of them converted to civilians. Faure (1989; 2007) noticed that the 

political transition in the Ming dynasty was accompanied by a series of acts resulting 

from the state project to transform the southern frontier into part of Confucian 

civilisation. In this war against ‘the other’, the installation of the lijia local 

administrative system introduced the Confucian institutions: literacy, exams, rites, 

removal of folk temples. Consequently, the state produced a hybrid culture within 

which the governed population imagined itself as Han, while pushing back the 

ungoverned culture of others such as the Yao. From the same stance, one could argue 
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that the malady of the Li is not a war between two cultures, but a war between those 

who acquired the status of civilian against those who did not. Being Han is not only 

a matter of culture but also social status; but acquiring such status demands an 

adaptation to the various institutions: literacy, taxation, corvée. In other words, there 

is a flexible social mobility between being a Han and being a Li on the island; the 

choice is to become a state subject or be unruled. However, the Han were constantly 

under threat from the Li and would never be militarily efficient. Hence, the raids by 

the Li gradually created the ethnic dichotomy on the island.  

 

The compilers of the gazetteers contend that, besides the exiles, officials and military 

camps, ‘central plain’ refugees were the main forces bringing Confucianism and 

civilisation to the island. The refugees arrived during the five dynasties period, when 

their native places became fields of battle between the warlords. These archives share 

a similar rhetoric of internal orientalism, that the island was developed from an 

uncivilised aboriginal land into an imperial-ruled civilised region by the central plain 

immigrants from the five dynasties period. The beginning of the gazetteers (Tang, 

2006:43; Zhang et al., 1967:28) states and repeats the same process of civilisation.  

‘Since the Tang and five dynasties, the central plain has offered 

refuge in the island, since then its culture is reminiscent of the 

tradition and customs of Huaxia (China), there are literati living 

here and the Confucian rites and music are prospering.’  

 

As Tang (2006) states, these are descendants of high-ranking degree holders and 

deployed officials; they speak the central plain dialect (中州正音, literally the central 

plain orthodoxy accent) and the rites in the city are now reminiscent of Confucian 

rituals. With increased migration to the island after the Ming, the descendants of the 

literati class became more exclusive; they distinguished themselves from the militia, 

they built rural residences, they traced each other’s genealogy to make the right 

matches for their marriages.  

‘The urban population did not marry with the rural population, they 

called the rural people Manzi (a discriminatory appellation used by 

the central plain population for the inhabitants living south of the 
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Yangtze River). All the urban literati families in Qiongshan Fu (city 

and prefectures) were descendants from the well-known clans, 

Chen, Tang, Cai…These families were all from great clans and 

notable families, they intermarried to each other and reproduced the 

glorious.’ (ibid., 2006:148).  

 

Besides the literati class, the troops of the garrison (Jun) also mixed living around the 

urban areas; the militia has a rather complex origin due to their sequences of migrating: 

Jiangsu and Zhe Jiang, Henan and Hebei, Teochew regions. The families of militia 

lived and intermarried with each other and became a special cultural community. Jun 

people spoke a unique Jun dialect that mingled all the dialects spoken by army men. 

Throughout the imperial period, the Jun community and the literati descendants were 

considered as urban populations that represented the central plain communities. 

During the Song Yuan period, the central plain population had little impact on the 

island, nor did they intend to Sinicise the island. The priority of these administrators 

and garrisons was to guard the main interest of the merchants: the taxation of 

merchants and trade was the main income of the island. Their cultural impact only 

became predominant after the mid-Ming dynasty, when the more Fujian population 

arrived on the island following the maritime traffic. As maritime trade prospered, in 

the Song and Yuan, a highly mobile or floating population, such as sea nomads and 

refugees, contributed a large portion of the island’s demography. In the Song, the 

local registered population reached 100,000; the number increased to 170,000 in the 

Yuan (Li, 2003:66), and nearly doubled in the mid-Ming when it reached 298,030. 

Following the maritime traffic, small groups of Fan people (Chams people), migratory 

people (Ke people or guest people) and Dan people added to the island’s population 

during the Song and Yuan periods. Most of the movements of these cultural groups 

were unknown to the gazetteers, but political turmoil in their native places and 

maritime trade were the main causes for their migration. These people could be 

divided into those from Quanzhou and Fuzhou harbours (Fujian) guest people, and 

those from Gaozhou and Huazhou (Guangxi province). The official Zhu in the 3rd 

year of Yuanfeng (1080) has suggested that, although the ships from two places were 

similar in size, the Gaohua guest people’s vessels only carried rice and cattle to the 

value of 200 strings of cash of 1000 copper coins, whereas the Fu and Quan guest 

people were carrying silver, gold and silk worth 10,000 strings of cash of 1000 copper 
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coins (Guangdong Research Committee of ethnicity, 1964:297). In the Ming period, 

Gao Zhou and Hua Zhou guest people entered the mountain area and became a 

subgroup of Li who spoke the XiJiang (literally, West River) Li language; while the 

Fujian population who spoke Ke16 dialect or Dong dialect, which is similar to the 

Quan and Zhangzhou dialect, became the major population on the coastal island 

(Tang, 2006:139). 

 

Those from the Fujian migration gradually became the major population; gazetteers 

mention that the southern Min dialect-speaking population inhabit the most coastal 

regions in the rural area of the island. Among these rural families, the Early Fujian 

migration during the Song Ming, were referred to as the ‘Founding ancestors who sail 

to Qiong’ in their genealogies. They referred to themselves as Ke people (or guest 

people); however, it would be problematic to consider them to be the same as Hua 

Chinese, since the rural population were categorised as ‘Manzi’(蛮子) by the urban 

central population. Their customs varied between the indigenous people and the Huas; 

for example, according to Tang (2006:140), their dress varied according to the 

location.  

‘Rural women, people wearing the coarse clothes and Asian conical 

hats…In distant villages, the people’s dress was more close to 

barbarian costume. Only until Zhengtong year, the governor 

coercively assimilates the Chinese clothes to the provinces.’  

 

Thus, before the lijia system was formally introduced in the Ming, the Hua way of 

life was, rather, a choice for these Fujian migrants. The ethnogenesis of the early 

Fujian migrations was unknown: either they were bankrupted peasants or miscreants 

or merchants, but it was not possible to trace them from the existing written 

genealogies, which all claimed their ancestors were literati. However, it was evident 

that the Fujian diaspora in the Song Yuan period was strongly attached to the maritime 

                                                
16 It is important to note that the guest people or Ke ren were not the same as the hakka people; in most 
Chinese archives, Ke people refers to non-native people who temporarily stay in places. Thus, Ke did 
not imply a single cultural origin. To illustrate, in the Danzhou Gazetteer, the hakka were referred to 
as new guest people who had migrated from Guangzhou; they were pushing out the old guest people 
until the government came to intervene. The present dialect, Hainanese, was named Qiong dialect 
(1932, Xu), Ke dialect, Min dialect and Dong dialect in different gazetteers; in the southern island, the 
local Han and Li people still referred to the Han dialect as Ke dialect.  
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trade; they were closely associated with the merchants and the Dan people who were 

known for their mastery of seafaring skills. In addition, they might also be part of the 

massive floating population in the mid Ming dynasty, when land concentration and 

piracy forced peasants to flee towards the sea and the mountain population, such as 

the Jiangxi and Teochew area. Although there is no hard evidence to show the 

migration trajectory of this Fujian migration, the genealogies of Wenchang county 

have shown that the founding ancestors of families migrated during the same period, 

while piracy was frequently disturbing the Fujian coastal region such as Putian county 

(Chen, 2008:19,20). The growing coastal populations resulted in a further 

institutionalisation of the Confucian culture, especially after two influential high-

ranking officers entered the imperial court: Hai Rui and Qiu Jun. The literati tradition 

thus gradually developed, till Qing, the most administrative region, claimed to be 

populated by students of Confucius. 
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Section Three: The Li issues: a recurring ‘malady’ 
 

The Li were not correctly classified. The compilers of the gazetteers usually deployed 

the ‘cooked/raw barbarian’ dualist metaphor to classify the Li, according to their level 

of Sinicisation; more generally, they used ‘Li’ to refer to all the culturally diverse but 

politically rebellious mountain communities. Li, the appellation, literally means 

mountain inhabitants, within which are dispersed different indigenous villages/tribes. 

If one is trying to trace the cultural history of the Li communities, these gazetteers 

contribute little. For example, the Record of Li was plagiarised from Ming gazetteers 

of Hainan to Qing gazetteers; similarly, the same content was then shared in gazetteers 

at county level. The premodern meaning of being a Li or becoming a Li was largely 

situated in their political reaction toward/against the political centre and its 

representatives and its civilians (民), but not their customs.   

 

3.1 Who are Li? 

 

In general, according to their distance from the local administrative centre and their 

submission, these villages could be divided into mixed living communities of ‘cooked’ 

Li and remote isolated communities of ‘raw’ Li. The raw/cooked classification of Li 

was first seen in the Song dynasty, when a Qinzhou governor, Zhou Qufei (1135-

1189), in his Essays on Inquiries about Hills, divided the raw and cooked in terms of 

whether they were being incorporated into the state system (taxation, corvée) or not. 

As he stated (1999:70): 

‘They were the descendants of troops (possibility the Yao) from six 

counties of Guangxi, who followed the garrison to the island. They 

voraciously desired the fertile land and the hills of Li to establish 

villages. These cooked Li speak the dialect from those six counties, 

Fu and Wang are the main family names among them. The first one 

entering the region would be selected as the chieftain, his wife and 

son would be the successors of chieftains. However, there are also 

the ruthless criminals from Min (Fujian) and Guang (Guangdong, 

Guangxi) mixed in living with them.’  
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The raw/cooked model thus become the predominant classification in the subsequent 

official records and gazetteers, though sometimes the dualistic classification could be 

extended for specific regions.17 One might argue that such a continuum might be a 

déjà vu of the other frontier regions, as suggested by Fiskesjö (1999); it is a 

consequence of the civilisation whereby the Han or Hua as a socially privileged group 

were founded, based on the exclusion and incorporation of ‘the others’. In the same 

vein, Harrell (1996) also suggests that the making of ‘the others’ is a result of  

civilisation projects, during which a stigmatised identity was constructed to contrast 

with state subjects. The official compilers never assert that there was a cultural unity 

among these mountain communities; neither do they want to discuss their cultural and 

custom diversity in detail. They discuss the customs of the Li in rather obscure ways, 

because it is not their prior concern when writing the Record of Defending the Li. To 

illustrate, the customs of Li only occupy a few pages of this volume and while similar 

sentences are shared among the gazetteers across time and the regions on the island. 

As the prefectural gazetteer (Zhang et al., 1983) illustrates, the raw Li had more 

distinct customs than the cooked Li, within which their customs diverged depending 

on their locations.   

‘The raw Li… are sturdy and warlike, but their villages only 

conflict with each other, they do not disturb the civilians. They are 

vindictive, they would have their vengeance on their enemy’s 

generation after generation. They value cattle and dogs for their 

ritual meaning for funerals, negotiations of conflict. Sacrificing 

cattle is important for the ceremonies as well as healing rituals. 

Chicken divination is commonly practised for hunting and journeys. 

The raw Li possess the forest that contains betel nuts, agarwood and 

other precious incense. The women would decorate their faces 

before getting married…While the cooked Li are an intermediate 

group between raw Li and local Han, they practise a premarital 

cross-gendered meeting, in which they chant and choose their 

lovers. The customs of villages of cooked Li depend on their 

                                                
17 The Gazetteers of Yazhou (Zhang et al.,1983) did add a half-raw and half-cooked Li, as a politically 
oscillating group in the local regions. The Qudajun added Sanchai Li and Sichai Li as subgroups of 
Cooked Li: sichai means those who share similar customs with Han, sanchai means those who share 
the raw Li’s customs. 
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neighbours, those closer to the Han have adopted the Han’s rituals, 

those closer to the raw Li have adopted the raw Li’s customs.’  

It would, therefore, be false to assume that the term ‘Li’ in the premodern archives 

refers to a cultural group or a culture. Nonetheless, the narrative of customs is 

sufficient to indicate their political aloofness, which helped to shape the cultural 

privileges of the local Han. This point will be expanded upon in other sections. The 

‘cooked/raw barbarian’ binary can be seen in many premodern archives, in which the 

cooked barbarians are civilised or Sinicised, and the raw barbarians are those who 

reject the state system that would impose taxation and corvées on them. It is important 

to note that, in the local context, ‘raw’ and ‘cooked’ does not necessarily imply 

currently ungoverned or governed, nor does it assume cultural assimilation within 

these groups; it mainly refer to the capability of becoming governed. Paradoxically, 

the raw Li were seen as the brutal barbarians, but they were remote indigenous people 

who did not obey the empire but did not emerge to disturb the civilians either, while 

the rebellions were always initiated from cooked Li villages, stirred up by those who 

knew how to use the advantage of the hill terrain against the imperial rulers and who 

exploited the raw Li.  

 

In these archives, the Li identity is more strongly associated with the so-called 

‘malady’ they caused than the customs they observed; it is this that defines them. Li 

is a counter category to the civilians (Min), who did not cause trouble to the rulers. 

To unfold the ethnogenesis of the Li in the archives is in fact to review the history of 

conflict between the mountain area and the administration – what the governed 

referred to as the ‘malady’ of the Li (黎患). ‘The Li has been the malady of Yazhou 

for centuries’ was the foreword of the ‘Record of Defending the Li’ in the gazetteers 

of Ya county. Li huan (黎患) or ‘the malady of the Li’, refers to the series of rebellions 

led by the Li people in the mountains from the Han dynasty to the Qing. These raids 

or inter-ethnic conflicts mostly happened in the west and southern parts of island, 

where the highlands dominate most of the land. During these riots, garrisons were 

destroyed, officials were killed and villagers were kidnapped by the Li rebels. All 

these events dominated the main portion of the Record of Defending the Li in these 

gazetteers, which demonstrate that the highland inhabitants were able to escape and 

reverse the imperial control that forced taxation and corvée on the population. 
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This control confronted a serious challenge in the southern part of the island, where 

the population of Li was 10 times more than the local Han (Yazhou ren).   

‘The second year of Shunzhi, the native official Fu Shundao 

occupied the betel nut gardens, from Mu village, he killed whoever 

resisted. The chieftain Su then gathered the local forces and burned 

the garrison of Tengqiao, killing 200 merchants and civilians, the 

rebels dug up Shundao’s father’s grave. The head of the county then 

executed Shundao to calm the rebellion …In Jiaqing in the 22nd 

year, soldiers and local officers were extorting the local Li, so the 

baoxian and other villages around the LeAn Xun garrison rebelled. 

They raided many villages, until the officers and the heads of 

counties were dismissed …Daoguang 9th year December, the native 

chieftain rebelled because the Jiatou extorted taxation, Naji then 

associated with the raw Li to start a rebellion.’ 

 

Thus, the premodern concept of ‘the Li’ did not describe it as a monolithic cultural 

unit, but as various anti-centre alliances located in the mountains. It rather referred to 

a location that did not acquire the status of being governed and adapting to literati 

traditions, and the people living in such a location, similar to the ‘hill people’ 

suggested by James Scott (2009). What defined the Li as a unity was the ‘malady’ or 

turmoil created by their raids and rebellions: ‘Li’ is a textual unity in the gazetteers 

which strongly attached the Li people to the problem they caused. The native Han 

officials and scholars were not so much concerned with describing or stigmatising the 

exotic customs of the Li tribes; they spend most of their volumes recording the 

rebellions of the Li and accumulating proposals for solutions to the ‘Li malady’. 

 

3.2 The causes of the ‘malady’: shuili or profit-driven guest people  

 

The premodern Li-Han classification allowed for considerable social mobility 

between Li and Han. As mentioned earlier, being a state subject and being a mountain 

inhabitant was a matter of choice; the flexibility of being unruled or ruled resulted in 

a group of migrants who chose to become the inbetweeners of Li and Han. Their 
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activity always agitated the existing inter-ethnic dichotomy and led to unrest among 

the Li.  

Descriptions of the gazetteers give the impression that usually the Sinicised Li or 

cooked Li were potentially more dangerous than the raw Li. In fact, the ‘cooked Li’ 

identified by the compilers of gazetteers were the migrants who deliberately chose to 

escape from the control of the centre and take advantage of the hills. As Scott (2009) 

has stated, hill areas are a magnet: they have a natural divide separating them from 

state control and the mountain inhabitants live and intermingle there for that reason. 

Those who made the choice to escape from the state could deliberately profit from the 

gap between the state and the barbarians. They joined the mountain areas turned into 

trouble-makers, the cooked Li who usually raided or encroached on the villages round 

them.   

 

Official scholars in premodern China, officials in Republican China (Xu, 1934; Chen) 

and historians (Ceste, 2009) who have looked at the Li riots in history have realised 

that the violent and dramatic interactions were not always a lawless raid, but 

sometimes a struggle against exploitation and deprivation by the native Han officials 

and Ke merchants. However, once an uprising started, it would spread through the 

villages of local Han, and those not responsible for the exploitation were killed by 

these raids. Anne Ceste has already given a detailed account of the late and middle 

Qing period: she has shown the Li’s reaction against the expansionism of the Han and 

the rebellions caused by the Ke merchants. According to her calculations, there were 

54 Li incidents from 1656 to 1700, among which the biggest uprising was caused by 

military officers over-working the Li residents who laboured to collect agarwood for 

them. The uprising spread across the regions and thousands were killed.  

 

It would be arbitrary to assume that the floating population of merchants and Dan 

people from Fujian were a group of civilised populations, or that they were vulnerably 

choosing to become state subjects on the island. The moment they detached from their 

native lands, they escaped from the existing state systems; in James Scott’s (2009) 

view, these floating populations were more likely looking for a refuge because they 

were stateless. Such floating populations were considered a serious problem by the 

Chinese regimes; the imperial rulers believed they were the symbol of disorder. At 

best, such a floating population would find wastelands and become illegal farmers; at 
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worst, they might turn into rebel armies against the court. In the late Ming dynasty, 

the Fujian floating populations were notorious for a series of social issues they created. 

Bandits in the southern Jiangxi area were mostly from Fujian, where bankrupt 

peasants went into the mountains and became bandits raiding the rural villages. The 

Fujian migration into the Guangdong also led to a series of conflicts over resources 

and territories. In the same vein, the Fujian population on the island would not just 

naturally become civilians; they might also choose to join the highland populations 

through frequent inter-ethnic trade. Those who managed to settle then became the 

‘Han’ ethnicity; after the Ming dynasty had institutionalised Confucian culture around 

the coastal regions, the local population started participating in the national scholar 

exams held in the county centres and adopted the Lijia system. Some of them 

continued to participate in inter-ethnic trade with the highlanders, some of them 

entered the Li lands and became the civilised Li or cooked Li.  

 

The officials and compilers of the gazetteers all point out that there were small groups 

of people responsible for Li unrest, especially certain merchants and corrupt officials. 

Fiskesjö (1999) presents the cooked barbarian territories as a dangerous intermediary 

zone on the island which was always troublesome, with a mixed population of 

barbarians and miscreants (1999:143). The early essays of Zhou (1999) recorded the 

migrants in the hills, saying that some of the cooked Li were problematic, being 

governed was a disguise for their illegal activities, and most of them were criminals 

or ‘desperados’ fleeing from the Hu Guang (present Hunan Guangdong and Guangxi 

provinces). ‘These cooked Li, they associated with raw Li at night, ambushed the 

trade routes and raided the villages’ (Zhou, 1999: 90). In the same vein, the Ming 

Qing gazetteers (Ouyang, 1990:253-256; Zhang et al., 1967) clearly state the cooked 

Li’s mixed origins: they were migrants from the Chinese mainland, where there was 

a long history of being governed, but they appreciated the politics and ecosystem of 

the hills and thus migrated there. However, among the cooked Li, it was the Min 

merchants, desperados and some native chiefs who voraciously desired the Li’s native 

land, took over their houses and paddies, traded their agarwood and offered them 

strategies for rebellion. ‘They (the MinGuang ‘desperados’) were the evil source that 

created the malady of Li.’ (Ouyang, 1990: 254). Whether ‘Minguang desperados’ in 

the gazetteer or ‘Chinese-origin miscreants’ in Fesjesto’s work, these descriptions 

refer to people who knew how to utilise the gap between governed and ungoverned, 
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especially when such a gap was protected by natural barriers and disguised under the 

label of ‘Li’.  

For these new migrants into the Li areas, there was a clear profit from contact with 

them. They could either trade with them for valuable resources, or use their land with 

little expense; sometimes, they could even have encroached on the raw Li’s paddy 

fields and turned the owners of the land into tenant peasants. The Li people were 

vulnerable in this contact with Han or guest people and their reaction to serious 

bullying would be inevitable. However, the raids and rebellions of the Li always 

spread, a small-scale vengeance would lead to an uprising and most villages around 

the Li territories would be burned. Consequently, the Li and Ke or local Han became 

inevitably antagonistic to each other. The premodern Li-Han continuum allowed 

social mobility between the Li and Han classifications, and consequently, a great 

agency was available to the guest people who swung between the Li and the Han. The 

profit from being inbetweeners in the Li-Han continuum then made the ‘cooked Li’ a 

problematic category for both sectors of the local society. Within the Li, they were 

the expansionists and colonists encroaching their land and exploiting their natural 

resources through inter-ethnic trade. For the Han, they were the armed barbarians who 

might raid them at night.   
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3.3 The modern solution to the highlands  

 

With the growing importance of the Li territories for trade and colonisation, from the 

late Qing period the Feng Zicai and the officials in Republican China suggested 

incorporating the inner land of the island as administrative regions. However, the 

modernisation or colonisation that began from the late Qing period only worsened the 

local Li-Han dichotomy on the island. After the 1850 Nanjing treaties, when Haikou 

in the north of the island became the treaty port for the semi-colonised island, the 

demand for raw materials dramatically increased and foreign and Ke merchants and 

local Han people entered the highlands to trade. At the same time, iron ore mines and 

gold mines in the highlands began attracting the attention of the court and foreign 

investors, looking to supply their industrial needs. In 1922, the unfavourable trade 

balance reached 880,000 silver currency, while in 1925 the number was triple at 

3,910,000 silver currency (Li, 2003:198). The semi-colonised island then entered a 

chaotic era; the increasing migration into the highlands led to new social problems. 

The profit from inter-ethnic contacts continually attracted more migration. Besides 

inter-ethnic trade in raw materials, in the late 19th century usurious loans also became 

more popular, as Qing official Bao Can (cited in Guangdong Committee of Ethnicity, 

1964:375-387) discussed: ‘The Li usually prefer barter, but when they need cash they 

usually borrow from the Han. When the Li take a loan from a Han for 1000 silver 

dollars, they have to return 3000 silver dollars’. Bao mentioned the reasonable loan 

in most of his orders; he realised that the local Han people were making excessive use 

of loans to indirectly deprive the Li population. Besides loans, more and more 

merchants start associating with the colonists to exploit the land in the highlands. 

According to Bao (cited in ibid., 387), while the farms were built by foreign investors 

for cane, betel nuts and other tropical cash crops, the flux of foreign goods was used 

for trading the various, valuable natural resources. Guns were sold to the Li in return 

for their native products and matches or tobacco were used to pay for their cheap 

labour.  

 

Thus, inter-ethnic trade and colonialists made the Li’s life harder, but at the same time 

increased their aggressiveness by providing them with weapons; after a period of 

welcome peace, numerous raids and rebellions began in the mid-19th century. The Li 

territories continually maintained their boundaries, and the mountain inhabitants 
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manage to escape from the warlords who were trying to control the island, by 

numerous rebellions and raids. Regardless of who the rulers were, they resisted those 

who aimed to take over their hills from them, whether they were corrupt Qing officials 

or warlords in Republican China. In contrast to the previous raids, they began to 

associate with peripheral political organisations, still desperados in the centre’s view, 

at times of rebellion: in the 1853 and 1857 raids they associated with Tiandihui (an 

anti-Qing fraternal organisation). The 1887 rebellion was against the taxation in 

Danzhou and Lingao; the 1897 rebellion occupied the Ya counties. In 1918, the Li 

troops joined with Hen Jiyu’s anti-Beiyang army and rebelled against the warlord 

Long Jiguang. In 1930, the Baisha uprising against Japanese occupation allied them 

directly with another armed resistance – guerrillas led by the Communist Party. This 

last alliance led to the urbanisation of the island, which I shall return to in a later 

chapter. As suggested by Lizinger (1995:117-139), the discourses of these minority 

rebellions were actually a way of incorporating the others’ history into the history of 

the ‘revolution’, which created the current communist regime. Li or Yao rebellions 

were thus absorbed into the communist revolution, which represented all sorts of 

rebellion against the oppression of the imperial rulers, capitalist and imperialists. It is 

important to note that, although present-day historians of ethnic minorities have 

commonly praised the contribution of the Li’s or other minorities’ uprisings 

throughout the premodern and modern periods of China, the Li’s raids and rebellions 

were always dangerous and frightening for the villages. The raids only recreated and 

reproduced the Li-Han continuum, the hatred against the Li regardless of political 

reasons.  

 

In the Republic period, while the civilians all chose to be attached to the political 

centre-Nationalist party (Guomindang), the mountain inhabitants accepted the 

communist guerrillas, who later became the ruling party of the new People’s Republic 

of China. Ironically, for the first time in history, the Han chose the wrong political 

party; this choice had a huge impact on the development of the island in the decades 

following the liberation in the 1950s. The mountain area became the priority for 

socialist development and the urbanisation of the mountain areas reshaped the 

premodern social hierarchy on the island. The ethnic classification of the 1950s 

showed little impact on the existing Li-Han dichotomy; it only halted social mobility 

between the Li and Han and marked the Li identity as a firm and identifiable ethnic 
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category. For the local Han, regardless of what type of Li a person belongs to, they 

are still the descendants of those who raided them.  

 

The extinction of trade and the decreased mobility of the population during the Mao 

period did remove the profit-seeking inbetweeners from the mountain area. What 

replaced them were the state-owned farms and enterprises of the socialist modern 

state, and massive forced migrations that turned the whole island into a colony. 

However, such internal colonialism was well accepted by the mountain inhabitants 

because these state farms and state-owned enterprises, which included welfare 

systems, granted the mountain inhabitants decades of privileges until the 1980s. The 

Li territories were well administrated; the five autonomous counties were established 

during the 1950s. Consequently, the Li and the mainlander migrant workers became 

the new privileged groups on the island, after the urban and rural distinction was made 

in Mao’s period, compared to the coastal region whose population had been loyal to 

the Nationalist party or workers and staff for the Nationalist government. The ethnic 

dichotomy therefore remained, together with local resentment, not only against the Li 

but also against the centre that privileged them: the 1962 uprising in Linggao 

demonstrated this. At the same time, some of the coastal population started flowing 

into the mountain area, attracted by the welfare system support by the political centre. 

Nonetheless, the creating of inter-ethnic urban spaces through urbanisation did not 

really bring about a changing perception of ‘the others’; most of the Han population 

who entered the mountain returned to the coast once the Mao era ended; those who 

managed to stay rarely intermarried with the Li. I will continue my discussion on the 

present and past of ethnic interaction and political economy in Chapter Three. 
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Conclusion 
 

From exploring the local history of the island, this chapter contends that it was this 

fear, rather than the privileges of being a Han civilian, that produced and sustained 

the Han-Li dichotomy. A trajectory of the Li-Han continuum has been examined in 

this chapter, demonstrating how the existing Li-Han categories were created by the 

conflict between armed barbarians and weak civilians on a politically remote island. 

Hatred of ‘the others’ and clinging to the Han identity, which I will discuss in the 

following chapters, were strategies for survival among the central plain civilisation 

rather than ways of expanding it. The cultural history of the island informs a process 

conditioning how ethnic boundaries emerged and transformed from fluid to rigorous 

in a peripheral multicultural island. Throughout premodern history, the most 

important part of the island was ruled by the ‘barbarian warlords’ or Li ‘chieftains’, 

who could always sustain their territories through their raids and trade. The naturally 

separate area they occupied and the natural resources they owned created an 

ungoverned political category: the Li. Their questionable loyalty and unpredictable 

rebellions constantly haunted the civilians living in the coastal regions. Inevitably, a 

fear of being raided and being forcibly absorbed into the Li was formed, a fear 

sustained by the different local memories of Li raids and the different customs of the 

Li in the popular culture. Consequently, this fear led to the Han cultural quarantine 

that tended to exclude the Li in the social domain and domestic spaces. Before the 

Tang era, trade and the local population were dominated by the grand barbarian 

chieftains or non-Han warlords. From the Song to the Ming period, the fear of 

powerful armed Li villagers constantly haunted the coastal population, at the same 

time as their autonomous and fertile land attracted immigration. Ironically, after 

sweeping social changes in the first half of the 20th century, the powerful Li managed 

to sustain their influence by associating with the communist guerrillas during the 

Republic era and Japanese occupation. In the Maoist era, the Li area was then priority 

urbanised and became the biggest attraction to the Han people; forced migration in 

the modern era has continually exploited the Li but at the same time empowered the 

Li population. However, the fluid ethnic boundaries became rigorous when the 

communist state imposed ethnic classification on to the locals in 1956. Inevitably, the 

newly classified Li carried the ‘sins’ of imperial Li anarchists. Thus, the powerful 
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‘others’ sustain the Han’s motivation to distinguish themselves from them, and 

consequently reproduce discrimination against this minority.   
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Chapter Two: Village, Lineages and memories 
 

Introduction  
 

Family and kin relations, in terms of reproducing existing social and cultural 

differences, are partial. Katz (1996, quoted by Suki, 2003:95) and others who have 

studied interracial families suggest that race and ethnicity are not monolithic features 

to be reproduced. When Han parents were interviewed regarding their children’s 

inter-ethnic relationships, they always asserted that the relationship was shameful for 

their family and neighbourhood because Li had ‘no ancestors’ and no regulation of 

morality, sex, etc. How, though, would families draw ethnic boundaries, and why 

have the local Han people managed to maintain such ethnic prejudice over a long 

period? I would argue that the pride of being Han was produced under the threat of 

powerful anarchist communities in imperial China, and produced the idea of not inter-

marrying with Li. In other words, it was the fear of the powerful ‘others’, associated 

with the pride of being state subjects or civilians, that forged the continuing ethnic 

prejudice against the Li.  

 

My argument can be firstly understood through the ways in which this ethnic identity 

was constructed through the local lineage system, politically implemented by the 

imperial state and intended to separate its state subjects from anarchic ethnic 

minorities. With regard to shaping and understanding the ethnic group in the family 

domain, the ethnic niches of the Han are manifested through its lineage system. It was 

the Confucianist kinship ideology that kept on reproducing this ethnic distinction. The 

local Han community, which conformed to the imperial state lineage system, acquired 

an illusive unity from the alliances between their literati ancestors. The Li villages are 

loosely united under the title of ‘Sai’, within which sub-ethnic groups were separated 

in turn based on their ancestral land-Kom, which expanded through diffuse 

descendant groups. While local Han individuals continued memorising and 

worshipping their ancestors by rewriting their genealogies, the Li ethnic groups 

maintained their animist practice of expelling their ancestors. Social memories of the 

familial past also played an important role in reshaping the collective understanding 

of ethnicity. The Han continually commemorated their ‘ancestors’, highly contrasting 
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with the collective ‘amnesia’ of Li communities, who knew little about their ancestors. 

In other words, ways of knowing or forgetting the ethnic past were significant in terms 

of demarcating the ethnic boundaries between two ethnic communities; consistently, 

the Li were misrepresented as the group without ancestors. Given the military power 

of the Li in imperial China, ancestor worship and other family rituals were an 

instrumental way to maintain the unity of Han villagers in order to survive the 

plunderers, who were mainly Li. From the Maoist era, during which the Li became 

state subjects, the local Han’s historical and political conformation to Confucianism 

continued its effect by discursively making the Li’s ways of family ritual marginal 

and stigmatised through popular culture. The Han’s family rituals and memories 

became important factors for excluding the Li from their private life.  
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Section one: Lineage and villages 

 

Regardless of how powerful and rich the local Han imagine their families once were 

in the imperial state, popular memory and history often show quite the opposite. 

Freedman (1965, 1966) proposed to understand the Chinese lineage system as a land-

holding political and economic corporation, organised through patrilineal kinship. 

The common interests and the profit of the ancestral estate thus bound the descendants 

of common ancestors together and mobilised the lineage to expand. As with many 

other structural functionalists of his time, his inclination towards describing a 

structure that governed daily lives has been confronted by critics (Chun, 1996; Yan, 

1999; Santos, 2006). His corporate model of southern Chinese lineage was challenged 

as not encompassing the varieties of Chinese lineage system. Watson (1982: 607) has 

illustrated that scholars (Pasternak, 1968; Harrell, 1976; cited by Watson, 1982: 608) 

who investigated Han settlers in Taiwan have pointed out that harsh conditions made 

their families seek cooperation with other families including their affinal family. At 

the ethnic frontier of the island, the form of Han lineage organisation found by these 

scholars offers variations of Freeman’s model. Where most Li communities held and 

expanded their territories through the fission of a single lineage organisation, i.e. the 

Kom [L] (literally, the place where people are gathering), it reveals that the Han 

villages were formed by cooperation between sub-lineages and higher-order lineage 

groups. The lineage of the local Han falls into the group-A lineage proposed by 

Freedman18 (1958), by which he means a group of poor peasants who cultivated small 

pieces of land and whose only common property was their gravesite. In contrast, the 

lineages of the Li were elaborated and developed as the Z-type of lineage, normally 

organised through patrilineal lineages that expanded their territories in the mountains. 

In other words, faced with the strong opposition of ‘the other’, defending themselves 

and surviving was the priority task for these new multi-lineage Li groups. This section, 

by consulting popular memory and history, compares the multi-lineage political 

organisation of the Han with the single-lineage organisation of the Li, arguing that the 

weak Han lineage system was a social landscape filled with fear of the Li.  

 

                                                
18  Although Freeman’s continuum of lineage (A-Z) is outdated, particularly from its structural 
functionalist theoretical orientation, I merely apply it to compare the scale and power of Li and Han 
villages.   
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1.1 The weak Han multi-lineages village  

 

The Ritual of the Family (Jia li yi jie), written by the neo-Confucian writer, Qui Jun, 

has been well adopted by the native Han people in Hainan. Their conformity with it 

can be seen in their domestic shrines, in the form of written genealogy, in the main 

hall of each household of the Han villages. In a Southern Chinese frontier area, the 

normative practice of ancestor worship, though more a disguised or strategic practice, 

has become an ethnic marker that reminds the Han who they are and who they are not. 

Historically, in most southern frontier provinces, the ritual unity was a symbolic 

expression of the privileged social and economic status of the wealthy lineage. 

Nonetheless, in Ledong, where civilian privilege was undermined by Li plundering, 

ritual unity was more about expressing the Han cultural identity than demonstrating 

one’s family’s social privilege. Each family has its genealogy and pedigrees, in which 

it is written that they once belonged to a powerful high order lineage on the mainland, 

and they claim to be the offspring of literati and grand scholar officials (Daguan). 

However, only a few families could have recalled themselves as landlords or as being  

 

 
Figure 4 The Han villages     

 (-+ lines refer to Li-Han boundary draw by the Nationalist government in 1933)(Chen, 1933) 
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rich before the Communist Party arrived. It seems to me that the local Han multi-

lineage village is performing scholarly family rituals that contradict their commoner 

status in imperial China.19  

 

The dispersed Han multi-lineage villages, in a coastal line, resonate with the historical 

reality I illustrated in Chapter One; the weak civilian communities had to adjust their 

settlement to the strategies required to defend against the Li (see Figure 4). This varied 

from the other single lineage villages in southern China, which Freedman (1965, 1966) 

assumes represent the ideal approach for developing an elaborated single-lineage 

village. The elaboration and landholding are not the priority for the developing 

lineage; instead, the survival of the Han, their villages and their ancestors are more 

realistic for the literati-peasants on their paddy fields. As already discussed in 

Pasternak’s (1985:183-185) study of a Taiwanese multi-lineage village, based on his 

reflections on Freedman’s critique of the unilineal descent group theories (Forte, 

1953), he argues that the Han lineage organisation in the frontier region might not 

always be elaborate, because where the centralised state is distant, the aboriginals are 

closer. It is the threat of the aboriginals that leads to the formation of multi-lineage 

villages which cooperatively develop their estate, share the resources and forge their 

defences.  

 

In the coastal region, the area from Jiusuo to Huang Liu is the Han concentration area, 

with most Han villages being multi-lineage villages. Each Han lineage is localised 

and distributed around the region and each village has its common ancestral gravesite. 

One piece of evidence is that there are few families that were accused of being 

landlords during the land reform of the Maoist era. When people talked about their 

lineage and their ancestral land, I hardly ever heard them claiming to be the 

descendants of landlords themselves. Instead, they would say, ‘Our ancestors were 

literati,20 we had land and paddy fields, our ancestral land and gravesite’. Moreover, 

there are several high order lineages developed in the coastal regions, but only four 

ancestral halls exist in the hundreds of villages: Chen, Lu, Xing, Yan and Zheng. Only 

                                                
19 According to the gazetteers of Ya (Zhang et al., 1983), the literati households of the county preserve 
the Confucian family ritual, but commoners in rural areas follow local customs.  
20As defined by the scholars, they were the ones who became degree holders - Jinshi, Gongsheng and 
Juren - in the imperial examinations, and were later appointed as magistrates elsewhere. 
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the Chen’s ancestral hall was rebuilt after 1995; other ancestral halls were abandoned 

or converted to farmhouses. My observation echoes the conventions and customs in 

the volumes of the gazetteers of the island (Tang, 1616; Jia, 1706; Zhang, 1900). As 

they described, in premodern local agrarian society, although there were descent 

groups of many literati and officials in the city of Ya (Ya Cheng), there was no 

powerful bureaucratically elaborated lineage, and none of the families were 

extraordinarily rich (owning 10,000 gold or more). The local peasant society was 

known for clinging to Confucian ethics and propriety, and for their attachment to 

agriculture: ‘The local society value propriety, most of them are students of Confucius. 

There are no tenant peasants or landless peasants, sericulture does not exist at all, 

women and men all contribute their labour to paddy fields, including the students of 

Confucius.’ (Zhang et al., 1983). In addition, the gazetteers also show that land was 

not a scarce resource due to a low population density: before 1900, there were 15,000 

people owning 700,000 square metres of paddy fields. In other words, compared to 

Guangdong and Fujian or elsewhere, due to the constant warfare between bandits, 

pirates and local peasants (see Chapter One), land concentration was not common in 

the area, and small landholders occupied the most paddy fields.  

 
Figure 5 Village of Maopo 

My native village, Maopo (Figure 5), is a recently settled village with 450 inhabitants 

and 60 households, located in the middle of the stretch between the coastal town of 
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Huangliu and the river town of Chongpo. Like other small multi-lineage villages in 

the area, Maopo was founded through the cooperation of its founding families, which 

divided the high-order lineages in the area. The Lu, Zheng, Yan and Chen are the 

oldest localised lineages in the village. Recalling the village’s original name, my 

father’s maternal uncle, Yan XX, explains it with the symmetrical couplet which the 

ancestral hall of the Lu lineage had on its gate: ‘The cogon grass soil is assigned by 

the legitimate ruler; on this earth ramp we reciprocally support each other to respect 

the native land.’ (茅土分封尊蜀汉，坡托共济敬乡邦, translated by the author). In 

the short history of our small village in the frontier region, the cooperation and 

alliance between the lineages prioritises the dichotomy seen between households in 

daily life. The irrigation system and the paddy fields have never been scarce resources 

for the villagers throughout its short history; nor do villagers talk about their lineage’s 

cooperative tenure of certain resources in pre-modern times. 

 

Even nowadays, as a child born in one of the biggest, but also youngest among the 

four localised lineages – the Chen – in my childhood, I seldom overheard or 

experienced any conflict caused by land use. I can still remember one time when my 

grandfather’s grandfather quarrelled with his neighbours from the other lineages, 

saying ‘Back to the pre-liberation, you illiterate people should know you were 

landless people who are now cultivating my ancestral paddy fields.’ My discussions 

with the village elders about the history and territory of the village were usually non-

productive; they normally only talked about their shared pride in their literati 

ancestors buried at the gravesites, which I will return to later in the chapter. Part of 

the reason is that, during the Japanese occupation, all the villagers were evacuated 

from their land and paddy fields, and the jointly held territories were converted into 

military airports and fortresses for the Japanese. Most villagers escaped to the migrant 

villages, i.e. concentrations of migrants who were tenant peasants and vagabond 

workers from Dan Zhou. After the liberation, those who had owned land and paddy 

fields in the pre-modern time of the village returned and rebuilt the village. Therefore, 

the present inhabitants of the village do not know exactly which ones are their 

ancestral real estates. It is only the common gravesite, where their founding ancestors 

are buried, which makes them believe that they are living on their ancestral land and 

cultivating their ancestral paddy fields, sharing the common river that crosses through 
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the land. Nonetheless, I still managed to get the migration sequence of each lineage 

and obtained some short descriptions of their ancestral property.  

 

The Lu family were the earliest settlers; the families of Zheng and Yan came two 

generations later, after some wasteland around the village was purchased by the heads 

of their lineages as book-lamp21 fields. The founding ancestor of the Chen was a 

merchant, who used to be a bankrupt literati family member; he joined the village 

after purchasing the wasteland from the county and married a daughter of a Lu family. 

Although today the Yan and the Lu have a lot of land, my lineage believes that we 

owned most of the land in the village in pre-modern times. The puzzle is, then, how 

the youngest Chen lineage could own more land than was owned by three lineages 

jointly. There is no written lineage history, nor government records, available from 

the period when the founding ancestors of the village settled here (1870-1917). 

Nonetheless, the village elders told me that, though the land was fertile, it was not a 

resource in demand in the old days; it was not even a symbol of fortune during that 

period. Higher in priority was defending the land and the fortune from the raids of 

others, i.e. pirates, bandits, and Li rebels. According to my neighbour, Lu ChaoX:   

The land was not the issue; there was plenty of wasteland available; 

for one silver dollar (monthly income of a family) you could get 2 

or 3 mu rice. Most commonly, the parents would purchase a piece 

of wasteland for their children and pay for the construction of a 

house after their sons got married and asked for division of the 

household; then they would carry on cultivating their own land. The 

only issue we had at that time was the war against the Li bandits. 

Under the circumstances, everyone wanted to live in the big 

villages; smaller villages like ours were vulnerable in the conflicts 

with the Li and others. Some of the residents fled to other villages 

after raids; more ridiculously, one of an older generation member 

of my lineage fled to the mountains and became the ancestor of the 

Li in Baoyou Kom. Before the Japanese occupation, in my great 

grandfather’s generation (mid-19th century), we had a half-metre-

                                                
21 The rich lineage organisation allocates rice paddy and land to the family members who become 
Confucian scholars, to sponsor their living costs for the exams. 
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thick wall to protect the village. There was a group of Li bandits 

with weapons, led by a Li outlaw called Long Legs; they preferred 

to attack the small but rich villages, which usually did not have local 

troops to defend themselves. They usually raided at night; they 

came and took away all the livestock and silver. They killed 

whoever resisted them; if their crews were killed, they would come 

back with a vengeance. After several attacks from Long Legs and 

his bandits, all the villagers organised local troops. One day, Long 

Legs22 raided again; however, we managed to kill him in a gun fight. 

We hung his body on an old tree at the entrance of the village to 

proclaim our victory. After that, we lived in peace. 

Then, my grandfather’s legendary quarrel started making sense to me; our lineage 

benefitted from the defensive strategies of the village and accumulated the lineage 

property – 100 mu of the wasteland was cultivated by the villagers under communist 

rule. According to my great uncle Chen DH, who also knew about Long Legs as did 

many other villagers, after the victory against Long Legs’ bandits, the village started 

growing faster. The Yan, Lu and Zheng also started expanding their paddy fields and 

other lands for their descendants. However, these villages were very vulnerable to 

raids from pirates, bandits and Li rebels; there were too few families to defend all the 

lands. Therefore, to expand the population in a short period, the early localised 

lineages, i.e. the Yan, Lu and Zheng, expanded their alliances by practising village 

exogamy. They offered lots of paddy fields and waste land as dowry to attract their 

future in-laws to settle in the village. Of course, they would only choose the 

descendants of the higher-order lineages who worshipped their literati ancestors. As 

he said,  

In the past the villages welcomed people from other villages to join 

them, but only if they were local and from the literati families 

known to the villagers. In one such case, your grandfather, Chen, 

migrated here, and married your great-great grandmother who was 

from my lineage, the Lu. After she was dead, he married a daughter 

of the Zhou lineage from the neighbouring village, Chi Min. 

                                                
22 According to my father, after 'Long Legs’ was hung, one village cut up his flesh and cooked it as 
medicine for his lung disease (possibly pulmonary tuberculosis).  
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Through the two marriages, our founding ancestors accumulated 

100 mu of paddy fields. Then later, his son, your great-grandfather 

and my father, married the daughter of the clever scholar, Zhou 

Fenglu, in Tiantao Town; she brought lots of paddy fields too.   

In short, the odd pattern of lineage and land distribution in my native village was 

configured by alliances of the local villages and lineages in late imperial China, which 

prioritised the survival of a lineage over its elaboration, under the continuous threat 

of ‘the others’. The villagers interwove their descent groups through intermarriage, 

which strengthened the cooperation between households and expanded the size of the 

village; more importantly, the marriages also distributed their scholarly ancestors as 

shared ancestors who illusively supported their cooperation.  

 

In addition, while settlement rights and jointly-owned resources were threatened by 

plundering and other uncertainties, the lineage trust system in Maopo was not only to 

raise bureaucrats, like the other Southern Chinese lineages. They wanted their 

offspring to be able to become bureaucrats who could move away from an insecure 

life. According to Freeman (1965, 1966), lineage organisation used the surplus of 

paddy fields to support their lineage members to become literati, governors, to secure 

the prosperity of the localised lineage. In the case of Mangpo, the high order localised 

lineages always have un-localised ancestors (see Section Two). Their ‘legendary 

ancestors’, who were known as national scholars, war heroes and grand officials, are 

not buried in the village’s graveyard. Some of them were actually the distant relatives 

of their real ancestors, others left the island and were buried on the mainland where 

they succeeded. In other words, these legendary figures were not really following the 

ideology of agricultural society; they encouraged people to leave their homeland 

rather than staying and expanding their territories.  

 

1.2 Localised single lineages without literati and memories 

 

As shown in the last chapter, the imperial civilised centre and the peripheral island 

encountered different situations in Guangdong, where the powerful highland 

inhabitants refused to or found it difficult to adapt to the literati’s standardisation, 
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with their heavy taxation and corvée. This is in contrast to historical anthropologists’ 

data on the history of southern China, after the long period in the 18th century when 

the local indigenous (Yao/Dan) elites (headmen, generals; see Faure, 1989; 1995; 

2006; 2007) or local bosses and merchants (Siu, 1995) gradually settled and adopted 

the Confucian lineage system. In particular, as those indigenous residents who had 

gained scholars’ degrees became official governors, they developed into a strong, 

localised lineage; after acquiring their degrees, they rewrote their genealogy and 

claimed for themselves the ancestors who migrated from the central plains during the 

political turmoil. In Faure’s (1989) investigation into Yao identity and Zujixiang 

legend, he argued that adopting the Confucian lineage system, with it being 

incorporated into taxation, and the exams system of the imperial state, was less about 

cultural assimilation than a political distinction implemented by the literati class. In 

the same vein, Siu (1995) also suggests that the merchants on the sands had many 

shared cultural features with the Dan people, and lineage only became an ethnic 

marker when they decided to settle on their lands and marginalise the poor Dan. In 

summary, historical anthropologists’ and social historians’ work on cultural variation 

within Southern China have suggested that the encroaching state system (lineage 

system, ritual standardisation) could also be utilised and localised by the marginal 

groups (merchants and aboriginal elites), allowing them to transform themselves into 

state subjects after a substantial period.  

 

Nonetheless, military power and the encroaching state system did not permit the same 

process for most Li highlanders. In the 17th century, under the Yongzheng emperor 

(1678–1735), the court summoned the local headmen and granted them both the 

official title and civilian status of a state subject. Even so, few highlander villages 

(except those living in the plain of the northern island) adopted the lineage system. 

Although the highlanders were powerfully militarised and localised, they did not have 

the same rising and assimilating process of the Yao/Dan in the Southern frontier 

region. Instead, their powerful militarisation led to unpredictable uprisings against 

heavy taxation and levies from the local government. The powerful Li highlanders 

maintained their own way of organising their lineages and family rituals from the 

Qing expansion period up until the present day.  

 

Compared to my research on the Han villages, my study of the history of the Li 
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villages relies more on the archives and others’ work. Due to the local customs, I 

could hardly collect any history of the highland. As my predecessors had stated, the 

young and middle-aged people do not know their history, while the elders’ accounts 

are varied and confusing (Stubel, 1932; Okada, 1950:15; Zhang and Zhou, 2004:15). 

Most of the time, I felt hopeless even as I sincerely enquired about the history of my 

interlocutors; they normally responded with a sharp glare and pointed at the 

meandering mountains in the distance, saying, ‘There.’ The people I spoke to could 

barely inform me about their pre-liberation history; they could only tell me what their 

great-grandfathers did for a living. In sharp contrast to the local Han villagers, many 

of my interlocutors told me that their great-grandfathers and ancestors were peasants, 

landlords or local taoist priests (法师，道士); they were not literati. I could only 

compromise my research interests with the second-hand resources collected in the 

1930s and 1950s, to build up a picture of the lineage pattern in the pre-liberation era. 

My Li informants were less concerned or worried about Han, but they were scared of 

their Miao ethnicity and other Li sub-groups (Zhizhong), who master witchcrafts and 

poison. During the pre-liberation era, their lands and paddy fields were relatively 

secure; there was no large-scale warfare except regional conflicts between different 

Koms over resources. Although there are few oral histories available to historians and 

ethnologists, they managed to show how the territories of mountain inhabitants 

developed; they usually present the histories of the Li village through presenting the 

expansion of local lineage corporate landholdings.  

 

Historians (Tang, 1616; Jia, 1706; Zhang, 1900) and ethnologists (Zhang and Zhou, 

1956; Stubel, 1932; Odaka, 1950) did realise that the Li territories were divided by 

the local segmented political system of the Kom [L], which was mostly dominated by 

single localised lineages. In 1956, as suggested by ethnologists’ studies, the Koms 

were mainly dominated by an elaborate, single, localised lineage, such as Maodao 

Kom which was dominated by the Puji lineage (Kong and Fan, 1956:7) and the 

Yayuan Dong’s Laomei lineage (ibid., 109). Their studies on the social history of the 

Kom (Zhang and Zhou, 2004; 1956) also suggest that all the Kom organisations 

originated from their ancestral lands and developed through the household divisions 

of the combined land holdings (hemu [M] or wenmao [L], meaning ‘our land’). It was 

not clear to ethnologists how and when the house divisions proceeded; they could 
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only observe that usually it took up to four generations of working on the same 

wenmao. It is important to note that the combined land holding referred more to the 

obligation of working in the fields and the right of sharing the surplus, rather than the 

equal distribution of property. The wenmao 23  was not an egalitarian economic 

organisation. Although, ideally, all the surplus was supposed to be equally shared, 

usually the headman, who contributed little labour, would appropriate about 50% of 

the surplus. Nonetheless, like the localised Han lineages in Southern China (Freedman, 

1965), the wenmao did protect common interests and provided patronage to the 

peasants within it. Each wenmao was formed by 4-5 households that were descendants 

of the same fathers; the eldest male member of the household was elected as the leader, 

called the heda [L](literally, the elder who is the pioneer on the plough, as translated 

by Yi, 1956:137), who would organise the daily agrarian activities and rituals. 

 

To illustrate, 1950s ethnologists Kong and Fan24 (1956:17) have studied the Maodao 

Kom, in the north east of Ledong County. Their ethnography shows that the expansion 

of the Kom was accompanied by a fission of the lineage in a span of 8 generations, 

i.e. a household division which led to migration to the nearby regions. The Maodao 

Kom contained 7 villages where the villagers claimed to be the eighth generation of 

their founding ancestor, Puji. The trajectory of Maodao Kom’s expansion started from 

the focal ancestral village, Baoman (literally, old villages), where Puji had settled. 

Puji had two sons; the elder migrated out and became the head of the wenmao of 

Nanchou village, where his descendants formed 7 villages. The younger son became 

head of the wenmao of the ancestral village, Baoman.  

 

                                                
23 It is important to note that, although a wenmao was a cooperative landholding organisation, it did 
not imply an egalitarian distribution of property. There were three types of hemu: the egalitarian hemuo, 
where the land was equally shared by the households; the second type where the heda household owned 
almost half of the hemu land, with the other households sharing the rest; and the third type, where the 
heda household owned all the land and means of production, the other households merely being the 
tenant peasants. Such stratifications were a result of different incidents that caused either loss or gain 
of land. The landless households would usually have to sell some of their share, or water buffaloes, to 
the rich, for purposes like paying for treatment of diseases, and the rich households were usually those 
whose ancestors continued to accumulate private land outside the hemu. The members of the hemu 
also continually absorbed outsiders’ lineages, as the longzai (poor tenants) signed decades-long 
contracts with the headman offering free labour to the hemu households.  
24 Given the time the stories were written, Kong and Fan’s account is reminiscent of Evans Pritchard’s 
segmented political system in Nuer. Due to the time limit, the accountability of their representation of 
the Wenmao institution could not be fully examined. 
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After his observations on how the corporate holding of land and resources would 

strengthen the localised lineage as an economic-political organisation, Freedman 

(1965) assumed that lineage organisation had cooperative functions, and that its 

expansion happened through the surplus from the highly productive paddy fields. 

Freedman’s model has been criticised by scholars who say that kinship was always 

practical rather than coercive. In the case of the peripheral island, where the aboriginal 

people were too powerful to be defeated, the Han lineages struggled to develop and 

settle, while the Li village was localised and elaborated through its wenmao institution. 

By comparing the lineage systems of the two ethnic communities, I would say that 

the interaction of the powerful Li anarchists and the weak Han imperial citizens 

inevitably affected the Han’s settlement as well as the lineage system bound up with 

it. As a consequence, the weak coastal Han ethnic community, which claimed to 

descend from literati ancestors, had few lands and resources; but the powerful Li 

villages, who had little knowledge about literati traditions, occupied the highland, and 

kept on developing and expanding their territories.  

 

Nonetheless, the elaborate localised lineage system of the Li, and the simple Han 

mobilised lineage, had political consequences in the form of land reforms. The 

political campaign was more drastic in Li communities than in Han. Most of my Han 

informants told me that the local cadres would hardly have found any landlords and 

rich peasants in their communities. My Li informants still recalled how their spiritual 

leaders and headmen (hedu) were persecuted from the 1950s onward in political 

campaigns. Headmen were classified as class enemies, along with landlords and rich 

peasants, while the Taoist priests and other spiritual leaders were accused of 

practising ‘feudalism superstition’. After the land reforms, all lineages used as 

political organisations were eliminated and detached from the land; what is left for 

the Han now is their fictional pride in being descendants of particular ancestors, 

strengthened by the custom of ancestor worship, and collective pride in once being 

literati class. However, what is really left for the Li? After being detached from their 

ownership of land and their military power, they became the backward minority that 

had no literati ancestors. Thus, the prejudice originating from the weak Han villages 

was sustained even after their fearful rivals lost their tools of power. Their knowing 

the family past and showing off their literati ancestors reinforced their stigmatising 

imaginings of their imperial rivals. 
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Nonetheless, the imperial encroaching state system on the island did offer a collective 

pride for those who believed they were offspring of literati degree holders. 

Consequently, this pride in their literati ancestors, infused with the fear of Li plunders, 

pervades the popular memory and family history and reproduces the boundaries 

between Han and Li.  
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Section two: Ways of remembering/forgetting the ancestors  
 

Family pride in being descendants of literati, intertwined with remembrances of past 

ethnic rivalries, has resulted in excluding and stigmatising Li communities, who know 

little about their ancestors. This section contrasts the different approaches to ancestor 

worship in Li and Han communities, and presents how the Han’s collective memories 

of their ancestors evoke these ethnic boundaries. Firstly, I discuss how local Han 

shared the pride of being communities that produce elites. Secondly, I present how Li 

remember their ancestors through the ‘expelling of ghosts’ ritual. Lastly, through a 

family quarrel about festival rituals, I discuss how Han ethnic consciousness is 

communicated through daily life.  

 

2.1 Shared pride on the debris  

 

With the shared memories of the Han villagers, grouping the individual by 

reintroducing a common past (descent from literati), the patrilineal lineage system is 

the space that allows for the flow of these memories. The basic theoretical layers of 

studying social memories were offered by Halbwachs (2011: 140–149), who 

suggested that an individual’s thoughts are the result of the respective intensity of 

influences that each group exerts on him. Thus, he argued for collective memories or 

remembrances that would allow individual acquired notions and facts through the 

groups they interacted with. Regardless of his structuralist flaws, 25  Halbwachs’ 

approaches inform us that collective memories are social; hence, people relate to each 

other as well as to the external environment through their remembrances. Scholarship 

related to collective memories has developed, which Jing (1996: 16) summarises as 

the collective memories, official memories and popular (counter) memories 

approaches. These approaches could also be adapted to study collective memories in 

China, especially regarding how the local people remember political events in ways 

that differ from official accounts. Thaxton (2008: 292–324), by presenting the 

contradictory ways used to remember the great famine, states that altered memory and 

                                                
25  Bloch (2011: 1150–155) argues that Halbwachs has undervalued the role of 

individuality and the possibility that the present might reconstruct the past.  
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popular memory are important, arguing that the state has managed to silence or alter 

the people’s perception of their tragic past food supply, death of kin26 and disturbance 

of funerals. As these silenced popular memories cultivated a habitual criticism against 

the state, it became a point in the past that local people referred to, when state policy 

went wrong during the reform era. Jing (1996) sought to investigate how the past was 

animated through present lives in Da Chuan of Gansu; particularly, he focused on 

collective memories of the lineage of Kong during the reappearance of a Confucian 

temple in local. He showed how commemorating the past through ancestor worship 

and the festival rituals of the temple continually informed the drastic social changes 

that happened after the communist victory. According to him, the Confucian temple 

is a marker of Kong lineages’ past in the present, so its reconstruction is not only 

informed by the recovery of powers of the Kong, but also by the tragic past that 

removed them from privileged status.  

 

Historical anthropologists have frequently suggested that genealogy was not 

sufficient to imply the central plain cultural roots of local Han people, but it confirms 

the process of adoption of the state lineage system and familial ritual. Thus, 

indigenous groups such as Yao (Faure,1989; 2006), Dan (Siu, 1989;1995) and She 

(Szonyi, 2002) transformed themselves after they acquired official titles, literati 

degrees, and written genealogies that traced them back to the central plain, 

distinguishing themselves from those who could not. This process formulates the 

cultural variations of ‘Han’; while these indigenous group conform to the cultural 

symbols of Han, they also maintain part of their cultural practice. I will discuss the 

cultural hybridity of the Han’s ritual in Chapter Six. It is important to note that, as 

elsewhere, the local Han lineage system did cultivate a sense of pride and Han 

chauvinism in its communities, by internalising the imperial centre’s 

civilian/barbarian distinction through written genealogies and oral history. In the local 

Han communities, family memory then inevitably involved their kinship connection 

to the literati class and the disruption caused by Li unrest. In other words, the Han 

family memories not only conveyed their shared pride in being descendants of literati, 

they also served to protect families from the threat of Li by recording the traumatic 

                                                
26 Thaxton (2008:305) mentioned that the scarcity of food led to a ‘bad’ death: without fried cake in 
their hands, the deceased would be condemned to be hungry on their way to Yinjian.  
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memories of Li war. These memories had an impact on excluding family members 

from socialising with or marrying Li people, as they resonated with the popular, 

stigmatised imagining of the Li.  

 

Nearly a century after my founding ancestor Chen Qingsi had passed away, in the 

village of Maopo, after various nationwide political turmoils (Sino-Japanese war, 

civil war, land reforms, Cultural Revolution and economic reforms), the ancestral hall 

of the Lu had been turned into tiles and sands, with an abandoned Japanese fortress 

standing on the book-lamp field. Half of the paddy fields were rented by mainland 

entrepreneurs, for cultivating melon. Most ancestral property was redistributed 

following the new communist regime, which had made the bandits and the Li into 

political allies. What remained for the villagers were their ancestral graves and 

domestic shrines, which reminded them that their ancestors used to stay in the same 

village and had become national elites in the pre-liberation era. Ancestor worship was 

practiced regularly in the village of Mangpo, according to the lunar calendar. Even 

today, they repair the graves regularly, members of lineages gather together for the 

Qingming festivals and family rituals involve the sacrifice of food on the gravesites.  

 

Figure 6 The demolished family shrine of Chen 
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Figure 7 Chen lineage graveyard 

 

More importantly, memories of elite ancestors became a shared source of pride among 

the different lineages. The villagers commonly believe that Maopo is the native place 

of the regional elites, those who became high-ranking officers on the island and in 

Beijing. Shared pride coexisting with ancestral land as common resources unites 

villagers and distances them from their old rivals – the Li. It is important to note that 

these imperial and modern elite ancestors were not buried in the common graveyard 

of Mao Po; they were buried somewhere else and villagers seldom visit the place 

where their ancestors are buried. These ancestors are, rather, symbols used to express 

their pride in being descendants of high order lineages. In daily life, when rural 

educated people discuss their collective past, they use ancestors to prove that they 

lived in the community or neighbourhood and shared in the honourable past (see 

Appendix One).  

 

The pride in the village of Maopo does not come only from their founding fathers, it 

is also reflected in the collective memory of the literati and bureaucrats raised in the 

region, who are common ancestors of the different high-order lineages. Each 

household head or lineage head is responsible for passing on the oral history of the 
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family and educating the children. The oral history of the lineage describes the origin 

of the family and emphasises its continuity up to the present. Although the family 

histories vary from each other, the oral history of one’s family is always told in a way 

similar to that of the Chen and Lu families. Ancestors who served at the court, and 

any literati who had outstanding academic achievements, or were degree holders in 

the imperial examinations, are inevitably included in the oral history of the family. 

The inhabitants tried to convince me that my village was the residence of elite 

members of the influential lineages of the area, and our ancestors were all educated 

literati from powerful lineages, some of whom became officials, prefects, lieutenants, 

and so on. By repeating the oral history of the family, the elders continually remind 

their family members that they need to restore the achievements of their ancestors. 

During my entire time in the village, the farmers and workers always seemed to 

wonder whether their children would be the next ones to become an official in the 

government, or an influential businessman, and the children’s potential was 

manifested in their outstanding performance in the national university exams and civil 

service exams. It is important to note that these elite ancestors were never buried in 

any ancestral gravesite in the village. The Lu claimed themselves to be the 

descendants of the exiled prime minister Lu Duojun during the time of the Song 

dynasty; the Lu households claimed that their grandfather was the cousin of the 

republican prefect of Enping who was executed after the liberation, and his brother 

was a lieutenant who died during the Sino-Japanese war. The Yan family, following 

the regional high-order lineage of the Yan, believes that they are the descendants of 

Yanhui, who was the favourite student of Kongzi during the time of the East Zhou 

dynasty. The two Yan households are the surviving lineages of Yan Renguang, the 

founding father of Physics in modern China, and his brother who was also a physicist. 

After Professor Yan Renguan’s brother committed suicide, he was classified as a 

landlord in Leluo and Yan Renguang’s son died unmarried. The Chen family 

worships their literati merchant ancestor, who married into a Lu family before he 

settled in the village, and the common ancestor of the high-order-lineage, Chen – a 

provincial governor (Juren) and prefect of Changhua County – who settled in 

Huangliu in 1319 during the late Southern Song period. 

 

During my inquiries among the elders in the localised lineages of the Lu, Yan and 

Chen, they rarely gave me any hard evidence to show that they were linked with these 
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elite ancestors of the high-order lineages. In fact, when I started tracing these regional 

legendary common ancestors, I could hardly find it convincing that the villagers could 

be the surviving descendants of their claimed ancestors; they might not even be distant 

kin of these men. Lu Chaochen left the village with his brothers after he became the 

prefect of Enping in the Republic; he died in 1976, right after becoming a member of 

the Guangxi consultative committee. He was survived by his son and a daughter. In 

the case of Yan Renguang’s descendants, all the Yan households in the Leluo town 

and Ledong County claim him as their common ancestor – ‘doctor ancestor’ (博士公, 

boshigong); however, there is an endless debate over who the closest descent groups 

of Yan Renguang are. Finally, the common ancestor of the Chen high-order lineage, 

Chen Yanxiang, whose gravestone shows that he was the provincial governor of 

Fujian and prefect of Changhua, turned out to be unrecorded in the gazetteers of 

Fujian and Hainan (Tang, 1616; Jia, 1706; Zhang, 1900).  

 

This narration of the families and their relationships with common ancestors in 

modern history is mostly faulty, as Faure (2006) and other historians have discussed 

in their research on lineages, genealogies and oral family histories. Nonetheless, these 

memories of the past, intertwined with the present markers of success, project a future 

far away from their ancestral land. They did motivate the villagers in the 1970s to 

pursue a better life through education and become urban residents benefitting from 

the welfare system of the state. I will discuss these movements towards the centre in 

the next chapter. More importantly, it is a shared pride in the past that links households 

together in the contemporary Maopo village.  

 

2.2 The ancestors that need to be expelled  

 

In Ledong, where inter-ethnic exogamy was prohibited in pre-modern times, the 

presence of domestic shrines and ancestral gravesites underpins the Han's ethnic and 

lineage consciousness. In contrast, after the land reforms, most Li Koms lost their 

control of ancestral lands, their religion banned them from ancestor worship, and their 

family histories were thus lost and disappeared along with the witch/medicine man 

who was in charge of memorising the lineage history and rituals. When I asked who 

their ancestors were, none of them would give me their names; when I enquired about 
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the history of their villages, they would, rather, say that they were from the ‘old village’ 

located on the other side of the mountains where their ancestors lived. When I talked 

about why they had moved, they said that there was no land available for them to live 

on. However, the government does offer them spare land and encourages them to 

move there. Nonetheless, like the Han, they remembered where their ancestors were 

buried – the gravesite in the mountains occupied by different lineages from the same 

village. However, they did not follow the Confucian rites, which require the 

worshipping of ancestors routinely, on the domestic shrine at the gravesites; nor do 

their graves have tombstones with written names or epitaphs. The Li groups enter the 

graves in the mountains only when there is a deceased person to be buried; at other 

times, the villagers and outsiders are prohibited from entering the mountains. Their 

graves, and the path to the gravesites, are intentionally covered and overgrown with 

grass and trees.  

  

Figure 8 The grave hill of Baoyou town (left) and Figure 9 Zhizhong town 

 

However, the almost total lack of knowledge of a family’s past did not affect their 

attachment to their homeland and their kin. I rarely heard the minority people talking 

about their ancestors having been scholars or governors, except the family of Lin (See 

Appendix 1). Compared to the Han elite’s fictional talk about their pride in the past, 

my Li informants shared their fear of the supernatural power of ghosts. Sometimes, 
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when my questioning concerned family history, my interlocutor would tell me a ghost 

story; they told me that I was trying to question a powerful and frightening being.  

 

Ani, who grew up in the capital of Ledong county, a granddaughter of a heda in 

Baoyou Kom, told me that their ancestral grave hills were being levelled by the 

government and turned into the main commercial street of the town.  

‘Our people never enter the commercial street, it is too scary. This 

was the mountain where we bury our ancestors, who are the 

powerful spirits protecting us from the Japanese. I remember the 

elders told me that when we were still in conflict with the Japanese, 

there was one day the Japanese in the military airport decided to 

bomb our village. Suddenly, the fog starts rising from our grave 

mountain; it later covers whole our village; therefore, we survived. 

The spirit is really scary, now we still remain distant from the 

mountain. There is a tree splitting the mountain; it is a thousand 

years old; it split the mountain into two zones; behind the tree, we 

bury the people who did not die properly; even they are from the 

village, but they would not be included as our ancestors, they are 

just evil ghosts that would haunt the living at night. The government 

also knows that; when they build the commercial street, they will 

leave only the evil ghost territories alone. It is too risky for them to 

demolish it…’  

 

In the popular religious system, naming the ancestors or the deceased is a taboo in the 

social life of the Li. They believe that knowledge of the deceased’s name would 

authorise a sorcerer with the power to control and condemn the deceased’s descent 

groups. In the religious system of the Li, the spirits or gui are supernatural beings that 

are harmful for the living world. Among them, the most serious spirit is the ancestor 

spirit, while the thunder spirit is in second position. Therefore, people do not talk 

about the names of the deceased, nor do they share the location of their gravesites 

with the people from other Koms. Each lineage has their own sorcerer or priest of the 

spirits (guigong) who remembers their ancestors’ names and the family history. The 

knowledge of the lineage can only be inherited by the sorcerer’s son, not the other 
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members of the family. The Li community believes that natural disasters, family 

conflicts and illnesses, as well as other bad things happening in their villages, are 

caused by powerful supernatural beings, or spirits (gui) from outside. Thus, the priest 

of the spirits is a spiritual patron as well as healer and exorcist of the lineage. When 

the Li people sense trouble caused by an invasion of the spirits, they call their own 

priest of the spirits, or the Tao priest, to perform an exorcism and sacrifice cattle to 

satisfy and expel the spirits.  

 

During my stay in the mountain area, I did not see any exorcisms being performed. 

However, I was invited to many free feasts held by the local Li. These were 

superstitious feasts called ‘lengceng’. Then, one morning, when I was sleeping in the 

betel nut garden, I was asked by Arui to join him for lunch to show his minority 

neighbour some ‘face’ or gratitude. When I walked along a path and went out of the 

back gate of Arui’s garden, I saw that his neighbour had already arranged 50 tables 

on the ground under the coconut trees. In front of the house, he and his family 

members were gathering around the elders, chanting and using a bamboo stick for 

conducting ‘superstitions’. I was not allowed to come closer to see how the ritual was 

performed; like other non-lineage members, Arui and I had to sit at the table we were 

assigned. After the rituals, the meal started. From the conversation, I realised that I 

was invited to the feast for an exorcism (gangui). The host, Mr. Liu, was in conflict 

with his nephew about the allocation of their ancestral land; therefore, he believed 

that the ancestral spirits might be troubling him. Most of the guests were Liu’s guests. 

They told me about the rituals as they proceeded; however, they did not share as much 

detail as I wanted, because they believed that talking about the spirits might invite the 

spirits themselves. According to the formal headman Liu Yongfu: 

 The ritual performance of exorcism (expelling the devil/spirit) is 

carried out by the priest of the sprits. It varies from village to village 

in the mountain area; the priest of the spirits, with his sacred tools, 

would start chanting the names of the spirits at the entrance of the 

house after all the lineage members have gathered by the host. After 

identifying the type of the spirit, he would perform the exorcism 

and ask the family to start sacrificing the cattle to worship the spirit. 

After the process, all the hosts would organise a feast in which the 
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sacrificed cattle would be served to the lineage members attending 

the ritual. The hosts normally do not offer alcohol; the guests 

invited to attend the ritual need to bring rice alcohol and sticky rice 

cakes for the host. The feast lasts till the last guest has left, normally 

around midnight.  

 

I asked many Li villagers about the reasons for the performance, and my informants 

told me that these things were not for the affected household alone; the ancestors 

should be worshipped when they started intruding in and affecting all the living 

members of the lineage. The headman of Shoucun village in Zhizhong town, Mr. Liu 

Yongfu, responded to my questions by saying,  

We are afraid of the spirits and things to do with the dead; anything 

from the dead should be kept away from the household and we 

should not even talk about the deceased at that time. I know you 

Han people like to place dead people’s or ancestors’ photos on the 

wall; I find it scary when I am with my Han friends in their main 

hall. When I am alone with the thing [domestic shrine], I feel the 

dead staring at me.  

 

While saying all this, he shivered a good deal.  

Nevertheless, when I offered the headman’s explanation for the absence of the altar 

and pedigree to the local Han people, they thought that it was more like an excuse for 

not showing respect to their ancestors. Some of them even thought that ignorance of 

the rituals of death was the main reason for not worshipping ancestors at home. 

 

Ancestor worship, as an ethnic marker and cultural practice, was normally adopted 

by the ethnic ‘others’ after the minority groups were integrated into the state system. 

Anthropologists (Faure, 2006; Siu, 1996; Szonyi, 2002) who have looked into the Han 

and the cultural ‘others’ in the southern frontier regions would agree with Leach’s 

argument that the individual was capable of oscillating between ethnic communities 

as ‘Kachin’ and ‘Shang’. It was not a complex task to adopt Confucian rites and be 

assimilated into the Qing or Ming state, as the Dan and the She people did in Fuzhou, 
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the Yao people did in southern China (Faure,1989; 2007), or the merchants did in the 

Zhujiang Delta (Siu, 1996). Once they became state subjects after purchasing paddy 

fields, adopting the lineage state and acquiring literati degrees, they became known 

as Han. However, this is not the case in the southern part of the island. After decades 

of mixed living with their Han neighbours, following their animism as a popular 

religion, the Li villagers still do not represent their ancestors in their house, nor do 

they have any written genealogies or gravesites. While the Han show their close 

connection to their ancestors through neo-Confucian rites at domestic shrines and 

gravesites, the Li show their respect to their ancestors through their fear of the spirits, 

by quarantining themselves from the spirits of their ancestors. More importantly, in 

the contemporary era, it offers a privilege to Han people on the occasions when they 

socialise with Li, who have a quite different way of knowing their ancestors. As a 

result, these family memories harden the ethnic boundaries between Li and Han.   

 

2.3 Family conflict in the Han’s Zhongyuan festival 

 

For anthropologists, the Han and Li ways of treating their ancestors are a matter of 

treating the dead as either profane or sacred to the living; nonetheless, such a division 

is misinterpreted by the Han, who use the custom of ancestor worship as an ethnic 

marker. They described Li customs as ‘backward’ and ‘barbarian’ because their 

community does not practise similar family rituals and their houses have no objects 

for ancestor worship. Their common belief is that the Li tradition lacks an equivalent 

ritual to ancestor worship to commemorate the deceased or their customs. Because 

the Li language has no script, the absence of epitaphs, pedigrees and written 

genealogy in the family can give the impression that ancestors have been forgotten or 

have ‘disappeared’. Most of the local Hans in Ledong Prefecture tend to believe that 

the Li are people without history, because their language does not have a script and 

they do not really care about their ancestors. The local farmers used the idiom ‘Li man 

buries the dead’ to mean a rough way of doing things. There are many versions of the 

stories about how the Li people bury their dead, but they all convey the impression 

that they bury their dead disgracefully. 
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Especially after the reforms, ethnic difference in terms of ancestor worship further 

materialised in both public area and private houses, when most domestic shrines were 

restored in the main halls of the houses along the coastal line, but domestic shrines 

were conspicuous by their absence in all the households of the mountain area. These 

tangible cultural differences continually strengthen the chauvinism of the Han, which 

is based on false imagination of their humble existence in imperial times. More 

importantly, since ancestor worship was closely associated with Han daily life (for 

detail see Kipnis, 1997), it also became the most common reference when a Han 

individual was trying to draw ethnic boundaries or taunt the Li customs with a 

derogatory expression.    

 

Ancestor worship is commonly practised by the villagers during important festivals 

and family memorial days. All houses in Ledong face south; the altar is directly in 

front of the entrance door with the pedigree of the lineage clan written on a framed 

piece of red paper. The incense and candles are placed in front of the pedigree. Above 

the pedigree, there are photos of the deceased attached to the wall; normally it is of 

the most recently deceased (parents or grandparents). On the Zhongyuan festivals, the 

local residents go back to their ancestral house to worship their ancestors at the 

domestic shrine, burning spirit money and paper offerings for their ancestors. I visited 

my second uncle Taimin, on Zhongyuan Jie27 (Ghost Festival) day. His wife had come 

back from Haikou one day before to clean the house and the ancestors’ hall, which is 

actually the lobby of the ground floor. He woke up at 7 am as usual, and picked one 

capon from the garden for sacrifice as part of the ancestor worship. He had raised 50 

capons since the spring festival and normally sacrificed one for each ancestor 

worshipped. His wife, Ms Lu, then started making the bua,28 a local dessert made of 

sticky rice and coconut or sesame. Each family offers the ancestors bua and capon. 

After the food had been placed on the altar, the paper money and other stuff were 

burned at the front door. After that, strings of firecrackers were set off to complete 

the ritual of worship.  

 

                                                
27 Zhongyuan Jie is a traditional festival celebrated by every household of Mangpo village and other 
Huangliu people; it is also called Guijie (鬼节，which literally means ‘the festival of the spirit’). It 
used to be an important traditional festival for lineage members commemorating ancestors.  
28 Bua is a sticky rice ball filled with sweet fillers (coconuts, sesame or peanuts).  
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While the Han people were fully occupied in preparation for the festival, most of my 

Li informants told me that they did not prepare for this festival. On the day itself, ever 

since my childhood, I had been told not to leave the house and not to climb a tree or 

go swimming, in case I should encounter ghosts. After dinner, I was secretly smoking 

with my cousin outside the village when a lady wearing rubber shoes slowly walked 

towards us and asked us to go home. Meanwhile, my Li informants who worked in 

the entertainment centre kept on texting me asking me to come out for drinks and 

bring more customers to their hall. Aya, a 25-year-old girl, asked me to bring my 

great-uncle to meet her, ‘The hall is quiet tonight; your great-uncle said he would 

come after ancestor worship’. I had to text back and remind them this was the Ghost 

Festival and we could not leave the house at night.  

 

When we got home, I met my uncle Taiqin, the youngest son of my great-uncle, who 

was just having a fight with his father about his extravagant life in the entertainment 

industries and his minority mistresses. He told us that his father’s phone kept on 

ringing, when he was burning the paper offering.  

‘Only those Li mistresses would call people on Ghost Festival, they have 

no ancestors or ghosts. They just wanted my father to go and dance with 

them, because they know most Han people won’t come out to dance. I 

asked him not to go, he then started yelling at me and said I shall not say 

such things in front of the offering table/domestic shrine…’  

 

We start talking about why Li did not care about the Zhongyuan festival and other 

Han festivals. A seriously pejorative description of Li customs started echoing round 

the main hall in front of our domestic shrine. ‘The Li people do not worship their 

ancestors; they have no ancestors, so how could they prepare for the Zhongyuan 

festival?’  

‘The Li people do not build tombs for the deceased, they dig a hole 

on the mountain, place the corpse in the hole and leave. They do 

not have graveyards, they have grave mountains…They are always 

on the move, when their family members die, they bury the corpse 

without a tomb. They wrap the corpse and put it into a jar; then they 

bury it in the mountains.’ 
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Taimin, 58 years old, and responsible for family rituals for my lineage, was concerned 

about ancestor worship not only for collective identity but also for personal comfort.  

‘I do not want to be treated like the Li’s ancestors, I want to be 

remembered by my children, I want my children to worship me 

properly. That’s why I can’t understand the Christian practitioners 

in Huaijiao village; once they follow Jesus, they stop showing up at 

their gravesites during the Qingming festivals. They are not so 

different from ‘Li’(Who don’t practice ancestor worships).’  

 

Later, our conversation extended to how the common attitude towards death also 

distinguished the local Han from the other Han prefectures such as Wenchang, where 

neighbours and outsiders are not allowed to attend funerals, and those who attend are 

required to have a shower before returning to their homes. He then praised the local 

Han tradition of making a funeral an open collective event, where any resentment 

regarding the deceased could be resolved after burning incense in front of the 

deceased. The presence of the ancestors, the domestic shrines and the gravesites 

offered the Han authority to discriminate against the Li and others, who did not 

practise ancestor worship.  

 

Li is not only a term that refers to ethnicity, it is also a pejorative in Hainanese. These 

pejorative ‘Li’ statements were often heard in the daily life of the villagers. Especially 

when they found some abnormal behaviour, inappropriate cooking dish or false ritual 

practice, they would describe them as Li behaviours, food or customs. This usage 

reflects the common attitude toward the Li’s customs in Ledong County, as part of 

their local chauvinism; they are ashamed of being the same as the Li. A similar 

collective attitude also leads to generational conflict regarding inter-ethnic 

marriage/courtship among the villagers, which I will discuss in the later part of the 

thesis.  

 

Conclusion 
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Although Li and Han cultural boundaries are blurred in many aspects, ancestor 

worship is still a consistent ethnic marker that distinguishes the Li and Han; the more 

so because of the Li community’s own animist belief in separating the deceased from 

the space of the living. The standardised family ritual in late imperial China (see 

Watson and Rawski, 1989) politically divided the civilian from the anarchist, but it 

was also absorbed by local Han into their ethical system through their genealogy and 

popular memory. This chapter has extended the discussion into the family domain, 

based on the historical reality illustrated in Chapter One, especially focusing on how 

local lineage systems, embedded with social memories of the ethnic past, divide the 

two ethnicities. It has discussed how the ethnic dichotomy between Li and Han was 

sublimated and presented in the domain of family. Popular culture, tales and family 

genealogy of the past perpetuate the Han’s chauvinism and stigmatisation of Li from 

generation to generation. In this quasi-historical chapter, I have investigated the 

historical realities that shaped local ethnic consciousness and prejudice in family 

domains, leading to the local sanction of Li-Han endogamy and other intimate 

relations.  

 

Thus, the ethnic prejudice of the Han was a by-product of a complex historical 

interaction between the migratory people on the island and the mountain inhabitants’ 

lives on the margins of the centralised state. The multi-lineage villages of the Han, in 

contrast to the single lineal village of the Li, reflect the historical local dynamics: the 

weak Han community and the armed, powerful Li Koms. The local Han lineage 

system, an important ethnic marker between local Han and anarchist communities, 

was not only a symbolic conformation to the imperial state, but also an organisation 

to unite its followers and defend them against ‘the others’. In local memories of the 

past, Han chauvinism was supported by family genealogy and fearful stories of ethnic 

conflict and interaction with the invaders: Li bandits, the Japanese, pirates. Han 

literati ancestors then serve as an important corporal holding for their present 

descendants, who are obligated to defend the community and prohibited from joining 

the mountain inhabitants. While the modern socialist state project tends to make 

people forget the local dichotomy through official discourse around a common 

revolutionary history, oral folk history tends to remember past ethnic conflicts. 

Nowadays, the resurgence of ancestor worship and elaborated family ritual is even 

accentuating the ethnic boundary.   
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Chapter Three: The profit of boundary crossing    
 

Introduction 
 

Dating required meeting. The precondition for inter-ethnic romance to develop was 

the emergence of an ethnically mixed space that allowed inter-ethnic contact, which 

might have led to a romantic relationship or marriage. Most of my informants who 

experienced inter-ethnic marriage or romance were consciously or unconsciously 

participating in these dialogical movements between the highlands and the coast. As 

mentioned earlier, under the quarantine instigated by the Confucian institutions and 

the fear of the Li, local Han and Li inter-ethnic contact had been considered a threat 

and even a betrayal to the local Han community since the premodern period. 

Nonetheless, there were always people who emigrated to the Li territories for different 

reasons; the movement across boundaries was even increased by wider structural 

transformations in the modern history of the island.  

 

How would boundary crossing movement and increasing ethnic interaction under 

urbanisation affect the way ethnicity was perceived? What might inter-ethnic 

marriage happening in such a situation imply? Barth’s (1969) model of ethnicity, 

illustrated in the introduction, shows ethnic identity could be changed according to 

individuals’ performance in their living situations. As Barth (ibid.,25) observed with 

the Pathan individual under the rules of Baluch groups, when they compromised their 

autonomy (a core value of Pathan) and became dependent on the Baluch tribe, they 

might fail to meet the expectations of being Pathan. Consequently, Pathans switched 

their identity to Baluch, when they gradually mastered the speech and etiquette of 

Baluch. Barth’s model could be quite fruitfully applied to the ethnic situation of China. 

Similarly, in imperial China, for those individuals crossing boundaries, such as 

bandits, merchants and garrisons, there was more flexibility to choose which ethnic 

group they wanted to be identified as (see Chapter One). In contemporary China, after 

decades of state modernisation, anthropologists have seen the increasing importance 

of regional identity which undermines the official ethnic identity in the peripheral 

regions. Taking questions relating to the homogeneity of the Han as his starting point, 

Billé (2009) discusses changes in the daily lives of the Han in minority regions, with 
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an emphasis on the dialogical process of cultural assimilation and its consequences in 

Mongolia. He argues that cultural boundaries between the Han and Mongolian 

communities are more ambiguous in terms of food and dairy products, with the 

regional identity of inner Mongols gradually developing into a shared identity for the 

local individuals. Both Hansen (2005) and Billé (2009) note that second-generation 

Han settlers in ethnic frontiers consider ethnic identity to be less relevant to their lives, 

and inter-ethnic marriage is more acceptable when new generations reach 

marriageable age. In regard to the island, Feng and Zhan (2005, 82) optimistically 

assert that Hainanese cultures will finally merge together as a result of mutual 

assimilation and enrichment between each community. They argue that in spite of the 

tension and conflict that this study has noted, the unification of the Han and Li is well 

underway.  

 

However, Feng and Zhang (2005) underestimated the fact that the Li-Han continuum 

could not simply be reduced or modified through modernisation and cultural 

interactions. The chapter contends that the changing political economy did not shatter 

the ethnic boundaries that were involved with the Han’s profit-driven chauvinism. 

Internal colonialisation projects, from Mao till market reform, overlooked the Han’s 

xenophobic attitude against others and thus failed to form a regional identity that 

harmonised ethnic relations.  

 

In this chapter, I situate the Han ethnic consciousness through the transitions of 

political economy and memory of both Li and Han migrations in the ‘other’ regions, 

to discuss in what situations social relations were forged and what role the idea of ‘the 

others’ plays in the social interaction between local and ‘others’ in ethnically mixed 

towns. First, I present two folk stories and discuss pre-liberation Li-Han inter-ethnic 

trade in the pre-liberation period. With local Han making a profit from teaching or 

delivering certain cultural and religious practices to their Li neighbours, inter-ethnic 

exchange is unfair trade. Secondly, the chapter explores the life of the first Han and 

Li settlers in towns in the mountain area during the autonomous prefecture period. 

From individuals’ narratives, I discuss how the economic and political transitions of 

the island influenced the movement of different generations of Han toward the 

mountain area, with particular focus on the local Han people and Li residents working 

in the danwei system such as in hospitals, schools and the army. The local Han 
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chauvinism in this period was surpassed by the desire for urban life created by the 

central state; for both ethnic groups, regardless of their different approaches to 

accessing social resources in the working unit, their life stories imply a general 

utilitarian approach to state-related organisations. In the second section, I explore the 

individual experiences of moving toward or out of the highlands during the post-

autonomous prefecture period and discuss how the fall of the autonomous prefecture 

and the emergent market-oriented movement have affected Li and Han migrations. 

After the revocation of the autonomous prefecture, the reform deeply altered attitudes 

as well as the general impression of Han settlers. While the Han entrepreneurs in the 

mountain area have tried to maintain their ideal privilege over the others, in the coastal 

village, the Han’s consumption in dance halls has constantly enriched the self-

employed Li dancers.   
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Section one:  Merchants in the highland  
 

Besides the shared pride of being Han in the family or community history, there are 

also other popular memories that remind Han they were privileged. The stories of 

inter-ethnic trade always inform their audiences that Li admired Han and were easily 

fooled by the Han in situations when they met. During the pre-modern period, Li’s 

fortune and natural resources were constantly attracted to the mainland merchants and 

local Han entrepreneurs for fair trade. The colonial-like situations seldom changed 

the Han’s perception of Li.    

 

1.1 Mercantile groups and the highland 

 

Pre-revolutionary migration toward the mountain area was strongly associated with 

the prospering coastal trade between treaty ports and Western countries. From the late 

Imperial Qing dynasty onwards, the island was further brought into the world 

economy while the Qing empire was turned into a quasi-colonial state. With the 

growing market economy, merchants from coastal cities such as Guangzhou flowed 

into the harbour of Haikou. The demand for local goods such as timber, betel nuts and 

leather was simultaneously growing with increasing local demand for ‘foreign’ 

products such as matches and calico, which became increasingly available on the local 

market, including the highland. According to Li (2003:131, 132), the number of local 

markets rose from 122 to 301 during the Qing dynasty; from 1882 to 1891, annual 

trade doubled from 199,346 tonnes to 350,060 tonnes. Numerous small-scale 

merchants came to the island for trade and forty commercial guilds formed in Haikou 

up until the 1940s. Through documenting the rise and fall of Huizhou’s mercantile 

groups in Guangdong, Siu (2000) has demonstrated how mercantile groups such as 

the Fan Palm commercial guilds merged with local officials and gentry during their 

time of monopolising the market in the late 19th century, and how their power was 

replaced by militarist bosses during the political turmoil. Siu (ibid., 204) argues that 

the ethnic identities and political royalty of merchants in the fringe regions were quite 

elusive, as they were part of a floating population. They might be merchants 

motivated by the profit of the trade during peaceful eras, but they also could become 

outlaws in eras of disorder. The very first groups of local Han people that broke the 
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geographic boundaries and entered the highlands were dealers in natural resources in 

the highlands. According to the historical archives, in the Republican era, the Han 

merchants were part of the dominant groups in the mountain areas. Stübel, a German 

anthropologist who travelled from the western to the eastern part of the island in 1931-

1932, was impressed by the Han merchants’ dominance over the trade with their 

highland neighbours. As he (1976, 249) observed, in four sub-branches of Li 

communities, the Han monopolised trade with the Li, purchasing leathers and timber, 

while selling them matches, tobacco and handicrafts. As he states, there were three 

Han merchants living in the Naolao Li villages, where they traded cotton, matches 

and foodstuffs, as well as selling paper notes. The same phenomenon was witnessed 

by other scholars. In Xu’s account, he exchanged two packs of ‘Tabaco’ or cigarettes 

(0.044 silver dollars per pack29) and a shoulder-load of red rice (5-7 silver dollars30) 

for two packs of tobacco (1932, 95). He described the trade in mountain areas as 

unfair: ‘I used to hire several people to carry several hundred catties of luggage for a 

day, I paid them the one silver dollar. When they wanted to exchange the silver dollar 

into copper coins, the Han merchant told them that he has no copper coins for 

exchange. Instead, he sold them a pack of Tabaco for one silver dollar and let them 

split the tobacco’ (ibid.). 

 

Besides trading, some Han merchants became co-rulers with chieftains in the 

highlands. In Stübel’s diary of his second journey on the island (1962: 18), he 

observes that it was the local Han merchant, rather than the local officials, who 

arranged a ceasefire agreement between Ha Li village and Meifu Li villages after 

eight people were killed in the conflict. Similarly, during the Japanese occupation, 

Odaka (1950:13) also recorded that the real ruler within the Meifu valley was the 

Chinese merchant Kuo WenChen, who not only sold sake (Japanese rice wine) but 

was also appointed to maintain peace and order in that area. Han merchants in the 

highlands, in short, were among the most important actors of the colonial economy 

on the island during that period. Similar to Siu’s understanding of the mercantile 

                                                
29 According to Benedict (2011: 154), by 1931, a pack of cigarettes cost 0.0044 silver dollars in 
Shanghai.   
30 In 1930, the rice price in Guangzhou was 7 silver dollars per shoulder-load (Lu and Peng, 2004: 21); 
there is no data for black sticky rice at that time. 
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groups in Huizhou and the Zhujiang delta, these merchants participated in the 

complex network in the mountain area before militia bosses (warlords, bandits and 

communist guerrillas) took power. They migrated toward the mountain area and lived 

among the highlanders to profit from inter-ethnic trade, which was based on unequal 

rates of exchange.  

 

1.2 Popular memory of inter-ethnic trade/fraud 

As discussed in the gazetteers of Yazhou (Zhang et al.,1983), interaction between the 

two ethnic groups is mainly about conflict, such as the state pacification of the Li, or 

the Li’s unpredictable plundering raids into Han territory. Before 1945, social 

interaction between the two ethnic groups never froze completely in the area, due to 

the pre-existing mercantile activity. According to older generations’ memories, on 

many occasions during the peaceful period, the Han people had to visit the 

mountainous areas or travel through them to log trees for their houses, to collect herbs, 

or to do business. I also have heard many stories about encounters with Han in 

minority areas. Similarly, the Li villagers sometimes showed up in the local Han 

market to exchange their cattle or herbs.  

 

With regard to these popular memories, unfair inter-ethnic trade was intertwined with 

the Han’s rather chauvinistic manner of dealing with other groups. Inter-ethnic trade 

most likely happened during the Han’s short visit to the Li villages; local Han people 

tend to imagine that the Li villagers wanted to learn Han rituals and culture and were 

willing to pay a high price to learn them. This imagining simplifies the inter-ethnic 

interaction into a social relation that was dominated by Han; the Han could make a 

large amount of money through manipulating the ignorance of ‘the others’. My great-

grand-uncle, Achaobei, told me that the Han always fooled the Li people in their 

meetings. They could only be friends with the Li for a purpose: ‘We traded a needle 

for a Li’s bull’. He shares the following two stories, which are widespread among my 

father’s generation (born in the 1950s). It should be remembered here that this all 

happened in the period of Republican China (1911-1945).  

 

A Han barber was travelling around the village of the Li, making money for the New 

Year. A rich Li man asked him to write couplets (duilian) to bless the village for good 
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luck in the coming year. He offered him a silver coin (guanyang, currency of 

Republican China) for a pair of couplets. The barber had only studied for one year at 

school; he knew how to write but not how to make a couplet. He noticed that there 

were eight characters, written in two symmetrical lines on his matchbox. He 

cunningly copied this ‘couplet’ for each Li family and let them paste it on their front 

doors. He received a whole lot of silver coins. Back home, when people wondered 

how he could earn that much money in the Li village, he told them that he had just 

copied some unknown characters from the matchbox onto the red paper of each family 

in the Li village he visited. When people looked at his match box, the lines read, 

‘safety match, be safety aware’ (anquanhuochai, zhuyianquan). It can well be 

imagined how ridiculous it would have been to see the front door of each Li family 

with a red paper containing the slogan of Guangming matches pasted on it, on the 

Chinese New Year, purportedly as a charm for good luck.  

 

In the other story, it was the season of logging trees and many Han men had gone to 

the mountainous area to collect wood for making new houses. One such Han man, on 

his way back, passed through a Li village where he came across a bereaved family. 

The headman stopped him, saying that he would pay him well if he could perform the 

Han ritual of death for the deceased. The man started dancing and chanting, 

pretending that he knew the ritual well, even though he was not a Tao priest or monk. 

He just imitated the Taoist priests, ending each incantation with the title of the highest 

Tao deity, ‘Tianzun’ (celestial venerable); for example, loi an la zatianzun (literally, 

plough celestial venerable). However, the Li villagers were ignorant of it all, and were 

convinced by his way of practising the divination. In due course, many other Han men 

returning from the mountains stopped to watch him and he became worried that his 

fake divination would be exposed. Then, while doing the poe divination (boyao, 掷

爻), he started chatting to the Han observers in their dialect, pretending that he was 

communicating with the deities. What he really did was to tell them not to talk about 

it, and say that if they really wanted to talk, to do so in whispers, promising that he 

would share the money with them when it was paid. 

 

These early accounts of the economic and social interactions of the Li, especially 

trade, show that there were, inevitably, mutual demands between the two ethnic 
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groups. The movement of the Han to the mountainous area was driven by the potential 

for profit because of the Li’s vulnerability in trade.  Especially, the Han people were 

constantly looking for raw materials in the Li’s mountainous areas, such as wood and 

herbs, as they were aware of the profit they could make by trading with the Li. 

Nevertheless, these folk narratives are Han-centric; they emphasise the privilege of 

the Han in terms of trading and market behaviour, while taunting the Li’s ‘stupidity’. 

In locals’ memories of inter-ethnic interaction and trade during the period of market 

expansion and the emergence of the colonial economy on the island, the Han’s 

economic exploitation and the Li’s vulnerability feature significantly. The profit of 

inter-ethnic trade, and the reaffirmation of the Han’s pride in the trade, justified the 

merchants’ boundary-crossing movements, which caused desperate, bankrupt farmers 

to flee into the mountains. In the minds of these early Han merchants, the ultimate 

aim of mingling was to bring fortune back to their native place.   
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Section Two: Being with Li in the urban highlands  
 

When the Communist Party took power over merchants and warlords, the island was 

turned into an internal colony. Urbanisation and the urban/rural caste system during 

the Mao era seem to have overruled the old pattern of Li/Han distinction; nonetheless, 

the older generation settlers in the Li area maintained their ethnic boundaries. As in 

the old times, they were motivated by the profit offered by the state, not by the Li. 

Nonetheless, the interaction with Li became more and more tolerated in ethnically 

mixed spaces and even inter-ethnic marriage became ‘understandable’ (see Chapter 

Five). 

 

2.1 The making of the internal colony 

 

During the Republican period, followed by the collapse of central control, Siu (2000) 

suggests that the mercantile groups’ ability to associate with power was weakened or 

even disappeared during the political turmoil. The rise of local militarism was the 

main factor, as warlords gradually took over control from gentries, officials who used 

to closely associate with mercantile groups. The local bosses, strongmen or military 

commanders were the actual rulers who monopolised the profits from trade, taxation, 

local industry and agriculture. In a similar way, from 1911 until 1949, the island’s 

economy was dominated by different militarists from either the nationalist 

government, the Japanese or the Communist Party. As Li (2002) has suggested, the 

highland itself was a space of asylum for the southern warlord’s army after it was 

defeated in the mainland battlefield. At the same time, it was also inhabited by 

communist guerrillas known as the Qiongya communist column. According to 

missionary Margaret Moninger (Lodwick, 1995), there was little difference between 

the nationalist and communist armies in terms of the militarist control they exerted 

over the local economy, taxation and army recruitment. She mentions that the local 

Han were more afraid of the communist guerrilla forces than the warlord Long 

Jiguang. Nonetheless, the nationalist government mostly relied on the coastal regions 

and mainland for their army supply, while the communist army relied on the 

association with the Li Koms in the highlands. The communist guerrillas (Li, 2002) 

built two military factories, one cloth factory and two rubber factories in order to meet 
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the needs of the guerrilla army and the territories it controlled. Some industrial 

products were also used to trade with outsiders. 

 

After the liberation of the island in 1950, the ‘revolutionary tradition’ of the colonial 

economy in the highlands continued and expanded across the highlands. An ethnic 

minority Autonomous Prefecture was established in the highland of the south-western 

island, encompassing five to six counties, whereas the north-eastern area became 

Hainan district. Within each county, there were numerous state farms and townships 

surrounded by minority villages, which were ordered to cultivate various tropical 

crops and other resources of strategic importance for the nationwide industrialisation. 

The Li and Miao autonomous prefecture models were reminiscent of the Qiongya 

communist column, with the only difference lying in the elimination of trade and 

market.  

 

The massive state-organised migration spread to the newly-established state farms, 

army camps, state enterprises and mines; the locals offered their labour and their 

agricultural production to supply these urban work units. The local Han and Li were 

mostly excluded from these state-owned organisations, while some Li people were 

recruited to work part-time for the factories and farmers. The Han had to pass exams 

to enter the work unit of state farms. In short, the highlands and the local population 

were formally turned into an internal colony for the socialist nation state, as has been 

observed by several other scholars (Goodman, 1997; Brødsgaard, 2005). One of the 

important reasons is that the aggravated diplomatic relationship between China and 

the Soviet Union (Hansen, 2005: 53; Goodman, 1983; Gladney, 1998) led to the 

scarcity of strategic resources required for industrialisation, such as rubber and iron. 

Consequently, in order to continue its industrialisation plan, the party-state initiated a 

series of colonist projects that aimed at collecting resources from peripheral regions, 

such as from rubber plantations and iron ore mines. According to Brødsgaard’s (2009: 

46-47) analysis of state investment on the island, up to 1988, the land reclamation 

bureau and defence system took up half of all state investment on the island (36.9% 

and 20%, respectively). One million state workers and soldiers entered the island 

during the 1950s and 1960s, in order to expand the rubber plantations in the highlands 

and extract other raw material for the nationwide industrialisation. Goodman (1997: 

53-54, 60) described how all strategic resources – iron ore, rubber, timber and salt – 
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were directly controlled by Beijing or Guangdong and how output was allocated to 

other parts of China for the industrialisation of the mainland regions. In the 1950s, in 

the name of educating and developing backward regions, the island became a 

destination for state-organised mass migration, mainly composed of state farm 

workers, technocrats and skilled workers, who moved there to ‘help’ or teach the 

‘backward’ local population and thus advance their modernisation. Up to 1987, there 

were 92 state farms dominating state-owned enterprises; the land reclamation bureau 

they were associated with contributed 28 percent of the gross value of industrial and 

agricultural output (Brødsgaard, 2009:56). A colonial economy subject to the modern 

socialist state under the guise of autonomy was finally formed. Despite the abundance 

of rubber (70% of annual national production) and iron ore (70% of the rich iron 

reservation), no steel or processing industries were put in place. The 1,400 km 

coastline had only one harbour for a ship greater than 10,000 tones, and that was built 

for the transport of iron ore from Shilu to the mainland. The local Hannan population 

was required to almost exclusively cultivate grain, particularly rice, to feed the 

mainland immigrants and the mainland population, rather than tropical crops more 

suited to the environment. The urbanisation of the highland was, through the 

implanted state operational institution, to regulate the industrial production of raw 

materials. Most of the towns and cities were founded in the mountainous area and 

named in the Li language, such as the capital of the autonomous area, Tongzha city 

(now Wuzhishan, it literally means the plain surrounded by the mountain in the Li 

language), the capital of the Ledong prefecture, Baoyou town, and the military town 

of Da’an. These ethnically mixed towns were constructed under the state’s command 

economy; most towns were built near the state farms in the mountain area; the major 

production of these state farms came from the rubber plantations.  

 

Associated with the arrival of the modern socialist state colonisers, a new urban/rural 

distinction was established during the Maoist regime. The populations of these urban 

areas of the highlands were mostly state-organised migrants and some local associates. 

Most mainland immigrants in this period were assigned into work units, where they 

had stable salaries and welfare provisions. Although many state farms and townships 

adopted names from the minority villages, they were inhabited by the work units, 

whose employees were mostly state farm workers and soldiers. These state 

operational institutions (Friedmann, 2005:11) were organised as work units in some 
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way reminiscent of a self-contained, walled, miniature city of imperial China, within 

which there was mixed living with mainland farm workers and their local Han and Li 

associates. Gradually, these urban work units in the mountain area became the 

political and economic centres for the entire rural population, including the Li villages 

and coastal rural Han villages which were constantly required to supply their grains 

to the urban areas (Goodman, 1997: 60). Up to 1990, the urban and township 

population was only 701,451, while the rural population, which reached 4,966,239, 

made up 87% of the population.  Friedmann (2005:60) described how to be rural was 

to be condemned to a life of heavy labour and poverty, whereas to be urban was to 

have entitlements that included subsidised grains and fuel, housing, education, health 

care and cultural opportunities. Inevitably, the intervention of the state created an 

urban/rural distinction that intervened in the pre-revolution Han/Li patterns on the 

island. The highlander residences and state-organised migrants to the island enjoyed 

the privilege of working in the work units of the autonomous prefecture, which were 

immune to the economic risk that coastal and highland rural agricultural populations 

needed to endure.  

 

Under such circumstances, the urban worker status became desirable for the local Han 

and Li rural populations. Potter and Potter (1990:302; also Unger, 2000; Goodman, 

014;) suggest that as the peasant-worker distinction was a caste-like system, there 

were few ways to convert from peasant to worker status under the nearly frozen social 

movement between urban and rural spaces during the Mao period. Obtaining a 

certificate of permission to change one’s status to worker became a priority for many 

peasant households.  The most important ways for peasants to become workers were 

by serving the army, through promotion within the Communist Party or by entering 

higher education by passing exams (ibid., 307). Alternatively, women could partially 

convert their status by marrying men who were workers. During this period, many 

local rural Han and Li residents attempted to move to the cities through these 

approaches. For the rural Han population, the highlands traditionally populated by the 

Li were no longer seen as dangerous territory, and a move to the highlands was no 

longer considered a way of escaping from the state or a betrayal of the community, 

but rather, a means of social mobility toward the upper social strata. The rural Li 

population was also seeking to enter urban spaces through various ways of association 

with the urban population in the work units.   
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2.2 Work as a cadre in the mountain area: Han settlers in Town 

 

From an individual perspective, it seems that, in most of my informants’ memories, 

before 1978, occupations were very important for one’s wellbeing. As Lu (2006:48) 

point out, the work unit offered lifetime employment and the attendant welfare, 

including housing and medical care. Given that the state farms and military camps 

were the predominant work units in the autonomous prefecture era, working in the 

public sector, such as being a soldier, or state farm worker, or teacher obviously 

brought one into the upper positions of the hierarchy compared to others. Scholarship 

(Croll, 1984; Potter and Potter, 1990; Goodman, 2014) has already shown that the 

caste-like social class system determined individuals’ access to career, education and 

marriage patterns under the system of Maoism. From the 1950s class descriptors 

(Goodman, 2014: 11), the revolutionary cadres and soldiers (non-economic class 

designation), workers (urban class designation), high agricultural labourers and 

peasants (rural class designation) were prioritised over those of other class origins. 

The worker/peasant distinction associated with class designation, thus, prioritised 

certain occupation over the rest.  Accordingly, there is a popular idiom about the 

preferences for mate selection which gives a hierarchy of the social status of different 

occupations: ‘The soldier is at the top and the second, third and fourth places are 

occupied by the cadre, the factory worker and the business man; no one wants to 

marry a peasant’. According to a retired teacher in the village, ‘In the old times, if a 

person could get out of the village, he became a hero-like figure in the village; he 

could marry any woman he wanted and his parents would be proud of him’. In 

Mangpo village, the rural elite after 1978, i.e. high school graduates, made their first 

attempts to enter the privileged occupations in the army, state-owned enterprises and 

other state bodies. Most of them prepared for various tests, such as the army and 

university entrance exams. They aimed at transiting from their rural peasant status to 

urban worker status; similar efforts were observed by Potter and Potter (1990:311) in 

Zengbu of Guangdong.  
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However, in this period, ethnic boundaries were preserved by these Han settlers: they 

did not inter-marry with Li and neither did they hold back their pride at being Han in 

front of Li.  

Diegong, a retired cadre member in Baoyou town and one of the early Han migrants 

to the mountain area, shared his experiences of the 1960s with me. Diegong can speak 

phrases of the Li language, but according to him, he can understand more than he can 

speak. When socialising with other Han people, he likes showing off his Li language 

at the dining table for fun; once, he tried to teach me how to count in the Li language 

and sing ‘The East Is Red’31 in the Li language. Sometimes, he accidentally joined 

my interviews with my Li informants and spoke with them in the Li language; 

although my informants were not impressed by his Li linguistic skills, they were 

surprised that a person of his age could speak the language of the Li. Diegong moved 

back and forth between the coastal area and the mountain area during the past three 

decades. Unlike his peers in the 1960s, he did not want to be a farmer and support the 

ethnic frontier; he wanted to get educated and become a cadre in the mountain area. 

After he failed to pass the national entrance exams, he tried to enter the agricultural 

school of the autonomous prefecture; he resat the exams three times before he passed. 

Before the Cultural Revolution, people who trained in the agricultural school would 

be allocated to be a research technician (yanjiu yuan) on a state farm with a town 

hukou. 

‘Since I was a little child, the coastal area has been rich and has harvests 

every year. We have rich soil and green fields. The region has always been 

well developed. However, everything turned bad after the Great Leap. We 

had no pans to cook; everybody had joined the passionate movement and 

nobody cared about the fields. So, I decided to leave the village so that I 

might have my chance in the mountainous area, joined the state-owned 

farms, become a technician in the state farms – in short, have a stable 

income and food every day. I was married to your great-aunt before I took 

to agriculture. I know many people think that I would have done better to 

become a farmer after junior high school. However, I was stubborn in 

many others’ eyes. I tried three times to pass the exam; this was the only 

                                                
31 The song is the de facto national anthem of the People's Republic of China. During the cultural 
revolution, local Han people had to chant the song to demonstrate their loyalty to the brigade.   
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way to become a cadre member and live in the towns of Ledong during the 

Cultural Revolution. When I graduated from the agriculture school, I was 

appointed as a research technician in the field. Actually, there was no field 

in the Li area; there were few plants we could cultivate there. Most of my 

time was spent as the accountant, because, as I was not a farmer or state 

farm worker, I could not do the labour of cutting the rubber trees. I teach 

Li people how to farm, we gave them the technical and knowledge support. 

I do not work with them, I work with cadres in the office, I am the 

accountant for the farm and the village.’  

 

I asked him, ‘Weren’t you afraid of the Li at that time?’ He laughed and said:  

‘I lived with them, but I kept a distance. In the Li village, I drank with 

them, I enjoy their entertaining songs, dances and funny things they did; 

but I never planned to live with them forever.  To be honest, I did not take 

my family there like other Han people; I didn’t want my kids to grow up 

with the Li. I was really homesick during that period. We are Yazhouren, 

we miss home. But the Li people do not have a settled place; I had heard 

that they moved with the waters. During the Cultural Revolution, I 

returned home because I saw no scope for me to become a cadre. The 

political rules had changed, and I could not be a cadre. Although I was the 

leader of the Red Guard in the agricultural school, there was no future for 

me under such political circumstances. Fortunately, in the 1980s, I was 

called back to manage the farm after the Cultural Revolution. When things 

improved, I moved to Baoyou town with all my family. I moved only when 

I saw a better place, like my sons did; they have moved to Beijing, to 

Guangdong, to Sanya; the cities and towns are the future.’ 

 

Diegong thinks himself a successful man in the Han village during the 1960s, because 

he managed to move out of the village, work in the state farms, then transfer his hukou 

into the Town’s hukou. In later 1980, he was recruited by the prefecture again, he 

managed to move his family to the capital of the Ledong prefecture and have all his 

children educated at the best high school - Ledong High School - in the 1980s. 

Although he presented himself to me as a Han person close to the Li minority, he 

never thought he was of an equal social status with Li people; he thinks he is the high-
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ranking cadre helping them and teaching them, similar to the mainland agricultural 

workers who were sent by the Guangdong government.  

 

 

 

 

2.3 Inheriting the Jobs in Jiguan: Li residents in town 

 

Diegong and the other early Han settlers’ successful careers in the 1960s somehow 

motivated many rural young men in the coastal villages of Ledong. The privilege of 

working in the danwei system attracted not only the Han population but also the 

original residents, the Li minority groups.  The Li minority, as the main beneficiaries 

of the state policy of autonomy in the 1950s and 1960s, had a higher chance of getting 

into the state-owned organisations. As told by my Li minority informants, there were 

two different ways of joining the state-owned organisations. The first group with this 

privilege consisted of the socialist elites of the Li, most of whom were revolutionary 

soldiers or the earliest middle school graduates in the 1950s. Secondly, unlike other 

Han people, those who had parents working in the working unit in the town 

automatically had their parents’ jobs assigned to them. Once they graduated from the 

local middle school, they were appointed as local cadres or civil servants in the town. 

Their family members could settle with them in the town and enjoy the public 

education and other welfare benefits of the work unit. In the meantime, they moved 

away from their village, having become somewhat alienated from rural life. They 

were the urban Li and they lived together with the Han settlers in the work unit 

compounds, where workplace, residences and social facilities were integrated (Lu, 

2005:48). 

 

Zhizhong town, where the Ha Li ethnic groups are concentrated, is surrounded by 

many state farms and state-owned organisations. In the town, local Han dialect and 

Mandarin are the languages commonly used for daily communication; most people in 

their forties are the second generation of Li migrants. They are well-educated, fluent 

in Mandarin and the Li language; however, they have little knowledge about their 

own cultures. They told me they grew up in jiguan (governmental institutions), 

meaning they knew little about life in the rural areas. Many of them inherited jobs 
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from their parents (jiezhi); this was quite common in Ledong: when a person retired 

in the danwei system, one of his offspring would take over the job. They continue to 

be settled in towns and only visit their ancestral village when there is an important 

event.  

 

Mrs Lin, a nurse in Zhizhong town hospital, has worked in the hospital since the 1980s. 

She married Mr Lin, who has been recently appointed Vice Manager of the hospital. 

Both of them grew up with the working unit; they are multilingual but know little 

about the Li mountainous areas. Their memories of childhood are always about life 

in the town and life in the government institutions (jiguan, 机关 ) and gated 

communities. She said that after her father graduated from the middle school of 

Zhizhong town, he was sent to the hygiene and medical school to be trained as a nurse, 

and then he came back to work in the hospital. In the 1980s, as a hospital cadre child 

(干部子女), she was sent to the same hygiene and medical school after her graduation. 

She was automatically hired by Zhizhong hospital after finishing two years of training 

and became a nurse there. As she said:  

‘I did not spend too much time in my native place; I was born in the village 

but have no memory of it. I moved to the town with my parents when I 

was young. I hung out with the Han children in the town, and the village 

was only a place where my relatives lived, not my home. I speak Mandarin 

better than the Li language and have got used to living in the town. It was 

better to live in the towns in the 1980s; the public schools had better 

teachers and there was electricity available. In addition, working in the 

hospital, you got stable salaries and the government, in the 1990s, provided 

food. The hospital even allotted a flat to me. I have seen the life in the rural 

areas of the Li villages; they sleep in huts which look like pigsties to me. 

When I was a young nurse, I went to a village to administer the residents’ 

hepatitis B vaccines. There, I saw two boys sleeping in a dirty and smelly 

hut. It was like a sty. They looked poor and retarded. That is my impression 

of the rural area.’ 

 

Many Li residents in Jiguan or government institutions are aware they are different 

from their rural relatives, and they are close to their Han neighbours in town. The Li 
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residents of the towns did become quite different from those who had to spend their 

life in the rural mountainous area. They were educated well, spoke better Mandarin 

than the local Han, and found it easier to get a job in the government institutions with 

their hukou in the town. They became the colleagues and comrades to the Han settlers 

in the governmental institutions; they were the urban population admired by many 

Han and Li rural villagers. When I discussed ethnic differences between Li and Han 

with Mrs Lin, she always said: ‘We are the same as our neighbours, we are Li but we 

are all people who live in the government institution’. Most residents in Zhizhong 

town, except those mainlander farmers and rural people who are renting flats, are 

actually people from jiguan.   

 

The life of Mrs Lin and the life of Diegong were admired by many in the 1980s: a life 

in the jiguandanwei. Regardless of their ethnic identity, they presented a desirable life 

standard to the rural residents in the autonomous prefecture era. This admiration of 

Han and Li residents of the jiguan in the 1980s changed the pre-modern account of 

the mountain area as a barbarian backward region. Life in jiguan, to the rural residents, 

presented a stable and civil life, compared to risky and laborious agricultural work. It 

was not the mountain area that attracted the first-generation Han settlers and Li town 

residents, rather, it was the welfare offered by work units/government institutions and 

the town/city hukou. In these state-operated institutions, Li and Han ethnic identities 

became blurred and even overtaken by the urban worker status, which makes marriage 

between two ethnically distinct individuals possible. As Potter and Potter (1991:307) 

and Fridemann (2006:60) have suggested, a rural/urban marriage formation could be 

difficult, due to the fact that rural spouses were not allowed to stay with their urban 

partners and attain urban hukou.  

 

The older generation who participated inter-ethnic romance and marriage in the 1980s 

were mostly those who acquired work in the town. Cross-bureau inter-ethnic marriage 

was quite common among the older generation of urban workers, where the local Han 

chose to marry an urban Li employee. The teacher married the distribution bureau Li 

employee, the Han food bureau employee married the Li nurse, the Han police officer 

married the Li post office staff. I will further explore their experiences of romantic 

relations in the next chapter.   
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The political-economic transition of the island after the war of liberation gradually 

changed the impression of the Li area among the local Han people during the period 

of autonomous prefecture. The centralised government and state-directed regional 

development brought the bureaus and state-owned enterprises to the mountainous area. 

Consequently, it created a complicated impression of the mountainous areas of the 

local Han people in the Ledong prefecture. The Han coastal area lost its political and 

economic privileges and was no longer the place for a privileged and rich life in the 

Ledong prefecture. The urban townships and cities in the mountainous area, as well 

as the state-owned organisations within them, not only powerfully represented the 

state but were also presented to the local Han and Li people as better livelihood 

generators. After the southwest side of the island of Hainan was declared as an 

autonomous area of the Li and Miao ethnic minorities, regional development was 

highly affected by the state’s policy. The local Han’s profit-seeking movement thus 

had turned into a moving strategy of sharing the resources created by the state; local 

Han became competitors for jobs in the township of Li territory. The pride of being 

local Han people thus seems fragile compared to the pride of being a worker, cadre 

or army man in the mountain area. The political and economic interests of working in 

the state-related organisations gradually outweighed the perceived shame of working 

and interacting with minority people. In  nostalgic accounts of their departure, my 

Han informants recalled how the privilege of having a state-owned workplace in the 

mountain area, and consequently joining and sharing the advantages of working in 

state-owned working units, became an important part of their life strategies at that 

time. In this era, the growing inter-ethnic interaction in the mountain areas was 

motivated by the benefits of working in the state-owned work units, rather than the 

benefits of short-term trade with the Li as in the imperial time.  
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Section three: Reviving the boundaries under market/monetary reform 
 

After the revocation of the ethnic autonomous prefecture, the Li urban bases lost 

support from the states; they became the poorest places on the island. For perhaps the 

first time in history, the Li ethnicity lost their dominance of the island. In 1950, they 

submitted their military forces to the Communist Party, whose modernisation scheme 

impoverished the highlands. Unlike their powerful anarchist ancestors, the poor 

residents in the highlands could no longer counteract the Han’s stigmatisation with 

their own military power or urban status. The more dialogic migration between 

mountain and coast generated the mixed town; but ethnic boundaries were, rather, 

strengthened through the conflict over profits in the market.  

 

3.1 The reform and the fall of the autonomous prefecture  

 

In the first decade of the post-reform era, the island experienced a series of changes 

in terms of administration, as the central leadership saw the island as a field to test 

new market economy policies before they were implemented across the rest of the 

coastal regions. The ultimate goal was similar, to improve the island’s economy 

through a ‘progressive’ economic policy which granted a great degree of freedom to 

the local government. However, prosperity never arrived, as none of the political 

reforms succeeded in boosting the local economy, except through real estate bubbles. 

The frequent changes in party leadership and lack of a consistent economic agenda 

stunted the island’s development.  

 

In 1988, the central government decided to designate the island as the country’s 

largest Special Economic Zone (SEZ), and later turned the island into a province. The 

government hoped that granting greater autonomy to Hainan island and enforcing a 

more market-oriented policy would liberate the island’s economy from the control of 

Guangdong province. Thus, undoing the dependency on central government became 

the main task of the local government in the following decades. However, the island 

never achieved the full economic and political independence usually afforded to 

provinces. Up until today, provincial leadership has mostly been taken by non-native 

Han people, while local native people have had few chances to enter the province’s 
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circles of power since the only native leader, Feng Baiju32, was removed in 1957. The 

province’s development strategies after that were determined by the leadership 

assigned by the central government; without proper consultation over local realities 

on the ground, there were considerable disagreements among the different leaders 

regarding the most advantageous economic policy.   

 

According to Goodman (1997: 73), from 1988 to 1993, the primary economic sector 

as set out in the policy agenda was changed from industry to agriculture (1989), to 

tourism, and back to industry (1993). In 2010, the island announced a new agenda – 

to become an international tourist destination. The central government hoped that this 

would bring about the development of a modern service industry which would act as 

the pillar of the regional economy. According to a document from the General Office 

of the State Council, the government expected the added value of tourism would make 

up 12 percent of regional GDP, while the added value of the tertiary sector would 

constitute 60 percent of regional GDP. In 2013, research on the local economy and 

development strategies (Tan et al., 2013: 344-345) showed that the potential of the 

island’s tourism industry had not been fully achieved, because it was still at a low rate; 

thus, ‘its potential to become an international touristic island was yet to be realised.’  

 

Regardless of the agenda formulated for the island, the SEZ or the international tourist 

destination, no preferential policy attempted to restore the amount of funds that once 

supported the old autonomous prefecture; meanwhile, state control over the price of 

raw materials has been maintained and the state-owned sector is still sizable. Until the 

mid-1990s, industrial output of the state sector still constituted 50.4 percent, and the 

private and non-state sectors remained low in terms of industrial output (Brødsgaard, 

2009: 45). The case of Hainan is rather unique as an SEZ with the status of a province, 

compared, for instance, to Zhejiang, where the state sector only makes up 11.4 percent 

of industrial output.  

 

                                                
32 Feng Baiju was the leader of communist Qiongya from the 1930s until 1950; he and his army were 
known for long-lasting resistance to the Japanese army and the nationalist government. The Column 
was accused of separatism during the Maoist period, due to his dispute with the Guangdong leadership 
about the development policy on the island. After the Linggao armed uprising, he was reassigned to 
work in another province.  
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Nonetheless, the control of raw material supplies and the market remain firm and the 

island’s province status seems more dependent than other SEZs. When they lost their 

privileges as a minority autonomous prefecture, the highlands suddenly had 

insufficient funds for feeding their population, the capital Tongza stopped developing, 

and was gradually downgraded to a prefecture city (its name was also changed to the 

Chinese name, Wuzhishan). All the communes, state farms and state-owned 

enterprises gradually lost their privileges, a situation that worsened during the 1995 

enterprise reforms. For the new provincial government, the future of the island was 

located in the two main cities, the treaty port and administrative centre Haikou and 

the touristic city Sanya. After the establishment of the province, both local Han and 

mainlanders gradually moved out of the highlands. The decollectivisation 

accompanying the abolishment of the minority autonomous prefecture led to radical 

economic changes in the highlands. As a consequence of the revocation of the 

autonomous prefecture, the eight minority autonomous counties within the prefecture 

no longer receive subsidies from the central government, but from the local 

government. The highlands, then, after three decades of being the centre of the 

southwest island, have turned into a region that is marked by numerous poor villages 

as well as bankrupted state farms and state-owned organisations. Based on the 

evaluation of economic benefits, scales and structures of the administrative region on 

the island, He et al. (2013) have shown that the south-western region of the island was 

underdeveloped. The five autonomous prefectures of the highlands were ranked at the 

bottom of the 18 administrative regions, including Baisha (18th), Ledong (16th), 

Lingao (15th), Qiongzhong (17th), TunChang (14th); the minority prefecture city 

Wuzhishan (10th) and Dongfang (12th) were also far below the tourist city Sanya (1st) 

and provincial seat Haikou (2nd) (ibid.). The highlands, similar to many other central 

China regions, became the native deputy of the People’s Congress (rendadaibiao). 

Tong (2003) proposed restoring the Li Miao’s ethnic autonomy in order to balance 

the regional inequality between the minority autonomous counties and the fast- 

developed coastal counties and cities. In short, mountainous residents feel like they 

have been left behind in the national race for economic development.  
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3.2 Changing impressions of older urban residents 

 

The prosperity of the autonomous prefecture was a good memory for many Han 

settlers in the mountain area: it was the era having institutional food (gongjia fan); 

nevertheless, it only lasted three decades (1955-1988). By the late 1980s, many had 

left after the revocation of the autonomous prefecture, while the reform of state-

owned enterprises removed political and economic interests in working in the state- 

owned danwei system. Meanwhile, the newly-built province neglected development 

in the mountain area; in contrast, the coastal cities and towns started to become the 

key for tourism development schemes. Although the Han’s ethnic chauvinism had 

been suppressed or replaced by the pride of occupation in the working unit during the 

autonomous prefecture era, it was restored through the Han’s departure from the 

mountain area. It became shameful to stay in bankrupt state-owned organisations 

where there were no more political or economic privileges attached, such as schools 

and the state farms.  

 

As mentioned earlier, for many Han settlers, the mountain area and the inner area of 

the island, was a springboard to the better life in the institution of government; in the 

same vein, many of them left for the coastal regions in the post-autonomy era. Their 

decision to live in the towns of the mountainous area, thus, somehow seems temporary; 

the reform and fall of the command economy and revocation of provincial autonomy 

ended their desire to live in the area. As an illustration, teaching was a competitive 

job going back to the 1980s, because it belongs to the cadre category. Once someone 

was hired as a teacher, he could enjoy the town cadre remuneration. In popular culture, 

there is an idiom that describes the salary of a teacher: ‘Being a teacher is like selling 

two pigs a month’. Many high school graduates from the coastal villages of Ledong 

chose to enter normal schools. Even in Mangpo village, the very first six high school 

graduates chose to work as teachers after the restoration of university entrance exams 

in the 1980s. However, they changed their jobs and left the mountainous areas after 

the revocation of the autonomous prefecture. Nevertheless, some of the Han people 

still stay in the mountainous areas, especially the schoolteachers. During the months 

I spent in the mountainous area, I visited several schools in the region, with a group 

of cadres in the education bureau. 
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I first met Mr Xing in the school of Qianjia. He was informed by the schoolmaster of 

my intention to interview him. As usual, I offered a cigarette to Mr Xing. He gave me 

a confused and rather defensive look, and then asked me, ‘What is all this about?’ I 

then introduced myself and my project to him in Mandarin, saying that I was looking 

to have some discussions with the Ledong Han settlers in the mountainous area. He 

then tried to explain to me that he was just like any other graduate in 1986. The job 

was assigned to him and he just followed the command of the government institutions 

(公家). Nevertheless, he was aware that the town of Qianjia was a much better place 

than the coastal regions. ‘It had factories and state farms, and was a town with 

electricity. There were many people around the town, not only me.’ Then I asked him 

whether he was afraid of being in a place so alien to his native place. He said that he 

felt no difference; he spent most of his time in the town and ate at the school. He 

emphasised that the Li people in the town have become civilised and cultured; they 

have entered schools and become well-educated. I was wondering to what extent this 

was the truth. He used the example of his wife, a Li woman who grew up in Qianjia 

town. ‘She knows nothing about the Li tradition; she only sends money back to the 

village when there is an important ritual or event, and she does not drink like the Li 

people in the villages.’ I talked about several common ideas about the Li in the coastal 

villages. He then said, ‘Uncivilised men are everywhere; I think that the Li people 

working in the government institutions are much more civilised than a rural Han man 

swearing all day in the field.’ Yet, he admitted that the Han’s idea of the Li was hard 

to change: ‘The discrimination against the Li has always existed among people who 

do not really live with the Li’. He believes that the lack of communication and poverty 

of the rural areas of the Li are the basic causes of this situation. Then he left for the 

school conference, from which he had been authorised to be absent for a short period 

for the interview, and thus ended our short conversation about his life. 

 

Later, we had meals with the other staff in the education team who were from the 

coastal village of Ledong and had been teachers in the mountainous areas. Mr Xing 

declined our invitation. We chose a Teochew (潮汕 ) restaurant for lunch. The 

Teochew people are some of the most common migrants to the mountainous areas as 

well as south-east Asia. Compared to other restaurants, they offer wild animals as 

food that is hygienic and affordable for the teachers. At the dining table, people started 
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talking about how the quality of education in Ledong had declined in the post-

autonomy era. The headmaster of Qianjia high school, Mr Lin, said, ‘Before the 1990s, 

Ledong high school and Huangliu high school were among the best on the island. 

Every year we had two or three students who entered the Tsing Hua University or 

Peking University… After Haikou became the capital, many teachers started leaving. 

The school and the education bureau are not paying them enough, and many of them 

have become entrepreneurs or civil servants, like your uncle Young…Before the 

1990s, all the smart people, intellectuals or scholars (读书人, person with good 

literary knowledge) were teachers, but nowadays scholars just want to be civil 

servants, bankers, entrepreneurs. The elites of Ledong, like you and your father, are 

leaving. There is no point in staying in a place like Ledong, so people are moving to 

the cities to be bosses, to be big governors. We, the education staff, are the only ones 

left here.’ I was grateful for his compliments to my father and said politely, ‘At least 

you guys have not left; otherwise the situation would have become worse. Mr Xing 

has been a teacher in the school for 30 years’. Laughing loudly, Lin and others replied, 

‘It is not true, losers stay in school, think about that, the teachers of the 1980s were 

the elites of Ledong; they became somebody important later. Like your uncle Yan has 

become the head of the bureau. Some others have already become headmasters or 

high-ranking school officials at least. In the past 30 years, there have been too many 

opportunities, and being without any achievement means having failed. We marry Li 

women, what a trouble…’ I asked, ‘Do you also have a family in Ledong, is that why 

you did not leave?’ Lin said, ‘I have family, but my wife is from a downside (coastal) 

village. I brought Hukou with me after getting married. I made a wrong decision, just 

missed the chance when Hainan high school had invited me to join. I refused, thinking 

that Ledong would be the future in the 1990s. At that time, teachers’ remuneration 

was not that much. But I wanted to be close to my parents.’ Later, the conversation at 

the dining table shifted to the experimental teaching methods in primary schools, the 

primary focus of the education team. Among the local Han people, I was aware of the 

fact that, since my childhood, Ledong had no longer been in the development 

priorities of the province. It was not the first time I had heard how the quality of high 

school education had fallen and how many elites had left the prefecture; this was a 

theme recurring in my conversation with the natives of Ledong.  
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From the conversation, it was easy to sense that the xenophobic idea of the ‘other’, 

the attachment to one’s lands, has been constantly challenged by the life strategies of 

social movement. The Han chauvinism, associated with the opportunistic way of 

moving, generated discrimination against those who stayed in the mountain area 

during the province era. It seems to me that, for most of my local Han informants, 

moving was the way to get on with the social changes occurring over the past decades, 

while improving or maintaining one’s wellbeing. Based on the impression of the local 

settlers in the danwei system, the settlers in Li minority regions have changed over 

the past three decades, from heroic figures to the losers who missed the opportunities 

in the reform era. In the same vein, moving in and settling in the danwei system during 

1955-1988 was a great strategy to enhance one’s quality of life during the autonomy 

era, while staying in the same area with the same system would be a mistake and seen 

as failure in the post-autonomous prefecture period. This logic of social movement 

could be extended further, maybe to the post-reform era. Thus, it would be quite easy 

to find a local man arguing that it was a mistake to stay on Hainan Island when most 

of the islanders preferred to live in the cosmopolitan cities like Shenzhen, Guangzhou, 

Beijing or Shanghai.  

 

3.3 The return of merchants and the Li migrants in the coast   

 

After the establishment of the province of Hainan, the reform policy removed the state 

control of property, permitted individual entrepreneurs and restored the inter-ethnic 

trade of the pre-revolution era. The restored market economy led to the return of 

merchant capitalists to the mountain areas; after the retreat of the state control over 

the use of the land, merchants and entrepreneurs began leasing the land from state 

bureaus to cultivate cash crops. Since the late 1980s, tropical agriculture has become 

one of the most important economic sectors promoted by government; however, 

according to Tan et al. (2013: 348), the prosperous island’s tropical agriculture failed 

to fully reach its potential and became industrialized. The report of Tan et al.(ibid.) 

ignored the fact that large mainland agricultural enterprises were the main 

beneficiaries of the tropical agriculture business on the island. In general, the 

economic development has not benefited local residents, but instead, the people who 

know how to utilise the policy for their needs. Mainland farmers, mainland agriculture 
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enterprises and mainland middlemen have been the main beneficiaries of the 

agricultural transformations; they are ‘mainland bosses’. The mercantile groups from 

the mainland have reclaimed their roles of colonisers from the state. The island’s 

residents remain vulnerable vis-a-vis the merchant capitalists and mainland monopoly 

enterprises; most of the local Han and Li people play a subordinate role under the 

mainland bosses. The tendency of movement at this period is rather money-oriented; 

the Li and Han merge into each other’s territories, seeking profit under new title-

entrepreneurs. After the 1980s, the big real estate companies and private 

entrepreneurs entered the inner regions of Hainan, contracted the land and the hills 

from the local Li village and state farms and transformed them into tropical orchards, 

vegetable gardens and real estate. To illustrate, according to a head of a Li village, the 

contract was clearly a fraud: ‘some contract stated that the land is literally ‘forever’ 

leased to the mainland entrepreneurs, some of the contracts lease one acre of land for 

one yuan rmb; our cadres are so easy to cheat, several bottles of alcohol could make 

them sign a contract, same for our villagers.’ The land-grabbing process in the 

mountain areas drives both Li and Han people in a constantly flow into nearby towns, 

seeking work opportunities. 

 

In the post-autonomous era, the freedom granted on individual movement has 

generated multi-directional movement between ethnic groups; local Han people are 

not the only ones who can see the profit and interest in others; the Li ethnic minority 

have started moving out and working in the big cities. The epistemic privilege of the 

Han entrepreneurs in inter-ethnic trade has clearly declined over the past decades and 

money does not always fall into the Han’s pockets. The towns and cities continually 

become more ethnically mixed and individuals, regardless of their ethnic identity, are 

seeking their own opportunity to grow rich in the mountain areas. There are not only 

many Han entrepreneurs running businesses who only plan a short stay in the 

mountain areas, but also Li self-employed dancers staying temporarily in Han towns 

making quick money. Han entrepreneurs are attracted either by the commercial 

interest of natural resources or by the business opportunities offered by the 

government’s development policy. In the same vein, the Li workers in the coastal 

areas also have monetary motivations and have settled in the coastal towns, working 

in the entertainment industry, such as dance halls or hair salons, to earn tips from Han 

customers.  
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3.3.1 The Return of Inter-Ethnic Trade in the Post-Autonomous Era  

 

The two folk stories mentioned earlier in the chapter are claimed to be real-life events. 

It is hard to trace their origins. However, they show how the inter-ethnic trade between 

the local Li and Han people was always in the Han’s favour. There was always the 

perception on the part of the Han that a profit could potentially be made through an 

encounter with Li. The inter-ethnic trade in the early 1980s was also quite similar to 

these folk stories. According to Chen Yunxing, my grandfather, certain habits and 

ignorance of the Li made them easy to be manipulated in trade. He had himself 

successfully deceived a Li dealer by running away with a bullock cart full of tree 

trunks. In 1979, after he was finally shorn of the title of rightist, he started doing 

illegal lumbering business with the Li people in the mountainous area. Private 

lumbering had already been prohibited by the forest bureau and the reclamation 

bureau, because the forests were considered collective assets which could only be 

logged by the order of the state. However, the excessive demand for quality wood 

from the tropical forests of the island had generated a big black market on the island. 

Due to the popularity of mahogany furniture in the Lingnan area, companies making 

mahogany furniture were the main buyers in the market. Many local Han people 

became the middlemen in the trade. My grandfather, Chen Runxing, was one of them. 

However, he clearly had more experience than others, because his father had been a 

successful merchant of mahogany furniture during the period of Republican China. 

According to my grandfather, his father had made two sacks of silver coins in just 

two years of trade. Since then, my grandfather had always known that there was a 

potential profit hidden in the forests of the mountainous area. Afterwards, he was 

appointed as a teacher in the Hongwu mountain area, 20 km from Huangliu town. 

There, he made good connections with the local Li minorities and, by word of mouth, 

he found several Li people willing to cut trees and deliver 10 trunks to him for 100 

rmb, which was equal to two years’ income for farmers in the 1980s. My grandfather 

did not have that much money; he just wanted to earn commission as a middleman 

between the Li and the mainland buyers. However, he knew that he might have a 

chance to run away with the trunks without payment by fooling the minority dealers. 
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It was dawn; he had been waiting outside the Houxi village at the entrance to the 

forest area since the evening, because most private woodcutters had to work during 

the night and deliver the logs before the sunrise. Around 6 am, the minority people 

showed up with a bullock cart loaded with tree trunks. Then he started his stratagem. 

He was aware that the Li people did not eat hot food; they only ate when the rice got 

cold. He invited the Li dealer for breakfast at a state farm worker’s house and asked 

his wife to make a pot of steamed rice. He filled two bowls of hot steamed rice for the 

Li dealer and one bowl for himself. When he finished the hot steamed rice, the Li 

dealer had not even started eating. He asked him to eat slowly and enjoy breakfast 

while he would wait for him outside the house. Then, he took the chance to run away 

with the tree trunks. On his way out of the mountainous area, he sold the trunks to the 

mainland buyers in Liguo town, 16 km from Huangliu. My grandfather passed away 

16 years ago and my father shared the story with me while remembering him. He also 

used the story to educate me on how to eat hot dishes smartly; such stories usually 

end with ‘only minorities eat cold dishes’.   

 

My grandfather was just one of those entrepreneurs coveting commercial interests 

from the natural resources of the mountain area. The epistemic privilege of Han 

entrepreneurs, in terms of following state policy and building connections with the 

local government, made the Han become the rich by using the Li minority’s land.  

Today, the policy of promoting international tourism on the island has made real-

estate business a predominant force in the prefecture and the town of Baoyou has 

gradually turned into a city. Gated communities are increasing in numbers and, at the 

same time, replacing the old buildings, which are gradually disappearing from the 

town. The growing real-estate industry has attracted many entrepreneurs and brokers 

to the town and decoration companies, brick suppliers, ceramic stores, wooden floor 

showrooms, etc., can be seen everywhere. The younger generation’s social movement 

is more profit-oriented; quick and big money is usually the main motivation. With 

booming real-estate and housing decoration businesses, and through the 

entertainment industry, following the mainland large enterprises, the local Han small 

entrepreneurs have started re-entering the mountainous areas.  
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3.3.2 Li Dancers in a Han Town 

 

After reintroducing the market economy to the nation, the constraint on rural to urban 

migration was eroded; scholars (Friedmann, 2005; Yan, 2003; Fan, 2004) who 

investigated rural-urban migration attributed it to the state’s intention regarding 

economic growth that required releasing surplus agricultural labour into urban 

industrialisation and other modern projects. Fan (2004:301) argued that the state used 

its social instrument to ensure its economic exploitation of young, single rural labour. 

Yan (2003:590) also permissively suggests that migrant women workers were only 

able to come to the city as the ‘disposable commodities of migrant labour power’, 

otherwise they would never pursue modern personhood. The young rural population 

in the Li villages like elsewhere in China, started flowing into the new urban centres; 

their movements towards the city were mostly money driven. 

 

The shift in the focus of development has resulted in the development of the town of 

Huangliu over the past 10 years. The flourishing entertainment business has led to a 

growing number of minority females entering the town. The dance hall business is 

growing; there are thousands of Li dancers in the town. The dance hall owners are 

local Han people; they only pay the transport fee to the dancers, who are all self-

employed. Every night, I see many Han men bringing their dance partners for late 

dinners in the town centres, laughing and chatting in Mandarin with a strong local 

Han or Li accent.  

 

I first met the dancers through meals, when I tried to build up connections with the 

local cadres by buying them lunch. The cadres brought dancers to attend my meetings 

after learning that I wanted to do ‘Li’-relevant interviews. I then became friends with 

several of these ethnic minority young women. Aling, a 26-year-old dancer, with her 

big eyes and diligent work ethic, is popular with many dance hall customers. She has 

been in Huangliu town for 4 years (till 2015). After spending two years as a dancer, 

she also brought her neighbours – Alan, Ali and Ahua – to the dance hall. At the 

dining table, while discussing their motivation in the Han area, these girls always 

complained that their hometown had no water; all the water resources had been 
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polluted and, therefore, they could not plant anything. It was the mainland boss of a 

factory who made them realise that they would not be able to survive on the farms. 

They said that many of their relatives had died of cancer while others had problems 

with their backs. From their account, their hometown is not fit to live in anymore.  

She went to Shenzhen when she was 16 and worked in a factory for five years. ‘They 

offered me accommodation and food. I was paid 400 rmb every month, but it was too 

tiring and my back always hurt. When my father fell sick, I decided to return to 

Huangliu. I served in a restaurant in Haikou for one year with my sisters. Then, a 

friend introduced me to the dance hall.’ As a dancer, Aling only needs to work from 

9pm to 12pm every night, and maybe stay for an occasional late dinner with her clients 

afterwards. Compared to working in the farms or factories, it is much easier and more 

profitable. For each dance, she gets paid 3-5 yuan, and usually clients pay her after 5 

dances. With tips, she can make 4000-6000 yuan every month. She told me, ‘If I meet 

a generous boss, he might give me 200rmb as tip in a night which really makes my 

day. To go to a karaoke bar, they pay me 250 yuan each time; we call it night package 

service, which means that we don’t dance the whole night, just spend time with them.’ 

I then asked, ‘How could you make sure that you get people to dance with you, won’t 

they be tired?’ She said, ‘This is easy money, so you need to figure out who likes you, 

who has desire for you, then you hook. You get their number and text them. I have 

never slept with my clients, but I know that they pay me tips to impress me. They 

want me to sleep with them. However, I think I get more tips for refusing them. Of 

course, the very basic rule is that you need to get dressed up with high heels and be 

young and pretty.’ 

 

During my stay in Huangliu, I saw Aling’s best client, Changzhu, paying her 150-200 

Yuan on consecutive nights to please her. In the beginning, I could not help wondering 

how a person with an annual income of less than 10,000 could afford this kind of 

entertainment. Later, I found out; he only came to the dance hall on some days every 

month and, in those few days, he spent all the money made in the intervening period. 

Dagong, my great uncle, Changzhu’s best friend, commented, ‘Nowadays, the Li 

people are smart; they now just make all the Han clients’ money enter their pockets. 

The Li people are smart because the Guest people (local Han people) have taught 

them to be smart. Now the money is theirs, Changzhu is stupid.’  
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Compared to the folk stories that I shared early in the chapter, the inter-ethnic 

commercial entertainment in the dance hall tells quite a different story. Some might 

sense that the vulnerable Han clients in the dance hall business have clearly become 

a laughing stock in the other local Han villagers’ eyes. It is a matter of fact that the 

consumers and clients are still Han, while the service providers, i.e. the entertainment 

workers, are mainly Li women. The Han’s ethnic privilege is still there through the 

buyer’s possession, an economic privilege of such an intimate service, while the 

minority women are not the bosses. However, due to the ethnic distinction associated 

with such industries, the Han’s money inevitably flows into the Li women’s pockets. 

From a purely monetary perspective, the Han are now the victims of this inter-ethnic 

trade.  

 

Conclusion 
 

The social changes from the imperial to the revolutionary and reform periods, under 

different systems of political economy, brought about the motive of ‘profit’ that broke 

the local Han quarantine of its members. Inter-ethnic trade, the urban-rural distinction, 

the Maoist class system and the market-oriented economy have resulted in the Han 

people’s conscious and unconscious engagement with different modern projects with 

their highland rivals. The chapter discussed how the transitions of the island’s local 

political economy were reflected in cross-boundary movements, which were entailed 

through the particular experiences of Han migrants and their narratives of the given 

periods, namely the pre-revolutionary, autonomous and post-autonomous periods. It 

examined inter-ethnic contacts, through the different narratives of Han actors, which 

broke through ethnic boundaries and enabled the participation of those inter-ethnic 

contacts in the highlands. It has argued that although the conditions of inter-ethnic 

contact may have changed based on the different space and time in which they were 

situated, profit played a key role in initiating inter-ethnic connections. Hansen (2005:5) 

has illustrated how diverse and stratified the Han immigrants or colonists are in the 

Panna region, and how most of these people imagine themselves as supporters of the 

peripheral regions in the name of a modernist colonist project. Ironically, the case 

might not be applicable to the situation of Hainan island, as it seems like the local 

Han people, especially those who lived closed to the highlanders, were excluded from 
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the colonist project. Instead, most of them were colonised themselves, not even 

subaltern colonisers. In other words, the Li and Han peoples’ cross-boundary 

movement discussed in this chapter is affected by the vulnerability of the local 

economy. The movement toward the highlands and the departure from the highlands 

were indubitably acts of seeking profit based on the rules set by the powerful 

colonisers. However, the examination of changing political economy and narrative of 

migrations shows that the ethnic boundaries persist through increasing interactions, 

because Han always knew how to be Han while socialising with Li. As long as the 

two ethnic groups served the interests of continually developing the internal colonial 

economy, which prioritises the exploitation of resources and local labour, the state 

could hardly recognise the Han’s unfair treatment of Li. The narratives of boundary-

crossing individuals implied that their movement across borders was not merely a 

transgression of the quarantine but a move to search for profit that they expected from 

contact with Li minorities. In other words, the inter-ethnic boundary-crossing was 

subordinate to the internal colonial situation that formed through the dominance of 

either merchant capitalists, state bureaus or mainland entrepreneurs. It was formed by 

the state’s intervention in daily life and establishment of a new order to replace the 

imperial one. In the peripheral regions, the new order was centred around internal 

colonialism, where the township, city and defence system were the main institutions 

that ensured the economic exploitation of these regions. Unger (2000) and Potter and 

Potter (1990) have described the daily experience focusing on the rural transformation 

during the Maoist and post-reform eras in southern China. As elsewhere, the top-down 

revolutionary and reform policies, such as collectivisation and the introduction of a 

social class system accompanied by different political events, in the Mao era, and the 

restoration of the market economy under Deng, radically changed the lives of 

islanders. In terms of ethnic boundaries, during the Mao era, it was the 

implementation of a rural/urban distinction that complicated the Li/Han boundaries; 

in the post-reform period, it was the market-oriented regional inequality that led to 

the dialogical movement between the Li and the Han.  
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Chapter Four: Once upon a time with Li women 
 

Introduction  
 

When they were asked why they did not accept inter-ethnic courting of Li, the local 

Han people always replied, in general terms, that courtship for marriage with Li 

people would taint their reputation and make them the target of mockery in the 

neighbourhood. While I was told by the local Han that ethnic exogamy was rare, I 

also heard how erotic and romantic the sexual encounters with Li were. Inter-ethnic 

courtship was condemned by older generations, but the same group of rural Han men 

would go to the dance hall to dance with Li hostesses and have inter-ethnic 

extramarital relationships. Narratives of inter-ethnic courtship on the island not only 

reflected the general experience of modernisation of marriage in China, but also 

illustrated how the meaning and practice of courtship was affected by the perception 

of ‘the others’. For some, inter-ethnic courtship could be just for sexual pleasure or 

erotic experience based on the fantasy of the exotic woman; for the rest, such a 

courtship could lead to a marriage that might confront severe objections from the 

family.  

 
Ethnic boundaries are sexual, as suggested by studies on race, ethnicity and sexuality 

in Anglophone literature; the eroticised representation of the minority ‘others’ and 

punishment for cross-ethnic sexual relationships coexist with cross-ethnic/racial rape 

of minority women (Negel, 2003:1-10). Said (1978) criticised the orientalism in 

western intellectual representations of the others; by portraying their culture as 

irrational, psychologically weak and feminine, orientalist scholarship enforces 

western superiority. In pre-modern and communist China, the social superiority of the 

Han ethnic majority has been accompanied by the Han’s sexual hypocrisy, which 

required sexual puritanism in peasant culture (Diamant, 2000:20). As Harrell 

(1995:10) suggested, the sexual metaphor is an important technique to define ‘the 

others’ in the project of civilisation. A binary used to distinguish the Han from ‘the 

others’ pervades the Han coloniser’s daily discourse on minorities, often that of pure 

and polluted, moral and immoral. Harrell and authors, in his edited volume (1996), 

applied Said’s critiques of orientalism to centre-peripheral relations, arguing that ‘the 
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others’ at the ethnic frontier were constantly portrayed as naïve and subordinated, but 

dangerous, to support Han hegemony. Gladney (1994), focusing on the 

commoditisation and objectification of minority culture in the area of popular cultures, 

argued that the construction of recent Chinese society and identity is at the expense 

of exoticising peripheral peoples. In the same vein, Schein (1997) engaged with and 

discussed how distorted portraits of Miao and others have led to the associated 

performance of a given identity among the Miao minority dancers; they act according 

to their images constructed in popular and consumption culture. 
 

This chapter enquires about the local meaning of courtship and its application to the 

practice of inter-ethnic sexual relations. It argues that if part of Han ethnic 

consciousness could be attributed to the mating with Li, that would be the sexualised 

representation of the others, who became vulnerable victims in irresponsible sexual 

relations. In the first section, I discuss the courtship practices of Han and their open 

sexual culture, which is claimed to be sexually moral. In the second section, I discuss 

the local internal orientalism that misrepresented Li sexual culture. The last section, 

focusing on the narratives of inter-ethnic intimacy, highlights how the ethnic 

consciousness of Han is utilised in their courtship practices to predate the Li woman 

for sexual pleasure. More importantly, their practices of inter-ethnic intimacy became 

the new narratives that stigmatised Li women in popular culture; consequently, 

sexualised ethnic boundaries persist.    
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Section one: Courting as a Han and the portraits of ‘the others’ 
 

In regard to the ethnic distinction of marriage customs, arranged marriage was an 

important ethnic marker for Confucian society, in which match-making was the norm 

for mate selection. Courtship, or any form of intimacy based on individual autonomy, 

was condemned as ritual-less and non-Han. Consequently, sexualised ethnic frontiers 

were formed, and the marriage patterns of the Miao (Tapp, 2003), Yi (Diamant, 2000), 

Kam (Ou, 2007) and Zhuang people, which allowed courtship practice, were 

portraited as eroticised and feminised customs. In Ledong, the sexualisation of the 

others might be different, night group courtship – gender-mixed antiphon chanting - 

coexisted with arranged marriage during the time of imperial China. In other words, 

the Han sexualisation of Li’s courtship culture was based on shared customs. The 

Han’s courtship customs are constantly claimed by locals to follow the Confucian and 

Maoist sexual puritanism, which governs sexual life with ‘responsible sex’, that is, 

for reproduction and leading to marriage. Constantly, in popular discourses, Han’s 

sexual hypocrisy condemned the practice of Li courtship, which is actually attached 

to marriage, in their popular discourses, and especially used to portray the Li women 

as ‘sluts’. Consequently, when Han men searched for sexual pleasure from romantic 

relations or extramarital relationships in the ethnically mixed town or city, Li women 

became their targets. 

 

1.1 Can Han Chinese court? 

 

One question anthropologists continually raised after the marriage reforms, was 

whether Han Chinese could court like in the West or the peripheral ‘others’ after the 

modernisation of the family. There has not been an unequivocal answer, except for 

confusion caused by different local experiences of mate choice and the practice of 

intimacy, as I illustrated earlier. After the marriage reforms, the degree of sexual 

puritanism over the practice of marriage customs remained strong in many rural areas. 

Sexual segregation (Wolf, 1985:165) in public places and parental control over 

marriage (Parish and Whytes, 1978; Potter and Potter, 1990; Wolf,1985) remain 

influential on promoting free marriage. Western normal courting behaviour, face-to-

face courtship, was considered improper (Potter and Potter, 1990:199) or licentious 
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(Wolf:151) and was not observed in urban or rural areas; individual heterosexual 

meeting or dating was observed but usually based on a committed relationship or 

engagement. Wolf (1985) and Potter and Potter (1990:204) see marriage formed 

through go-betweens as more common than love marriage. When most go-betweens 

are kin and acquaintances, it could slightly modify the autonomy of mate selection 

compared to parental arranged marriage or blind marriage. Nonetheless, Yan’s long-

term ethnography of private life in Xiajia shows that there is significant development 

of autonomy in marriage patterns; among villagers, free choice marriage has gradually 

overtaken parental arranged marriage and go-between arranged marriage. In addition, 

the ethnobiological studies of mixed-gender antiphon chanting among Han Chinese 

offer rather confused accounts (Schimmelpenninck, 1997:75-76; Kowenhoven, 

2013:13). On the one hand, they emphasise the singing of love songs (qingge), which 

dominated a large portion of folksongs, as a popular activity among villagers and 

always brought about emotional attachment among singers. On the other hand, they 

claimed that singing the songs and mixed-gender meetings have nothing to do with 

mate selection (see Appendix Two).  

 

Regardless of how these pieces of literature diverge in their understanding of the 

changing practice of mate selection, they have a shared assumption that the practice 

of courtship has no cultural roots and it encounters a degree of resistance in rural areas; 

it only became popular for mate choice after the marriage reforms. They fail to 

consider whether there could be a possibility that Han might have had alternative 

courtship customs which coexisted with arranged marriage and also served the 

Confucian orthodox sexual hypocrisy. Diamant (2000) tackled the issues by analysing 

the official reports of marriage and divorce from the 1950s; she (ibid.,12) recognised 

that promiscuous individuals existed in not only in minorities but also in different 

social groups (Yi minority, working class, peasants, urbanities) after marriage reform. 

She observed that the open sexual culture was congruent with the aims of the marriage 

reforms, not the result of the execution of the law. Confucian sexual puritanism and 

sexual regulation do not necessarily limit the constraints of an individual’s sexual life. 

She did not dig into why and how premarital sex and adultery would become so 

common in the short period after the marriage reforms. In the same vein, Yan 

(2003:85) admitted that romantic love is not difficult to adopt for Chinese; however, 

he did not investigate the premodern reality that helped Chinese to learn to court in 
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an easy way. For the particularity of the local situation, I have to abandon the 

assumption that Han Chinese did not have courtship customs before modernisation; I 

would suggest that sexualised ethnic boundaries could always have been made 

through the shared cultural practice between the local Han and the Li. Because, to 

local rural Han, courtship, as in the ho meeting, was for marriage, like those peripheral 

ethnic groups for whom courtship was a commitment other than irresponsible sexual 

custom. Therefore, the question worth pursuing in this section is as follows: When 

Han can court like their Li neighbours, how do they manage to be Han?  

 

1.2 The ho ‘social’ meeting 

 

Nonetheless, in the studied area, social memories of courtship during the communist 

era contradicted the existing literature about private life in the same period, as the 

local Han rural peasants had practised an intermediary courtship custom: the ho 

meeting. When I discussed courtship (tan lianai) with older generations who had 

married before the 1990s, people frequently linked it to their memory of a traditional 

group courtship meeting. The practice was named lu ho; in the local dialect, lu means 

‘travel around’ while ho means ‘village’ and ‘surname clan’. Thus, the term literally 

means ‘visiting the surname clan’. During participation in the local ho meetings, 

young men and women presented themselves to prospective partners and chatted with 

each other, mainly by reciting lines from local love songs (fengliuge). Nobody among 

the locals had a clear idea as to when the lu ho had started. Most of my informants 

said that it had been practised for a long time, since ancient times, as their ancestors 

also practised it.33 However, they could never answer how this form of courtship 

could coexist with arranged marriage in premodern China; it was only evident that 

the practice of ho meeting dated back to my grandfather’s generation (born in the 

1920s).  

The meeting was held either at a widow’s house34 or in a house where male hosts 

were absent. Traditionally, widows, or women whose husbands had been away for a 

                                                
33 However, the folk song, ‘The Legend of the Zhang scholar (zhang sheng ge)’, sung in the ho 
meetings, has many similarities with the dramatic work, ‘The Romance of the West Chamber (xi xiang 
ji)’, belonging to the time of the Yuan dynasty. 
34  The anthropology literature (Spencer and Barrett, 1948, as cited in Cohen, 2005:157-158; Stockard, 
1989:40) on the Guangdong region has noted that there were particular houses that served as sleeping 
quarters for unmarried young men (bachelor house) and women (maiden house or girls’ house), in 
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long time, would invite four or five local girls who had reached their adulthood to 

stay with them. Each ho meeting was open to every local Han young adult living in 

the neighbourhood. During the evening, usually in the moonlight, these girls would 

come out and sit in the open yard of the house, and young men from other villages 

would visit the house and socialise with the girls. This would usually take place under 

the observation of elders aged above 50, as well as children.  

 

When new visitors arrived, the head of the girls’ group facilitated the beginning of 

the meeting; she usually enquired about the purpose of the visiting group in a sarcastic 

way. The male group needed one representative to respond to these questions with 

quotes from folk songs in order to impress the girls and a good-looking young man to 

increase the popularity of the whole male group. Therefore, the ideal male group for 

a ho meeting would usually include a knowledgeable, smart high school student, a 

handsome boy, and some others.  

 

The structure of the songs is similar to classical Chinese poetry. Usually, there are 

four sentences with seven characters; the first, second and fourth sentences need to 

rhyme. The lyrics of the songs are usually references to the classical romantic stories 

of The Scholar and the Beauties (caizijiaren)；thus, chanting the songs became a way 

to present one’s level of literacy and knowledge of classical literature and one’s ability 

to recreate the lyrics and rhymes to entertain an audience.  

 

Erbo recalled a meeting scenario to me: 

Girls welcome all the visitors, but they will test you by saying, ‘Where has 

this brother come from, did you lose your way to end up here?’ Or ‘Did 

you come to the wrong house?’ My friend Taidan would then reply with a 

quotation from the folk poems or romantic songs (fengliu ge), such as ‘The 

peacock does not randomly pick a tree to perch in, he only chooses the 

prunus mume.’  

The quotation uses the peacock only resting in the beautiful prunus mume trees as a 

metaphor to describe the purpose of the meeting. The individual could express his or 

her feelings of missing, admiration or jealousy by using quotes or reinventing the folk 

                                                
order to build a solidarity bond for the lineage.  
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songs; however, their way of presenting their feelings, including behaviour, was 

required to be ‘socially proper’ in front of the audience. In such public, cross-gender 

social interaction, the reputation gained in these meetings – such as being the best-

looking or charismatic, or the one with great speaking skills – increased the boy’s or 

girl’s fame among their peers as well as the elders.  

 

Once the group courtship became stable and repetitive, it was important that, in the 

first three meetings, boys did not to talk to specific girls; they needed to demonstrate 

their respect to every girl instead. In other words, being charismatic was the key to 

gaining popularity, yet if a popular, smart guy talked only to the girl he liked, he ran 

the risk of being labelled an ‘arrogant man’ and losing his popularity. Thus, the 

meeting was not for the sake of developing intimacy with an individual, but the 

presentation of oneself prioritised one’s personal affections. Through this group 

courtship practice, a prospective partner’s personality, education, knowledge and 

wisdom were collectively observed through the way they talked and behaved. Erbo 

told me, ‘This was like a job interview nowadays: girls and boys tested each other 

through different tasks and let each other know how they felt about them at the end 

of the meeting.’ In such a social context, young adults would not be looked down 

upon as unethical for their participation in a ho meeting, as the ho meeting was not 

sexual or erotic in nature. The individuals had the freedom to attend or leave the ho 

meeting whenever they wanted; in one night, the male groups might go to four or five 

widows’ houses where such meetings were going on – there was no commitment or 

bond to attend a particular ho meeting until they were engaged. The young man could 

show his affection based on his repetitive visits to the same ho meeting; while the 

young girls would invite their favourite young men for an informal meal in the ho 

meeting.  

 

Parental intervention was not rare; some my informants were forced to stop 

participating in ho meetings, because they were meeting people who were thought to 

be a bad match. Gossip from those attending a ho meeting was a common way of 

broadcasting the relationship to the individual’s extended family. If mutual personal 

affections were not objected to, an engagement would be expected to happen soon 

after the meals in the ho meeting. Once the courtship was approved, the couple could 

continue to meet in the same ho meeting; the group would deliberately make some 
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space for their individual dating, or more often the couple would leave in the middle 

of the meeting and go to some other place to have a private meeting (forest, hills, open 

field). 

 

Propriety (lijie, 礼节) is a common word to use to define the conduct of villagers’ ho 

meetings. Nobody could specifically explain what ‘propriety’ meant here, but some 

educated peasants would say it was about Confucian culture. More commonly, it was 

about whether premarital sex was allowed before the formal engagement was made; 

in other words, propriety shows one’s conformity to sexual puritanism. The 

endogamous geography of Mangpo was maintained in its eastern area from the 

Chongpo commune to the Jiusuo commune, which has a long history of being 

unaffected by the modern world;35 because they believed that the area followed the 

rules of propriety. Their eastern neighbours, belonging to Huangliu township, were 

condemned as an unethical mixed community, where ‘propriety’ had been tainted by 

outsiders such as the fishing community, missionaries and maritime merchants.   

 

As my uncle Erbo recalled,  

‘We only attend the ho meetings within the villages on our east side, 

the other western villages are closer to the port, they are rather 

mixed and (sexually) ‘open’ since the republican era. They were 

hostile to us and they do not welcome us. We have been enemies 

for decades, although it is only walking distance between villages. 

They belong to the fifth district in Republican, where it is very 

mixed and (sexually) ‘open’; we don’t want our girls to meet the 

young men from their village. We fought for girls in the 1960s with 

bricks, in the 1980s with pipes, in the 1990s with guns; then it 

became too risky to meet girls from other villages. The gangster 

chiefs would attack anyone who came close to the girls they liked 

and, at the end of the day, the girls had no choice but to marry those 

gangsters.’    
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Thus, a series of regulations or ‘propriety’ was intended to limit individuals’ freedom 

in mate selection and intimate behaviour. Before the 1990s, courtship, for local Han 

young adults, was not just a passionate and personal preference; more importantly, it 

was shaped by public opinion about the person they were going to court. Romantic 

feelings might emerge in these interactions, but most of my informants told me that 

they tended to manage such feelings, as they were aware that romantic feelings were 

not sufficient for one to move forward towards a courting relationship which required 

the approval of their kin communities. This recalls Potter and Potter’s (1990:196-224) 

argument that Chinese marriage was not based on emotions but on collective interests. 

The same constraints on courtship (Bull, 2005) were shown in the pre-enlightenment 

western peasant society: night courting could lead to mutual affection, but the 

relationship was vulnerable to being stopped by the parents, who always got to know 

their children’s partner. Community control over individual choice was a matter of 

class endogamy that kept the peasant’s land away from the landless class. In the same 

vein, the regulation in the ho meeting was also a matter of sexual hypocrisy which 

defined a particular lifestyle; rootedness in local peasant culture. It is a symbol of 

class. Diamant’s work points out that sexual prudishness is acquired only by educated 

(upper class) urbanities (2000: 52, 62-64), who often discriminated against lower-

class Han people on the grounds of their uncontrolled sexuality, as was also the case 

for the ethnic minority (ibid.:136). As I illustrated in Chapter Two, the pride of the 

Han was based on an illusory attachment to the literati class, which they felt 

distinguished them from the unruled aborigines. The local sexual ethnic puritanism in 

the communist era, therefore, was in order to keep its members away from their lower-

class neighbours, who shared the same boundary marker – unregulated sexuality – 

with the Li minorities. However, these boundaries never clearly state that inter-ethnic 

sex is prohibited; it is rather that serious courtship with ‘the others’ is prohibited. 
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Section two: Boundaries of courtship: the portrait of ‘the others’  
 

Scholars have offered critiques of the internal orientalism in China’s mass culture, 

including oral media: in the area studied, representations of the ethnic minority as 

backward, sexualised and feminised were essential for the construction of the Han 

majority (Gladney, 1994; Harrels,1996; Schein, 1997). As discussed by Harrell 

(1996), the ethnic minority was defined by the civilisation project – in both the 

imperial and communist periods – as sexually immoral, infantile and primitive. 

Harrell highlighted how a sexual metaphor was deployed to feminise and eroticise the 

ethnic minority through Han literature and arts, within which minority women were 

objects of sexual desire (1996, 10-14). Blum (2001: 82-83), in the same vein, agreed 

that the Han’s norms of family, including courting and sexuality, ‘presupposed an 

overarching system of morality to which all groups must aspire.’ In the local Han’s 

traditional oral media, the older generation Han often positioned themselves as moral 

while discriminating against the Li’s customs of courtship, deeming them unethical, 

claiming that the Li women’s bodies were impure and available for casual sex in the 

courtship meetings. The sharp ethnic demarcation created through ‘propriety’ 

courtship also spawned an erotic desire for those who represented breaches of Han 

morality: Li women.  

 

2.1 Longgui meeting  

 

Coexisting with arranged marriage, 36  Li communities also had their own group 

courtship custom, and different norms of marriage in the form of the longgui meeting, 

or ‘night visiting’. The custom was last seen practised in the late 1980s by 

ethnomusicologist Yang Mu (1998); in the Han Chinese gazetteers it was mostly 

tainted as an irresponsible group sex activity. Before the 1950s, longgui visiting was 

open to young adults and those who were divorced; it also allowed individuals to meet 

each other’s partners. From the 1950s onward, after state intervention, the 

ethnographies show that the practice of longgui was more strongly linked to the 

marriage arrangements between families as well as commitments between individuals.     

                                                
36 In many Li communities, arranged marriage coexisted with the longgui ritual; nonetheless, these two 
patterns of mate selection were not contradictory to each other.   
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Longgui literally means a room without a stove, and refers to a small hut built for girls 

when they attain puberty, which they would share with their sisters and where they 

would host37 mixed gatherings with males from another village. The size of the huts 

varied according to the different sub-ethnic group of Li, accommodating between four 

and sixteen people. The mixed-gender meetings in longgui took place at night, 

beginning with a man and his friends knocking at the door. Antiphonal singing was a 

key method to convince the girls to open the door, but the girls would only open the 

door for young men that they or their sisters liked. The two groups could then chat 

and enjoy other leisure activities till late at night. Musical activity was not necessary 

during the meeting; smoking, drinking and chatting was also quite common. Based 

on the information I collected from the field, participation in the longgui was treated 

as a serious ritual for the Li locals, whilst most of my Han informants told me that 

these meetings were sexual in nature and the girls’ huts were used for sex. Most of 

my informants who were young adults in the 1970s thought of their longgui practice 

as serious courtship: they were courting those whom they had decided to marry. For 

the girls, participating in the meeting meant making themselves available for marriage 

and adulthood. As Alian, one of my female informants, told me: ‘Once we let a guy 

into our huts, it is an affirmative response to their pursuit; that means we probably are 

going to settle down with them in the near future.’ Moreover, although premarital sex 

was common, it only happened when the couple had already decided to marry each 

other. In the local custom of Zhizhong, the precondition for marriage was pregnancy; 

therefore, when a couple decided to marry, the girl would first try to get pregnant with 

the boy. Once she was pregnant, the boy would approach their parents about the 

wedding.   

 

The villages’ exogamy had a restricted range; only a few villages in the same region 

were allowed to participate in the longgui in one particular village. Sometimes, it was 

even caste and lineage restricted. Among the wealthy families, there were particular 

parental arrangements before longgui meetings, according to the memory of my 

informants, Mr Liu, 54, and his wife, in the Shoucun village of Zhizhong town. Their 

meeting in the 1970s was arranged at a get-together of their families. Mr Liu was the 

                                                
37 Similar architecture is evident in the Cambodian Kerung culture, where the father would build a love 
hut that allowed his daughter to have private meetings with her lovers. 
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son of a headman and his wife the daughter of a witch doctor; they were known to 

each other as a potential couple before they participated in the longgui meeting.    

Back in my day, knocking at the door was the only way to get a 

wife, and everyone did it. It was a group meeting; it was more about 

talking and having fun with the girls you liked. It was not for 

intimacy. Usually, we knew the girls and their families whom we 

visited; there is no point visiting a girl who does not like you. I met 

my wife when I was 18 and she was 16. I remember that day; I went 

for drinks with her family with my other cousins. I remember the 

way she looked at me; she just could not take her eyes off me. Then 

I knew, I am going to meet her in her room at night. During the 

meeting, we were chatting and singing love songs, nothing more. If 

I wanted to meet my lover privately, I would return to the room after 

the meeting ended. Alternatively, I would bring her to the areca 

garden and have some private time, we chanted love songs in low 

voices; it was another type of fun. 

Then, his wife started criticising him in the Li language. Mr Liu laughed, and then 

said, ‘I like her, she is smart. She also found me attractive, I am handsome and nice.’ 

Mr Liu still thinks the longgui was much better than modern courtship, because he 

thinks it is important to know who his children are dating.  

 

The custom of longgui meetings as a group courtship practice placed fewer constraints 

on individuals’ interactions than the ho meetings; it was intended to let individuals 

develop intimate feelings toward each other and finally form a couple. Compared to 

the Han tradition, the meeting was more private, being held in the girls’ room where 

the elders and children were not allowed to watch; antiphonal chanting only mattered 

at the beginning of the meeting, but was not the predominant way to express one’s 

romantic feelings during the meeting. Although the longgui meeting tolerated 

intimate interactions between couples, these were usually built on a certain degree of 

commitment. Furthermore, it was not a totally ‘free’ courtship, as each longgui 

meeting was restricted by its neighbourhood or lineage’s rules of exogamy.  
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2.2 Portrait of the Li women  

 

Minority women are often portrayed in the official and popular discourses as open, 

wild and sexually attractive, as well as dangerous. As Gladney (1997: 166) suggested, 

minority women in the arts, such as film, were portrayed as ‘primitive’ with 

uncontrollable sexuality, while the Han women were modern, with restricted sexuality. 

Diamond (1988) has discussed how Miao women’s sexuality was considered 

dangerous by the Han, for their supposed possession of seduction potions that kept 

Han men returning to them. Schein (1997: 77) has pointed out that Chinese internal 

orientalism often represented minority women as very human ‘objects of erotic 

fascination’. This imagined availability of minority women was based on abundant 

whispered lore and also on scientific ethnologists’ reports that circulated about 

courtship practices, freedom of marriage and sexual promiscuity. The local Han’s 

popular narratives and the early communist representations both labelled the longgui 

customs and their practitioners as immoral, and at the same time created the desire for 

experience with Li that led to sexual harassment. The Han narratives of ‘the others’ 

were also involved with their erotic experiments in ‘courting’ Li, especially after Han 

peasants start entering the mountain area in the 1960s. 

 

The mixed-group gatherings in the girls’ private rooms made an impression on most 

Han people and the 1950 ethnologist cohorts (South Central Ethnic Affairs 

Committee (SCEAC), 1956), leading to their misinterpretation of the Li culture. 

Regardless of how the Li custom was actually performed, the Han popular discourse 

of longgui stigmatised it. The local impression of this Li custom, as the gazetteer 

wrote (Zhang, et al., 1983), was that it led to irresponsible group sex and marriage 

without rites. The Han tended to describe the ho meeting as allowing the community 

to regularise young adults’ gender-mixed interaction. Among the older generations of 

Han people, the absence of the sexual aspect was the key feature that distinguished 

the Han ho meeting from the unregulated Li longgui visiting. They believed that the 

ho meeting was the correct way to raise and express their romantic feelings, because 

it was held in a public space and interaction with the opposite sex was maintained at 

a socially proper level. In their view, a mixed-gender meeting held in a private space 

was ‘clandestine’ and must lead to ‘shameful’ intimate behaviour and premarital sex. 

In the same vein, Li women were depicted as sexually ‘wild’ and having multiple 
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sexual partners, so their bodies were ‘impure’ for marriage. From a communist puritan 

point of view, early ethnologists (SCEAC,1956) negatively described the longgui 

meetings (they named it the problem of fangliao) as responsible for unethical 

extramarital relationships, divorce (lbid.: 123-124) and sexually transmitted diseases 

(ibid.: 60). These narratives misrepresented the custom, by sexualising it as 

irresponsible sexual practices. According to the 1950s ethnologists’ report, the girls’ 

huts tolerated more intimate behaviours. As the ethnologists observed about the 

meeting in the 1950s:  

We were invited to visit the girl’s huts, which were 5m wide and 

3m long with a small entrance. We saw the 8 people either sitting 

or lying on the bed, chanting and playing nose flute, they did not 

interrupt because of our presence. (ibid: 58-59)  

For the SCEAC ethnologists, it was evident that most longgui meetings would lead to 

the formation of courtships that allowed for intimate behaviour, including sex (and 

children born outside of wedlock) between young adults.  
 

The discursive construction about ‘Li women’ was that they were sexually liberal or 

available, in the local Han man’s view. This influenced the young Han men, who 

participated in ethnically mixed meetings with Li girls. Individual narratives about 

these occasional ethnically mixed meetings were mostly ‘erotic’. The local Han man 

always believed that Li women in general were available for sex during the group 

meetings, and that the women always wanted to meet Han men who lived in a more 

advanced village where there were plentiful food and clothes. These fantasies were 

reinforced by Han men’s narratives of their sexual encounters with Li women during 

the communist era. Due to lack of labour, many local rural Han young adults were 

sent to the nearby mountains to support the state projects – rubber plantation, dam 

construction - most of them having to stay in a Li village and work for their labour 

credits; hence, they had opportunities for inter-ethnic meetings. (see Appendix Three).  
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Section three: ‘Gai Li’—merging ethnic boundaries?  
 

When the sexualised knowledge of Li women is applied to inter-ethnic intimacy, it 

produces the sexual promiscuity of Han men rather than inter-ethnic romance. More 

importantly, the narratives of these sexual encounters and harassment were 

continually told and retold among the Han sexual predators; that continuity 

reproduced the same image of Li women. I collected these sensitive data from the 

group of Han men who constantly boasted about their or their friends’ sexual conquest 

of the Li women they met. I also interviewed some of their victims to get permission 

to share the data. The inter-ethnic intimacy with Li was commonly known as gai38 Li; 

local Han people use the term to refer to a sexual relationship with  minority people, 

such as dating a Li person, having a Li concubine, or having casual sex with a Li. Gai 

Li is not really a matter of shame in the Han culture because people believe that gai 

Li is temporary, compared to marrying a Li (qu Li) which is considered a serious 

problem. In other words, in terms of inter-ethnic contact, Han men’s erotic desire for 

Li women coexists with the prohibition from marrying them; on many occasions, 

‘courtship’ became simply a method to pursue irresponsible intimacy. Giddens 

(1993:34), inspired by Foucault (1990), was concerned with modern sexuality; he saw 

romantic love as a radical change aiming to reform marriage patterns. To understand 

the romantic love complex, he proposed two concepts: pure relationship and confluent 

love. These analytical tools are somehow reminiscent of the ‘ideal type’ - a ‘surveying 

instrument’ that was used by Weber to understand modern society. He took (1993:58) 

the concept ‘pure relationship’ to refer to phenomena of social relations, in which the 

ties between two parties were built on autonomy and maintained through mutual 

satisfaction. He suggested it is a genetic structure of intimacy, that includes romantic 

love and marriage. By confluent love, he (ibid.: 61-62) refers to a condition that two 

parties open out to each other, thus it is ‘active and contingent and jars with qualities 

of romantic love complex’. The love that contains the quality of confluent love -

equality of emotional give and take - would tie to the prototype of ‘pure relationship’. 

Thus, the individual’s romantic relationship or degree of intimacy could be explained 

                                                
38 Gai is a Hainanese verb ‘to be social with’, when it is followed by the word ‘Li’ it connotes sexual 
relations. Gai Li in the pre-revolution era only happened for those guest merchants, desperadoes or 
minor entrepreneurs, who frequently visited the highland Li villages. It became more common after 
the reforms, when the constraints on mobility and sex were eroded.  
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with reference to the extent to which they are proximate to or distant from the pure 

relationship and confluent love. To illustrate, womanisers or rich men who constantly 

search for different love affairs, manipulate intimacy, which will end when confluent 

love cannot be achieved (ibid.: 84-85). My narratives of Han sexual predators in this 

section resonates with Giddens’ interpretation of sexual adventurers or womanisers. 

The local knowledge of the others already set the tone for inter-ethnic intimacy. Han 

men who kept on searching for sexual pleasure from Li women consciously knew the 

relationship would not move forward into marriage or further commitment. Thus, 

inter-ethnic intimate relationships, on many occasions, meant relationships only for 

sex, or illicit lovers.  

 

In contemporary Ledong, while villagers’ courtship practice is no longer constrained 

and attached to the now vanishing courtship customs-Ho meeting39, Gaili became a 

common experience among them, especially for the younger generation. The rural 

younger generation has wider options to court with whomever they meet in different 

places, while many senior generation males seek extra romance with different women 

in urban towns. This section presents the narratives of Han men meeting Li women 

for purposes of sexual desire, focusing on gai Li stories from the dance halls and urban 

spaces. Firstly, by presenting the extramarital relationships among senior Han clients 

and Li dancers, I discuss how the knowledge of the others was intercepted with the 

practice of courtship between the two parties. Secondly, I present stories of 

promiscuity, as urban young men instrumentally applied their knowledge of romantic 

love to fulfil their sexual desire.    

 

3.1 ‘Ho/hall meeting’ with minority women 

 

The nationwide, changing sexual culture, or sexual revolution, also had an impact on 

the local villagers, including senior generations, who were now more open to 

extramarital relationships and enjoyed sexual consumption in their leisure time. 

Jeffrey (2006: 4-5) mentioned that, for many scholars, it is evident that the ‘sexual 

                                                
39 The night life of Mango village became quiet as ho meetings gradually disappeared after the 1980s, 
due to the increased regional conflict between the Xinlian brigade and the Pucun villages and in Liguo 
and Huangliu towns. The local gangsters started controlling access to the villages and any male outsider 
would be either warned against participating in the ho meeting in their village, or attacked straightaway 
for doing so. 
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revolution’, which could be seen from the proliferation of discourses on sexuality and 

sex and changing sexual behaviour toward the western style, was a result of reform 

and the ‘open door’ policy which welcomed western influence. Jeffrey (2006), and 

other authors cited in the same volume, has questioned whether the changing sexual 

culture in China was caused by increasing individual autonomy or the government-

led agenda. As Pan has suggested, the change of sexual mores and behaviour was a 

result of the radical changes happening in ‘primary life cycles’, a concept that she 

uses to analyse the sexual relationships and events in a family (2006: 27). As she has 

highlighted, one change is the shift from sex for reproduction to sex for pleasure, 

which makes sexual behaviour that was once abnormal become acceptable (ibid.: 28); 

even extramarital relationships were thought to be understandable, if one’s marriage 

offered minimal sexual intimacy (ibid.: 33).  

 

For the local Han man, who had already enjoyed an open sexual culture in the past, 

the ongoing ‘sexual revolution’ extended their range for meeting women, and 

extramarital relationships with Li women also increased. The night entertainment 

industries became prosperous after the restoration of economic privileges in the 

coastal area of the Ledong prefecture. As mentioned in Chapter Three, economic 

reform granted the Han peasants freedom to control their leisure time and their money 

and brought many minority workers to Huangliu town. For the local Han, there were 

more opportunities to fulfil their fantasies through increasing ethnically mixed urban 

spaces, either in the sex industry or through face-to-face meetings.  

 

There were three dance halls in the town of Huangliu; the most popular one is 

Tiantianle (‘Happy Every Day’). The hall was set simply: an open space the size of a 

basketball court was surrounded by hundreds of wooden square tables; stage lights 

hung above the centre, strings of colourful bulbs decorated the edges of the hall, there 

were two vertical speakers in each corner. Unlike the karaoke bars, the dance halls 

are considered ‘sport entertainment’ centres for older people; their main clients are 

men over 50 who come to dance with the hostesses, who are mainly minority girls. 

The income of a dance hall such as Lantian relied on selling drinks and snacks, which 

were twice as expensive as in the local grocery store, but a bottle of still water worth 

2 yuan (24p in GBP) would allow a client to sit all night. Dancers or hostesses charged 

their clients 3-5 yuan (34p-57p) per dance; on average, they could sell 10-15 dances 
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per night, but what they earned depended on how their clients wanted to pay. Some 

popular dancers could make 50-200 yuan from one client, some might get 30 yuan for 

20 dances a night; it depended on their relationship with the clients and the clients’ 

satisfaction with the service.  

 

Sex was not directly offered by the dancers; only when they established a committed 

relationship with a client would they would call the partner their ‘boyfriend’ or 

husband in the town. To sleep with a dancer required the Han client to invest 

substantial time and money in them, not only an emotional attachment. Every night 

after the dance, the local Han men would sit together and discuss their favourite girls 

and their strategies of seduction to get a new girl to date over dinner. I was present at 

these meetings on many nights. The clients told me that the Li women would only 

sleep with men they admired. If a client had many Li dance partners, this meant that 

he was rich and commanded the respect of those girls. Therefore, the men’s strategies 

were always geared to gaining the admiration and respect of the women, by spending 

money and by talking about sales that they had just completed. When their strategies 

failed, they would blame the dancers’ Li ethnic origins.  

 

In Mangpo village, although people enjoyed visiting the town of Huangliu during 

their free time, only a few of them could afford to go to the leisure centre and dance 

hall. There were four ‘loyal’ customers in the village: they were called the ‘big four’ 

by the local kids, because they were either members of powerful lineages, or the 

cadres of the villages; in general, they were rich and had extra money to enjoy a night 

out in the dance hall. During my stay in the village, I drove them every night to the 

dance hall, observed their interactions with dancers and collected stories and gossip 

about their inter-ethnic intimate relations. Dagong and Boho were on the committee 

of the Xinlian production team that was in charge of six villages; Erbo was the older 

brother of a head of bureau at the prefecture and Dazhuang was a local entrepreneur. 

Every night, these ‘big four’ would meet their friends Changzhu and A Wang from 

the Xinlian production team at the dance hall. There is one famous saying in the dance 

halls: ‘When you reach the age of 60, if you can still dance with a young lady for the 

whole night, the experience is worth every penny’.  
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Changzhu and Aling 

 

Changzhu is a middleman for the illegal casino in Huaika village and was a local 

gangster in the 1980s. Many local people are afraid of him because of his notorious 

background. Changzhu’s relationship with Aling is known to many clients in the 

dance hall; they know that Changzhu likes Aling and, therefore, nobody really dares 

ask Aling for a dance when Changzhu is around. When Changzhu does not, Dagong 

and other friends of Changzhu dance with Aling to keep her away from other clients. 

Changzhu has been crazy about Aling for two years, but he has never been accepted 

by Aling. He is quite upset that, no matter how much money he spends on her, Aling 

still refuses to sleep with him. One evening, he said to Dagong, ‘I don’t understand 

women’s hearts; every time I think I should give up, she calls me, asks me to come to 

the dance hall. I am generous to her, I give her all I have.’ Dagong said, ‘You come 

to the dance hall to yell at her, it is not appropriate. Do you really know how to talk? 

Be patient, you can’t force her to like you.’ Bohe, another friend of Changzhu, then 

said, ‘Maybe, tonight when you drive home, you could ask her, her price for sex, or 

alternatively, you bring her to the airport to do something else….’ Changzhu laughed, 

‘It is not the 1980s, we can’t do that. I just miss her every day. Every time I call her, 

we just fight; she is so rude to me. I am going to punish her someday.’ Later, Aling 

joined us for dinner. Dagong looked at them and laughed, ‘You two should be a 

perfect couple; don’t fight with each other.’ Aling said, ‘He is like my elder brother; 

his wife is my sister in-law, I don’t want to do anything with him.’ Boho then said, 

‘You are wrong, his wife is your sister; you three will make a perfect family.’ Aling 

then laughed, ‘Don’t say silly things.’ Boho and others continued to have fun with 

Aling and Changzhu; as I heard, they have been trying to bring Aling and Changzhu 

together through this kind of dinner meeting for the past few months.  

Aling told me that she had no feeling for her clients. She appreciated the help from 

Changzhu; however, she said that this was not love. She wanted to marry someone in 

Huangliu town, but not him.  

‘I think, if we love someone, this means that we could find them 

immediately in the crowd; that is the feeling of uniqueness. Love is 

a passion. I think of Changzhu as just my brother – my client and 

my brother.’  
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A few weeks later, Changzhu attempted to rape Aling in his car, but Aling got away 

by breaking the window. However, she never called the police and still dances with 

Changzhu in the dance hall. Such inter-ethnic courtship of dancers in the town shows 

the changing attitude towards minority women. It seems to be an option for 

entertainment outside the marriage. Clients like Changzhu seem to have developed 

romantic feelings towards their dance partners. Thus, Changzhu is attracted to Aling; 

he has tried many things to please Aling and used several strategies to establish a 

romantic relationship with her. The aim of these strategies, however, as in the case of 

Changzhu, is to have sex with them.  

 

Erbo and Afang 

 

Nevertheless, some of them think that the key to be able to sleep with the dancers is 

not money; it is showing respect to them, exhibiting a romantic feeling towards them, 

and establishing a courtship with them. Erbo Yan, who, as mentioned previously, had 

been one of the most popular men in the ho meetings, told me that the dancers did not 

sleep with the clients that often, especially the pretty ones. Erbo always came with me 

to the dance hall twice a week. Compared to others, he spent his money carefully; he 

only danced with two girls – Afang and Ali. A few years ago in 2004, Erbo had an 

affair with Afang when Afang was still married to her husband. After her husband 

found out about Afang and Erbo’s relationship, he sent several threatening messages 

to Erbo, took Afang away for two years, and finally divorced her. Afang later returned 

to Huangliu in 2011; now, she is a regular dance partner of Erbo; nevertheless, the 

relationship has ended.  

 

Erbo shared his thoughts with me. He said that he was really addicted to meeting these 

girls in the dance hall when he was younger.  

‘This is a game (dating the minority women), you should know. It 

is a war between you and them. You need to be patient, and 

concentrate. It is like the ho meeting we used to have in the 1970s 

– you try your best to make them fall in love with you. The meetings 

in the dance hall remind me a lot of that period. It is like being 

young again….’ 
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‘They are dancers, but they are also women. So I talk to them gently; 

I let them know that I care about them, and am willing to spend all 

my fortune to please them. So, they treat me differently; they know 

that I am different from other clients.’  

‘Your great-uncle slept only with ugly women. I am not like him. 

We have been coming to the dance hall together since 2002; I only 

dance with the young and pretty ones. Dagong only dates 40-year-

old women.’  

‘I really liked Afang; she was then 27 and I was 47. She was the 

mother of two children, but her husband was really bad to her. A 

lazy Li man, he only drank and gambled. So I did my best to help 

Afang financially and spent money only on her.’ 

 ‘Of course, I lost all my interest once I had other pretty women in 

the dance hall. I started feeling bored with Afang. I just felt like 

having accomplished the mission and being challenged no more. 

Nowadays, the dance hall is really a place for leisure activity for 

me. I do dance with Afang sometimes, but we are no longer in love. 

I am too old for any romantic thing now.’  

Erbo did not know how to dance; he usually only joined the ‘lovers’ dance’ with the 

dancers, the slow dance which really had no choreography and only needed two dance 

partners to hug and walk around the dance hall for four minutes. Erbo believed that a 

personal affection should not only develop through gifts or cash exchanges: caring 

and kindness would get more return on his investment. He always distinguished 

himself from the other ‘big four’ members, who preferred using money to purchase 

or insist on sex. The dance hall, for him, was an enjoyable dating experience. ‘You 

are too young to know, a wife is for making children. But the ‘thing’ between man 

and woman is outside marriage, it makes me feel relaxed after the farm work in the 

daytime.’ 

 

The courtship patterns at the dance hall show how the Han clients, based on their 

original assumptions and collective imagination of minority Li women, applied their 

ho meeting strategies to interact with Li women, who would allow them to touch and 
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even sleep with them. In their minds, the two ‘contradictory’ forms of courtship were 

perfectly combined in their pursuit of romantic love with these women. The night life 

of these clients is only the Han way of transcending their taboo of not meeting Li; 

however, the minority women were still trapped in the local stereotypes. The internal 

orientalist representation of ‘the others’, as Schein (1997) and Gladney (1997) suggest, 

is often linked to the commoditisation of their ethnic markers in the media and ethnic 

tourism; consequently, the consumption of their cultural identity trapped these ethnic 

minority performers, the dancers, within the Han’s imaginations. Similar narratives 

of inter-ethnic sexual encounters appeared in the studies of sex tourism in the western 

peripheral regions, where Han tourists and other immigrants were attracted to the land 

by their fantasy of minority courting and marriage customs. Walsh (2004) illustrated 

how the media’s exotic and erotic presentation of the walking marriage of the Mosuo 

people resulted in a sexualised tourist landscape. Hyde (2004) suggested ways in 

which Han prostitutes adopted the popular image of Thai women, imitating Thai 

identity to meet their customers’ desire to sleep with exotic and erotic Thai women. 

Likewise, the dance hall hostesses had to fit in with the stereotypes, as these attracted 

their clients, although in many cases they felt reluctant to accept themselves as sex 

workers (see Chapter Three).  

 

Moreover, these stories of gaili were continually retold among their peers, to show 

off their capability in seducing women and their sexual superiority at their age. This 

reproduces the sexualised images of Li women; like the orientalist literature, 

sexualised knowledge reproduces itself to construct the cultural hegemony of 

contemporary Han men. The ethnic boundaries they crossed were only for their 

individual sexual interests, and this did little to affect the collective perspective of the 

Li; the stigmatisation of Li women was even strengthened among the villagers who 

did not go to the dance hall.  

 

3.2 Love as a trap: A promiscuous Han young adult  

 

In both urban and rural society, young adults have more options to meet the opposite 

sex in private without worrying about collective criticism. As Pan’s (2006) data has 

shown, more and more young people believe in romantic love and premarital sex is 
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more acceptable. After decades of modernisation, the ethnic difference between the 

Li and the Han is hardly noticeable in the urban spaces of the island. Today, with 

increasing social mobility since the 1990s, more and more Ledong Han men have 

migrated to ethnically mixed towns and cities, where the Li ethnic identity could 

hardly be an issue for social interaction or dating. The knowledge of the younger 

generation about the ethnic dichotomy sometimes only consists of a few random 

words mumbled by their parents and idioms stigmatising the Li. The ethnic difference 

between the Li and the Han, for them, is thus an imagined difference perpetuated by 

the older generations. In these circumstances, many of my informants confessed to 

falling in love without noticing or thinking about their partner’s ethnic identity. 

Nonetheless, the attitude toward relationships for most Han young adults was 

different from their Li counterparts: the Han were usually aware that inter-ethnic 

courtship could hardly become a marriage, while the Li knew little about the taboo of 

inter-ethnic marriage. Li individuals constantly fell into the trap of ‘love’, thinking 

the relationship would lead to marriage, when for their partner the romantic 

connection was just meant for sexual pleasure.  

 

As mentioned in Chapter Three, after the revocation of the prefectures, most Li people 

migrated to urban areas to work; the younger generation’s illiteracy rate improved, 

but many children from poor families, especially females, chose to work in the city 

rather than study. They became the targets for many Han young men looking for 

casual sexual affairs. My distant cousin, Jihua, now 26, worked with his uncle for 

three years after his graduation. Then, he started travelling from city to city on the 

island and went to Sanya city to work with his friends. Jihua’s social position as a 

semi-freelancer in service industries gave him lots of opportunities to meet young 

female workers and students, who were mostly Li. We met for dinner a few days 

before the Chinese New Year, when Jihua returned to the village after he had resigned 

from his job at the Fenghuang airport. Though he was half-drunk when I met him, he 

showed his maturity in terms of social norms, such as greeting others. His friends 

were jealous about his popularity among girls in the city; they told me that he had 

always brought different girlfriends home, who were mostly pretty but also Li.  

 

After he came to know about my project, he started talking. He said, ‘Courtship is not 

worth a study, it is just sex; I call ladies when I need to do something.’ He said that, 
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after he had been to Sanya, he had slept with many minority women; he couldn’t 

explain why, but he found that he could only date Li women. I asked him why he did 

not find proper women to date. He said that he was not ready for a relationship yet, 

he didn’t want to be controlled by any woman. I asked: ‘Aren’t Li women possessive?’ 

He said, ‘They are not that smart; if I say I am busy, they just wait for my call. They 

don’t feel suspicious about whether I still like them.’ He explained that his personal 

preference for Li women was because they were prettier than local Han women and 

more open to intimate behaviour. 

One thing I like about the minority girls is that they are 

straightforward; you can see in their eyes if they like you. Han 

women are troublesome; I don’t want to play this game of chatting 

and persuading them. Han women in Sanya are too arrogant; they 

don’t come out at night, they are too conservative, they don’t let 

you touch them. I just want to text a girl to come out for dinner and 

sleep with her that night…  

Jihua told me that only his courtship with Li women was romantic; with Han it was 

just boring, because they were so cautious about becoming intimate. He had always 

been proud of his ‘strategies’ for dating women; he liked to mimic the love scenes on 

the romantic TV shows. He did not believe in love after he broke up with his first 

girlfriend who cheated on him, but he believed that playing romantic scenes and being 

generous would bring him more girls. 

 

I asked how he came to know so many minority girls. He replied:  

I find them on social media, on WeChat; they’re willing to talk to 

me and come out for a drink. As a man, I am different; I am 

generous. I know how to please them. 

WeChat – the biggest social media app – was his way to find girls. The app had a 

function to search for users nearby, he could then identify his ‘prey’ and start chatting 

with them. He liked to live around the colleges or technical schools where many Li 

female students were enrolled. Through online chatting with his female friends, he 

always tended to promote virtual images of himself as a rich man with ambitions in 

business, and also as a caring lover. He recalled his very first romantic relationship 

with one of his Li women:  
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Preparation and treating them nicely is the important way to build 

up a relationship. I spent a month chatting with her before we met, 

we exchanged photos online. I learned everything she likes, her 

style of dressing, favourite foods, places to go on a date; I called 

her four or five times a day to tell her I missed her and I listened to 

her complaints about life. Finally, she agreed to meet me for a date 

in Sanya, but I planned to have sex with her the first night we met. 

I knew she loved surprises and romantic shows, so I decided to be 

romantic.  

Jihua borrowed his friend’s flat before their first date and he spent several days 

decorating the bedroom and kitchen. ‘I watched a TV show, then I designed a 

romantic dinner setting. I bought flowers that she liked and hung heart-shaped 

balloons around the room. On the wall beside the dining table, I wrote ‘Jihua loves 

xxx’. I also bought some fancy dishes, and cooked her favourite food on them. She 

was so impressed by the dinner, and truly fell into my trap. After wine, we had sex 

five times… But that was the last time I cooked for her and spent my money on her.’ 

Their relationship lasted for half a year; Jihua only called the girl whenever he needed 

to have sex, until she got pregnant and asked him to marry her.  

 

His passion and strategies were only used to get the girls to develop affection for him 

at the early stage to establish romantic relations; once they had had sex, he usually 

lost his passion. In contrast, his girlfriends’ love usually lasted much longer. ‘They 

come to me every time I call them, they bring me gifts to me. I only take them to 

cheap hotels, many of them even start spending money on me.’ These relationships 

always ended with abortion; the girls wanted him to marry them once they were 

pregnant, but usually he either changed his phone number or just told them marriage 

was not an option. ‘Marriage is not my thing, Li or Han is not the issue, it’s me, I 

can’t see myself as a father. What I need is sex.’ 

 

Then I asked whether these girls were only seeing him for sex? 

They love me and the sex I give them, even virgins will. I used to 

date a girl from technical school, she was the prettiest one, she was 

arrogant on our first date, but after tireless efforts, in a month I 
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conquered her. Then we had sex five times on our first night, the 

hotel receptionist was so freaked out when I asked him for condoms 

five times in one night. I might not be smart and handsome, but I’m 

super at sex. 

I asked how these girls reacted when he broke up with them. He laughed and said: 

What can they do? They walk away. They usually expected a 

marriage, but they also know I am not interested in that. When I say 

no, that means no. I switch off my phone and disappear. This is a 

relationship not a marriage, they should not expect more than that. 

They’re also aware that if they have children with me, they have to 

raise them by themselves. 

He told me how nicely the minority girls treated him, sending him gifts and giving 

him loans, but he never gave much thought to spending his lifetime with them. When 

I asked why, he repeated that sex was the essential and the only thing he was looking 

for in inter-ethnic courtship, even if he was aware that most of his girlfriends were 

devoted mentally and materially.  

She’s a rich girl, her family have land compensation from the 

government of Sanya, she spent 70,000 yuan (£8000) when we 

were dating, she also loaned me some money after we broke up. I 

did offer to marry her, but she refused. She said she could raise the 

child on her own, and she want me to focus on my ‘business’. I 

think both of us knew I had no feelings towards her, and I wouldn’t 

be a good father. Many of my girlfriends get married to someone 

else after breaking up with me. They might find someone without 

having to have abortions.  

Up to the present date, as I am writing this chapter, Jihua has continued to satisfy his 

sexual desire by seeking out minority girls around his place of work and residence; 

sometimes he sends me photos of his ‘prey’ and shows off his ‘romantic victories’ 

over them. He told me that he never intended to find ethnic minority women as lovers, 

but coincidentally, the pretty girls who were open to his demands for sexual intimacy 

were mostly of Li ethnic origin. Compared to the older men in the dance hall, Jihua 

shared the same sexual desire and courting attitude toward the minority women; the 

only difference was that he did not need to spend a fortune, he utilised romantic 
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courtship to attract the girls, who fell for his sexual desire which was frequently 

disguised as love.  

 

Conclusion  
 

In short, ethnic boundaries are also sexual. Even in the situations where Han share 

their open sexual culture with the ethnic others, similar to internal orientalist 

historiography, the local Han popular culture produces a stigmatised image of Li 

women. Compared to the orientalism of historiography, the local Han knowledge of 

the others is closely associated with their practice of ‘irresponsible’ inter-ethnic 

intimacy. When such boundary-crossing sexual practice generates gossip and popular 

narrative of Han sexual conquest, it reproduces sexualised ethnic boundaries. The 

popular demarcation of ethnic boundaries with the two customs of longgui visiting 

and ho meeting was accompanied by a powerful attraction of Han men to minority 

women. This highlights the local Han’s dual understanding of courtship under the 

sexual puritanism of the communist era. Gender-mixed meetings, even premarital sex 

or intimacy, were not the ethnic marker here, but their relation to marriage. It was the 

conditions for sexual intimacy that separated the Han from their counterparts; whether 

the sex should be regulated for procreation or for pleasure only. However, the 

consequence of sexualised ethnic boundaries was to make courting minority women 

without marriage possible and reasonable, victimising them and illustrating the Han’s 

sexual hypocrisy. In other words, having sex or dating a Li was free of commitment, 

but having sex with a Han was only for reproduction and the family. That explains 

why most anthropologists struggled to find western courtship experiences or debate 

over whether ‘love’ existed among peasant society in the communist era and early 

1980s; they fail to distinguish who the Han people wanted to date and marry, which 

was usually ethnicity- or class-specific. The Han Chinese way of courting actually 

contains dual goals. A committed courtship is for the ethnic or class endogamy; but 

there is also ‘fun’ courtship, which is for seeking pleasure and intimacy by dating the 

people whom they believe are only allowed for irresponsible courtship. Cross-ethnic 

or cross-class romance, extramarital relationships, then, become valuable ways of 

knowing how the idea of ethnic others comes into the daily practice of intimacy. In 

the local context, the ethnic identity of the dancers/hostesses seems of the least 
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concern for the clients when it comes to sexual exchanges or cross-gender 

heterosocial meetings between them and their clients. An irresponsible romantic 

relationship with minority women through money exchange seems like a heterosexual 

practice within which the local knowledge of ‘the others’ and the local knowledge of 

courting were merged and applied. Nonetheless, this hybrid courtship pattern was 

based on commoditisation of the sexualised image of minority women. The 

popularisation of gai Li has achieved the opposite of harmonisation; it has enforced 

the old local prejudice. 
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Chapter Five: Courting for what? Class or community? 
 

Introduction 
 

Following the last chapter’s discussion on how vague Li-Han ethnic boundaries are 

in the situation of individuals pursuing inter-ethnic courtship for sexual love, this 

chapter will shift focus to discuss the love-match courtship experience of inter-ethnic 

couples, which is considered ‘threatening’ to the rural Han communities. These 

stories suggest that the local versions of marriage reforms and the romantic revolution 

of mate selection have done little to change the rules of ethnic endogamy, 

institutionalised through patriarchal power over mate choice. In Ledong, when I 

interviewed inter-ethnic couples about their courtship experiences, I found that 

cultural conflicts are mild; it was unceasing violent parental intervention that featured 

more in their romantic experiences. Among the younger generations, individuals’ fear 

of inter-ethnic courtship is no longer about the fear of the alien culture of ‘the others’: 

it is the fear of the older generation who maintain antagonistic feelings towards the 

‘others’. Therefore, the real perceived issue about inter-ethnic courtship is not cultural 

difference but generational difference and parental power oppressing individual 

autonomy.  

The chapter approaches inter-ethnic marriages from the micro-level to see how inter-

ethnic courtship and marital alliances are formed and negotiated in Ledong County, 

where ethnic hatred still persists in daily life. It examines the ongoing changes in 

courtship practices and youth autonomy, and their relationship with ethnic boundaries. 

It finds that parental power, intertwined with the prejudice of the older generation, is 

still strongly suppressing youth autonomy. The lack of popular support for inter-

ethnic courtships from the neighbourhood and kin leads to strong affective costs for 

couples, as well as the parents involved. The chapter places parental intervention in 

courtship practices into an inter-ethnic context to understand the meaning of inter-

ethnic courtship and love. Presenting the ethnographies of successful as well as 

unsuccessful inter-ethnic courtships, I argue that, although love and romantic 

practices frequently cross ethnic boundaries, it requires instrumental politics to form 

a love-match inter-ethnic marriage out of courtship. In its absence, the desire for the 

opposite sex from the other ethnic community can only take the form of various 
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strategies of resistance; individuals may persist in their intimate bonds by distancing 

themselves from the parental family, or through elopement, or even having a child 

out of wedlock. The first section contextualises the Han’s parental power and parental 

intervention by comparing the ways in which they coercively put ethnic boundaries 

in the way of the inter-ethnic couples. The second section presents the Han parents’ 

violence against the younger generation and discusses parental objections as a way to 

convey ethnic boundaries to the younger generation. The last section places successful 

inter-ethnic courtships within the perspective of the individual politics of marital 

choice and discusses the ways in which courtship is an instrument for individuals to 

pursue a good marriage.   
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Section One: Differentiated modernisation and youth autonomy 
 

As I suggested in Chapter Four, romantic love is not uncommonly adopted or 

inherited by rural peasants in Ledong, since endogamous courtship has its cultural 

roots in both the Li and the Han communities. However, I also stated that the extent 

to which youth autonomy in courtship is linked to love-based marriage is always 

problematic. As historian O’Hara (2002, 31-39) suggested, the emerging courtship 

patterns in Tudor England came about through a process of struggle; the individual 

cost was high when they pursued a love marriage that valued emotional and sexual 

attraction as criteria for mate selection. Bull (2005: 46-63), who studied changing 

class homogamy between farmers and farm workers in Rendalen of rural Norway 

from 1750-1900, shows that although night courtship grounded individual freedom to 

meet and fall in love with the opposite sex, parental control over marital choice was 

strongly maintained. When it comes to the marriage reforms that grant youth 

autonomy in mate selection, the local version of love-based marriage varies in the two 

ethnic communities. While youth autonomy has always encountered fierce parental 

control in the Han rural community, the Li families have gradually lost their control 

as a result of state intervention in their endogamous courtship patterns. The unequal 

modernisation of mate selection has had an unpredictable outcome. While the rigid 

Han parental control over mate selection confronts the rising youth autonomy of the 

Li, it results in a continual violence against inter-ethnic courtship in the region. I will 

discuss the aspect of violence in the next section.    

 

1.1: The Han: Padagoy the mate selection 

 

In this politically and geographically marginal island, as suggested in the previous 

chapter, the Han youths’ autonomy in mate selection is conditional: they may choose 

whom to court, but they cannot decide on marriage without parental approval. Apart 

from the economic calculations, there are rules of marital alliance in each family. The 

micro-history of social relationships between families, as well as gossip, plays an 

important role in choosing the in-laws. It is the older generation’s responsibility to 

ensure that young adults do not marry into enemy families or families with 
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problematic origins (unhealthy, immoral ancestors). Parental intervention is usually a 

way to convey their micro-range of marital spouses to their adult children, who might 

accidently choose to court the ‘wrong’ partner. Parental and patriarchal power 

represents the last defence of the kin community against unwanted in-laws. Vertical 

violence usually accompanies these intergenerational conflicts, as a necessary way to 

educate the youth about the acceptable pattern of marital alliances. Wolf (1972, cited 

in Harrell, 1990) showed that corporal punishment, if intended to teach proper values 

and correct vagrant behaviour of the youth, was legitimised by parents.   

However, as noted by scholars (Yan, 2003; Parish and Whyte, 1978), rising youth 

autonomy has been evident in Han society since the 1950s, especially as the land 

reforms and marriage laws jointly challenged patriarchal power; and the process of 

mate selection, rather than being dominated by parents, has become complex and 

negotiable between individuals and their parents. Yan (2003) did sense a positive 

change in terms of youth autonomy in match-making; nonetheless, he does not discuss 

much about parents’ epistemological privilege in determining a marital alliance. In 

the decade before Yan, Wolf (1985) held quite the opposite view about youth 

autonomy in the rural areas; she pointed out that young adults followed their parents’ 

arrangements for their marital partner because they thought their parents knew better 

whom they should marry; moreover, individual freedom in mate selection was less 

influential because of the expensive economic transactions of a wedding. The 

peasantisation of marriage reforms in the Han society in Ledong has placed the 

question of youth autonomy in a dilemma. On the one hand, as suggested in Chapter 

Four, young adults frequently participate in night group courtship around the coastal 

villages. On the other hand, the popularisation of the gender-mixed ho meeting in the 

1960s did create anxiety among the older generation: parental intervention in 

courtship has commonly been experienced due to the fear that freedom of courtship 

might potentially bring unwanted individuals into the family.  

Among my informants, those who had experienced parental interference in their 

courtship meetings told me that they had been dating lineage rivals or people from 

rival villages. Such pedagogical intervention, of course, was mostly carried out in a 

violent way. My father, Chen DH, the son of a political rightist in the 1970s, told me 

that he only really came to know much about his family rivals when his father 

intervened in his relationship. When he was sixteen, his high school education was 
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interrupted by the ongoing political campaigns during the Cultural Revolution and lu 

ho became the only entertainment for him and his friends. He was impressed by a 

pretty young lady in a village not far away from Mangpo and started visiting her every 

night. One day, when my grandfather, who had become a barber after having been 

accused of being a political rightist in 1957, was giving my father a haircut, there 

began an unusual conversation. In the middle of the haircut, my grandfather asked my 

father how he had liked his recent ho meeting with the girl. My father casually replied 

that it was fun but nothing serious. Then, dramatically, my grandfather lowered the 

razor to my father’s throat and said, ‘If you ever join that meeting again, I will just 

cut your throat open. Her father is the one who put me on the list of political rightists; 

it is he who is responsible for all our miseries since the 1960s.’ My father shared this 

story with me one evening when he himself intended to interfere with my first love 

relationship with my neighbour. Just like my grandfather, he warned me at knife point 

to give up my relationship. 

Ironically, my grandfather’s instructions did not stop my father from seeing that girl 

immediately; nor did I stop seeing my first love till we broke up. Youth autonomy has 

risen in Ledong, like elsewhere in China, in the past five decades, as suggested by 

Yan. The elder villagers also found that young adults had ‘become out of control’ 

(guanbuzhu [M]) since the 1970s and there might have been some individuals who 

married against parental wishes before the reform era. However, these individuals did 

not get collective sympathy, or even official support, as seen in Wangxx in Yan’s 

work (2003:51). Their stories were actually used to exemplify irresponsible action 

and express sympathy for their parents. In short, young adults’ resistance against 

parental control was inevitable but was considered unfilial and selfish. 

 

During my enquiries into the story of the only inter-ethnic household in Mangpo, that 

of Azhou, my uncle Taimin told me that the family had a tradition of being rebellious 

and was shameless. The aunt of Azhou, Dan, had married a Pucun man, while Azhou 

himself had married a Li woman, and both had liberal sexual attitudes. As mentioned 

in Chapter 4, local sexual puritanism excluded the Pucun people and other Han people 

from the western coast, because they allowed premarital sex and were considered by 

the Manpo villagers to be shameless. Thus, if a woman participated in a Ho meeting 

with a Pucun, this implied that she might have lost her virginity to her meeting partner, 
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which was especially bad for the reputation of the families in Mangpo and other 

villages of the eastern region.  

‘Parents usually do not intervene in their children’s mate choice 

since the 1950s, but it is also not difficult to stop a romantic 

relationship in a Ho meeting; children would usually follow their 

parents’ advice. At the end of the day, you should not marry the 

enemy of your family; you should not marry a person who will 

embarrass your family. There is one daughter in our village, married 

to someone her father didn’t like; it was really a disaster for her 

family. She married a Pucun man in the 1970s, and now again his 

brother’s son has married a Li woman. The children just do not 

know how to practise filial piety (buxiao). Back in the 1970s, 

Azhou’s aunt, Dan, was famous for her beauty in our village; many 

guys wanted to marry her, including those who worked in the cities. 

A teacher who worked in the capital of the autonomous prefecture 

was her father’s ideal in-law; he believed that a relative in the city 

would help the family to finally settle in the city. However, Dan 

happened to meet another guy who had graduated from junior high 

school in a Ho meeting, and somehow fell in love with him. Her 

father tried to intervene in their relationship because he knew that 

the life of a farmer’s wife was totally different from the wife of a 

teacher whose monthly salary equalled the annual income of a 

farmer. He thought that he had successfully stopped his daughter 

from proceeding in the relationship with the Pucun boy, until one 

day a stranger with a case of betel nuts showed up at the front door 

of the house to propose marriage. He suddenly realised that he had 

been fooled by his daughter; he actually vomited blood in front of 

his daughter and her future in-laws, then his daughter came out and 

called us for help. That was the first time we saw someone vomiting 

blood; I had always thought that it was only a dramatic description 

in novels. Some have children to feed you, to make you proud; 

some have children to piss you off and make you vomit blood.’  
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In Dan’s case, marrying a teacher in the 1970s could potentially be a step up the social 

ladder for her rural family, but her resistance prevented the potential hypergamy. Her 

free will in courtship is still condemned as selfish and unfilial up to the present day. 

The collective sympathy for Dan’s father was not only because he failed to achieve a 

hypergamy but also because he was forced by his daughter to make a marital alliance 

with a rival village, which could potentially be harmful to the household’s social 

network. The story was secretly shared with me by most villagers; most of the time, 

such stories are meant to educate children about not making their decision without 

proper consideration of their family members and the community. Youth autonomy, 

in this particular narrative, was dangerous and ‘silly’, as parents were the victims of 

romantic mate selection. Love, in its popular meaning of individual freedom and 

pleasure, was stigmatised as an irresponsible act that led to chaos in the family and 

needed to be suppressed with proper guidance. 

Local experiences show that rising youth autonomy and the popularisation of 

courtship did encourage individuals to confront existing patriarchal power; however, 

it lacked local popular support. As Johnson (1983, p.209) argued three decades ago, 

Chinese parents are loath to give up the social mores that give them influence over 

their children’s behaviour. They like to resist or at least blunt the development of new 

norms concerning the free heterosexual interaction that tends to arise when peer 

groups become institutionalised among youth. Wolf and Potter’s argument resonates 

with the local intergenerational conflict; substantial parental constraints on youth 

autonomy also accompany ideological conflict. The rural young adults who were still 

dependent on their parents’ material support might inevitably internalise their parents’ 

knowledge of mate selection through parental interference. Parental intervention was 

justified rather than blamed in these folks’ whispers, because of the still-persisting 

power inequality between parents and children. Young adults, thus, were placed in a 

moral dilemma in the context of the transformation of marriage patterns, either 

submitting to filial piety at the expense of their personal affections or becoming 

‘individualised’ and sacrificing intergenerational ties with their parents. When the 

Han parental power intertwined with ethnic prejudice against the Li, the situation 

became more intense and drastic.  
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1.2 Elopement and the weakening of Li parental power 

 

1.2.1 The successful marriage reforms  

 

Youth autonomy in the Li villages was more developed than in the Han ones, due to 

their close relations with the new socialist state during the revolution. Because of the 

close alliance with the Red Army since the Sino-Japanese war (see Chapter 3), the 

revolution was more radicalised in the Li rural areas. The family reforms encountered 

less popular resistance in the Li communities; according to ethnologists’ reports 

issued in 1956, freedom of mate selection and right of divorce were widely accepted. 

Similar to their Han counterparts, most Li families do not allow their family members 

to marry unknown outsiders, except the poor families or the ones that have originally 

migrated from other Li villages. Usually, these families are formed by the offspring 

of landless peasants with no relatives in the hills. Moreover, for many villagers, under 

the restricted geographical range of endogamy, courting out of the endogamous 

range40  would lead to a distant marriage that would prevent an individual from 

fulfilling their social responsibility. Regardless of being male or female, attendance 

at family events and celebration of festivals was an important obligation of married 

individuals; marrying out to a distant community would limit an individual’s 

attachment to their communities.   

 

Rising youth autonomy and declining parental power in the highlands, in contrast to 

the Han area, echoes the romantic revolution of mate selection that Yan (2003) 

pointed out in his work. Following endless campaigns for land reforms and the 

collectivisation agenda, there has been a significant drop in arranged marriages and 

an increase in the divorce rate since the 1950s (Wang, 2000).  Ethnographic reports 

(1956, Central South Ethnic Commission) on the Li townships of Fubao and Toutang 

                                                
40The traditional Li endogamy patterns were based on the relationship between the lineage-based 
village Koms, which was geographically and culturally constrained; for example, sub-ethnic groups 
Hali and Qi Li usually did not intermarry with each other. Their older generation also considers that 
ethnic exogamy courting with Han is harmful to their community. Before the 1950s, inter-ethnic 
marriage was only common in the situation of uxorilocal marriage, among the low status landless 
peasants and new migration (longzai [M]) who wanted to join the lineage; such marriage usually 
required a collective discussion between elders and complex rituals to complete. 
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show that the villagers had positively accepted the new norms introduced by the 

marriage law.  

 

Before the 1950s, Li parents also held power over their children’s mate choice. In the 

case of Fubao township, blind marriages were arranged at a young age (7-12); youth 

resistance to arranged marriages would be coercively suppressed: ‘The woman would 

be tied up and sent to her in-laws’ (ibid, p.55). In the case of Toutang, the youth had 

more autonomy over mate selection; nonetheless, they too needed the permission of 

their parents. A child’s marriage would be fixed at the age of 8-10, and the couple 

would then participate in longgui after puberty. However, if they did not enjoy the 

courtship meeting, they could ask to cancel the marriage arrangement; it was common 

to be engaged several times until one found the right spouse. In both the townships, 

ethnologists observed popular support for love-based marriages. The longgui custom 

was at one time prohibited by the local cadres; however, this met with strong 

resistance. In the report, the commoners found that government intervention in 

longgui contradicted its policy of the promotion of love: ‘Government asks us to have 

freedom of love, but how could we love freely without longgui’? (ibid, p.59). With 

the collectivisation of the land as well as the prohibition of the longgui custom, the 

longgui practice has shifted from being a ‘promiscuous’ group courtship to more 

committed courtship relations among participants.  

 

In addition, the freedom to divorce has had a mixed reception in the Li community; 

though some family members were anxious, the elders and leaders did believe that 

the people’s court would make better decisions than the villagers (SCEAC, 1956). 

The local situation sharply contrasts with Johnson’s (1983) and Diamant’s (2000) 

research on marriage reforms in the Chinese family. Johnson (1983, pp.147-160) 

suggests that divorce is the most controversial and threatening aspect of the marriage 

law, which fails to grant women the right to divorce. Diamant points out the most 

drastic aspects (pp.159-171) of popular resistance to the marriage law of the Yi 

community in Yunnan. In 1956, ethnologists reported that the practice of the right to 

divorce was already a common phenomenon for the Li villagers. In one case, a woman 

had two divorces in a short period and remarried each time (SCEAC, 1956, p.57).  
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1.2.2 Youth elopement for ‘curiosity’ 

 

Compare to local Han’s rigorous control over the geographical range of ethnic 

endogamy, cross-boundary marriages were possible for Li individuals in the 1960s, 

despite the barrier of the existing endogamy patterns in Li communities. The 

conditions that have pushed the Li young adults to overcome existing barriers have 

been the rise of individualism and the economic disparity between regions, rural and 

urban. Since the 1950s, given the social polarisation between Li rural villages and 

urban towns near them (Potter and Potter, 1990; Unger, 2000), hypergamy has been 

a prevalent individual strategy for minority males and females to change their social 

status and enhance their economic well-being. The situation was aggravated in post-

reform China; with increasing regional disparity, migration marriage, especially 

spatial hypergamy, become a popular choice. According to Lavely (1991:291), 

economic reforms and migration controls suddenly created this spatial hierarchy, as a 

result of a wave of women using marriage to move to more prosperous areas -- spatial 

hypergamy. Inter-regional marriage between poor inland regions and rich coastal 

provinces is increasingly common; according to Davin (2005:174, 179), there were 

2.9 million women who married across provincial boundaries in 1990. The research 

on spatial hypergamy shows that marriage across poor and rich regions is a matter of 

individuals strategically pursuing a better life. As noted by Fan and Li (2002: 629), in 

research on individual decision-making in migrant marriages in Guangdong province, 

the motivation of women in spatial hypergamy in Guandong is caused by their desire 

for a ‘better life’ and ‘higher income’. Schein notes (2005: 61) that the Miao/Hmong’s 

desire to ‘marry out’ is motivated by a desire to escape from labouring on their 

mountainous land, and the lure of the level land found in Han villages. In addition, an 

increasing number are married off to men from Han regions, where the birth planning 

policy and economic upheavals have created a demand for ‘diligent’ and affordable 

brides. 

Before the Revolution, elopement with a lover used to be a common way for Li 

women to resist arranged marriage; however, they usually ended up being abducted 

by their parents and sent to their husbands. Since the removal of parental power in 
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mate selection, more young adults are marrying out of the range of endogamy. In 

addition, scarcity of food in rural areas as opposed to its abundant supply in the state-

owned organisations motivated many Li girls to date mainland soldiers, cadres and 

state farm workers. The local ethnic endogamy pattern was challenged by the inter-

ethnic heterosexual meetings organised by the state’s own organisations, within 

which the social privileges of the cadres, soldiers and urban residents kept on 

attracting rural Li girls to leave their communities. Consequently, it became a 

tendency that more and more young females refused to participate in the longgui 

custom but joined group courtship meetings with the mainland colonisers. The 

townships of the Li became known as ‘hybrid’ (zajiao [M]) towns: for example, 

Da’an41 was known for the ethnic miscegenation between mainland pilots and the 

local girls; and Zhizhong was known for producing pretty concubines for powerful 

officials.  

 

The local Han always presumed that the ethnic hybridity in this town was caused by 

loose control of the Li’s sexuality and the cultural ignorance of the mainlanders. In 

fact, parental prevention of ethnic exogamy was also common, since my Li 

interlocutors told me that they did not want their offspring to have marital alliances 

with families from distant cultures. However, their intervention has had less impact 

on their children and there have been many young women who have eloped with their 

mainland partners. Many of my Li informants raised their anxious concerns of ethnic 

exogamy with the mainland colonisers dating back to the 1960s. Mr Liu Yongfu told 

me: 

We did not want our children to marry and go to distant places, we 

needed them to live nearby to participate in the social events and 

agricultural labour. The mainlanders were real criminals; they 

either abandoned the pregnant girls after dating them for a short 

period or eloped with them. Isn’t that a criminal activity? You take 

our girls and disappear for 20 years? 20 years not coming home and 

participating in family events, means she is dead to her family. 

                                                
41 It was rumoured that Da’an had the best-looking females and males because the town had a mixed 
population of the descendants of the children of the pilots and the local Li women. 
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Collectivisation of production and the unequal distribution of material resources 

between rural and urban areas did strongly shape the Li individuals’ mate selection. 

When I discussed this with three women who had eloped with their veteran (see 

Appendix Four) lovers in the village of Nanchou42 in Da’an town in the 1970s, I was 

surprised to see how frequently and spontaneously my informants used the term 

‘curiosity’ to explain their initiatives of cross-boundary marriage. Considering this 

‘curiosity’ in the context of their life stories, I found out that it was the powerful 

presentation of modernity among the cadres, soldiers who encouraged Li girls to leave 

their community. Starvation and hunger in the 1970s is the common memory of these 

women. As teenagers, they were generally pushed to think of ways to escape from 

their rural families. As the time flew by and these young women reached the age of 

marriage, they started looking for alternative courtship meetings, instead of the 

longgui meeting which they found ‘barbarian’(Yeman) and scary at the time. They 

told me that the longgui meeting was more popular in the 1960s; in their generation, 

there were few people who participated in longgui. They found it too ‘barbarian’ 

compared to dating the ‘civilised’ army man in town. Participating in the longgui 

meetings meant prolonging their suffering in poverty, while dating the mainland 

colonisers seemed to usher in a promising, abundant future. 

 

While Yan (2003) saw a romantic revolution taking place in the northern Chinese 

villages, the scholars who have examined local adoption of marriage reforms have 

concluded that the reforms were far from being completed. Youth autonomy in 

divorce and marriage varied according to the regions, and popular resistance against 

the reforms commonly led to brutal violence against them. The research of feminist 

scholars Diamant (2000) and Johnson (1983) on the state politics of family reforms 

proves the point. Similarly, Potter and Potter (1990), Wolf (1986) and others point 

out that parents’ opinions on marriage still shape the youths’ marital selection in 

China, whether through match-making or intervention in their courtship.  

                                                
42 Nanchou (in the Li language this means a flooded ditch) is a small village next to the military airport; 
the inhabitants were known for marrying out their daughters to the liberation army. 
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Section Two: The violence that demarcates ethnic boundaries 
 

While patriarchal power regulated ethnic endogamy, parental intervention in mate 

selection had become more violent and coercive. The state initiatives in marriage 

reforms did not target the local ethnic dichotomy; individuals had neither official nor 

local support to marry their Li ethnic romantic partners. Once young adults began 

socialising in the increasingly ethnically-mixed spaces during the Mao and the post-

reform eras, the social memory of the ethnic past and the stigmatised image of the Li 

people seemed false to them. Although the younger generation’s perceptions of Li 

ethnicity encouraged many Han to date Li, it did little to change the taboo on ethnic 

exogamy. On the contrary, when individuals tried to solemnise their inter-ethnic love 

marriages, it often caused a drastic and violent parental reaction. In these stories, the 

panic of the older generations of the Han about inter-ethnic marital alliances turned 

into violent acts against couples. The inter-ethnic love of young adults could not fully 

flourish, as many of them were scared by stories of parental interventions that might 

destroy the sweet dream of love.  

 

This section discusses parental intervention in inter-ethnic marriage over the two 

periods, by understanding how patriarchal power was exercised in mate selection and 

intercepted with ethnic boundaries. I will present three ethnographies of inter-

generational conflict over inter-ethnic courtships, in chronological order, from the 

communist era and the post-reform era. The first section discusses a popular memory 

of an inter-ethnic courtship tragedy that alerted the individuals of the Li and the Han 

communities about the difficulties of inter-ethnic courtships. The second section 

examines parental intervention during the reform era, to see how ethnic boundaries 

persisted under a more individualised society.  

 

2.1 The tragedy of the pioneer inter-ethnic couple under communism  
 

When I was searching for informants in the mountain area, i.e. Zhizhong town, the 

Han settlers always recalled Yi, as the ‘pioneer’ who entered into an inter-ethnic 

courtship. Now sixty years old, she had fallen in love with a local Li man during her 
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temporary employment in the 1960s. She became a small dealer in cement and spent 

most of the day sitting in her shop right next to the Shou village, where she was 

ultimately married. We met a couple of times and talked about her life in the 

mountains; she always told me that the livestock was abundant there and the weather 

was also better than that in her native coastal village. When I formally introduced my 

research intentions to investigate inter-ethnic courting experiences, she became upset 

and ended the conversation, murmuring, ‘We have freedom to court’ (lianaiziyou). 

Later during my stay in Zhizhong town, her stories were frequently mentioned or 

quoted during my conversations with both the Li and the Han residents. There were 

quite a few versions of her stories; however, the variations between them were minor. 

My account of Yi is based on the account from one of her acquaintances, named Yang.  

 

Yi’s love started from her work as a reserve worker in the rubber plantations, where 

she met her future husband. She was soon in love with the land as well as the man, 

who was gentle and romantic. Life, in general, was poor, but her Li boyfriend could 

manage to find her food from the wilds, catching fish from the river and gathering 

fruits and vegetables from the hills. As Yang said, the Li might not have been good 

at farming, but their knowledge of hunting and nature brought them lots of food. One 

thing she really enjoyed was her night courtship with her boyfriend after work; the 

couple, like many others, would flee to the areca tree garden and enjoy their private 

time. Her boyfriend sang different songs for her in the language of the Li as well as 

Mandarin. The sweet and happy romantic relationship, however, lasted only one year 

before she was given an assignment back in her coastal village. However, Yi refused 

the assignment (the other version says that she was forced back by her parents) 

because she wanted to marry her boyfriend. Her parents were extremely upset by her 

marital decision. They considered it an outrage against decency, and she was locked 

in a room for months. Somehow, she managed to escape and travel back to meet her 

boyfriend. They held the wedding ceremony in the absence of her parents and she 

became the first local Han girl to be married in a Li village. The couple had a baby 

boy a year later. If Yi’s story ended with her wedding and motherhood, as happens in 

many Hollywood romances, it would seem to be a happy ending. However, one night, 

only a few months after their child was born, a violent event ended their marriage. 

That night is still remembered by many Li villagers to the present day, even though 
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they were young children at the time. A group of Yi’s family members and neighbours 

entered her house and took her away; they threatened Yi’s minority in-laws that they 

would sue their son for kidnapping if he met her again. Then Yi left with her family 

(some say she was tied up like a hog by her family members). A few weeks later, her 

husband left for some other village, to work. That was the last day the couple was 

seen in the village. Two years later, Yi came back looking for her husband and her 

son. She wanted to settle down and wait for her husband in the village, but the 

villagers were too traumatised to accept her after that violent night. For a while, Yi 

became a ghost-like figure wandering around the town and the village. Years later, 

she married her second husband in Baoguo town, 30 miles away from her first inter-

ethnic household. Yi’s story, whose pieces I picked up from the endless gossiping of 

her friends and colleagues, serves as an ever-present reminder of how ethnic 

boundaries could be coercively maintained by the Han, although individual autonomy 

in mate selection tends to overcome the taboo of exogamy in the era of communism. 

 

2.2 ‘Inter-ethnic love is easy, but getting married is impossible’ 

 

It has been nearly four decades since that violent night, yet her story is still vividly 

told and shared among the Li and Han villagers. When I shared Yi’s story with recent 

inter-ethnic couples, they felt that it still resonated with their own experiences – with 

the violence, the affective cost of their courtship, deeply engraved on their memory. 

The pleasure of courtship was inevitably followed by coercive intergenerational 

conflict. Ethnic boundaries became static and harsher in the situation of mate selection; 

for the Han parents, the Li individuals had to be excluded while the youngsters wanted 

to have love marriages with their minority partners who were hardly different from 

the Han. Rising individualism and decollectivisation have gradually granted the 

individual greater freedom to court whoever they please, and prioritise their own 

interests over the interests of their families; however, in many cases, these 

developments have hardly made any impact on the older generation’s tenacity about 

ethnic endogamy. Most of my Han informants told me that to enter into an inter-ethnic 

courtship, they have to fight against the whole neighbourhood and their kin.  
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As mentioned in Chapter Four, in the local culture, the sexual revolution, alongside 

the practice of romantic love, has become popular; my ethnography on dance hall 

romance has already shown that. ‘Falling in love’ with the opposite sex was a 

common experience among young adults. Nonetheless, with the increasing 

mobilisation of individuals, collective panic was growing about the possible 

uncontrollable outcome of their making marital decisions based on a casual or 

unpredictable meeting. They especially worried for those who were born after the 

1980s and lived in cities far away from the rural areas. Parental intervention in 

courtship maintained its pedagogical attitude and continually haunted youngsters who 

courted the ‘wrong’ parties. Han girls who had relationships with Li boys in the city 

were forced back home and locked in the house for months. Han individuals who fell 

in love with Li were also threatened by their parents in a different way and, under 

family pressure, would finally quit their inter-ethnic courtship.  

 

Youth autonomy is inevitably rising, yet in different situations, where patriarchal 

power is still effective in generational bonds, the collective constraints on private life 

can still be sustained. I am not suggesting that parental power has survived through 

the external, coercive kinship structure that dominated local society; it was more the 

affective and material investment in their children that empowered parents. As 

suggested by Stafford (2000), the force of patriarchy was exercised through the 

practice of relatedness (the cycle of Yang) and the daily relevant material and 

affective exchanges in domestic spaces. As he argues, the practice of Yang – feeding, 

raising, nurturing – could have an actual effect on producing and terminating kinship 

(ibid., p.64). It was the indebtedness of the young adults that made their marital 

relationships vulnerable to intervention from their parents, whose power was 

established through the daily domestic material and affective capital invested in their 

children. 

 

Mr Wu, an accountant, graduated from university three years ago. He was employed 

with his father’s help in a company owned by his native people in Haikou city. Most 

of his colleagues were at least 10 years older than him, except a girl who was in his 

age group. So, they became good friends and later fell in love. Mr Wu was really 
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impressed by the girl’s popularity in the office, because she had a shining smile and 

mild temper. This was his first love and he thought that she would be a perfect match 

for him.  

She was the woman I wanted; she was so different from my mother 

– with a mild temper, a happy and positive woman. I enjoyed 

spending time with her. Until one day, half a year after we had been 

going out, she told me that she was of Li ethnicity. I was shocked 

and depressed for a while.  

As Mr Wu told me, he never had any bias against the Li people, but he knew that it 

would be a big problem to date a Li girl in Huangliu. He talked with all his colleagues 

and friends from his native place to find out their opinions about the relationship. 

Most of them gave positive answers.  

They told me I should persist, I should follow my heart. I also 

thought it too early and bizarre to break up because of her ethnic 

identity. She was from Qiongzhong; they were Li, but they were 

fake Li. They worshipped their ancestors and practised Junpo (a 

shamanic ritual, similar to Tangki in Taiwan). The point is, she was 

not any different from the people of my ethnicity; she didn’t speak 

the Li language, she looked more urban than I did. Therefore, I 

pretended that nothing had happened. At the same time, I told her 

that usually we didn’t date the minority people but I would keep our 

relationship going. Nevertheless, I felt insecure and somewhat 

guilty when I spoke to my parents.  

This inter-ethnic romantic relationship lasted for another half a year, until the girl 

asked him to tell his parents and marry her.  

Then I confronted my parents; I told them that I was dating a Li girl, 

but she was like us and she was a Haikou resident. My father was 

quite supportive; however, my mother was not happy. Then, the 

next thing I remember is that my mother started a hunger strike. All 

my relatives kept on calling me and asking me to be a filial son and 

not to marry a Li girl… I felt bad for myself; I was ready to go 

against my parents’ wishes but my mother was too fragile…. Maybe, 
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I was not ready to marry…. I regretted telling my parents so early, 

I really enjoyed going out with her, she was my first love….  

I asked him, ‘Would you have gone out with her if she had told you that she was a Li 

in the beginning?’  

Then, I would say I might not, even though I fell for her at the first 

sight. I didn’t have the guts to disobey my parents…. Now I am 

dating a local girl; I feel less stressed as I don’t need to worry about 

my parents again.   

His ex-girlfriend, Ms Guo, married half a year after they had broken up. When we 

met, her son was already eight months old. She told me that it was the first time in her 

life that she had realised that her ethnic identity could cause troubles with getting 

married. I then briefly told her about the Li custom in Ledong. She said that she had 

never heard about or seen the custom in her home town; none of her villagers spoke 

the Li language. She was shocked at the time, but she also felt a little helpless.  

I too did not want a marriage without our parents’ blessings; I really 

liked him, he was kind to me. He told me that he would try to 

convince his parents, but after two weeks he started ignoring my 

calls. Then, he began avoiding going out with me, and then I 

realised that he wanted to break up. This relationship taught me that 

I should tell my ethnic identity before I start dating someone. My 

husband, who used to be my client, is also a Han, but he is from the 

north of the island. On my first date with him, I told him that our 

relationship was possible only if his family did not care about my 

ethnic identity.  

Ms Guo further said,  

I do not feel that much of an ethnic difference between me and him, 

the only difference is that the local Han men are so conscious of the 

Li. We have stopped talking to each other since we broke up.  

Thus, it was parental intervention on inter-ethnic love that traumatised Mr Wu, not 

his minority girlfriend. The bad experience of the inter-ethnic courtship was a result 

of his parents’ stubbornness. He feels that he cared about his parents’ feelings, and so 

gave up his love, though he could not understand why his parents would disregard his 
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romantic feelings. The older generations usually attribute young adults’ inter-ethnic 

courtship practices to their ignorance of the Li customs and the lack of filial piety. A 

colleague of Mr Wu, Taiqing, told me that all the staff knew that his inter-ethnic 

courtship would end in failure.  

We like his ex-girlfriend; she is smart and nice, an ideal wife for 

any man. However, inter-ethnic courtships won’t work in Ledong; 

there is no possibility of parents allowing their children to marry a 

Li, even if they are university students. If you marry a Li, people 

would laugh at you; they will make fun of your stupidity and of 

your minority wife. This was an especially sensitive issue in Mr 

Wu’s case as his family owned a hotel, they didn’t even want their 

son to marry a girl from a normal family; a rural Li girl was just 

outrageous.’ 

In Guo’s case, it was the combination of class discrimination against her poor family 

and her ethnic identity that led to the break-up. The extent to which social status could 

overcome ethnic difference will be discussed later in the next section. In regard to 

parental intervention, it seems that, whether rich or poor, all local Han families share 

the same attitude towards inter-ethnic courtship. 

 

2.3 The vanished father who killed the unborn 

 

With the increasing popularity of premarital sex, pregnancy out of wedlock was also 

increasing; as in Ledong, premarital pregnancy was not seen as abnormal among the 

younger generations. Unplanned pregnancy among the Han young adults usually led 

to marriage; for inter-ethnic couples, however, the Han parents commonly forced 

abortions. As illustrated in Chapter Four, the Li girls fell into the trap of ‘love’ because 

of young men’s sexual needs, while, with regard to serious courtship that would lead 

to marriage, they were usually victimised by parental interventions. Some of them 

were shocked by the Han’s prejudices of Li when their marriage proposal was denied; 

the situation was more hurtful for those who had an unplanned pregnancy; they had 

to have an abortion. 
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Miao, like many urban Li women, grew up in the danwei system as illustrated in 

Chapter Three. She was more attached to the urban lifestyle than to her rural ethnic 

origins; her family had been living in the seat of Baoyou County for three generations. 

Nonetheless, the fall of the state-owned enterprise had had a direct impact on her 

family’s social status during the past two decades. Her parents, who used to be cadres, 

were now ordinary staff at the cinema with an income of 1200 rmb. Like many young 

adults of her age, she had an early love affair with a classmate, a Han boy who used 

to skip classes with her to have a barbeque near the riverside. The relationship lasted 

nearly seven years, but ended with a fierce parental intervention when the couple tried 

to propose marriage after the unplanned pregnancy of Miao. As she told me, it was 

not that their inter-ethnic courtship could never have their parents’ blessing; the 

determining factor was the competency of the man, who could neither protect her nor 

raise her child apart from his parents.  

Our relationship started from the last year of high school, but we 

had been good friends since junior high school. After graduation, 

we all went to the technical school in the city of Haikou; that was 

the sweetest time we had, we lived in a one-bed flat near my college. 

He was nice and gentle and was always a good companion to me; 

when I had my period pains or was ill, he would take good care of 

me. However, I never thought that he could be a good husband 

because he was not as independent as I was. While he would be 

lying on the bed playing video games and thinking of being rich, I 

did most of the housework. He was short-tempered when I tried to 

address his irresponsibility about our future life.  

The couple split up after Miao had her first abortion. She thought the man was not the 

one she was looking for. After graduating from the technical school, Miao became an 

optician in the city of Shenzhen, while her ex-boyfriend became a construction worker 

with an unstable income in Haikou. Two years later, when Miao got tired of low pay 

and loneliness in Shenzhen, she reunited with him after his unceasing crying and 

begging. ‘I wanted to come home, get married and have a family; I still had feelings 

for him. I compromised with him, and returned to Haikou to work as an optician.’ 

Continued sex without protection resulted in Miao’s second unplanned pregnancy, 

but this time she was 24 and wanted to have a marriage for her coming baby.  
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He promised me that he would be responsible, he would return 

home to propose our marriage. But his parents strongly objected to 

his proposal because of my ethnic identity. When he came back, I 

could tell that he was totally stressed out by this conflict. I thought 

that we could still have raised our child on our own, but he insisted 

on trying with his family a second time. However, this time he never 

returned, his phone was off, nobody knew where he was.  

 

After her boyfriend vanished, she became desperate; she even tried to contact his 

parents, but she only received a disappointing response.  

All his family members were cold-blooded. They first told me that 

they were unaware of what their son had done outside of the village, 

including his location, and told me that I needed to find their son by 

myself. However, I knew that he was at home at that time. Then I 

repeatedly confronted his parents, saying that they needed to be 

responsible for their grandchildren. Then they asked me not to use 

the child as a trick to marry their son; they didn’t even believe that 

my child was of their own blood. That was when I learned how 

difficult it could be for a Li to marry a Han; they could even have 

killed the unborn baby to stop the marriage from happening.  

In the cold winter, she went to the hospital alone and had a second abortion. When 

her parents came to visit her, they told her that the local Han did not want to marry 

into the Li families. However, they had not informed her in advance, because they 

had not thought that her boyfriend could be a Han. Miao remained single; this 

romantic relationship traumatised her. After her abortion, her ex-boyfriend started 

contacting her and wanted to repair the relationship. However, this time she had no 

sympathy for his begging; she did not want to go the family that had forced her to kill 

their own blood. 

 

All the ethnographies in this section show the vulnerability of inter-ethnic couples to 

various types of violence from the Han parents: collective abduction, hunger strike by 

the mother and forced abortion – all were caused by the Han’s coercive imposition of 
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ethnic endogamy. The couples’ accidentally developed romantic bonds as well as 

their autonomy were routinely violated through the collective effort to impose 

discipline over their mate selection. How should we interpret this violence and the 

romance that triggers it? As Harrel (1990) suggests, violence has two conditions: there 

must be a conflict and there must be a motivation to settle that conflict by force. Thus, 

he proposes a framework to understand violence at two levels: the social structure of 

the violence and the motivation of the behaviour. Parental intervention in an inter-

ethnic courtship, first of all, is a vertical violence coming down from the parents to 

the children. Thus, the pedagogical intention to maintain ethnic boundaries is usually 

based on the children’s vulnerable position in such contexts. Secondly, it is about 

defending the reputation of the family. Thus, such violence needs to be publicised to 

let others know that the parents have no intention of making an inter-ethnic alliance 

with the Li. Therefore, when children resist the old values through their romantic 

courtships, the intergenerational conflict provokes the violence of the parents’ strong 

re-statement of the taboo of ethnic exogamy.  

 

It is not rare for the anthropological literature to concern itself with local resistance 

against the marriage law while discussing individuals’ struggle for autonomy against 

the control of the family. As feminist critiques (Johnson, 1983; Wolf, 1986; Diamant, 

2000) say about the state agenda of marriage reforms, these have largely marginalised 

women and underestimated the popular resistance to marriage reform. Thus, women’s 

rights to marriage and divorce are vulnerable to violence from the local patriarchal 

power that could not be completely erased by the state. Referring to the early family 

reform movements initiated both by the KMP and the CCP, Johnson (1983) argues 

that the leaders underestimated the tenacity of local patriarchal ideology – of 

traditional beliefs and of the basic structures of the family that supported these beliefs 

in the cases of both men and women. As Diamant asserts, popular resistance43 against 

divorce or love marriage could be brutal and violent in the Yi local communities. 

These tragedies are not simply a matter of local popular resistance to the romantic 

                                                
43 In Diamant’s report (2009, 164-165) on case studies from archives of divorce, when Chen Faying 
announced her verdict of divorce in public, an act of collective violence was set against her by the 
township chief. She was tied by her husband and brought by villagers and militia to the township 
government, then she was physically abused and forced to promise to stay in the marriage. 
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revolution, they are also a consequence of the ethnic dichotomy that has long been 

neglected by the state. State intervention in the family through marriage law did not 

target the ethnic consciousness of the local Han. The old patterns of patriarchal 

authority, although declining in the sphere of mate selection, are still sustained in the 

domain of constraints over individuals wishing to have an inter-ethnic marriage.  

 

My informants had the freedom to date ethnic ‘others’, but they had no right to marry 

them. Seeking legal support for their inter-ethnic marriage was hardly an option for 

them. Neither the popular culture nor the official apparatus gives them the power to 

overcome parental intervention. Consequently, the ‘old law’ of Han endogamy wields 

parental power in intergenerational conflict; then, ethnic consciousness comes into 

picture and destroys the inter-ethnic love marriage. However, given the harsh local 

exclusion of the Li marital alliance, it may well be asked how certain Han individuals 

were still able to have successful inter-ethnic love marriages; obviously, theirs was 

not simply a matter of belief in and practice of love. 
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Section Three: The ‘miracle’ of persistent love: Hypergamy  
 

So, why are such difficult courtships worthy of pursuing and how do they overcome 

the Han parental objections? Is it simply love, or something else? We cannot assume 

that these inter-ethnic love marriages happened because the individuals were immune 

to the Han’s stigmatised perception of the Li and the discursively constructed taboo 

of ethnic boundaries. Nor could we assume that parental power was not exercised to 

interrupt romantic courtship. However, there were some occasions when the parents 

and the children reached a mutual agreement on their inter-ethnic marital selections. 

My findings show that these inter-ethnic couples did not intend to challenge ethnic 

boundaries and ethnic perceptions by practising intimate relations; they rarely 

prioritised their romantic affection over their parents’ feelings. The practice of inter-

ethnic courtship was constantly associated with the personal politics of hypergamy; 

under communism, inter-ethnic courtship was a way of moving towards class 

hypergamy, whereby the shared resources of the highlands became an important way 

to negotiate marriage in the post-reform era. I often asked my informants: what are 

the tactics to overcome parental objection to inter-ethnic courtship? The answer was 

usually, ‘be persistent (jianchi); persist in pursuing love, then defend the relationship 

till the parents approve’. However, this persistence was always reminiscent of a 

certain degree of desire for hypergamy. For example, a leftover local Han man utilised 

the danwei system to force a privileged and charming minority woman to marry down. 

A Han teenage mother secured her marital alliance with a Li boy by presenting her 

affinal kin’s property (See Appendix Six). This section, thus, examines the ways in 

which inter-ethnic couples persisted in their inter-ethnic love for it to culminate into 

marriage, through the story of a determined Han lover.  

 

A determined Han lover 

 

People from both communities are aware of the pre-existing barriers to ethnic 

exogamy: the collective exclusion of the Li minority as spouses in the local Han 

community paralleled the Li region’s restricted exogamy, which was strongly 

maintained during the Mao era to discourage movement of the population. As 
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mentioned earlier in Chapter 3, with the great changes in the polity and the economy 

during the Communist revolution, urban/rural distinction became the predominant 

distinction during the Maoist regime. The Han prejudice against the urban Li seemed 

less influential for those who worked in the danwei system of the highlands. Huang 

and Seth (2008, pp.192-195) suggest that, within the work unit compound, the 

intensive work connection and a kin-like structure in daily life led to the formation of 

individual attachments. More importantly, an urban lifestyle and a unique micro-

culture often emerged through the work unit, with the result that an urban identity was 

formed among residents within the compound. During this period, urban Li-Han 

courtship and marriage looked like a form of social class endogamy. Thus, Mr Xing, 

in Chapter 2, thought that marrying an urban Li woman was better than marrying a 

rural Han woman. Nonetheless, when I examined the marriage proposals in detail, I 

found that the urban/rural caste system could only override the taboo of ethnic 

exogamy when instrumentally applied by individuals. 

 

I went to Zhizhong town in my determined search for inter-ethnic couples around the 

mountainous areas. Zhizhong is 16 km to the south-east of the north town, which is 

an area of concentration of Ha Li villages – a sub branch of the Li respected by other 

ethnic groups for their knowledge of medicine, warlike qualities and witchcraft. The 

town consists of a 500-metre-long linear street; the hospital, and the government and 

other state bureaus are located on the east side of the street while some shops and 

restaurants are on the west side of it. The town still retains its work unit compounds; 

most of the buildings have retained their socialist look, except for the faded coating 

and rusted metal gates. There was only one Han family living in the seven households 

of Zhizhong Hospital: Hongdie’s family. Hongdie was a male nurse, and his home 

had become the base for the local Han community, where the Han doctor and nurses 

ate and gathered every day. When we discussed inter-ethnic marriage and courtship, 

however, Hongdie could only recall one inter-ethnic couple in Zhizhong – a food 

bureau employee, Tingsong, and his wife, Afengniang, who used to be a nurse in the 

hospital.  

 

I was first introduced to Tingsong by Hongdie, when he was buying a lottery ticket 

from a local grocery store. Like many others, I could hardly believe that this middle-

aged man with dark teeth, who straddled an old Suzuki GS125 motorcycle, had 
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married the prettiest nurse in the hospital. To solve the puzzle, I soon arranged several 

meetings with the couple, with the help of Hongdie, who still lived in the 

indemnificatory apartments that were offered to low-income families after the SOE 

reforms. Their romantic story was told in diametrically opposite ways by Tingsong’s 

friends and his wife.  

 

I asked Tingsong why he was so deeply in love with his wife when marrying a 

minority woman was not common at that time, and is not even now. He told me that 

he fell in love with Afengniang at first sight while arranging gender-mixed meetings 

between young adults in the work unit compound. Like many men, when he first met 

Afengniang, he was attracted by her pretty face and her polished manners, as well as 

her educated background. As he said: 

We all appreciate women who know well, behave well, and talk 

well. If she were a Han girl, young men would fight desperately to 

have a ho meeting with her. 

He realised the taboo of ethnic boundaries, but he seemed to care little about his 

family’s intervention because he had a lot of support in Zhizhong.  

All my family members were very upset, but my colleagues and my 

younger brother supported me because they knew Afengniang. 

They knew how popular she was, they really understood why my 

affection was so strong. So, I believed that if I had a chance to bring 

her home, they would understand.  

Tingsong’s friends and colleagues saw the relationship as a miracle, an individual’s 

persistence in love, as Hongdie repeatedly mentioned his impression of the 

relationship to me on different occasions.  

We all knew a Han would not marry a Li, his parents wouldn’t agree 

with the marriage; Afengniang was a desirable woman; many 

quality guys, officials and businessmen, wanted to marry her. 

Compared to her other followers, Tingsong was just below average, 

average looking, a high school graduate and dumb. In addition, 

Afengniang had no feelings for him; we never expected that he 

would succeed [in the relationship]. 
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His friends also cracked jokes about Tingfeng’s tactics. When I asked Tingsong about 

his courtship experience, one of his friends would interrupt and encourage him to tell 

me all his strategies.  

He is a man with will-power, he waited in front of the hospital for 

her; he would be wherever Afengniang was. He would go to the 

front door of Afengniang’s flat in the early morning at 5 am, before 

anyone woke up. Then, he would wash his face and brush his teeth 

beside the ditch of her flat, pretending that he had stayed over the 

night at Afengniang’s room. By and by, many of his competitors 

started believing that they were in relationship, while Afengniang 

kept on rejecting him.  

I knew this strategy was once popular in the Han villages: it aimed to create sexual 

gossip about the man and his lover that would pressurise her to marry him.  On the 

other hand, Afengniang had quite the opposite view about the relationship; she 

thought that her relationship with Tingsong was a compromise to his tireless pursuit 

and the public pressure. When she reflected on her inter-ethnic courtship, she felt that 

she was forced to marry her husband from the very beginning. Sometimes, she picked 

up our conversation and started saying how her husband had ‘lured’ her into the 

courtship: 

That was a real bully; these actions really gave me a hard time. 

Everybody thought I was playing with him, but I was not; I just did 

not have feelings for him at that time. He kept on declaring his 

interest in me publicly with my friends, my family, people who 

liked me and even my boss. Then, he asked many people to 

convince me to date him, he even managed to ask his director at the 

food bureau and the director of the hospital to be his matchmakers; 

but I did not change my mind, I did not want the same tragedy to 

happen to me. With the increasing public pressure, my rejection of 

his love looked like I was committing a crime. However, I kept on 

telling him that it was impossible for us. 

Afengniang told me that she would never want an inter-ethnic relationship with a local 

Han man because she knew how troublesome it could be.  
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I have seen many tragedies of these types of inter-ethnic 

relationships [like Yi’s story]. We didn’t really want to marry into a 

local Han family; we knew they would discriminate against the Li. 

Nonetheless, as she told me, marrying in a place near her natal family was her priority 

and her preference of marital location had also made her reject many suitors.  

I was the prettiest one in high school; I was supposed to marry a 

smart and handsome gentleman. However, I was too young for a 

relationship; I refused a few guys who later turned out to be 

successful men: doctors, businessmen, all wanted me to leave the 

town with them. However, I preferred to stay close to my natal 

family, then I could see my parents and attend family events. I 

turned down many nice men’s proposals because they wanted me 

to leave with them. 

Nonetheless, as time went by, she was getting older and her popularity was decreasing. 

Marrying a local Han man began to seem a better choice than marrying a mainlander. 

Gradually, she came to compromise with Tingsong’s pursuit. After a hurricane struck 

the hospital at night, Tingsong came immediately to her pharmacy to make sure she 

was safe and helped her move the medicines out of the flood.  

That moment, I was touched by his love; I felt I was indebted to 

him since he had liked me for such a long time. I thought maybe we 

could start dating for a few months; then I could leave him. At least 

to clear my debt. I did not date for love; I still don’t have a romantic 

passion for him. 

Their romantic relationship too, then, was soon confronted with parental intervention; 

there were fierce fights between Tingsong and his mother and eldest brother; local 

ethnic boundaries jeopardised their romantic relationship, as they had done to many 

other inter-ethnic courtships at that time. Tingsong, however, continued to resist his 

parents’ intervention by hiding at his workplace; he was almost cut off from 

connections with his kin. The couple disagreed with each other when they discussed 

the conditions to make their marriage possible. Afengniang wanted to end the 

troublesome courtship; therefore, she gave Tingsong an ‘impossible mission’ as a 

condition for marrying her – he had to get his family to approve their relationship 

before they formally met her. Tingsong thought more practically; he knew that his 
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family would approve of their relationship once he showed Afengniang to them. So, 

he ‘abducted’ Afengniang to his hometown one morning. Afengniang still says it was 

her ‘abduction’ by her husband that changed her life. 

I thought we should end this troublesome relationship, but he did 

not want to. I made him promise me not to bring me to his parents 

against my will, because I knew that if his parents approved our 

marriage then I would have to marry him… However, one day, he 

said that he wanted me to meet a friend in the town. Then, he 

literally dragged me into a minibus. I was afraid that he would take 

me to his parents. I had never been to the Downside (coastal region) 

in my life; I was afraid of the people, I didn’t know how they would 

treat me. He did take me home; I was crying when I got down from 

the bus. To my surprise, however, his mother and brothers were 

happy to see me. I think I might have changed their idea of a 

minority woman. After that, we had the approval of his parents, and 

later that year we got married. 

In the end, Tingsong’s tactics successfully convinced his mother and his eldest brother; 

his mother was startled by Afengniang’s light skin and pretty face. She immediately 

approved the marriage that day. Afengniang, thus, became the very first Li wife to 

marry into Tingsong’s family.  

 

In this case, ethnic boundaries were not overruled by the norms and ideals of social 

class endogamy in the danwei system. Afengniang was inclined to avoid a 

relationship with Tingsong, but eventually she was forced into it after Tingsong 

instrumentally created collective pressure on her that was strengthened by her feeling 

of indebtedness. The work unit was characterised not only by its ‘revolutionary’ and 

modern features but also by its continuity of the old forms of control, since its walled 

compound structure was reminiscent of the Confucian courtyard (Huang and Setha, 

2008), and its culture and practice perpetuated gender inequality (Liu, 2006, p.142). 

Liu (ibid, pp.65-68) suggests that match-making was a popular practice in the danwei 

culture. Within this familiar culture of the work unit as introduced by its leaders, 

individuals, especially women, were confronted with the pressure to marry, and the 

denial of courtship proposal could put their career at risk. 
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Thus, Afengniang’s choice of mate was reluctant but inevitable, given the public 

pressure and limited life opportunities within the danwei system; with the addition of 

his strategies that virtually amounted to sexual harassment, she had no choice but to 

accept courtship with Tingsong. Afengniang still stressed her victimhood in this 

romance, while Tingsong and his Han friends continued celebrating his legendary 

conquest of the prettiest nurse in Zhizhong. These conflicting accounts of their 

courtship continued throughout my interviews related to this couple. The ethnic 

boundaries and parental objections that haunted many inter-ethnic courtships seemed 

less coercive and powerful in their stories; Tingsong’s persistent love had not only 

won over Afengniang but also conquered ethnic prejudices. It might be said that 

urbanisation and modernisation enabled him to marginalise their own rural 

community and court a woman who worked in the same danwei or work unit, a place 

closer to the political centre. However, what really helped him to overcome parental 

objections as well as ethnic boundaries was his intended hypergamy. The real miracle 

he performed was that, as a leftover Han man, he managed to marry an urban minority 

woman who might easily have married up the social ladder — a doctor, an official, or 

a businessman. The immediate parental approval of Afengniang once they met her 

confirms that his family realised that their son had struck a better marriage deal. Thus, 

in this case, it was not youth autonomy or love that undermined ethnic boundaries, 

but hypergamy, at the expense of a woman’s autonomy, that eventually overcame 

parental objections. 
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Conclusion 

 

As this chapter has shown, the transition from an inter-ethnic romance to an inter-

ethnic conjugal relationship usually required a long period of struggle against parents 

and the kin community. Eventually, many people gave up, while a few insisted on 

marrying. Their stories resemble those stories in which individual affection triumphs 

over other factors to achieve marital decisions. Courtship and romance are both the 

means and the ends for individuals to pursue their own needs, whether for pleasure or 

for mate selection, in the increasing and expanding gender-mixed spaces. However, I 

would not categorise these individual experiences as love matches, because most of 

my informants asserted that the feeling of passionate love was insufficient to negotiate 

their marriage: practical reasons, like hypergamy or pregnancy out of wedlock, were 

also required.  

 

I have argued that inter-ethnic courtship and mutual affection did not grant the youth 

autonomy in mate selection. Under the harsh Han parental control of ethnic endogamy, 

the freedom to practise inter-ethnic courtship could hardly convert to the freedom to 

solemnise an inter-ethnic marriage. Parental intervention in marital decisions was 

instrumental and worked in many ways; for the sake of the stem family, the 

knowledge of relatedness was applied to avoid establishing undesirable affinal 

relationships that would require burdensome material and affective reciprocity. The 

‘romantic revolution’ of marrying ‘the others’ became possible only because of 

individuals’ persistence in their relationship. I then argued that parental objection was 

a phenomenon in which the exclusion of the ethnic ‘others’ and the rules of social and 

economic hypergamy were intersecting. Therefore, the rules of endogamy would be 

strictly applied by parents when they felt that their child was ‘marrying down’ by 

choosing the ‘other’, and this could lead to couples being legally married but 

culturally unmarried; whereas an economically privileged minority spouse might 

overcome parental objections.  

 

Therefore, the perception of ‘the others’, in the scenario of inter-ethnic marital 

decisions, was complicated not only by the changing power dynamics in the post-Mao 
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era but also by the changing political economy structure within which the Han people 

might be poorer and less privileged than the Li. It further proves the point which I 

raised in Chapter One, that the local construction of identity of the Li was a historical 

process whereby the ethnic (cultural), political and economic marginalisation of ‘the 

others’ had been intercepted. 
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Chapter Six: Wedding ritual: whose rites? 
 

Introduction 
 

Up to the present day, the commoners usually believed that differences in the ritual 

of wedding prevented inter-ethnic weddings from taking place; although, given the 

state expansion and mercantile activity from the late 19th century onwards, many Li 

villages had adopted the standardised ritual from the merchants and the garrison (see 

Chapters One and Three). This shows that the collective imagination of being 

‘orthodox’ migrants from the central plains has excluded growing similarities 

between the two communities. I was told more than once that the rites of marriage of 

the Han were as elaborate as those of the classical literati. Although none of my 

informants could tell me what exactly the six etiquettes were without consulting a 

proper dictionary, they still believed that these rites had become naturally embedded 

in the local conventional rites of marriage. During my enquiry, I was requested many 

times by my father, a local educated elite, to check out the Confucian canonical texts 

(Shisanjing) to see how well these ancient rites (guli) have been preserved in the Han 

marriage customs. When I did so, I found it to be a rather false narrative. As the local 

gazetteers of China show, local Han weddings not only followed official conventions 

but also maintained their region-specific practices, some of which were also shared 

by the minority groups. On consulting my informants on the marriage customs of the 

local Han, I realised that the ‘etiquettes’ of the local Han people were somehow very 

different from the etiquettes and conventions set out in the Confucian canonical texts 

Book of Ritual (Liji) (Li, 1999). What really retains the local customs is the collective 

memory of past weddings and the oral communicative tradition which is believed to 

have followed the ritual standardisation of the canonical texts. In other words, the 

‘orthodox’ local Han pattern of rites is a claim based on the folk view of the Han, 

which constantly imagines them as having literati origins and being more civilised 

than ‘the others’. This chapter problematises the local Han’s view of the ‘ritual’ as an 

ethnic marker that discriminates against the Li, through the archives and memories of 

wedding rituals.  
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As regards marriage customs, the Confucian ritual orthopraxy (Watson, 1988) might 

always have been important for the locals to claim Han identity and social status. As 

Rawski (1988:32) points out, late imperial ritual standardisation would create ethnic 

boundaries between those who adopted it and those who did not, in the peripheral 

regions. Historical anthropologists such as Faure (1989) also observe that family 

rituals, intertwined with the implementation of the state lineage system (lijia), were 

first a class marker and then became an ethnic marker between the Han and the Yao. 

Nonetheless, these scholars rarely notice the disjuncture between idea and practice 

(Brown, 2007): similar practices do not always generate the same identity, and vice 

versa. Brown (2007:118) proposes a comprehensive approach to unpacking the 

complex of cultural variations through an elaborate examination of the motivation for 

actions, which not only considers how structural factors and cultural influences come 

into play but also examines under what social circumstances they come into existence. 

Inspired by Brown, this section questions ritual as an ethnic marker in the local Han 

and Li communities. Quite contrary to popular perception, I argue that the marriage 

customs of the local Han could hardly be distinguished from those of the Li; thus 

proving, in other words, that local ethnic boundaries are fluid and slippery.  

 

For this chapter, I first searched through historical archives of marriage customs and 

accounts of past and present Han weddings, focusing on the extra rites that cast doubts 

on the local Han’s cultural origins. Secondly, focusing on one of the extra Han 

wedding rites and shared regional customs – delayed transfer marriage (DTM) – I 

examine Chinese ethnologists’ point that the DTM was an ethnic marker for the Li. 

My research shows that the DTM was, in fact, a consequence of the Han’s cultural 

influence on the Li regions. Finally, through the ethnography of simple inter-ethnic 

weddings in 2009, I present how the two rituals merge into one process, during which 

married couples have no difficulty in adapting to ‘cultural differences’. Further, I 

propose that ritual orthopraxy is, eventually, just a guideline for wedding practice; it 

could never have been cultural capital that showed the privileges of the Han, since 

ritual standardisation in the late imperial era was open to variations and flexible 

enough for adaptation. Thus, the ritual could not be a harsh marker to divide the two 

peoples. 
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Section One: The ‘extra rites’ of late imperial China 
 

The marriage customs of the local Han communities have been recorded as orthodox 

since the time of the imperial gazetteers; however, nationalist official records show 

that the local Han marriage customs have maintained several extra rites which might 

jeopardise their marriage customs. This echoes the debate over the unity and diversity 

of the Chinese culture (see Watson and Rawski, 1988; Siu and Liu, 1996; Sutton, 

2007), leading to further debate over whether the variations of the Han ritual practices 

could be perceived in ‘formal’ unity under ritual standardisation. Watson (1988) 

looked at late imperial Chinese ritual standardisation as a flexible system that 

tolerated variations under a unified, overarching standard of practice. In that process, 

he argues that the content (belief) of the rites might vary but in the performative 

domain, funeral rites were integrated. However, Sutton (2007), along with some 

others, disagrees with the idea that orthopraxy could produce unity; she stresses local 

agency in terms of resisting unity and remaking regional culture during ritual 

standardisation. As she suggests, local agency might subvert the state’s ritual 

standardisation, resulting in ritual heterodoxy that went beyond state control in the 

peripheral regions and the internal frontiers. 

 

1.1 A view from the local literati 
 

Admittedly, going by the data on pre-modern gazetteers, Confucian institutions had 

been well-established throughout the nation since the time of the Ming dynasty.44 The 

local obsession with the Han identity, called the ‘central kingdom syndrome’ (Tu, 

1994:4), dates back to local scholars in the pre-modern era. In the pre-modern 

chorography of the Hainan region, the gazetteers (Tang, 2006:8; Zhang et al., 1967:59; 

Zhang et al., 1983:32) of the Ming and Qing dynasty seemed to share the same central 

kingdom syndrome as the present-day local Han villagers do. All of them used the 

same sentences in the section on convention (fengsu); they described the local 

                                                
44From the native compiler of gazetteers (1521) Tang’s (1982:1) perspective, the residents on the island 
of Hainan were strongly influenced by barbarian culture, before it was occupied by the Tang dynasty. 
It was then that Confucian etiquettes and conventions (礼教) were first introduced to the island by 
political exiles, such as the Prime Minister of the Tang dynasty, Li Deyu and the famous politician and 
scholar, Sushi. It was formally reintroduced by the National Governor, Qiurui, and a local Han at the 
time of the Ming dynasty.  
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customs of Han learning as well as practising the conventions and rituals. It is these 

customs and rituals that have maintained the traditions of Huaxia (name for ancient 

China). 

 

However, as far as the rites of marriage are concerned, pre-modern historians note 

that there certainly were differences between locally practised and officially 

prescribed rites. The pre-liberation gazetteers show that the local Han customs had 

appropriated several different elements other than orthodox standardisations. Firstly, 

the names of the rites of marriage were different from the ones suggested by the court. 

According to Yang (2010:33), the Ming court had simplified the six etiquettes45 into 

four: the proposal（nacai); sending the betrothal gift (nazheng); scheduling the 

wedding date (qingqi); and the wedding ceremony (baitang). Zhang et al. (1983) 

record similar rites of marriage at the time of the late Qing dynasty in the gazetteer of 

Yazhou. But they note that three of the four etiquettes were named differently; only 

the wedding ceremony had the same name (Bai Tang). As Zhang et al. (ibid:33) state, 

the proposal was called ‘offering the betel nut’ (chu bin lang); sending the betrothal 

gifts was called ‘deposit for life’ (ya ming); and scheduling the wedding date was 

called ‘sending the wedding schedule’(songrizi). Secondly, as emphasised by many 

historians (Tang, 2006:17; Zhang et al., 1967:60; Zhang,1983:33), the betel nut was 

important for social practices, including the rites of marriage. According to them, the 

betel nut meant the life of the Han islander（yi bin lang wei ming) and every gift 

needed to be accompanied by the betel nut, even in Guangdong and Min (Fujian 

province) regions. During the proposal, the prospective groom and his father needed 

to bring the gifts and a zinc box of betel nuts for the prospective father-in-law. The 

betel nuts would be used to indicate whether or not the proposal was accepted. Thirdly, 

the local rites of marriage were over-elaborated versus the participants’ social status, 

in terms of bride prices and the scale of the feast. The concern was first raised in the 

earliest gazetteer of Hainan, Record of Qiongtai. Commenting on the custom of 

Qiongshan, Tang (2006:26) says that the wedding rituals had broken the constraints 

                                                
45 According to Book of Rites (Liji)(Li,1999), the process of marriage was followed by the six rites: 
Proposal, enquiring about the marriage through horoscopes, confirming it was a good match, sending 
betrothal gifts, arranging the wedding date, and taking the bride. The six etiquettes were invented by 
Zhougong and introduced to folk culture during the time of the Xi Zhou dynasty. Confucius and his 
followers believed that restoring and promoting the practice of rites among the Zhou would be the way 
to sustain the civilisation of society. 
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of the etiquettes. Zhang et al. (1983:35) observe that, in his, the rich families’ wedding 

rituals were extensively elaborate and luxurious; the poor families, too, tried to follow 

the trend of riches by asking for a huge amount of betrothal money. As a result, many 

poor men could not afford to marry46. Fourthly, besides the six rites or etiquettes(liuli), 

the Han islanders also practised some ‘embellishments’ of marriage, which were also 

considered a part of the etiquettes and conventions. As Zhang (1983:33) points out, 

in eastern Yazhou, they also held a rite of presenting the bride (chu xinfu). After 

receiving the betrothal gift, the bride’s family would hold a meeting inviting all the 

relatives of both families. In the meeting, the family would present the well dressed-

up bride and distribute betel nuts to all relatives. 

 

Compared to the elaborate conformity to canonical marriage rites, the imperial 

gazetteers condemn the Li marriage customs for their lack of morals, ranging from 

premarital sex (see Chapter Four) to pregnancy out of wedlock. The imperial 

gazetteers give little description of the marriage customs of the Li; neither do they 

record the DTM as part of the Li customs. From Tang to Zhang, they use the same 

sentences and mention two important aspects of Li marriage customs: the rite of facial 

tattooing and the tolerance of premarital pregnancy. Before marriage, the prospective 

bride’s face was usually tattooed with the totems of her husband’s clan. The rite was 

observed by her relatives. Afterwards, the bride’s family would hold a banquet. The 

rite of tattooing was prohibited after the Liberation, but the banquet persisted and was 

called the ‘banquet for marrying out’ (chujiajiu). Secondly, Zhang et al. (1983:245-

246) state that, according to the cooked Li (shuli), the minority treated children as 

dowry. More children meant more dowry, and they did not care whether the children 

were their own. 

 

1.2 Nationalist (Guomingdang) gazetteers: backward islander marriage customs 
 

Compared to the compilers of the imperial gazetteers, the authors of the nationalist 

gazetteers (Xu, 1947; Chen, 1933) see more clearly that marriage customs and the 

local culture are not entirely the same as majority marriage customs. They notice that 

                                                
46Xu (1947:57) further reports that, during the late imperial period, the bride price in rich families had 
reached several hundred silver coins, and the government had to make a rule that the bride price could 
not exceed 10 silver coins multiplied by the age of the bride, to contain the practice.  
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regional marriage customs also preserve rites that are not included in the orthodox 

customs. First, Chen (1933:72) demonstrated that the Han marriage customs were not 

culturally unified in the western counties (Linggao and Danzhou); the Han people 

here had liberated courtship and ritual-less marriage customs. Secondly, the 

nationalist gazetteers show that the eastern regions, where the major marriage customs 

were practised, did not follow the ritual protocol in its entirety in late imperial China. 

There were two extra rites. The first was an antiphonal chanting of folk poems47 and 

songs in the evening after the wedding ceremony, as a way to extend good wishes to 

the newly-married couple. The second was a post-wedding custom after the huimen 

(return to natal family) feast. A bride was supposed to become a wife and daughter-

in-law only after she became pregnant. Until then, she needed to stay with her natal 

family and could be with the groom only during festivals or occasions of collective 

labour (Chen, 1933:80-81; Xu, 1947:57). The custom is reminiscent of the delayed 

transfer marriage (DTM) practised among the southern ethnic minorities, and in some 

regions of the Canton delta (Stockard, 1989; Siu, 1990) and Fujian province 

(Friedman, 2006). The popularity of DTM on the island, as witnessed by nationalist 

officials in the 1930s, could easily dent the locals’ claim to Confucian orthodoxy in 

the other regions. However, it did not have as much impact on the Han islanders.  

 

The nationalist gazetteers share the same prejudice against the Li weddings that are 

repeated in the imperial gazetteers, but they also embrace ethnographic reports, from 

Stübel’s (1976 (1930)) Die Li Stämme der Insel Hainan and Savina’s Monographie 

de Hainan (1929). Besides facial tattoos and marrying-out feasts, Chen (1933:97) and 

Xu (1947:65) describe the Li marriage custom in which the bride would stay only one 

night with the groom’s family after marriage and then return to her private room 

(longgui) built by her natal family until she got pregnant, when she would come back 

and begin living with her husband. 

 

Official historical records written in the late Qing period and the Republican era offer 

quite different accounts of the local Han marriage customs. While the former 

emphasises the orthodoxies of local rites, the latter deliberately describe extra rites 

                                                
47 Antiphonal chanting during the wedding day was common among the Han and ethnic minority 
groups, such as the She ethnic groups in Fujian, the Yi people in Yunan, and the Han in southern Jian 
Su (Schimmelpenninck, 1997:76). 
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practised in the region. It would be odd to suggest that marriage customs could lose 

their ‘orthodox practices’ in just three decades; this was actually a heterodox custom 

deliberately hidden by local officials. My informants’ memories of weddings before 

the 1980s (see Appendix Five) echo the nationalist gazetteers’ accounts (Chen, 1933; 

Xu, 1947). In addition to DTM, local Han marriage has preserved several unique 

features which might or might not be related to Han traditions, such as the facial 

threading of the bride before the wedding day, the aquamarine-coloured wedding 

dress, and the elaborate scaffolding feasts before and after the wedding (for details, 

please see Appendix Five). However, all these extra rites were explained to me as the 

rightful preservation of Confucian rites by the elders and the specialists whom I 

consulted to prepare for my own wedding in 2014. Sutton (2007) and her associates’ 

local agency-oriented model, namely Janus-faced local agents and heteropraxy 

standardisation, would be more relevant to explain local variations. Syonzi (2007:61-

63) uses the term ‘pseudo-orthodoxy’ to describe the problematic orthopraxy 

standardisation of family rituals in the history of Fuzhou. He suggests that, although 

the Fuzhou people did not practise family rituals (involving the worship of the local 

deity linshuifuren) strictly according to canonical prescriptions, the local elites as well 

as practitioners still frequently asserted that they were adhering to the canonical texts. 

He argues that people did not always do what they were supposed to do, but made 

claims to be doing things according to the orthodoxy of the local textual and oral 

tradition. Similarly, the native officials’ compilers deliberately avoided mention of 

these heteroprax rites to ensure that local customs were projected as orthodox, 

meeting the norms of the state’s ritual standardisation. What the ritual standardisation, 

then, brought to the local Han elite during the Qing period was a local fallacy to claim 

their identity through texts, not through practice, as far as their marriage customs were 

concerned. The fallacy did have its effect on local reality; it standardised heterodox 

rituals as a way to be Han in and around the region. Katz (2007) suggests that the 

process of standardisation was subject to the agency of the local groups involved 

(local elites, specialists, practitioners), and consequently the system of standardisation 

served the interests of not only the top-down orthodoxy but also the heterodoxy that 

asserted itself from the bottom up. Katz (2007:83-86) refers to two case studies of 

Marshal Wen, those of hagiography and banner worship, which show that ritual 

standardisation could not simply wipe out or replace popular regional beliefs and 

practices. 
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In the same vein, the local Han’s conformity to the rites was rather a formal difference, 

which disguised the cultural similarity between the Li and the Han. If the cultural 

boundaries between marriage customs were slippery, how could cultural similarities 

be interpreted into differences? This involved different strategies – one was the self-

claim to be a Han, another was binding heteroprax rites with orthodox aims. 
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Section Two: Heterodox rituals shared with Li 
 

Although the DTM pattern played an equally important part in both the Li and the 

Han rites of marriage, this similarity was never admitted as a commonality by the Han. 

In other words, similar rites of marriage did not generate a common local identity for 

both ethnicities; instead, the local Han used DTM to keep their narrow ethnic 

endogamy intact, while believing that they were following etiquette and convention. 

It is important to note that the local Han and Li practitioners of DTM did not use 

buluojia as an idiom to describe the post-wedding rituals. Instead, they shared a 

common view that pregnancy was important to settle and finalise the marriage. The 

local Han villagers took a view similar to that of the imperial gazetteers, claiming that 

their marriage customs followed the six rites and were, thus, different from those of 

the Li in all the villages.  

 

2.1 Delayed transfer marriage  
 

Stockard (1989:5) defines delayed transfer marriage (DTM) as a minor marriage 

custom that required three years or a longer period to change the bride’s post-marital 

residence from a uxorilocal to a virilocal one. Pregnancy was usually the way to 

terminate the bride’s uxorilocal residence even before three years. During these years, 

the bride could visit her husband on prescribed occasions, such as family feasts, 

traditional festivals, funerals, etc. DTM has been viewed in two ways: while 

ethnologists and the compilers of gazetteers tend to claim it as a non-Han tradition 

maintained by the minority groups, historical anthropologists see it as a Han custom 

that specifically belonged to the southern China region, which has a long cultural 

history of the aborigines and the Han settlers.  

 

The early discussion on DTM was provoked by the resistance to marriage suggested 

by the custom, in late imperial China. Imperial officials condemned the custom as 

‘lascivious’ (yinfeng), originating from the ‘mountain barbarians’, manoeuvring by 

young women to avoid their marital duties in their affinal families (Feng et al., 

1929:307). While feminist anthropologists (Stockard, 1989; Topley, 1975) were lured 

by the story of women’s resistance to marriage, Chinese ethnologists tried to join the 

custom with similar practices among the ethnic minorities of southern China. The 
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historical anthropologist Siu (1990) incorporates the two approaches and discusses 

the politics of DTM by engaging with local cultural history. She shows that the 

historical existence of DTM was a complexity generated by actors who manoeuvred 

the custom for their marriage strategies. Nonetheless, they did not focus on DTM in 

inter-ethnic contexts, except for Siu (1990), who has made a few comments on DTM 

as a social leveller between the commoners and their Han neighbours.  

 

Influenced by the imperial gazetteers, Chinese ethnologists (Jiang et al., 1988:337; 

Wang, 2004；South Central Ethnic Affairs Committee, 1956) assumed that this 

marriage custom might have originated from the ancient Yue ‘barbarians’, because it 

was proliferated by the inhabitants of the region occupied by the Yue. Since then, 

most ethnologists’ reports have treated DTM or buluofujia as a monolithic custom of 

minority (Yi, Zhuang, Li, She) marriage practices. Ethnologists have rarely 

mentioned that DTM was also practised in the Han regions, nor have they explored 

the variations of DTM between different ethnic communities. For example, in the 

1950s, the (SCEAC) recorded the DTM customs of the Li, including their inter-ethnic 

marriage with Han merchants, without considering whether DTM came from the Han 

merchants or otherwise (1956: 56,121).  

 

Some anthropologists (Topley,1975; Siu, 1990; Stockard, 1989; Freedman, 2006) 

observe that the practice of DTM had an instrumental meaning for its practitioners in 

the Han communities. Topley (1975:67-88) sees DTM as a form of resistance to 

marriage by women (especially spinsters, Zishunv [M]) that arose during the 18th 

century. She notes that the shared values rising from the newly emerging women’s 

communities (sworn sisters, girls’ houses) led to a collective fear of immediate 

settlement with their husbands. Moreover, she shows that DTM offered particular 

economic interests in favour of women and their affinal families. The dual marital 

residence of women allowed them to maintain their support to and connection with 

their natal families. Stockard (1989), who has extensively researched in ethnographies 

and local historical archives, argues that DTM should first be seen as a pre-existing 

marriage custom utilised by women. Nonetheless, she makes an argument similar to 

that of Topley, that the proliferation of DTM in the Pearl River delta was tightly linked 

to the local political economy. As she states in her conclusion (ibid:169), DTM 
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persisted and flourished best in the sericulture regions where female labour was 

favoured by the filature industry.  

 

From a cultural historian’s perspective, Siu (1990) traces DTM to local ethnic 

interaction. She does not see its persistence as caused only by political economy 

factors. She views marriage customs from the angle of the historical formation of the 

local Han society. She observes (ibid: 53) that the encroaching state system did not 

simply bring about Han migration, it also allowed indigenous groups (Yao/Dan) to 

become Han through their socially upward mobility. Consequently, long-term ethnic 

interaction led to the formation of a hybrid culture in which non-Han cultural customs 

were preserved. Based on the different participants’ interpretations of DTM, she 

argues that the local upholding of the custom of DTM was just a formal unity; in 

reality, different groups (elites, commoners, spinsters, Dan) utilised the custom for 

their own needs. It could be used for resisting marriage, obtaining large dowries in 

elite marriages, or even demarcating ethnic boundaries (either for the Han or for the 

Dan).  

 

My ethnographic data resonate with Siu’s observation, that delayed transfer marriage 

might be a custom that came from non-Han societies, but its popularity on the island 

was linked to the Han’s movement in the region and their ethnic interaction with 

others. First, as mentioned earlier, it is a heterodox custom which was deliberately 

hidden by the imperial local literati. Secondly, as a shared regional practice, DTM 

was not an ethnic marker for the Li practitioners, but a leveller of social status – a 

custom that could only have been possessed by the literati class.    

 

2.2 The Han: DTM as a social label  
 

With regard to the Han ethnic communities of the Ledong prefecture, DTM is 

practised only on the east coast of the Han region, from Mangpo to Jiusuo; the people 

of Huangliu and Fuluo do not practise it. Consequently, the villages in these two 

regions rarely inter-marry. Thus, the Han use DTM as a Confucian rite to demarcate 

their literati class origins, like the ritual standardisations, while the Li who follow 

DTM claim that they are following the Han’s practice. The custom of DTM in the 

Han villages is less elaborate than in Baoyou ones; although the Han agree that 
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pregnancy is important for the bride’s settlement, they condemn pregnancy out of 

wedlock (see Chapter Four). From the elite to the commoners, none are aware that 

their marriage custom has been wrongly practised and varies from the ritual 

standardisation. They claim that their preservation of the Confucian etiquette in 

marriage rites, such as DTM, is what distinguishes them from ‘the others’. This 

obsession with the past is continually reinforced under the rubric of ‘etiquettes and 

conventions or Confucian ethical code’ (lijiao), which includes the post-wedding rites 

or the rite of becoming a wife – a rite similar to delayed transfer marriage. 

 

The Mangpo villagers informed me that their practice of DTM is a way of checking 

the family’s social status and their bride’s knowledge of etiquettes (lijiao) and shame 

(lianchi). When I discussed DTM with the elders in the village, they asserted that only 

the literati class, who know the canonical texts, would practise DTM, and the lineages 

in the village are all descendants of the literati (see Chapter Two). Siu (1990, 52-54) 

has stated that in Xiaolan county, the DTM used to be a social label that demarcated 

the local elite from the marginal group Dan, who live on the coast and who settle 

immediately with their husband after wedding. According to Maopo custom, after the 

banquet, the bride had to return home with her husband for the natal family banquet 

(huimen jiu), where she stayed for several days and then returned to her husband’s 

place. She was not allowed to stay with the groom’s family for more than five days a 

month, until she became pregnant. However, she could visit the groom’s family 

during events such as rice seeding, funerals, or other traditional festivals, and was 

allowed to stay for a couple of days with her husband before she returned home. In 

addition, every departure of a bride daughter needs to follow a fanfare, which 

announces that the family is following the DTM rules. After the bride leaves with the 

groom for her natal family banquet, the groom comes back alone. Some villagers may 

come and ask where his wife is, and he will reply that she is staying with her family. 

The groom’s family feels it necessary to let people know that they practise delayed 

transfer marriage and that their daughter-in-law knows about etiquettes and modesty. 

 

My father’s cousin Erbo’s eldest daughter, Bitou, had not got pregnant since marrying 

in Xinlia village six years ago, and during my stay in the village she was still living 

with her parents. Once, during the Qingming festival, my father and I visited her 

family. My father was surprised by her presence and exclaimed, ‘Oh, you still live 
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here!’ Bitou said, ‘Yes, I’m not pregnant yet.’ Erbo then said, ‘Her junkie husband is 

incompetent; we have no choice but to keep her with us.’ Erbo explained his practice 

of DTM to me as, ‘People will laugh at you and your family, if you have a bride stay 

with you after the wedding ceremony.’ Erbo told me that the villagers of Huanglui 

were ‘shameless’ (buzhixiuchi), ‘Huangilu town or the fifth district (of the Nationalist 

government) people were modernised; they allowed premarital sex in the ho meetings. 

Their wives would stay with their husbands after the wedding, these are liberated 

ladies and also shameless, therefore we do not want to have a relationship with the 

families of those villages. A woman should only settle in a family after she is pregnant; 

it takes ages to turn an outsider into an insider of a family. You cannot settle with 

your husband without a child, a couple without a child could not make a family.’  

 

Thus, in the case of Mangpo as well as the Pearl river delta, the ‘etiquette’ of DTM is 

more about normalising the sexual abstinence of the newly-married couple and the 

women’s obligation to reproduce for the family. In other words, by practising DTM, 

the villagers demonstrate that their daughter-in-law and their family by marriage are 

aware of the ‘etiquettes’ of sex and reproduction.  

 

2.3 Li (黎，Li) or Rites (礼，Li)? 
 

DTM was not common practice among all the branches of the Li in the mountainous 

area in Ledong County. In fact, compared to the unified Han marriage customs, the 

Li marriage customs could vary substantially from region to region, and DTM was 

mostly practised in the villages where the local populace interacted with the Han 

mercantile groups. Thus, it is wrong to associate DTM with the Li’s customs. 

According to ethnographies of the 1950s, Li wedding patterns could vary according 

to the region they took place in. The most common one centred on the chicken rites – 

the priest would practise a ‘chasing ghost’ ritual with a set of chicken bones before 

the wedding ceremony. There are some Li villages that practise a Catholic wedding 

pattern, whereby the ceremony is hosted by the local priest. Nonetheless, the Han 

customs would also involve some villagers; the local Taoist priest (shifu gong) would 

be consulted about wedding days and the time to pick up the bride.  
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The Li’s view on marriage customs contradict those of the Han commoners, historians 

and ethnologists who believe that the Li have distinct and ritual-less marriage customs. 

When I enquired whether ‘the pregnant bride’ custom is practised in the Li regions of 

Ledong County, only the residents of Baoyou, Da’an and Zhizhong could confirm 

that they had, or used to have, the custom. The custom disappeared in Da’an and 

Zhizhong in the 1970s; at present, only Baoyou town sustains the custom. When I 

asked my Li informants, their answers varied. The Li villagers of Baoyou, who have 

had long-term interaction with the Han, did not see any strong difference between 

their marriage customs and those of the Han, because their marriage practices have 

been assimilated by the Han literati. The Li villagers of Zhizhong, who have had less 

contact with the Han, said that they would not hold a wedding feast before the woman 

was pregnant, although the custom of DTM varied between Li sub-groups.  

 

2.3.1 Zhizhong: Pregnant bride  
 

Nowadays, most of my Li informants in Zhizhong town still believe that pregnancy 

is the precondition of a marriage proposal. In our conversation, the headman of 

Zhizhong, Mr Liu, also mentioned pregnancy as part of an engagement, as parents 

wouldn’t allow their children to get married without pregnancy. As mentioned in 

Chapter 4, in Zhizhong town, the longgui meeting for local villagers is a romantic 

courtship meeting, but it is also quite regulated and attached to marriage. Premarital 

sex was common; however, it only happened when the couple had already decided to 

marry each other. In the local custom of Zhizhong, the precondition for marriage was 

pregnancy; therefore, when a couple decided to marry, the girl would first try to get 

pregnant with the boy. Once she was pregnant, the boy would approach their parents 

about the wedding. After a couple’s marriage proposal was approved by their parents, 

they would attempt to have a baby to initiate the marriage exchange and prepare for 

the weddings feast. Mr Liu, the brigade leader of Shoucun village, said:  

 

‘All of our wives married after they got pregnant, who doesn’t? All 

of our neighbours held their wedding banquet five months before 

their babies were born. After we got the news (of pregnancy), we 

took the betel nuts to the prospective bride’s family to discuss the 
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bride wealth and the betrothal money (or cattle in the 1970s). The 

money had to be in an even number. After we had paid the money, 

we chose a day on the calendar and then had a wedding banquet 

with the groom’s family, who invited both family members and the 

neighbours.’  

 

Zhizhong’s DTM, thus, is not a post-marital rite but, rather, a betrothal; such a 

practice resonates with the imperial gazetteer (Section One; 1983:245) which states 

that the Li treated a ‘child out of wedlock as dowry; the more children, the more 

dowry’. 

 

2.3.2 Baoyou: ‘Sinicized’ DTM  
 

Having been at the seat of the Ledong prefecture with the only imperial garrison in 

the region, with a long history of interaction with the army and the merchants, the 

local villagers always feel distinct from the other Li branches; they feel that they have 

been assimilated by the Han (Hanhua), along with their wedding customs. The 

villagers around the town have usually been officially categorised as a branch of the 

Ha of Li ethnicity, but most villagers resist such a classification and use their own 

ethnic title – Baorou group, in order to distinguish themselves from the Ha of 

Zhizhong.  

 

A daughter of the former headman, Ani, told me that the old Li weddings, before the 

1980s, were very elaborate and ‘troublesome’; now, the Li marriages have been either 

westernised or assimilated into the Han’s marriage customs (Hanhua). Indeed, it is 

hard to tell a Li wedding from a Han wedding when the wedding ceremony is held in 

a hotel, since the feasts are similar and the bride is adorned in the western wedding 

dress. Though they did not practise ancestor worship (baitang), their wedding 

processes are complicated and follow the strict script of the elders. She told me that 

only the older generation knew how to conduct a ‘traditional’ wedding. In a meeting 

with her father, Mr Wen, who married in the 1960s, he recalled the process of wedding, 

from the proposal, betrothal, the marrying out feast (chujia jiu), to the long period of 

‘bride taking rites’ (Jiexinniang). It might take months or even years for a woman to 

settle with her in-laws, as it required multiple visits to bring her to her in-laws’ place 
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after the wedding. The first visit took place on the wedding day itself: after the 

banquet, the groom would come with his father and the best men to pick up the bride 

at night, offering betel nuts to the bride’s parents. Then, the bride would walk out with 

the groom to his village, whereby she would partially become a member of his family. 

The Li did not practise ancestor worship, and therefore did not perform baitang 

(showing respect to the ancestors, heavens and earth) rites. Then, the new conjugal 

couple would be introduced to all the family members and neighbours at the banquet, 

offering a toast to each family member. The couple could then walk to the groom’s 

place. The second visit took place when the groom’s family required her to join the 

family’s work, usually in the spring for planting rice. The groom’s family would 

revisit the bride’s family to bring her back and participate in the agricultural activity. 

This time, too, the groom’s family was required to bring food gifts for the bride’s 

family. After that, there might be several short reunions between the groom and the 

bride until the bride got pregnant. The last visit of the bride, or the end of the deferred 

marriage, usually occurred near the due date of delivery for the pregnant bride. One 

or two months before her labour, the bride, escorted by her husband, would leave her 

matrilocal residence permanently and become a fully-fledged member of the groom’s 

family.  

 

Surprisingly, Mr Wen told me that the bride-taking ceremony was a new tradition; the 

villagers started practising DTM in his father’s generation, when most of the headmen 

became gentrified.  

‘In my grandmother’s generation, a wedding was simple; after 

betrothal, the groom’s family would go to the bride’s marrying out 

feast, and then bring the wife home. Since my father’s generation, 

all the headmen’s families have become educated, and our 

weddings have become more elaborate. It is a tradition of the literati 

families; we learned it from the Han.’  

Mr Wen continually asserted that their wedding customs have been assimilated into 

those of the Han and the real Li traditional wedding is that of their Ha neighbours in 

Zhizhong, who did not practise delayed transfer marriage. 
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Compared to Zhizhong town’s ‘pregnant bride’ and the Han DTM customs, Baoyou’s 

DTM pattern was more elaborate and quite similar to Stockard (1989) and Siu 

(1990)’s post-marital rites. The Li of Baoyou find that their ethnic customs are closer 

to the Han customs rather than those of the other Li branches; they always informed 

me that the real Li are not in Baoyou, but their claim was never affirmed by officials 

or the local Han people. 

 

The adaptation to delayed transfer marriage in Baoyou town is reminiscent of the 

debate on whether late imperial ritual standardisation (standardisation being either 

orthopraxy or heterpraxy/heterodoxy) was determinately practiced to produce a 

‘formal’ identity of Han and their cultural unity. Watson (1988) would argue that idea 

of being Han or becoming Han could be affirmed through lossely adoption of ritual 

standardisation. Brown (2007, 96-105), by emphasising the disjuncture between ideas 

and practice, suggests that the adaptation of cultural ideas as well as rites would not 

necessarily determine one’s ethnic belonging, and vice versa. As he illustrates, before 

the ethnic classification of 1957, the Tujia ethnic community of Hubei, part of the 

plain aborigines, was assimilated as Han, without adaptation to the orthopraxy ritual 

standardisation or the cultural ideas associated with it. Furthermore, he (ibid.: 104) 

also pointed out that being culturally Han is not sufficient to achieve Han identity. In 

the plain aborigines’ community of Taiwan, even the Han languages, cultural 

practices and ideas were spread out;  people could still have identified as aborigines 

because of the lack of practices such as foot-binding.  
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Section Three: The merging of rituals in inter-ethnic weddings 
 

Much of the anthropological literature on wedding behaviour since the 1970s has 

covered how the changing social structure has affected it (Wolf, 1985; Whyte, 1992; 

Potter and Potter, 1990; Yan, 2003). Commonly, these anthropologists have observed 

two radical changes in wedding practices. In the Maoist era, during the anti-feudal 

campaign, the state encouraged simple weddings or civilised weddings (Wolf, 1985: 

54, 150). The second noticeable change was in the escalating wedding cost (Wolf, 

1985:178; Siu, 1992) after market reforms, as weddings returned to the elaborate 

practices observed before the Maoist era. Nonetheless, this return was not simply a 

replica of the past, it was also associated with the social changes that permeated 

private life. Wolf’s (ibid: 160) informant in Shandong explained that an elaborate 

wedding was the only occasion when they could acquire pretty clothes and other 

materials. Making an observation on the changing practice of dowry and bride wealth 

in Xiajia, Yan points out two important phenomena. One, the monetary gift or ganzhe 

(2003:152) has replaced the material gift. Secondly, with increasing individualism, 

wedding funds are no longer exchanged between the two families; instead, the lavish 

dowry and funding is invested in the new conjugal household. Weddings held in 

Ledong showed a different experience; they have always been elaborate for both the 

Li and the Han communities, and they were so even during the Maoist era. Bridal 

wealth and dowry have increased, but mostly only enough to cover rising wedding 

expenses. However, my focus here is not on how the wedding pattern has changed 

over the years; I focus on the urbanisation of the mountain area that bridges the Han 

and Li wedding customs. In the scenario of inter-ethnic marriages, we have seen that 

the modernisation of the wedding is intertwined with the married parties’ negotiations 

to reformulate an appropriate wedding ceremony. Under the local Han’s prejudices 

against the Li as a whole, there are couples who never had a wedding celebration; 

they might only have obtained official marital status. Those who did manage to 

organise their wedding ceremony usually had simple but hybrid forms of celebrations, 

not only to fulfil the obligation of the ritualised marital alliance but also to keep the 

marital alliance clandestine. The ‘superior’ Han rituals have become more accessible 

than ever, for one of my Li informants who married a Han and had a wedding 

ceremony felt that they were just guidelines for the practice. For them, their wedding 
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customs just give a feeling of completion of the marital union, through which they get 

introduced to each other’s families. 

 

This section focuses on how the Li and Han inter-ethnic weddings were performed, 

by discussing two ethnographies of inter-ethnic weddings, one according to Han rites. 

I elucidate a state farm’s inter-ethnic wedding between local Han and Li, within which 

the rites of marriage of Han were reinvented and negotiated through the actors. Then, 

I argue that the ways in which the two different ethnic marriage customs were 

incorporated was subject to the actors involved with the marriage; they were all 

designed to provide a feeling of completion of the rites for the bride’s and groom’s 

families. 

 

 A ‘Casual’ Han-Li wedding on the state farm 
 

As mentioned in Chapter Two, since the urbanisation in the mountainous area, many 

local Han people have started to flow in to join state organisations such as farms and 

high schools. However, most of them do not inter-marry with the Li; instead, they 

marry in their home town and bring their wives to the mountainous areas. On the state 

farms, ethnic distinction is relatively vague among younger generations, because most 

households are equally poor and come from the same social strata and educational 

background. Since the state farms are usually surrounded by Li villages, the Han 

children who grow up on the state farms inevitably become more attached to the local 

culture; many of them learn to speak the Li dialect as well as Mandarin. Consequently, 

their knowledge of ‘the others’ is built upon a foundation for inter-ethnic romantic 

relations with ‘the others’; some of them have even married the local Li, against their 

parents’ objections, without a wedding ceremony, like Hong and her husband. 

Nonetheless, not all parental objections would lead to culturally unmarried couples 

(see Chapter Seven); some inter-ethnic marriage have been approved and celebrated 

after severe parental objections. On the state farms, an unplanned pregnancy due to 

inter-ethnic dating commonly led to an abortion or parental approval of the marriage. 

The parents who approved of their children’s inter-ethnic marriage usually tried to 

negotiate a small-scale wedding ceremony with their minority in-laws, so that they 

could avoid embarrassment in their home town and, at the same time, maintain the 

fundamental structure of their marriage customs. I will explore more about Han 
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parents’ interventions in weddings in the next chapter; here, I focus on illustrating the 

inter-ethnic wedding procedure on the state farm. 

 

Mr Fang, a rubber worker on the Baoxian state farm, arrived with his whole family in 

the 1990s. Although he and his wife liked the local Han people, they had strong 

prejudices about the Li people’s lifestyle. His son, Arong, spent most of his childhood 

with other children in the Li villages and spoke the Li language better than the local 

Han dialect. Like many other local Han parents, Mr Fang had expected his son to have 

impressed more with his academic skills in middle school than other minority students. 

Arong, however, was only interested in having fun with his classmates and dropped 

out after middle school. After his daughter started dating a minority boy in the town, 

with much regret he sent Arong, who was only 18, to a factory in Guangdong to work, 

so as to avoid another inter-ethnic marriage in the family. However, in 2004, Arong 

came back to work as a plumber in the city of Sanya; he had two inter-ethnic 

relationships, and married the second girlfriend, who was a sales manager at 360 

Sports store. Mr Fang and his wife had raised strong objections to Arong’s marital 

decision, which led to his first break-up with Ani, in 2006. However, Arong resumed 

his relationship with Ani in 2008 and held another wedding ceremony in 2009, after 

Ani’s unplanned pregnancy. Although Mrs Fang still had objections to the marital 

decision, Mr Fang approved of their marriage because he thought that the baby was 

innocent. Nonetheless, he and his wife were aware of their home town’s sensitivity 

about inter-ethnic marriages. Therefore, to avoid making a laughing stock of the 

family, they tried to keep this marriage low-profile—by simplifying the wedding 

ceremony. They decided that they would not have any Li affines to attend their 

wedding feast in the Han village, and they themselves would not join the wedding 

feast hosted by Ani’s parents. 

 

On the day after the Qingming festival, Arong and his mother visited Baoyou with 

betel nuts and fruit to propose a marriage. Ani’s father hosted the dinner for the 

negotiation of the bride price and the wedding gifts. According to Ani, her father was 

also unhappy about her choice of mate. Although he had no prejudices against the 

Han, he still considered the local Han community would ‘distance’ him and his 

daughter. As she said, ‘My father never intervened in my relationship, he never 

wanted me to marry a rich guy; he just wanted me to marry somewhere near him, that 
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is the common rule of our mate choice.’ During the negotiations at the dining table, 

Mrs Fang suggested the normal bride price for the coastal area, which was 6600 RMB; 

Mr Wen told them that the common bride price in his village was 20,000 yuan. After 

several drinks, they finally arrived at the bride price of 8800, because Arong’s mother 

said that she needed to save money for their grandson. Mr Wen approved of the bride 

price, because he felt that Arong’s family had shown respect to him and his daughter, 

and also as he was aware that Arong’s family had enough land to earn a stable income 

for his daughter.  

 

After consulting the Taoist priest about the marriage schedule, on a good date 

according to astrology, Arong’s family brought the betrothal money and betel nuts to 

Ani’s family, to finalise the engagement and to inform Ani’s family to start the 

wedding process. The local Han people call this rite ‘sending the wedding dates’. 

Since it was a formal meeting, Arong’s father, brother-in-law, mother and aunt came 

for dinner. Arong’s father gave the betrothal money of 8800 yuan in cash to Mr Wen; 

Mr Wen gave back 800 yuan as a return gift directly to him. According to Ani, in their 

tradition, after the groom’s family brings the betrothal money, they also need to bring 

food gifts for the pre-wedding bridal banquet (songjiajiu), which is held a day before 

the wedding day. However, in Ani’s time, the groom’s family no longer brought food 

gifts; most families preferred to add the food value in cash to the betrothal money. 

Thus, the amount of betrothal money determined the size of the pre-wedding banquet 

of the bride’s family. Consequently, Arong’s half bride price went to meet the 

expenses of the pre-wedding banquet. Mr Wen spent 3000 yuan rmb for the pre-

wedding banquet, which was rather a small amount compared to normal banquet 

expenses in the village. Ani told me that her father was not really happy with her 

wedding plan, so he ‘casually’ married her out on that day. Ani said:  

‘Only close relatives came to my pre-wedding banquet and we had 

a very small-scale celebration. I was supposed to wear my dong 

(traditional) skirt, but my belly was too big to wear it. All my 

married female relatives came and told me, even though I was 

marrying to a distant place with Han people, I had to be a good wife.’  
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On the wedding day, following the Han people’s tradition, Arong’s family completed 

the wedding ceremony at three locations before the wedding banquet. Ani felt that the 

schedule was too tight. She said:  

‘When our people make the schedule of marriage, they check on 

the calendar and pick a day. The people from downside have to pay 

the Taoist for a horoscope, I was five months pregnant, I just felt 

extremely tired on that day.’  

According to the schedule, Ani needed to arrive at Arong’s family at 5:30 am. Thus, 

the bride escorting team departed before 3:30 am. Mr Fang and his family, with 

Arong’s best men and his cousin’s wife, got on the bus at 2 am and arrived in Ani’s 

village. Arong and his cousin’s wife entered the room; Arong distributed cigarettes 

and his cousin’s wife distributed betel nuts to Ani’s relatives as a way of informing 

Ani’s parents that they would escort Ani to their home town for baitang. Ani, dressed 

in a red western-style dress and accompanied by two bridesmaids and her sister-in-

law, got on the bus, followed by the escorting team. After two hours’ drive for about 

160 km, Mr Fang and Mrs Fang first got out of the car and entered their ancestral 

house for a reunion with Mr Fang’s paternal family. Ani and others waited till 5:30 

am to enter the house and finish the rite of baitang. At 5:30 am, the best men lit 

firecrackers; Ani and Arong entered the room and, following the instructions of 

Arong’s uncle, bowed three times to the heavens, their ancestors, and their parents. 

After that, following the instructions of Arong’s cousin-in-law, Ani offered tea and 

betel nuts to each of Arong’s paternal relatives. After drinking the tea, they gave the 

gift money in red envelopes. After the instructions were completed, Arong’s family 

members lit another firecracker. Finally, all the relatives got on the bus to travel back 

to Mr Fang’s residence to have their wedding banquet.  

 

Ani felt that their wedding was less formal than usual; only close relatives attended 

the wedding banquet. Her father-in-law had arranged 30 tables, while usually, there 

would be more than 50 tables for meals. Nonetheless, she also said that it was 

impossible to make it formal, since the two families were from different cultures, plus 

none of the parents was happy with the marriage. Thus, an informal wedding was the 

best solution. Mr Fang told me that most Han people in the mountainous area did the 

same thing; they would rent a bus back home for the rites of baitang, then take all 
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their relatives back for the wedding banquet. Later, Mr Fang’s friend Arui told me 

that only inter-ethnic marriages or secondary marriages adopted this form:  

‘I know he did not want his neighbours to gossip about his daughter-

in-law, even though he had completed all the necessary rites of 

marriage. He wanted to keep the wedding small-scale. Nobody 

wanted to let it be known to all that they had married into a minority 

family; in the old times, people who married the minorities would 

never dare to return home.’  

When I asked how she felt about the Han’s wedding rituals on that day, Ani replied, 

‘I have no specific impression of the Han’s rituals. We bowed to the ancestors as my 

mother in-law instructed me, then I greeted all the senior generation members. Then, 

we left with the group of Arong’s kin and went back to the feast. During the journey, 

I felt extremely exhausted.’ For Ani, there was nothing special to learn about the 

Han’s wedding rituals, except that those troublesome customs woke her up at 

midnight and she also felt a bit scared to bow before the photos of the deceased on 

the wall. ‘I think the two wedding customs are just the same – picking up the bride 

and holding the wedding feast. Even the food in the banquet was similar, except the 

wines and the sticky rice cake.’ 

 

Thus, the wedding of Ani and Arong was different from the usual marriages of both 

the Han and the Li; it was small-scale and with less fanfare than weddings following 

endogamy. The legitimacy of their marriage came more from the completion of 

certain rites, which were subject to modification by the actors involved. Because of 

the prejudices against Li, the residents of the state farm and the minority wife 

reinvented new patterns for the wedding ceremony, where the actors had to travel to 

multiple locations in one day to complete their inter-ethnic marriage. The inter-ethnic 

married couples and their family members organised their wedding ceremony through 

a multi-location journey and a small-scale banquet in the mountain area; thus, they 

compromised their completion of the rites of marriage through avoiding celebrating 

it in the area where there was little tolerance of inter-ethnic marriage. 
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Conclusion 
 

During my fieldwork, when I enquired about the wedding rituals for my own wedding, 

I found that local marriage customs have ritualistic variations that contradict the 

canonical texts they claim to follow. Nonetheless, the heteropraxy of marriage rites 

does not jeopardise the local Han cultural repertoire; it is meaningful to the 

practitioner as evidence of their literati origins (see Chapter One). This chapter has 

examined the extant perception of the Han that views marriage customs and rituals as 

ethnic markers between the Han and the Li. At first glance, the Confucian rites and 

etiquettes in the marriage customs do seem to be a way to demarcate the local Han 

from ‘the others’. Nonetheless, a close examination of the marriage customs of the 

Han shows that their claim to be the authentic descendants of the ‘central plains’ is 

false and just a figment of their imagination. The custom of delayed transfer marriage 

contradicts these claims. The archives show that this is, in fact, a local appropriation 

of the Confucian tradition, and the local Han’s marriage patterns before the 1980s 

bear out that regional customs were far more complicated than a reproduction of a 

single Han cultural tradition. Moreover, the practice of DTM by both the Han and the 

Li shows that local regional customs were a historical cultural legacy of the constant 

ethnic interaction (encroaching state system, trade) between the two communities. In 

the circumstances, the ritual-less Li marriage adopted rituals from the Han neighbours 

and attempted to acquire the Han identity. Thus, Confucian rituals could have brought 

a cultural identity to the Han, yet at the same time, they were flexible enough to be 

changed and adapted; they were more an instrument than a force of cultural 

assimilation. The process of the inter-ethnic wedding further proves this point, as the 

Han’s wedding rituals did not become a barrier to intervening in the wedding, and its 

practice was not even difficult to adopt by Li brides. Hence, echoing the other chapters 

in the thesis, my investigation of wedding rituals shows that cultural heritage is not 

the main factor that demarcates Han and Li communities. For the ordinary Han people, 

the identity of being Han and their hatred of Li customs were made through a peculiar 

process of interaction, which made them discriminate against Li people who share a 

great cultural similarity with them.   
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Chapter Seven: ‘Face’ and ethnic boundaries   
 

Introduction 

 

Following a Barthian theoretical framework (macro-medium-micro), at this point, I 

have already illustrated how the local Han/Li distinction was constructed through 

histories and consolidated in kinship, persisted through social interaction, and was 

performed in courtship and marriage practice. What remains for this thesis is to 

understand how and why ethnic boundaries were appropriated and subverted by 

families and individuals who were involved with inter-ethnic affinal relations. The 

prohibition of ethnic exogamy is, in fact, a process of ethicising sociality, in which 

the individual is required to socialise within a particular range regarding ethnicity. 

Nonetheless, I have never argued that the rules of endogamy were strictly followed 

by all members across space and time, although I have presented situations where 

these rules were coercively exercised. As suggested in the Introduction, I adopt the 

assumption that ethnicity is a cognition and a perspective of the world; hence, a 

schema that could be cued by individuals when they sense ethnic niches. As suggested 

earlier, although the ethnic boundaries of Han were a series of illusory narratives of 

differences, they were constantly strengthened through popular culture and memories; 

thus, collectively consented. Brubaker (2002: 167) has appealed to us to shift away 

from thinking of ethnicity as a group to groupness, which is a ‘contextually fluctuating 

conceptual variable’. Further, he stresses that the groupness that ‘shows extraordinary 

cohesion and moments of intense felt collective solidarity’, should be treated as ‘an 

event, as something that happens’. As shown in the incidents of parental objections, 

family members, neighbours and friends put collective pressure on individuals who 

chose to go against the collective prohibition of ethnic exogamy with Li. An inter-

ethnic wedding, an important social event of grouping kin and friends, would be ideal 

to close my discussion over the complex relations between local Han ethnic 

boundaries and the controversial practice of inter-ethnic marriage. I have explained 

how Han families excluded their Li in-laws, but I have not fully explained what 

motivated them to do so; clearly, prejudices were only part of the reason. The last 

analytical mission to the ethnic boundaries of Han-ness, to understand how it works 
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and why it works, can be achieved by illustrating the process of appropriating or 

subverting ethnic boundaries through the inter-ethnic wedding process. 

 

As part of the focus area of my study, I had expected to witness more local Li and 

Han inter-ethnic weddings during my stay in the field; I also prepared myself to record 

a hybrid ethnic wedding celebration. However, most of my informants told me that 

there were no such weddings planned at the time, especially in the places where Han 

people think a marital union with the Li ethnic minority is something to be ashamed 

of, not for celebration. In other words, the old Han ethnic consciousness, emerging 

from the individual perception of sociality, intervenes in their celebration of inter-

ethnic marriage. An inter-ethnic marital union might finally be accepted by one’s 

family, but it would still be difficult to convince the whole community and the 

neighbourhood to take part in the inter-ethnic wedding. In terms of even organising 

an inter-ethnic wedding, the collective sanction of ethnic endogamy constantly places 

the Han families in a dilemma, the worries of ‘losing face’(huailianpi). The Han’s 

anxieties about losing face in holding an inter-ethnic wedding entails the aspect of 

how individuals choose to act when their collective perception of the Li interplays 

with their perception of sociality. I argue that social relations (kinship, friendship) 

among Han villages compose social ties of individuals, which constrain them from 

compromising or consenting to the collective exclusion of Li. The ethnic 

consciousness of the Han could have emerged through the groupness of a wedding 

event, but also it could be suppressed in the wedding that showed a grouping with the 

more privileged Li.  

 

This chapter, in its effort to find out why inter-ethnic weddings are rare and celebrated 

with minimal fanfare, discusses the conflicts and compromises that have emerged in 

inter-ethnic weddings, by exploring how the ethnic prejudices of the Han affect the 

individual practice of wedding. First, due to the social nature of wedding, individuals’ 

fears of being publicly humiliated for inter-ethnic marriage are intensified at 

weddings, where their Han friends and kin are grouping to celebrate the marital union. 

Consequently, the Hans’ inter-ethnic wedding process is inevitably ethicised by 

collective prejudice against Li, who also condemn inter-ethnic marriage. Secondly, I 

show that, although the Han’s consciousness of their face constrains the presentation 

of an inter-ethnic alliance to their consanguine community, this would be mild or 
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could even be ignored when their Li affinal family was socially and economically 

more privileged. Throughout, all the ethnographies show that shared regional culture 

or customs do not ease the wedding negotiations; the conflict remains due to the fact 

that a wedding is a group event affected by collective ideas and opinions. 
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Section One: The ‘face’ that matters 
 

As suggested in Chapter Five, for Han people, inter-ethnic marriages might be denied 

at the betrothal stage as the shame involved in forming an inter-ethnic affinal kinship 

with the Li causes strong parental objection. Even for those who manage to get 

married, the senior generations of the Han are reluctant to celebrate their marriage or 

present the inter-ethnic marital union before their kinship community through a 

wedding. The conflict caused by the inter-ethnic romantic relationship continues and 

gets exaggerated through the negotiations around organising the wedding ceremony. 

‘Face’ (mianzi or lianpi) plays an important role in making the conflict more 

complicated and intriguing. As the Han family are already breaking the moral 

constraints of keeping one’s honour through ethnic exogamy, they tend to minimise 

the damage to their reputation, either through clandestine marriages or by avoiding 

the wedding celebration altogether. Such acts affect the negotiations for preparation 

of the wedding from the very first stage and, consequently, irritate the Li families who 

consider mianzi (respect) the most important part of their social life. To cut a long 

story short, the Han try to save their reputation related to their moral face (lian) at the 

expense of proper wedding rituals, which consequently damages the social face of 

their Li affinal families. My concern with face is less about the dynamics of gaining 

or losing face in the practice of the art of relations at weddings banquets (Yan, 1999; 

Yang, 1989). Since inter-ethnic marriage is already an occurrence that involves losing 

face, it is impossible for a Han family to regain face by modifying the wedding 

ceremony. Leaving the multi-facets of the concept of face aside, the stories of inter-

ethnic weddings urged me to investigate them as a presentation of social relations and 

personal appropriation of external sanctions against their marital union. Li-Han ethnic 

boundaries were sensed and felt by Han parents through considering group events like 

weddings, in which their action was to be forced to ignore their own children’s 

perception of Li and to adopt the collective view of the Li.  

 

1.1 ‘Moral face’ and social ties of wedding 

 

The concept of face is important to both the local Han and Li societies. The imperial 
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gazetteers of Yazhou48 (1990) characterise the local Han customs as a culture that 

highly values the concept of shame and honour, while they describe the Li as a 

community that values pride and goes to the extent of killing people who disrespect 

them or refuse food at their banquets. The honour and shame of the Han resonate in 

the notion of moral face (lianpi), as they also do in the moral and social sanctions 

explored by Hu as well as Yan (1944:45, cited by Yan, 1999:136), while the 

description of the Li is a typical scene of face struggle. When the guests refused the 

food offered by the host, they irritated the host by not giving him due face. 

Contemporary communities would not be much different from those of the past. As 

mentioned in Chapters Five and Four, the term ‘shameless’ (buzhixiuchi) was 

frequently used by the Han to degrade the Li’s premarital pregnancy and courtship 

practices, and honour their own. During my visit, I was alerted multiple times not to 

refuse an invitation to have dinner or a drink with the Li, or I would put my friendship 

with them at risk.    

 

In the art of relations (guanxixue) – an everyday practice intended to make and 

maintain personal connections – the ‘mechanism’ of face is omnipresent. The concept 

of face has been explored by scholars interested in the social life of Chinese societies, 

particularly in banquets, and gift and favour exchange at ritual events (Yan, 1999; 

Yang, 1996; Kipnis, 1997). As Yan (1999:136-137) points out, the term mianzi or 

lianmian has no proper translation into English, due to the rich cultural context and 

the meanings it tends to imply. Hu’s (1944:45-61; cited by Yan, 1999:136; also cited 

by Yang, 1996:140) illustration of the concept of face is still well accepted. He divides 

the notion of face into two kinds –‘social face’ (mianzi) and ‘moral face’ (lian). Social 

face indicates the social privilege of a person who has accumulated wealth and 

prestige through personal effort or clever manoeuvring. Lian is an internal and 

external sanction, or personal attachment to the moral complex, including honour, 

reputation, etc. King (1988), however, from a social psychology perspective, 

questions Hu’s dual classification of face. As he understands it, the social and moral 

faces form the two criteria of the one-character mian or face. He points out that the 

                                                
48The gazetteer of Yazhou (1900) repetitively mentions that honour and shame (lian chi) form the most 
valuable ethics for civilians (in contrast to the ‘Li barbarians’). In its description of Li values, to 
highlight the ‘brutal nature’ of the Li, it uses the same description, saying the Li would kill the guest if 
the guest refused to eat the food they offered. The same description was plagiarised from the Gazetteer 
of Qiongzhou; it was also found in QuDajun’s Guangdong xinyu and other local archives. 
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western studies of face rarely discuss the mechanism of chi (shame) that operates 

through the internal sanction, leading to the misunderstanding that the two criteria of 

face are relevant to the external environment. Inspired by Lynd’s (1958:18, cited by 

King, 1988:61) reflections on the distinction between shame and guilt, he argues that 

moral face is an internal sanction that projects out of the ego when the subject fails to 

meet expectations. Yan questions King’s dualism understanding; as he notes, social 

and moral faces always get entangled in the context of gift and favour exchanges.  

 

The local Han notion of face echoes Yan’s observation, but also recalls a strong sense 

of sanction and guilt that characterised moral face. Because to be married to a Li is 

against the collective sanction of ethnic exogamy, consequently it generates feelings 

of guilt and shame within individuals. The wedding ceremony is a typical example of 

how the art of relations works between two host families and the people from their 

social network (friends, neighbours and kin). The sequential ritual events mentioned 

in Chapter Six demand tireless collective labour (for a recent wedding, please refer to 

Appendix Five) of one’s social network, right from initiation till the end of the 

wedding. As a life cycle event, a wedding not only creates new affinal ties but also 

ritually presents these affinal ties before, and integrates them into, existing patriarchal 

kin communities. As noted by anthropologists (Freedman, 1970; Kipnis, 1997:96), 

the Han’s wedding has three phases. First, it separates the bride from her family and 

integrates her into the groom’s; second, it brings about a larger alliance between the 

two families; third, it creates a new household for the married couple. Nonetheless, 

the celebration of marital union not only reaffirms these social ties but also represents 

the ties to the participants in the wedding procedure and, therefore, it is related to face. 

In the Han villagers’ parlance, attending wedding feasts is also called kanmianpi49; 

the phrase literally means checking the face – meaning both the scale of the wedding 

and the face of the bride. First of all, the wedding ceremony presents the social and 

economic status of the family; the face of the host could be expressed through the 

scale of the wedding and the attendance of, as well as the gifts brought by, the guests. 

As suggested by Wolf (1985:180), the wedding feast, along with the other 

arrangements of marriage, presents not only the fulfilment of duty by the parents but 

                                                
49King (1988:51) has pointed out that although ‘face’ could be translated as lian and mian in Mandarin, 
in Cantonese and Hakka, mian covers the two expressions in Mandarin. The same is so in Hainanese. 
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also the economic capability of the family. Secondly, based on their mianzi (a social 

privilege granted by the accumulated social interaction in one’s lifetime), the host 

families need the required social support from their personal network (kin, neighbours 

and friends), right from the preparation stage until the end of the wedding. As 

demonstrated by Yan (1999:95), at times of need and life-cycle ritual events (wedding, 

funeral, illness) one heavily relies on social support from one’s connections in the 

village. In order to give face to the host, the kin and the neighbours, or whoever wants 

to maintain connections with the host, are obliged to offer collective labour and 

wedding gifts to the host. Moreover, the family that hosts the wedding has to make 

sure that its face is presented and guarded well through the ceremony, as it might 

easily be lost if the ceremony is not conducted in the proper way. This is because the 

other criteria of face – lian (moral face) (Hu, 1944:46) - generate a moral sanction of 

ego; any inappropriate, behaviour-breaching morals would bring about a collective 

condemnation that would make the family lose its face. Consequently, the fear of 

losing face in front of the Han community has been internalised by Han parents, who 

are responsible for organising, or not organising, the weddings of their children. 

It is the group nature of a wedding that conditions individuals to compromise with the 

Han’s collective ethnic prejudices. 

 

1.2 A culturally unmarried couple  

 

As mentioned earlier, with ethnic dichotomy hardly preserved among younger 

generations in ethnically mixed cities, inter-ethnic romantic relationships have 

become more and more common these days. Consequently, the Han parents from 

Ledong County use different methods (mostly coercive) to force their children to 

break up with their minority partner in order to maintain their respect in the eyes of 

their neighbours and kinship communities. Ethnic boundaries, thus, have been 

reinforced through such interventions by parents. Nonetheless, even after failing to 

negotiate the marital decision with their parents, some Han children insist on marrying 

their minority partner and apply for a marriage certificate. Such individual decisions 

lead their parents to accept the ‘shameful’ marital union and lose face in their personal 

circles. Individual efforts to force inter-ethnic free love into marriage put strong 
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psychological pressure on Han parents to not publicise the marriage and, hence, they 

opt out of organising a wedding.  

 

Mr Xing, a well-known local educator and Director of Zhizhong middle school, had 

to wage a long battle against his daughter’s inter-ethnic relationship, which eventually 

destroyed him. Soon after he came to know that his daughter had moved in with her 

Li boyfriend, he had a stroke. Then, he lost the opportunity to be promoted to be the 

Director of the best middle school in the region – Huangliu Middle School. Eventually, 

he had to retire due to his poor health. With great sympathy, his colleague Dadie told 

me: 

‘We believe that she（Mr Xing’s daughter） was tricked by those 

Li people; one year after graduation, she got pregnant. The two 

families have not met yet; my friend was really upset by this 

marriage. He re-established the relationship with her daughter last 

year, but it has been difficult for his family. Mr Xing told me that 

he felt so ashamed of this marriage that he could not raise his head 

(taibu qi tou) in front of his friends.’ 

Mr Xing’s daughter, Hong, was born into a privileged Han family in Baoyou town. 

After she graduated with her bachelor’s degree from university, her father gave her 

an apartment and helped her get a government job as a teacher in Siyuan, where she 

was paid 450 pounds per month, triple the average income of a family in Baoyou. 

When we met in 2015, she was already a mother of two. Talking about her marital 

choice, she said that it was made due to an unplanned pregnancy.  

 

‘Unprotected sex, now it is a national fashion; I had never got 

pregnant before. I did not know how I got this; maybe it was the 

deer jelly I ate that year. I have been in love with many guys; I am 

among those girls who fall in love with younger boys. However, I 

don’t feel passionate about marriage; it is for the sake of my 

children. I had to have a marriage certificate in order to apply for 

the birth certificate for my son. We were not as vain as others – 

neither my husband nor I – and could not borrow money to have a 
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huge wedding. This is such a formality. I also found the Han rites 

of marriage troublesome. The Li rites could be worse. Thus, we had 

a deal – I would not participate in his relatives’ events and he could 

also absent himself from those of mine.’  

Dadie later told me that, although Hong’s parents meet their grandson frequently, the 

two families have never met; thus, Hong’s husband and his parents have never been 

considered by her family as connected by marriage. Nonetheless, Hong denied that; 

she said that her parents had accepted her marriage, they just did not want to discuss 

it with any local Han.  

‘My father has always been gentle to me, he never got harsh with 

me. If he wanted to blame me, he might cry in front of me. He did 

not do that when I was dating a Li. When he got to know that I was 

pregnant with a Li man’s child, he was so upset. He tried to ask all 

my relatives to persuade me to break up with him. I was young and 

afraid; I had no guts to have an abortion. If I had not been pregnant, 

I would have dumped him without a doubt for my family… After a 

fight with my mother, I left home. I was tired of being nagged by 

different relatives and friends; they would keep on telling me that 

the baby would be dumb and stupid. They would tell me that I 

should not marry a Li; or, they would ask me to respect my parents’ 

feelings...’  

After Hong acquired the marriage certificate, her parents-in-law tried to propose a 

marriage and arrange a wedding with Hong’s family through the commonly shared 

betrothal ritual - sending the betel nuts. The negotiation was ended before it even 

started; the betel nuts were never received. 

‘After I was pregnant, my husband’s mother came to my home to 

propose a marriage. My parents were so upset and angry that even 

before she came, my mother had said the visit was not necessary. 

The conversation only lasted 10 minutes and my mother-in-law 

came out. Even she had guessed that her proposal would be denied; 

she knew that the local Han do not want to inter-marry with the Li. 

My father was quiet as usual; he did not say a word to my mother-

in-law’s proposal, but I knew that he was more angry than ever. My 
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mother-in-law proposed the wedding by saying that she was aware 

that the two families did not match at all (menbudang, hubudui), 

but then I was pregnant and her son and I were in love.  She thought 

it was important to propose this marriage for the sake of the baby. 

She said she would do her best to take care of me, and treat me as 

her own daughter. However, my mother said that she and my father 

would not approve of this marriage; it was impossible for them to 

marry into our family. Then, my mother-in-law left the house. She 

was not upset; she had expected the result, she made the proposal 

just for the sake of being respectful to my family… Then, my 

mother asked me to have an abortion, but I was so afraid of it. I 

knew that many of my friends in the town were forced to have 

abortions by their parents. I was worried that my mother would ask 

other relatives to tie me up and bring me to have the abortion. So, I 

left home to live with my husband and parents-in-law. Since then, 

there is no communication between them and my in-laws. I applied 

for a marriage certificate when I was three months pregnant. I 

secretly went home and took my hukou from the drawer. Then, I 

applied for the marriage certificate with my husband.’ 

I asked, ‘Didn’t you have a celebration at your husband’s place afterwards?’ 

‘No, how should I celebrate a marriage without the blessings of my 

parents, and with whom should I have celebrated? My mother-in-

law asked me if I wanted a wedding banquet; I told her I didn’t want 

one. I have no interest in celebrating a marriage that made my father 

have a stroke. I know it was all caused by my marriage, I felt that I 

was a burden to them. My mother told me that she had lost face; 

she couldn’t tell anyone whom I had married. Some evil relatives 

and neighbours in the hometown laughed at them. I enjoyed my 

marriage, but not everyone felt the same.’ 

Hong is one of the three local Han girls who married Li boys. For most of my 

informants, her marriage choice had given her a bad reputation among the Han; they 

said that she was a capricious (renxing) girl, somewhat crazy, she was ‘spoilt’. Thus, 

her marriage was not a surprise for her friends. Some friends secretly commented: 
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‘She has had everything she needed since she was little, so she cares 

less about things than others do. She dates whoever she thinks is 

handsome, because she does not need to worry about money. Her 

parents meet her expenses, her parents-in-law take care of her 

children, and she goes gambling every day and night. She lives a 

life that most people dream of.’ 

 

Although Hong seemed so happy and positive for most of the time we were together, 

she could always sense that her marriage was a bad mark for her and her family. Yan 

(1999:136) suggests that moral face can hardly be separated from the fear of social 

sanction. The fear of losing ‘more’ face drove her and her family to have the wedding 

ceremony. More importantly the ‘face-losing’ marital union has a severe impact on a 

Han family in the form of a broken parents-children relationship and irreparable 

damage to affinal ties. Consequently, inter-ethnic couples are being denied 

‘legitimacy’ by not being allowed to have a wedding, and being forced to cut off their 

connections with their families and, thus, avoid meeting their ‘official’ minority 

affinal family. 

1.3 The ‘face’ that ethnicises the wedding 

 

As regards the wedding ceremony, the Han’s reluctance to form inter-ethnic affinal 

ties inevitably results in an uncomfortable relationship with their affines. The 

marriage procedure, from the betrothal till the wedding feast stage, is complicated due 

to the disagreement between the two affinal families, usually beginning with the 

wedding invitations. Invitations to weddings play an important role in maintaining 

social ties between the relatives and the hosts. As Cohen (2005:103) points out, 

invitations to life-events represent the continual activation of existing social ties; these 

ties would be considered terminated if an invitation was not received. Potter and 

Potter (1990:210) also observe that the invitation to the wedding banquet is important 

in maintaining social ties which form a crucial source of help. Although the wedding 

customs of the Han and the Li share several similarities, when it comes to wedding 

invitations the two communities differ widely. Usually among the Han, the bride’s 

family does not join the wedding ceremony and the wedding feast; their celebration 
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feast (huimenjiu) of marriage is held before or after the wedding ceremony (depending 

on the region). In contrast, the Li wedding feast invitations have to be inclusive; from 

the bride’s marrying out feast to the wedding feast, both families and their kin are 

required to participate and the absence of affinal family could sabotage affinal 

relations. Putting the rituals and other relevant cultural practices aside, the two 

communities share the same understanding of weddings for creating affinalities. 

However, the collective prejudice against and condemnation of the Li complicates the 

wedding invitations which symbolically make the affinal ties between the two 

families. 

 

For Mrs Huang, her wedding was fanfared and elaborate, but it was also the most 

traumatic event in her life; in order to finalise her inter-ethnic marriage with her 

privileged husband, she compromised to be the only Li person at the wedding feast.  

The inter-ethnic couple was known for the beauty of the minority wife and her 

devotion to the Han family. Mrs Huang, a Li minority woman, who is considered the 

most Han-like Li woman in the neighbourhood, is now a mother of two. Like many 

other Han people, it was hard for me to discern her ethnic origins from her appearance 

and her native accent of the Hainanese in our first and only meeting. As an elite 

student among her peers, she was enrolled at nursing school and became a nurse in 

Wuzhishan city in 1996. Like many minority women who live in the seat of the 

ethnically autonomous prefecture, she adopted an urbanised lifestyle (see Chapter 

Three). In 1995, she met her husband, Mr Huang, a Han cadre from Huangliu town, 

who is now the vice chief of the agricultural bank. The inter-ethnic couple finally got 

married in 1996, after several separations caused by strong parental objections from 

Mr Huang.  

 

I never had a chance to interview Mr Huang because a privileged man like him would 

not like to discuss the only ‘disgraceful’ spot – marriage with a Li – of his successful 

life. Following the lead of Mr Li, my native friend and the Head of the Communist 

Party School, we visited Mrs Huang during the daytime when her husband was absent. 

Wuzhishan city is small. Being built on a plain surrounded by mountains, it only takes 

a 10 minute drive to get from the west end to the east end of the city. We arrived at a 

row of time-worn apartment buildings beside a dried-up riverbed; this is also the area 

where I lived until the age of 8. After we had climbed five flights of stairs, a woman 
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in yellow pyjamas opened the door for us. Then, we entered the reception of a three-

bed flat. According to Mr Li, it was a relatively new building in the city, which had 

stopped developing since autonomous prefecture was revoked. She was not alone; at 

the time we visited her, she was living with her mother-in-law, her sister-in-law and 

two of her children. The three-bed flat looked packed for the family of six and the 

bunk beds also doubled up as furniture for the two guest rooms. Mr Li checked around 

the flat, as if he had never been into it before. On seeing the bunk beds, he nodded 

and was all praise for them. ‘This is an authentic Ledong (Han) house; the eldest son 

brings all his family members with him.’ By family, I think he was referring to the 

consanguine family.  

 

Mr Li then helped me to explain my intentions; from his way of introducing it, my 

project sounded more like a study of happiness in inter-ethnic marriages. Wedding 

was not the even main topic of this interview, but when we discussed affinal 

relationships, it became the only thing bothering Mrs Huang. The conversation went 

well at the beginning. I began by praising Mrs Huang, saying that I was very 

impressed by her proficiency in Hainanese; I asked how she had adopted the language 

and whether she could also speak the Li dialect. Mrs Huang calmly said that, as the 

wife of a Han, she picked up the language in the course of her daily life after marriage, 

especially as her flat was almost always occupied by her husband’s friends and 

relatives who only spoke Hainanese. Then, as usual, I asked about her relations with 

her native family and her children’s connections with their minority grandparents – a 

question which I later regretted asking. She told me that she rarely talked to her natal 

family; only once did her sister call her to inform her that her mother had passed away 

a year ago. Mrs Huang became emotional. Although her voice was still calm, tears 

kept rolling out of her deep-set eyes.  

‘He knew that his parents and peers wouldn’t support the inter-

ethnic marriage, but he still dated me. The moment I learned that 

his parents were against our marriage, I decided to break up; then 

he slapped me and walked away. I feared his temper; he is more 

powerful in this relationship. After that, my parents and sisters 

asked me not to marry him, but we already had the ‘connection’, it 

was hard to give up on him; so, I chose to stay with him… Then he 
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asked me not to invite my relatives to my wedding; he asked me to 

be quiet about my identity on the wedding day, said that I should 

not reveal my ethnic identity to any guests…It was a formal and 

elaborate wedding in the most popular hotel of the city. Dressed in 

a modern wedding dress, I was standing outside the hotel alone, 

along with my husband, to welcome the guests, but none of my 

relatives were there. I did it for him...I thought I could have another 

wedding feast in my natal family, he could have formally proposed 

marriage after this wedding, but he never met my parents, nor I met 

his parents. Then, I had to keep my wedding a secret, but later my 

sister found out; my mother was too upset to talk to me, because I 

had got married without inviting any of my kin. Since then, I rarely 

go home; my family has stopped talking to me. I was not even 

invited to my own mother’s funeral...’  

In the meantime, Mr Li was thoroughly upset by the direction in which I had led the 

conversation; he urged me to join him for dinner and leave the flat. I understood that 

Mr Li did not want his friend to blame him for the scene created by my interview; for 

the sake of saving face for Mr Huang, I left with him. On our way out, Mr Li told me 

that this was the price she had paid for urban life; she wanted this marriage because 

there was no reason for her to continue to stay in the poor place she was born in. ‘Our 

life is way better than theirs and Mr Huang’s family really doesn’t want people to 

know that they have Li affinal relatives. That would destroy the reputation their son 

has built up over many years.’ From Mr Li’s perspective, Mrs Huang was already 

aware that her choice would lead to such alienation between her and her family; only, 

it was hard to face it when it became real.  

 

Mrs Huang’s compromise destroyed her ties with her natal family; their absence at 

her life-cycle ritual - wedding - led to her absence at her mother’s one. Her choice, 

and the price paid for it, is not a unique experience among minority women married 

to Han in the 1980s. Such occurrences are quite frequent in local inter-ethnic 

marriages; among senior generations, ethnic exogamy was equally considered a self-

alienating act by the Li community. Mrs Huang’s and Hong’s stories were similar in 

a way: both of them risked and even broke affinal relations for their inter-ethnic 

marriage, for the face of the Han family. One opted out of a wedding, the other chose 
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to celebrate it without affines; however, Mrs Huang could never have restored the 

relationship with her parents. Remarkably, when I chatted with my Li informants 

about whether they would risk their connections with their consanguinity for their 

affinal relations, they all said that they would not, because it was immoral, amounting 

to betrayal. 

 

When it comes to the inter-ethnic wedding, the connection with kin and non-kin forms 

a collective pressure on the families who organise the wedding. It would be difficult 

to celebrate a marriage that was publicly discouraged; even if it was celebrated, not 

all the Han friends and relatives might be willing to help to prepare and attend the 

wedding feast. In other words, as a social event, the inter-ethnic wedding generates a 

dilemma for the Han family, around how a shameful marital union should be 

presented. The shame of presenting the marital union in a wedding prevents the ritual 

that is meant to be making affinal ties. Hence, in this particular scenario, the Han’s 

concern over face prioritises the making of the relations of guanxi and wanglai. The 

Han instrumentally use their own customs to avoid affinal ties being presented. It is 

an act of making ethnic boundaries in one particular situation – a sort of violence 

against their Li affinal families, who also value social face the most in their own 

culture. Why is the Han’s face more important than that of the Li? Why does the 

Han’s feeling of shame dominate the way the wedding is organised? As King 

(1988:62-63) argues, it seems that the face of a Han family that does not meet self-

expectations is not subjected to the feeling of shame. It is the collective sanction that 

shadows the individual decision, resulting in a series of actions that lead to a 

clandestine wedding for a marital union. 
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Section Two: Showing the ‘face’ of Li 
 

The face of the Han coercively shapes the wedding ceremony; the Han families utilise 

their wedding customs to conceal the inter-ethnic wedding by not presenting their 

affinal family members at the feast, whereas the Li people consider it humiliating not 

to be invited to their own kin’s wedding. While the moral face of the Han families 

becomes a force to intervene in the inter-ethnic wedding ceremony, they seem 

careless about saving the face of the Li families, denying their kin attendance at the 

wedding. One of the reasons could be that the Li, alienated as they were from the 

imperial centre, were considered to be a lower-class community with no privileges or 

social status. This resonates with Ho’s (1976:869) argument that the quantity of face 

is subject to the group which the individuals interact with; a Li headman’s face might 

well have been recognised in his community, but he might not have that status and 

privilege while socialising with the Han. Ho also suggests that face could be lost or 

gained through changing circumstances. Although privileges are not necessarily 

correlated with face, increasing social privileges could also lead to increasing face. 

As illustrated in Chapter Three, after the 1950s, changing political regimes and 

economic reforms changed the social status of some groups of the Li – the urban Li 

and the rural Li cadres. These groups enjoyed more social privileges than the local 

Han peasants, especially during the Maoist regimes. Even after the reforms, many Li 

peasants became richer by either cultivating commercial crops or leasing their lands 

to the mainland farmers. These privileged residents of the mountains also have their 

mianzi in front of their Han friends and guests. Consequently, for those privileged Li 

families that intermarry with the Han, their capability enables them to confront the 

Han’s bias and somehow overturn their moral face at the wedding. This section will 

present two ethnographies wherein the Han’s face has had relatively less effect on the 

wedding ceremony.  

 

2.1 Renqing, Defying the Han’s face  

 

Since, publicly, marriages with the Li are discouraged, inter-ethnic marital unions 

make it difficult for Han families to publicly announce and celebrate them. In contrast, 

the Li people, who are not as fastidious about marrying the others, rarely consider 
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inter-ethnic marriages shameful to present. For them, it is their collective obligation 

to be present at the weddings, not only for the sake of their own children but also to 

ensure the recognition of their social ties. A marriage without a feast that invites all 

groups of people will cause the alienation of the newly-wed couple and their parents. 

The headman from Zhizhong, Mr Liu, explained that failing to fulfil such social 

obligations of Li communities would often lead to fierce punishments, like alienation 

between the two families, or leaving the conjugal family out alone, or even worse, 

denying their children.  

 

Abundant studies have been done on practice of relatedness in rural China, focusing 

on the ways that people relate to each other, discussing how social relations are 

constructed and maintained in daily life. Simultaneously, researchers who have 

observed the social relations of Chinese society agree that the reciprocal process of 

making guanxi (wanglai) such as exchanging favours and gifts is not merely a politics 

of expanding personal connections but is also socially obligatory (Yang, 1996; Yan, 

1999). Stafford (2000:37-39) notes, alongside rigid ‘patrilineal’ and ‘affinal’ 

connections, Chinese relatedness is forged through the processual system of practices, 

such as the cycle of yang (to raise) and that of laiwang (social, reciprocal back and 

forth movement of people)—two encompassing constraints on social life (Santos, 

2006:326). Stafford (2000) noted that, in the village of Angang, relations between 

people were built on the reciprocal interaction for Shi (事, social event) of ‘the others’; 

he translated Shi as ‘business’ and found the reciprocal movements among villagers 

for Shi to be an important practice of relatedness. My observation in the field echoes 

these scholars: the social obligation of responding to invitations to Shi is an important 

commonality shared by the Li and the local Han ethnic groups. These socially 

reciprocal events related to Shi (event) were usually described by the locals as a form 

of practice of the knowledge of renqing (人情，the emotional connection between 

people). For both ethnic communities, participation in life-cycle events (wedding, 

enrolment at university, coming to live in a newly-built house, birth of a child, 

mourning the dead, and so on) manifested their acknowledgement of social relations 

with their relatives and friends: Renqing or Qingyi (emotional and personal loyalty). 

On the contrary, refusing to fulfil these social obligations was the same as denying 

relations with the community and the neighbours or friends. 
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In the Shoucun village of Zhizhong town, a Han-Li territory, the villagers are known 

for their traditional agriculture around the Ledong county. Benefitting from its 

location next to the highway, Shoucun has become one of the richest villages in the 

area. The villagers engage in different types of business – while the younger 

generations work as lorry drivers to help the estate developers during the day time, 

the older generations cultivate economic crops for mainland agricultural companies. 

There are three families that have intermarried with the local Han families – two of 

them had a Li wedding feast (see Appendix Five), but not that of the headman, Mr 

Liu. However, he does not seem to be very upset about his wedding feast. 

 

As my informant, Mr Liu, a former headman of the fourth brigade of Shoucun, told 

me, these social obligations were important parts of the Li identity:  

‘I raise children as part of this family; to be part of us, they have to 

participate in these events, otherwise, I will feel I never raised them 

at all. Therefore, I have only one request for my children: if there is 

an event, they should come back to join or at least send some money 

to the host – it is a common rule here. If you don’t attend people’s 

funerals, then when you die, nobody will come to see you. The last 

thing we want is to die alone and isolated, being apart from our 

communities.’  

As a local headman, he has witnessed and experienced inter-ethnic weddings, in 

which Han families never fulfil their obligations as affines. He continued to express 

his discontent:  

‘When it comes to marriage, your Han people are just a lying lot; 

that really upsets me, I think they are just making excuses for some 

other things. In the second brigade, one of my relatives worked in 

the coastal area where he met a local Han girl and brought her home. 

We arranged a wedding for them with much fanfare; however, her 

parents never showed up, nor did any of her relatives. We know you 

Han people don’t come and attend your daughters’ weddings; still, 

we found it insulting not to meet the affinal family on that day. 
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When we tried to allocate land to the inter-ethnic household, we 

found that she was a divorced woman. Then we realised that 

sometimes, Han family don’t meet with Li family at the wedding, 

because they are hiding something…’ 

After his daughter married a Han man, he was not very happy with the way the Han 

affinal family reacted to the marriage.  

‘When my daughter married her husband in Wanning, they tried the 

trick on us again; my son-in-law did not want our relatives to attend 

the wedding banquet…Even after I alerted him that we were going 

to join the wedding, he asked us not to come…This is outrageous, 

I could not allow the same thing to happen to me and my family. I 

was really pissed off; she was not getting married on the mainland; 

she was getting married in a close location. How would I explain to 

my relatives and friends that they were not invited for my 

daughter’s wedding? This is against the common sense of 

emotional connection (renqing)! We had to present ourselves to our 

affinal family; I had to assure them that my daughter was backed 

by our community…’ 

Mr Liu hired a luxury coach on the morning of the wedding day and brought all his 

relatives and food gifts, travelling four hours to attend the wedding. When I asked 

how the Han family reacted to their uninvited visit, he raised his eyebrows with a 

proud smile: 

‘How could they dare not to welcome us? Their village is poorer 

than ours; it has fewer brick houses. We all were dressed better than 

other guests, had brought big gift of money and abundant food – a 

whole pig, beef, rice and boxes of snacks. I did not see others 

bringing the same things. I just wanted them to know that their 

future in-laws were not worse than them, so they would respect my 

daughter and treat her well.’ 

For Mr Liu, not being invited to his daughter’s wedding was a denial and an insult to 

him and his community; his words represent the common expectation of the affinal 

family’s obligation to show social reciprocity or laiwang.  Mr Liu felt like he was 

teaching his affinal family a lesson at the wedding, that they should not underestimate 
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his village and the families there, who are richer and more civilised than their own. 

As suggested by Stafford, the force of patriliny exists through the practice of 

relatedness (cycle of Yang), and the daily relevant material and affective exchanges 

in domestic spaces. As he argues, the practice of Yang – feeding, raising, nurturing – 

could have an actual effect on forming or terminating kinship. As I have suggested in 

Chapter Five, it is the indebtedness of young adults that makes their romantic 

relationships vulnerable to intervention by their parents, whose power is established 

through the daily domestic material and affective capitals invested in their children. 

The stories mentioned earlier show that what actually terminates the affinal ties is the 

Han families’ intervention in the wedding to keep their face. When the young Han 

children fail to meet the collective expectation of not marrying Li, their parents choose 

to prioritise the family’s face over the obligation to celebrate the wedding. This act is 

instrumental and calculated in many ways, a practice that applies the knowledge of 

relatedness, although in the opposite manner, to avoid establishing undesirable affinal 

relationships that require burdensome material and affective reciprocity in the future. 

Nonetheless, such an act of prevention by a Han family can be counteracted when the 

Li family is economically and socially more privileged. Mr Liu, by forcing the Han 

family to accept their presence at the wedding, showed how valuable inter-ethnic 

affinal ties could be. 

 

2.2 Showing off the face of Li—the Mayor’s wedding 
 

As mentioned earlier, only local Han islanders had a stigmatised view of ‘the others’. 

The mainlander migrants viewed the life of the rural Li in other, different ways, as 

most of them were romantically involved with the local minorities. In the 1980s, when 

the mountainous area of Hainan was poor, mainland migrants usually induced their 

minority brides to go back to their home town. Today, however, the tropical weather 

and fertile soil greatly attract tourists and mainland settlers, who are mostly farmers 

and workers from other rural regions of China. Nonetheless, the living costs in the 

cities of Hainan and Sanya were unaffordable for these lower income mainlanders. 

Thus, the town of Ledong became an ideal option for them. Many of those who have 

married the Li minority women in the town ask to share the resources owned by their 

in-laws. In other words, their position is mostly subordinated within the inter-ethnic 

household. Their wedding ceremony is also organised by the bride’s family and held 
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in the town—similar to uxorilocal marriage in a way (Pasternak, 1985; Wolf, 1972), 

while the male bride’s family does not spend much on the bride price or hosting the 

wedding feast. Among the mainland-Li inter-ethnic couples, Yong and his mayor wife 

Afang have had the most elaborate wedding ceremony, the entire cost of which was 

covered by Afang’s family. 

 

Yong, a barber in his 20s running a hair salon, who came to Hainan after graduating 

from junior high school in Jiangxi province, recently married one of his clients, Afang, 

who is 12 years older than him. When I first met Yong, I realised that he was not 

talkative and a bit shy; still, he shared with me the reason for his coming to the town. 

‘I have been a hairdresser in Hainan and Guangdong, but the rent is 

too expensive (800 yuan for a room) and the salary (2000 yuan) is 

low. If I only do haircuts for my customers, my main income would 

be commissions to do hair style designs for the clients, which is 

always too competitive. Here, I can make more money than in 

Haikou or any other city, I have loyal clients, and thus a stable 

commission every month, plus the rent is cheap.’ 

Afang was born in 1978 into a privileged minority family. Her father was a Hmong 

minority and her mother is a Li minority. Both her parents were high-ranking 

governors in the Bureau of Civil Administration. According to her friends, during 

most of her adult life she enjoyed drinking and had casual sex with different guys. In 

2008, an unplanned pregnancy with a local Han man, the youngest son of a former 

Vice Head of the prefecture, led to her first marriage. He was a man known for nearly 

bombing the Department of the Armed Forces. However, as predicted by most of 

Afang’s friends, this powerful political marriage did not last long as her husband was 

addicted to alcohol and drugs and was shielded politically by his father. Nevertheless, 

with her father-in-law’s help, Afang was promoted to the position of Vice Mayor of 

Da’an town. Her economic and political privileges really helped her to become one 

of the most popular and powerful women in the town. I usually met Afang 

accompanied by Yong in the mahjong room, where she might lose 1000-2000 rmb 

every time. No need to mention that, most of the time, she was half-drunk before she 

started her mahjong gambling. Afang fell in love with Yong when they first met at 
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the hair salon in 2015. Since then, Afang has been bringing him to different social 

activities with her friends. 

‘I have never stopped dating a guy since I grew up. I just like pretty 

guys; happiness is the most important thing. I think that I have 

found my true love, Yong; he is loyal and honest, and the best 

looking.’  

‘Isn’t he a bit young for your age?’  

‘What age? If we are in love, there is no such thing as age. We will 

have our wedding soon.’  

 

Then, she turned her head towards Yong and gave him an innocent facial expression, 

asking, ‘You want to marry me, and be nice to me, right?’ Yong gave a gentle smile 

and nodded his head, while his eyes were glued to the floor. Then they had a French 

kiss hardly a foot away from my eyes. The scene discomfited me as I did not sense 

any passion in Yong’s eyes, and I just felt that this relationship was being forced by 

Fang. Yong was just too young to know how to make a decision about marriage. 

Afang’s friends or Mahjong mates shared the same view. However, they told me that 

this marital decision was a better deal for a rural boy like Yong from the mainland. 

 ‘He could not have the life he has now, without Afang. He was just 

a hairdresser, an isolated mainlander without a friend in the town. 

He had taken a loan of 90,000 rmb from Afang to buy the hair salon 

from his boss. Now he wants to open a branch and has asked Afang 

to get a loan from the bank. Afang has not saved much; actually, it 

is us and other friends of Fang who lent him money to open his 

business.’  

Yong, in Afang’s friends’ eyes, is a gold-digger, and they believe that Afang is 

making a wrong choice because of her desperation to marry again. ‘She is a marriage 

maniac; at first we felt that she was trying to show off that she could still attract young 

guys in her late 30s. Now, we think she is just being mad.’ 
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Afang’s marriage, in most people’s eyes, was very unconventional. Some of her 

friends explained it by saying that the second marriage should be casual as long as 

Yong did not mind. Afang had literally just initiated her marriage before we met. She 

had already talked to her parents about her second marriage. Following Afang’s 

parents’ request, Afang and Yong were trying to get culturally engaged by getting 

Afang pregnant. Two months later, in June 2015, Afang announced her pregnancy. 

Then, Yong’s parents arrived to make the marriage proposal to Afang’s parents. The 

bride price settled on was 80,000 rmb, an amount which Yong could not afford. 

Nevertheless, Afang has told him to accept whatever price her parents ask for and she, 

as an exchange, will let his parents and family move into her new flat beside the river. 

Consequently, unlike most local weddings, Afang will have cohabited with her 

potential in-laws for half a year before her wedding. 

 

Afang held her wedding in early September after I had left. However, as promised, 

she has sent me the wedding video, and I can make my observations through it as well 

as from the memories of my informants, who were mostly my friends. To most 

people’s surprise, Afang, the Vice Mayor of Da’an town, did not hold an extravagant 

wedding banquet; she organised the wedding in a small restaurant located in a quiet 

gated community. She did not celebrate her wedding in her village, where there would 

be at least 100 tables. She only invited 200 guests. Moreover, because of her heavy 

loans to support her fiancé’s business, she implicitly told most of her friends to give 

no less than 200 rmb as gift money. Her explanation is to save some face for her ex-

husband, whom she divorced just a few months before she got pregnant. However, 

Afang’s friends know that she is afraid of getting investigated by the Commission of 

Discipline of the CCCP, which has requested all party members to hold only four 

table wedding banquets. Because of the same concern, she reduced her bridal escort 

team to a small number of people – 10 bridesmaids and 4 escorting cars. She organised 

her wedding ceremony following most urban wedding patterns, which are similar to 

those of the Han, but skipped the baitang ritual as there was no ancestors’ altar in 

either Afang’s parents’ house or Afang’s new flat.  

 

At 6 am, Yong and his 4 best men drove 16 km to Afang’s parents’ house in 

Wanchong town to meet Afang at 7 am. On arrival, the best men burned only a short 

firecracker. Then, four of them entered Afang’s house but were stopped at the front 
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gate. Afang’s bridesmaids, dressed in black T shirts, asked for gift money for opening 

the door. After Yong released 10 sets of gift money, they allowed the escorting team 

to enter the house. Afang’s parents, sitting in wooden armchairs, were watching the 

bridesmaids interacting with the groom. The bridesmaids had set up several tasks for 

the groom to accomplish before he could meet Afang in the room. For the first task, 

they asked Yong and his best men to find the wedding shoes, which they had hidden 

in a secret place in the room. After paying another two sets of gift money for hints, 

Yong found the wedding shoes – one pair in the wardrobe and the other under the 

cushions of the sofa. He then entered the room to meet Afang, who was dressed in 

pink, and knelt down to help her put on her shoes. Then, he took out a set of golden 

jewellery for Afang – a golden necklace, rings and earrings. He helped Afang with 

putting on each one as the bridesmaids and the best men watched. When he was about 

to put the ring on her finger, the bridesmaids started yelling, ‘Kneel down and propose, 

ask her to marry you.’ Yong did what he was told to, then gently kissed Afang, who 

had a smile of satisfaction on her face. Then, the couple left the room and entered the 

lobby, where Afang’s parents were. Yong knelt down again to offer tea and betel nuts 

to his parents-in-law, and informed them that he would take Afang to meet his parents. 

When he got out of the door, the best men fired another cracker. The bridesmaids set 

another task for Yong – they asked him to carry Afang down the stairs. However, due 

to her pregnancy, Afang felt it too risky. So, Yong asked his best men to carry one of 

the bridesmaids down the stairs. After finishing this task, the bridal escorting team 

left for the groom’s family, who had temporarily been put up in Afang’s new flat. 

After 30 minutes’ drive, they reached there at about 8:30 am under a fanfare of 

firecrackers. Afang and Yong entered her new home, a modern well-decorated 

apartment; they met Yong’s parents, who were sitting on the sofa, to finalise the 

wedding ceremony. Afang and Yong knelt down to offer tea to Yong’s parents, while 

Yong’s parents offered the gift money in a red envelope to them. Then, the new couple, 

together with the bridesmaids and best men, left for the wedding banquet.  

 

The wedding banquet was relatively small – 20 tables under a shelter, and 5 dining 

booths. It had a small table for a reception, where all the guests had to leave their gift 

money in an envelope with their signature, as well as the food gifts. Around 10 am, 

the guests gradually started to show up, most of them being Afang’s parents’ relatives 

and colleagues. Afang’s rural relatives had brought traditional wedding gifts, for 
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example, the females had brought a box of biscuits and rice alcohol. Her urban guests 

would just leave the gift money at the reception. Afang’s parents were busy arranging 

seats for their guests – the most senior relatives of Afang were to sit in a booth, while 

her father’s higher-ranking colleagues were seated in another booth. The banquet 

continued till the afternoon and Afang and Yong stayed till all the invited guests had 

shown up and given a toast to the newly-wed couple. Then, they packed the leftovers 

and left with the bridesmaids. When Afang arrived at her new flat, the bridesmaids 

shared out the leftovers and went home separately.  Although Afang had tried her best 

to keep her wedding ceremony low-profile, the Commission of Discipline Inspection 

still investigated it a month later, as she had reportedly received more gift money than 

allowed at her wedding banquet. 

 

Most inter-ethnic patriarchal marriages tended to be low-profile after intervention by 

Han families; Afang organised her elaborate wedding based on the local ‘urban’ 

marriage custom, with her in-law family’s full cooperation. The wedding ceremony 

was shaped by her ethnic customs and her occupation, rather than her husband’s; she 

adopted a Han wedding banquet which was relatively smaller than her own, while 

keeping the basic marriage customs intact, i.e. pre-marital pregnancy and a modified 

urban wedding without ancestor worship or baitang.  

 

The social face and social privileges of Fang and Fang’s parents granted the Afang 

couple autonomy to present their publicly criticised marital union with a fanfare. 

Among the wedding guests, besides Afang’s minority kin, there were many local Han 

cadres and Han friends who attended the rituals; together they offered great sums of 

gift money and showed other forms of social support throughout the wedding 

ceremony. For them, it was important to maintain the connection or laiwang with 

Fang and Fang’s parents by participating in the wedding, even though many of them 

had not really come to bless the marrying couple. Afang’s ‘devoted’ and 

unconventional way of organising her wedding did confront a great deal of criticism 

in her friendship circles and among the senior generations. Dadie, Fang’s parents’ 

friend and a civil servant at Baoyou town, was not comfortable with attending a 

wedding ceremony that celebrated a second marriage, especially as the marriage was 

precipitated due to casual sexual relations. As for Fang’s friends, the younger 

generations, they felt that Fang was organising the banquet to collect money and show 
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off. Hong, who has married a Li without a wedding ceremony, felt like she was 

showing off her ability to be among the few in her circle of friends who could 

announce and celebrate inter-ethnic weddings. ‘As long as she is happy and rich, she 

can do whatever she wants. However, would that be so necessary? Marriage is just a 

form. She is making us pay for her debt invested in her mainland husband.’ It seems 

to me that Fang’s social privilege, which increased her social face, overcame all the 

moral judgements on her marital union, and therefore was more elaborate than any 

other inter-ethnic wedding I have come across. 

 

In this section, I have illustrated two ethnographies of wedding negotiations in which 

the face of the Han was undermined by socially privileged minority families, contrary 

to the first section wherein the Han families’ consciousness of face coercively affected 

the form of celebrating a marital union. The section shows that the Han’s caring for 

reputation becomes vulnerable when the Li family is also privileged. The negotiations 

of wedding plans between the Han and the Li families, then, could be more 

complicated, given the existing social and economic status of the Li families. It seems 

that the Han’s face, or their concern for reputation, only matters when their minority 

affinal family is at an equal or lower economic status. 
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Conclusion 
 

The ‘logic of face’ of Han in the inter-ethnic wedding situation indicates that existing 

‘Han social ties’ were the prerequisite that allowed old Han ethnic consciousness and 

their prejudice against Li to emerge and intervene in the wedding process. My 

ethnography has shown that for the Han village, a ‘face-losing’ marital union (second 

marriage, inter-ethnic marriage) must only be held in a modest way; this is to indicate 

that the Han family are aware of the ‘shamefulness’ of the marriage. To have an 

elaborate celebration usually requires the Han family to be clandestine about the 

ethnic identity of their Li affines in front of the public. In the first section, throughout 

the negotiation process of an inter-ethnic wedding, I did not see the two communities 

anywhere near merging into one; instead, it was the Han who continually impressed 

on their minority affines that the marital union would not lead to any affiliation 

between the two families. Nonetheless, Han individual fears of losing face might also 

be overcome when Li affines are more privileged than the Han family. Given the 

social changes brought about by the two radical reforms (the Maoist Revolution and 

market reforms), the social face of the Li has changed, and many Li residents have 

come to occupy an even higher social status than the local Han do. Consequently, the 

face of the Li (mianzi) could also be re-evaluated in the interactions with the Han 

during wedding negotiations. The old collective ethnic consciousness of the Han, and 

their collective sense of fear of the Li, are manifested in Han individuals’ worries 

about losing face when they organise inter-ethnic weddings; however, they are merely 

a genre of ideas that could be overlooked by Li affinal families. These stories, on the 

one hand, demonstrated a process of internalisation, during which individuals (parents 

and couples) appropriated and engaged with the collective ethnic consciousness in 

their practice of wedding. On the other hand, if the Han ethnic consciousness and their 

taboo of ethnic exogamy failed to dictate the wedding celebration, they could also be 

disregarded and subverted in some inter-ethnic wedding where other forms (urban) of 

groupness would replace the Han-centric groupness.    
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Chapter Eight: The End: Inter-ethnic Marriage  
 

Introduction  
 

After all the struggles and suffering of inter-ethnic couples before marriage, would 

they end up with a happy life? Could post-wedding life, the nuclear inter-ethnic 

household, change one’s reflection on one’s identity? Would the married couple 

finally enter a space that would be devoid of all prejudices, or would any successful 

marital union be changed by the long-lasting stigma against it? I left these questions 

to the conclusion, not due to the word limit, but because these questions would remain 

even if I included my data on marital life. There are good marriages and bad marriages, 

but neither kind would necessarily be bad or good because of ethnic and cultural 

differences; inter-ethnic marriage could succeed or fail like ethnic endogamous 

marriage. Domestic violence or incompetent partners that lead to separation have 

nothing to do with ethnicity. Public opinion about ethnic exogamy was not overturned 

by the marital life of my informants. Bypassing the existing literature on women as 

outsiders and innumerable publications on the contemporary, post-reform Chinese 

family, this chapter will be more illustrative than analytical. In the first section, I will 

explore cultural adoption through the observation of daily life within inter-ethnic 

marriage, discussing the ways in which ethnic boundaries were experienced within 

the inter-ethnic conjugal family and discussing the extent to which the inter-ethnic 

marital relationship has problematised the perception of and interaction with ‘the 

others’. Ethnic boundaries not only reflect cultural differences, they stand alongside 

class and gender boundaries, creating conditions for the subordination of ‘the other’, 

usually strengthened by the given social, political and economic structures. The 

second section focuses on presenting the unpredictable aspects of inter-ethnic 

marriages, by giving the ethnography of separation and escape of a minority wife 

(also in Appendix Eight). It presents the ways in which the ethnic dichotomy is 

maintained by Han parents, by creating conflict and clashes with their minority 

daughters-in-law.   
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Section One: Marital union and ethnic boundaries  
 

As the accounts of the intimate spaces of inter-ethnic households reveal, after the 

passion settles down and the inter-ethnic romance changes into a marital relationship, 

the ethnic boundaries drawn in the minds of the older generation islanders just seem 

irrelevant ideas. Nonetheless, when it comes to relatedness with ‘the others’, a 

romantic or marital relationship with one individual does not necessarily lead to 

closeness with their consanguine communities. In intimate spaces, the wider inter-

ethnic relationship or inter-ethnic dichotomy might be subject to change according to 

economic cooperation, the financial relationship between the actors and their affinal 

families. In this section, I discuss the extent that the practice of cultural adaptation in 

marital life might change the perception of the others. One’s knowledge of one’s 

spouse’s ethnic customs is not only subject to the popular discourse of ‘the others’, it 

is also affected by one’s life experience with them. This session will discuss the ways 

in which inter-ethnic marriages reshape the knowledge of ‘the others’ in their inter-

ethnic marital life, by focusing on Li/Han women’s perceptions of their affinal 

families’ customs. First, I will present a Li woman’s changing perception of the Han 

customs, through her marital life with a local Han man. Secondly, I will narrate the 

life experience of a Han wife who is considered by the locals as a Li in the Li village, 

and discuss how her ways of understanding ‘the others’ have been affected by her 

attachment with the locals. 

 

1.1 Knowing the Han  
 

In the existing context, ethnic boundaries between the Li/mainlander/local Han have 

been further complicated by new, emerging rich/poor distinctions in the mountainous 

area. In the intimate space, conjugal relationships have been affected by the 

individual’s economic contribution to the household. The Li and Han distinctions are 

constantly viewed through the lens of this economic cooperation between the couple. 

Compared to the 1960s generation, the Li who were born in the late 1970s and 1980s 

had urban education and enjoyed the benefits brought by the urbanisation of the 

mountainous area; most of them learned urban culture in schools and through social 

interaction with the Han residents. Their inter-ethnic marriage choice with the Han 

was not simply a strategy of hypergamy, it was also a passionate feeling that forged a 
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modern conjugal marital relationship. Among these minority spouses, conjugal family 

life was not about adopting the customs or disapproving of the prejudices against their 

ethnic origins; rather, the couples had greater expectations of their economic 

achievements; they desired to fulfil the growing needs of their children and get their 

households out of the financial pressure caused by inflation. Their Han spouses’ 

cultural customs were constantly revealed through their contribution to the family and 

through comparison with the other mainland entrepreneurs in the area. In short, the 

ability to make money became an alternative but powerful way to perceive their Han 

spouses’ customs in family life.    

 

As noted in Chapter Six, when Ani married into Mr Fang’s family, she highly valued 

the location of her affinal family and Arong’s involvement with her relatives, 

including his ability to drink and interact socially with the minority community. 

Indeed, although Mr Fang and his wife seldom visited her natal family, they always 

exchanged products and favours with Ani’s family. The two families had an ideal 

harmonised affinal relationship, compared to those known to most of my informants. 

Nonetheless, the marital life of Ani shows that a harmonised affinal relationship 

between the two families and a social husband do not necessarily lead to a happy 

marriage. Instead, she found that her commitment to this marriage required too much 

selfless devotion to domestic labour.   

 

After overcoming the parental objections (as illustrated in Chapter 6) from Arong’s 

family, Ani and Arong had their inter-ethnic marriage celebrated. After they got 

married, the couple decided to return to the mountainous area where the cost of living 

was much lower, to raise their newborn baby. The couple started joining in with the 

farm work with Arong’s parents. On the state farm, household income relied on the 

sale of agricultural produce and some home-based businesses. Ani believed that, with 

the land they had in the mountainous area, they could run a profitable farming 

business. However, after eight years of marriage, Ani was very disappointed to see 

that her whole family’s income was even lower than what they used to make in the 

city. When the couple was working in the city of Sanya in 2005, Ani earned 3000 rmb 

per month as a sports shop manager, and Arong had an income of 1200 rmb per month 

as a plumber. On the other hand, in 2015, the monthly income of the inter-ethnic 

household (including that of Arong’s parents) had just reached 6000 rmb per month, 
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while they had to raise three children: an 8-year-old son, his 2-year-old brother and 

his 10-year-old cousin.  

 

The family did hog farming for the local butchers, the butchers contracting all 11 pigs 

they had for 10,000 rmb every half-year. The income could barely support the whole 

family. Then they decided to open a handmade rice-noodle workshop next to the place 

where they lived; the small rice-noodle workshop could bring up to 6000 rmb monthly 

to the family. As I observed, their daily routine was occupied by making and selling 

rice noodles, which might take the four of them 10 hours of labour – 5 hours for 

making the noodles and 5 hours for delivery and sale. In between, Ani and her mother-

in-law had to send the two children to school and nurse the youngest son. After the 

delivery of the noodles to the contracted restaurant, Ani would stay in the market to 

sell the rest of the noodles. The inter-ethnic couple, together with Mr Fang, started 

making noodles at 15:00 hours or 17:00 hours in the summer. The workshop was a 

15 square metre room; the main equipment consisted of the rice milling machine and 

the steam furnace installed along the wall. On the opposite side, there was a dining 

table and a double bed on which they accommodated their children while they were 

working. One of them would start the rice milling machine to turn the rice into thick 

rice liquid, then the other poured the liquid evenly into the rectangular steam trays, 

then they placed the trays into the steaming machine. Later, when steaming was 

finished, they withdrew the trays and let the noodle sheets cool down. Usually, it took 

3 hours to process their daily contract with dealers. Then, another hour later, Ani and 

her mother-in-law would leave to cut the noodle sheets into noodles. The household 

repeated this routine day after day. While Ani and her mother-in-law took care of her 

sons and her niece, Arong and his father would sometimes go out into town to 

socialise with their friends.          

 

Ani told me that her marital life was a deprivation; she constantly felt that she had 

been contributing all her labour to feed a useless husband. She felt that her passion 

was made use of to compensate for her incompetent husband’s laziness.   

‘As a Han’s wife, a woman has an infinite amount of work to 

complete every day, with not even a moment of rest. When I was 

young, I always heard my Han classmates at school laughing at us 
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and saying that the Li men are lazy and stupid. However, are Han 

men any different? I have a lazy husband with a bad temper, I think 

this is the problem of all the islanders of Hainan. My mother-in-law 

and I work till midnight to run the rice noodle business while 

finishing other domestic chores at the same time; on the other hand, 

he and his father drop the work the moment there is a call for a drink 

or a banquet. The Han men are macho, women have to do 

everything to feed them and praise them. When I spend my time in 

the coastal region, I see that the tea shops and the restaurants are all 

occupied by males, not a single female, because women have to 

stay at home and take care of their children even while doing their 

agricultural labour. The same thing has happened in my marriage; 

my husband has no ambitions; while we are struggling to give a 

semblance of a good life to our children, he has already started 

enjoying his entertaining life. He does not spend time making some 

extra money; he runs away from our business and has fun outside 

spending our money. We are not poor now, but we need more 

savings for our children’s future. The worst thing is, when I try to 

encourage him or motivate him to work, he gets angry. He suddenly 

asks me to shut up and stops talking to me for a month. He is a 

useless man, and scum! I am very disappointed with him, a man 

muddling along all his life; the saddest thing is that I could not 

change it. I have to continue this way to raise his children and find 

a way out of it. We have been married for 10 years, and now he has 

become like his father; he starts yelling at me for little, tiny things. 

He gets mad if I suggest to him to lose weight, or if I playfully pat 

him for amusement. The local Han men are narrow-minded and 

short tempered; he is just so local.’ 

Then I asked her, ‘Do you regret marrying a Han, or do you think marrying a Li would 

have been any different?’ 

‘It is not about Li or Han, I married him because I thought that he 

would be a loyal husband; he is an honest and decent man, better 

than those playboys. More importantly, he was born in Baoguo state 
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farm, close to my family and could speak the Li language, so he 

could also be a good son-in-law. It is true that my relatives love my 

husband; during every spring festival, my cousins and uncles alike 

come and sit around him to talk. However, this is just how he reacts 

to outsiders, he is different at home. When you marry, you need 

more than just love. Love is such a simple thing, you just text and 

telephone each other and you feel satisfied. However, marital life is 

different; accommodating the other half’s living habits is so 

difficult. I used to think love and passion could make things happen, 

but marriage is so realistic, you can’t change a person…’  

Then she reflected on her marital decision by comparing her spouse with her friend’s 

husband.  

‘Many Li women in my generation have married local Han men. 

Because their husbands are close to their home town, they can 

interact with their natal family. We don’t marry the mainlanders 

because the mainland is too far and alien to us. But now it seems 

that a mainlander man is much better than the ones on the island. 

They are smart in business and help their wives with domestic 

chores. One of my classmates in junior high school married a 

mainlander, and the only work she needs to do is to nurse her 

children; her husband asks her not to work. The mainlander men 

are much better than the local Li or Han men. Can’t you see? On 

the state farm, all the land is leased to the “mainland boss”; they 

plant cash crops and tropical produce, and sell them to the dealers. 

This is the land of the islanders, but the mainlanders are more 

diligent and eager to make money out of it, while most local men 

stay in the tea shop, bully their wives, and muddle along…’   

During much of my meeting with Arong and Ani, Arong sat quietly and listened to 

Ani. Arong rarely shared an idea against Ani. He realised that Ani was not satisfied 

with their present financial situation; he knew that Ani was capable of making more 

money if she still worked in Sanya and was married to someone other than him. 

Nonetheless, Arong did not want much change in his life; he felt that his life in the 

mountains was much better than in the city.  
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‘Life was too hard, with a 1500 rmb salary in Sanya, I could not 

buy a flat. I would just be a plumber forever; here, I can live like a 

free bird; I can hook a fish in the river, trap a boar and eat the rice I 

produce. I think we are fine. She wants me to make more money, 

but where would I get more money from? I have no connections, 

and then I can’t do it.’ 

Ani’s critical views of the local Han men’s masculinity and customs were associated 

with her desire for the enrichment of her own family. Compared to her mother-in-law, 

she was more straightforward in sharing her ideas about her husband. Her mother-in-

law, Mrs Fang, would usually just complain that her son was not able to become a 

good student and find a job in an office. However, Ani was directly critical of how 

her husband’s way of living was not compatible with making money, like the 

mainlander farmers. Thus, the ethnic boundary, as she had come to realise in the 

course of her cooperation with her in-laws’ family, was not merely a cultural 

distinction, nor did it have anything to do with the knowledge of agricultural 

production; it was an evaluation of the capability to earn money using existing 

resources – the typical mindset of business people.  

 

1.2 Becoming the Li  
 

When I was in the mountainous area looking for Han women in the villages around 

Zhizhong town, my informants told me that there were many (mainlander and islander) 

Han daughters-in-law living on the nearby state farms. They spoke the Li language as 

natives; some of them could make rice alcohol and even sing traditional songs with 

the others. The local Han residents in the mountainous area sometimes wonder why 

the Han women marry into a region which is poorer and more isolated than their home 

towns. One explanation was that the local Han women who married minority men 

were ‘leftover’ women in their native places, though the idea sounded prejudiced and 

inadequate for most inter-ethnic couples I encountered. Most of the time, when I 

discussed the Han wives in the mountainous area with my minority informants, they 

seemed immune to prejudice, and praised their diligence as well as their adaptation to 

the Li customs. After a few references, I managed to approach the ‘legendary’ Han 

wife in the mountainous area, because her husband, Awang, happened to be a 

common friend of my local Han informants. He had a reputation for gambling and 
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had won the private lottery twice. For my informant, Ahong Die, this inter-ethnic 

marriage was still a mystery to him; he still could not figure out how an ugly and 

tanned man like Awang could manage to marry a pretty Han woman and make her 

stay with him, bearing the hardships of a poor village in the Baoxian state farm.  

 

The village of Awang is located on the north-west side of Zhizhong. A meandering 

dirt path covered by weeds provides the only access to the place. The area around the 

village has now become a popular choice for private brick kilns, which will be banned 

from 2017 while the government is promoting its anti-pollution plan for inter-ethnic 

tourism on the island. After 25 minutes’ drive, we parked our vehicle under the hills 

where the village was located. Another 10 minutes’ walk led us to the front of a two-

storey brick house under construction, where a woman in her 40s was cooking in the 

yard surrounded by 10 areca trees, with a 10-year-old girl and a 12-year-old boy with 

cerebral palsy around her. This was Ji Yanhua, a mother of three, and a Han wife 

known for her proficiency in the Li language and Li folk songs. Yanhua is from the 

Wanning prefecture: in the local Han’s view, it is a poorer place than most parts of 

the rest of the island, due to frequent droughts owing to its geographical location. 

Later, her husband Awang, on knowing that his friend Ahong was there, took time off 

from his construction work to join our conversation. When I offered Awang some 

golden Virginia tobacco for rolling cigarettes, he invited me into the lobby of his 

undecorated house. Sitting on a faded leather sofa, the couple relaxed with their friend 

and started exchanging nostalgic recollections.   

 

The couple had never registered nor celebrated their marriage. In 1997, Yanhua 

eloped with Mr Li, whom she had only known for three months and who was eight 

years older than her.  

‘He was a smart man in my cousin’s wood factory; when we did the 

afforestation, he was the only one who planted trees neat and close 

to the river. Then I realised that he was different from others. We 

thought we might have a brilliant future together in Wanning; my 

brother owned the factory and had land for us to plant areca trees. 

The only problem with him was that he was a gambler, and was too 

proud. He gambled within the factory; he sometimes reported late 
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for work because of playing mah-jong till late at night. Although 

my family liked him, none of them were gamblers and they 

disapproved of our relationship. One day, when my mother 

criticised him for his gambling habit, he decided to quit his job. 

Then I came to this village with him. The whole factory set out to 

find us and we were caught by our cousins, but in the end my 

brother let me go because I insisted on living with him. In the 

beginning, I was scared of this remote area. Even though it was on 

the same island, it took us four hours to arrive here.’  

Then Mr Li interrupted,  

‘Your mother was too harsh on me, I was just late for catching the 

rats. She cursed me three times. At that time, my village was much 

better than the farms or the factory you lived in. Your brother 

became the boss just recently. I was my own boss even in the 1980s; 

I minted gold with the mainland boss. My place was better than 

yours in the 1990s.’ 

Then I asked about their life in the mountainous area, to find out how Yanhua had 

adopted the customs and become part of the community. She told me that she was not 

used to the local customs in the beginning, and she had adopted them in a more passive 

way. 

‘I hadn’t planned to learn the language, but none of the villagers 

spoke Mandarin or the Hainan dialect. I was very isolated for the 

first year; I was pregnant and could not work, I just stayed at home 

and helped my mother-in-law with domestic chores. But I couldn’t 

understand a single word of the Li language. Sometimes when they 

spoke, I just sat quietly and felt vulnerable. What if they were 

saying something bad about me? I could not know… I was starving 

and yet I hated the food here. When we were living with my parents-

in-law, they cooked once a day and the whole day we ate the same 

food, even though it was cooked in the morning. Every time they 

made a big pot full of rice porridge, they would continue to eat it 

for the rest of the week, even if it became sour (fermented). I had 

to endure the food for a year, because under the local rules, we 
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couldn’t have a new flat until our first child was born. Besides, he 

was too poor to make a new home for us as he was a gambler and 

alcoholic, and did not bring any income home; so we were not able 

to move out of his family household. It was only after we had our 

first child, and moved out of my parents-in-law’s place, that I 

started to make three meals a day for the family.’  

For Yanhua, learning the language was a choice to survive and feed the family. 

‘From the day my daughter was born, I had to work harder than 

others to feed her because he was a gambler and alcoholic. To work 

with his relatives and his mother, I had to learn the language to 

socialise with them. Then they started recognising me as part of 

their community; they corrected my grammar mistakes and 

vocabulary. It took me three months to know the language and 

communicate with them. Since then, I have been doing most of the 

work that a mainlander boss offers to the locals – cutting rubber 

trees, wrapping mangoes, harvesting long beans.’ 

However, although she married a Li man, she never thought of herself as a part of the 

Li community, nor did she want her children to stay in the region.  

‘With all my hard work I wasn’t able to change him the least bit; I 

thought of leaving many times but stayed for the children. I 

remember, when my daughter was only three months old, I nearly 

left the village. At that time, we had just moved into the house, I 

had still not recovered from childbirth and was not able to work and 

cook. Even then, he left to go gambling and did not return for three 

days. I had no food, no money, not even lights; I remained in the 

dark, scared and crying for three days. When he returned, he did not 

say a word, just lay down and slept it off. I was so upset that I 

decided to leave him; I packed my clothes and went out carrying 

my daughter with me to catch the bus. However, his cousin met me 

on the way and when I was about to get on the bus, Mr Li and his 

sister-in-law came and dragged me back. They took my daughter 

out of my arms. Therefore, I had to stay. Then I got to learn more 

about him, that he was a violent man as well. He bit me when I 
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interrupted his mah-jong playing. Last month, he left me bruised on 

my arms and legs. He had married a woman before, who had run 

away with their daughter, because she was bitten too often and he 

was just a bad man to marry…’  

Ahong then comforted her: ‘I think life for you is better now: he has won the lottery 

and now you are constructing a new house.’  

‘This is not enough; the lands are all leased to the mainlanders. 

Picking long beans, doing the farm work for the mainlander boss, 

we can’t make enough money here. The best way to get out of 

poverty is to become migrant workers in the city. Working couples 

in the city make lots of money. They bring their children to the city 

and work in the restaurants or somewhere else, they make lots of 

money. We are poor because I couldn’t leave, and my husband 

doesn’t want to leave. I have a disabled son to take care of, and my 

second daughter is still too young to leave. However, my husband 

is just mindless of the situation; he is not concerned about the future 

of our children. Our daughter has turned 17 this year; I am worried 

about her every day. I am worried that she would be like me and 

marry here. Pre-marital sex is too common here, our neighbour’s 

daughter has just delivered a baby and she is only 15 years old. I 

tried to send her to Wanning, but she refused to leave. I can only 

wait till she graduates. Then I might be able to bring my son to the 

city to work.’ 

 

Yanhua’s life story was in sharp contrast to the Li villagers’ impression of her, as a 

loyal and docile wife of a Li husband. Her attachment to the local customs had 

actually been forced by her life situation, rather than adopted voluntarily. In other 

words, ethnic boundaries were remade through her life in the mountainous area; the 

detachment from her own community was the cause of her attachment to the local 

one. For years, she has never given up on the thought of leaving the place; nonetheless, 

poverty and children confine her to it. She feels that her relatives are richer than her 

affinal family; her native place is a better place to make money. The more she engages 

with local customs, the more she wants to get away from everything local. She is 
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trapped in the place, against her hopes to move and become a ‘competent’ migrant 

worker in the city.   

 

The last two stories, thus, have shown the way spouses practise affinal relationships 

with ‘ethnic others’, and the extent to which marital life has changed their view of the 

customs of ‘the others’. I have argued that, although prejudice against drinking 

customs might repel one from social life with ‘the others’, the profitability of that 

connection constantly pushes actors to reflect on their marital choice and their in-laws. 

While discussing the Li/Han wives’ cultural adaptation to ‘the others’ in the inter-

ethnic intimate space, I have focused on how economic contribution might affect the 

perception of ethnic boundaries.  I might conclude that the actual cultural adaptation 

to the culture of ‘the others’ would not necessarily bring about cultural attachment to 

them; the desperation for enrichment or the endurance of poverty seem to override 

the intimacy that might be brought about by any cultural attachment. In sum, inter-

ethnic marital life is an intimate relationship of the conjugal family that needs to be 

underpinned by strategies of surviving through couples’ economic cooperation.   
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Section Two: A Rebel Li Daughter-in-Law 
 

As illustrated in Chapters Two and Three, an inter-ethnic marital decision might have 

different motives – passion of love, needs of hypergamy, unplanned pregnancy, etc. 

However, regional or ethnic exogamous marital decisions may not necessarily lead to 

a happy conjugal relationship or prosperity of the conjugal family, and the marriage 

might not become a means to achieve the marital intentions – maltreatment, an 

incompetent husband, or apathetic in-laws might all lead to a dysfunctional conjugal 

relationship. I did encounter several minority interlocutors who had left or attempted 

to leave their conjugal families. Although the ‘running away’ experiences varied 

according to individual situations, the narratives I collected were mostly painful, with 

reluctant, rather than intentional and desired departures. Some left to avoid daily 

prejudice against their ethnic origins, some because of an incompetent or violent 

husband, while some were expelled by their affinal families. The ethnography 

presented in this section shows that the choice of leaving, in most cases, was not 

necessarily an intentional act but, rather, a reluctant move because of continuous 

conflict or oppression within the family. In other words, minority wives’ politics of 

escape represented a desperate step taken to avoid the violence perpetrated on them, 

when their intimacy with the ‘other’ failed to remove the prejudice against them as a 

minority person and an outsider.  

 

2.1 Urban Minority Wives   
 

Urbanisation in the mountainous area fundamentally complicated ethnic hierarchies 

in the cities before the 1980s, by superimposing urban/rural inequality onto pre-

modern ethnic relations with the privileged position of the Han. The emerging rich 

families among the Li, and the Li governors in the mountainous area, constantly 

reshaped the ethnic composition of the dominant groups. Consequently, while the 

local Han people retained their strong prejudice against the minority population, the 

urban and privileged minority population also developed its own pride in being urban 

or modern, and superior to the rural population. With regard to inter-ethnic marriages 

in which the urban minority wives married ‘down’ into local, poor Han families, 

however, the intimate space might become a field of conflict. Although the Han’s 

prejudices resulted in the oppression of minority wives by their parents-in-law, the 
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economic and urban privileges of the minority wives could counteract this oppression. 

This section, by describing several drastic situations of Ayan’s family, investigates 

the working of power dynamics through inter-ethnic intimate life in conflict between 

her and her parents-in-law.    

 

As mentioned on many occasions in this thesis, the local Han people’s popular 

narratives of the non-Han minority women negatively represent them as potentially 

harmful to the Han affinal families – such as, Li women cannot endure the hardship 

of domestic chores and agricultural labour, or Li wives are sexually promiscuous. 

Following urbanisation in the mountainous area, many towns and cities have 

developed in most of the ethnically mixed places on the island, and ethnically mixed 

marriages have become common practice among the urban population. However, the 

Han residents who are originally from Ledong, even though less prejudiced than their 

relatives in their native places, still find an inter-ethnic marriage potentially risky. 

They retain and reiterate some influential narratives to warn their youngsters not to 

go for an inter-ethnic marriage with an urban minority woman.  

‘When you see a man married to a minority woman, you can be sure 

that he has not married a virgin. Minority women are prettier with 

white skin, but they are also open to premarital sex. Therefore, in 

my generation (born in the 1950s), we did not marry them. Many 

of us have witnessed the way the minority women socialise with 

men; they are just too friendly and don’t keep their distance. When 

I was a student, the prettiest girl was named Lizhen; she was one of 

the prettiest ladies I had ever known in the city of Tongzha. She was 

popular among the guys, she was also a good dancer; nearly every 

evening, she danced with different guys. Nonetheless, she did not 

get married till 30, whereas most of us married before 26. I think 

she was popular, but not considered suitable for marriage. We could 

imagine how distressed her husband would have felt to marry a 

woman who had so many romantic stories associated with her. Not 

surprisingly, she was not able to be loyal to her husband after 

marriage; she still socialised a lot in the work unit or outside her 

family. One day, her husband killed himself by jumping from the 
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roof of a hotel.’    

Although narratives like these are usually fictionalised, with the intention of 

perpetuating ethnic segregation, they are constantly used by the older, urban Han 

residents to interpret the problem of dysfunctional inter-ethnic families in ethnically 

mixed towns. It seems to them that urbanisation could make the young generation of 

the Han indulge in the non-Han sex customs prevalent in the mountainous area.   

 

Ayan’s father-in-law, Mr XX, who began serving as a traffic policeman in Changjiang 

prefecture in 1960, was born in 1940 and spent over 50 years in the minority regions. 

He raised three daughters and one son and insisted on all of them practising ethnic 

endogamy. Yet, he had to intervene in his only son’s marriage after his daughter-in-

law became a civil servant and migrated to Haikou. Although she tried to convince 

his son to move to Haikou, where she had bought a flat worth 200,000 rmb, he 

strongly refused her proposal. As he said, ‘I have spent most of my life in Changjiang, 

and this woman wants my only son to be away from me. Therefore, I told her and my 

son that I had lived in Changjiang and would die in Chiangjiang, and my son would 

do the same.’ To his surprise, however, 10 years later his son, who had already 

become a police chief, fell in love with a minority bus conductor, Ayan. After an 

unplanned pregnancy, the couple got married in 2007. Since then, Mr XX has 

constantly complained about his daughter-in-law to his neighbours, which has made 

his family well-known for conflict and disharmonious affinal relationships. The 

gossip about his family seems to have become another narrative against inter-ethnic 

marriages. In the 1980s, in the collective gated community of the police, many 

residents had heard or witnessed the fights between Mr XX and his daughter-in-law 

Ayan. All had the impression that the family had a rebel minority daughter-in-law 

who did not do any domestic chores, loved staying out for social meetings after 

midnight, and frequently left to go to her natal family. I never had an opportunity to 

talk to Mr XX in detail about his daughter-in-law, to validate the gossip about his 

family. Nonetheless, through several connections, I did make contact with Mr XX ’s 

daughter-in-law, Ayan, who also happened to be a friend of several of my informants 

in Baoyou.  
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2.2 Rebellion or Resistance  
 

Ayan, a friend of Hong (Chapters Four and Five), had been the most popular girl in 

the town of Baoyou since her adolescence. She was known for her pretty looks and 

her politically and financially privileged Li family. Because of her popularity, most 

of her friends expected her to engage in political hypergamy, especially after 1995, 

when she was offered a 300,000 rmb contract to be the mistress of a mainland military 

officer. According to her, in her three romantic relationships before marriage, all her 

minority boyfriends were either political elites or rich. However, surprisingly, after 

she started working in Changjiang prefecture, in 2008 she began dating a divorced, 

low-ranking policeman and, after an unplanned pregnancy, married him. When we 

first met, I could learn about her past only from her friends, or sometimes her own 

nostalgic accounts of her past. She is in her late 20s now, the mother of two children, 

and an obese and alcoholic, unemployed woman. Only her bright eyes and fine nose 

still betray her earlier charm. I gathered that her inter-ethnic marriage was unhappy 

and stressful due to the prejudice of her parents-in-law against her. Yet, she did not 

complain much about her marriage in the several social meetings we attended; instead, 

she loved sharing her rebellious stories of her junior school days and her romantic 

past with her ex-boyfriends.  

 

However, one night when she was drunk, she started showing her admiration for 

Hong’s hedonistic marital life, harmonious affinal relationships, and light burden of 

domestic chores. Then she suddenly began to curse and swear at her Han parents-in-

law for their rude treatment of her and her daughter with their ethnic bias, and her 

almost daily fights and quarrels with them. She complained: 

‘I and Hong are the new women of the new era, we are from similar 

privileged families, we both married into normal families; why 

should she play mahjong and get spoilt while I do all the work at 

home and am still maltreated?’  

Except for me, her friends, such as Hong, seemed quite used to her drunken speeches; 

they were all tired of her stories, which she would repeat continually till the end of a 

dinner or meeting. They were also not too sympathetic towards her, because they 

thought of her as having been a troublemaker during her rebellious adolescence – she 
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smoked and drank, had ambiguous relationships with minority gangs, and was often 

romantically involved with adults. They were not surprised that her lifestyle irritated 

her parents-in-law and created conflicts in her conjugal relationship. Admittedly, 

Ayan’s lifestyle seemed odd for a mother – she did take care of a lot of the domestic 

work, including nursing her babies; however, she spent most of her time outside the 

house, came home after midnight and, as mentioned already, she was addicted to 

alcohol and smoking. 

 

Ayan’s friends’ accounts of her are reminiscent of the popular local impression of 

minority wives and inter-ethnic marriages. The local Han people’s popular narratives 

about non-Han women negatively represent them as potentially harmful to Han 

conjugal families, for example, Li women are not able to endure the hardship of 

domestic chores and agricultural labour, or Li wives are sexually promiscuous. These 

popular impressions of the minorities are constantly used to interpret the 

dysfunctional inter-ethnic family. In the same vein, many of them presume that 

minority women never uphold the moral constraints of marriage and run away when 

unable to satisfy their desire for a hedonistic life in the marriage – they move away 

from the poor to the rich, from hardship to pleasure. 

 

Though I doubted the interpretation of Ayan’s situation by her friends, I seldom had 

a chance to verify their accounts with Ayan herself and to investigate her experience 

of living with a Han, until one night when an incident in her family made her share 

her struggles under ethnic prejudice. One night in the early summer, she texted me to 

ask if she might have the symptoms of depression. She said she was too devastated to 

sleep, had left home and was with her children in a hotel. 

‘I won’t return this time, I don't deserve this; I am unemployed now, 

therefore I have to be submissive most of the time and let them 

accuse me of being lazy, disloyal; now they think they can hit me…I 

would never return to that place.’  

‘What happened?’ I asked. She replied, ‘I can’t say anything now, it is too painful to 

recall it all now.’  
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On closely examining her life story, I found that most of her rebellious or seemingly 

abnormal acts were triggered by maltreatment by her parents-in-law, who held a 

strong prejudice against minorities. It was her resistance to the unreasonable bullying 

that caused most of the conflicts with her parents-in-law.  

 

2.3 Against Han Ethnic Prejudice at Home：From Docility to Resistance 
 

When Ayan was 21, she had her second unplanned pregnancy. She did not want to 

undergo another abortion, so she proposed to her boyfriend, who was a 33-year-old 

divorced policeman, to marry her. In 2007, the couple officially registered their 

marriage. However, the marriage was never celebrated, nor was their first daughter’s 

birth, because Ayan’s parents-in-law refused to celebrate the two events. As Ayan 

said, she had no intention or expectation of such a divide between herself and her 

parents-in-law. However, her tolerance in the early years never produced any 

happiness or affection from her parents-in-law.  

‘I married him because I loved him, and I wanted to keep my baby; 

however, it all happened in a rush; I did not have time to get to know 

his parents, who became the most unpredictable part of my 

marriage. I endured the pain and horror they brought to me in the 

family in the first year; however, their maltreatment of me only 

intensified. From the moment I moved into their house, I did my 

very best to be a good wife and daughter-in-law. Even when I was 

5 months pregnant, I did all the domestic chores, took care of his 

70-year-old father and 60-year-old mother, did laundry in the 

morning, mopped the floor, cooked for them. Even then, instead of 

showing any appreciation, my mother-in-law started complaining 

that my dishes were too salty and hard to swallow. I have cooked 

since I was 16 and everyone has loved my cooking. After a few 

futile attempts, I told my husband that it would be better for me to 

stop cooking; instead, I could help his mother in preparing the 

dishes. Three months later, when I was 8 months pregnant, I 

stopped mopping the floor because I wasn’t able to bend and move 

with my big belly. Then she started saying that I was lazy. Now I 
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had started to realise that my parents-in-law would never love me, 

or welcome me as their daughter-in-law. The situation worsened 

after they came to know that my first-born would be a girl. On the 

surface, the family seemed peaceful and harmonious, and I did not 

realise that they were nursing a bias against me and my coming 

child. One day, my mother-in-law went to a fortune teller. When she 

came back, she and I had a long conversation about how the fortune 

teller had informed her that my destiny might clash with hers and 

that of her children. She also started complaining and expressing 

her doubts about my suitability to be a part of her family, about my 

intentions behind marrying her son, and my past romances. Then, 

she uttered the horrible words that, if my next child was also a 

female, they would like me to have an abortion. After that I was so 

scared, I cried myself to sleep every night; I was living in a 

household where I was not welcome. I could not share what she had 

said to me with my husband, as I did not want him to fight against 

his own mum. I still hoped to live happily with them…It was just 

the beginning of the marriage, and I thought things would get better.’  

However, all her tolerance gradually turned into resentment against her affinal 

relatives. On the day she went into labour, her mother-in-law, for some superstitious 

reason, stopped her husband and other family members from entering the delivery 

room and let her suffer dystocia by herself.  

‘I was in the delivery room for 24 hours; his mother did not want 

my husband to see me, nor did she come and help me. Fortunately, 

a sister of the other pregnant woman in the same delivery room 

came to help me; she held my hands until my aunt visited me. A 

stranger is better than a Han affinal relative. When I was suffering, 

they just peeked through the door and watched, and stopped my 

husband from visiting me. I felt even more disappointed the next 

day after my daughter was born; his sister came to visit me with 

empty hands; then they asked me to give them money to buy milk 

powder and clothes for my daughter. I had no money on me; I had 

to give them my gift money given by my friends and my husband’s 
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colleagues. From that moment, I gave up all thought of getting 

along with his parents and sisters; I felt they were just cold-blooded 

human beings. Nonetheless, I maintained silence and kept calm like 

before, because I did not want to turn the family into a battlefield.’ 

Although Ayan tried her best to compromise with her affinal family, the division 

between her and her parents-in-law continued to get worse as she realised that all their 

ill-feelings were caused by her ethnic origins.   

Ayan said,  

‘I never started a fight in the first year of my marriage; I was 

disappointed by how they treated me, but I did not want to fight 

with them. The first fight was because they disrespected my 

daughter and me; they did not celebrate my daughter’s first birth 

month. In our tradition, we invite our relatives and other guests to 

our house and celebrate the first month of life of a newborn baby. 

My father gave 20 free-range chickens and money to my parents-

in-law for my recovery after the labour; my mother-in-law cooked 

a chicken once or twice a day. A week before my daughter turned 

one month old, I asked my husband to talk to his mother about 

inviting relatives to celebrate my daughter’s birth, but she invited 

no-one and deliberately did not make any chicken that day. I felt I 

was disrespected by the way she treated me; I didn’t complain but 

I wasn’t happy the next day. She sensed it; then she started yelling 

at me, saying that I was just so unsatisfied. Then I decided to talk 

back. After that, we started quarrelling over trifles; I fought with 

them when they complained about the trivial mistakes I would 

make. Then, I found out why they had been so bitter with me; 

because they felt ashamed of their son’s inter-ethnic marriage with 

a Li woman. One time when we were quarrelling, my-father-in law 

told me that he was ashamed of my ethnicity; he could not tell any 

of his friends that his son was married because he was married to a 

Li woman. Then I said sarcastically that it must be a real misfortune 

for him, his son marrying a Li; I knew that was going to hurt him, 

but I let him swallow his own curse. Then he started yelling bad 
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words at me, as usual. In the same vein, one day when I came home 

late, my mother-in-law quarrelled with me and said that the way I 

behaved, I must have been a slut whom nobody wanted to marry in 

Ledong and that’s why I married her son. I found it hilarious; I 

replied that I felt grateful to her son for ‘recycling’ me. I felt so 

ironic and funny about their outdated and feudalistic ideas; this is 

the modern era, and hers is just a low-ranking policeman’s family. 

They should feel lucky that I am not picky about their economic 

and social status; my family is 10 times better than theirs. This 

sounded like Han pride – as if being a Han prevails over everything; 

as if all Li people want to marry the Han… my parents-in-law are 

illiterate with a feudalistic mindset; the new thoughts in our 

generation have passed them by.’ 

 

2.4 Expulsion and Escape  
 

The endless quarrelling aggravated the divide between Ayan and her affinal family. 

To avoid conflict and generate more income to pay for daily expenses, Ayan decided 

to open a baby products shop. For the first two years, the shop generated over 100,000 

rmb per year. However, her successful business did not change the attitude of her 

parents-in-law. Running the sales business meant that she spent most of her time in 

the shop, and she also had to attend social meetings with her customers and suppliers 

after work. But all her social activities and business seemed suspicious to her parents-

in-law. They started accusing her of being an irresponsible daughter-in-law and 

mother, so much so that Ayan was expelled from her parents-in-laws’ home many 

times during this period.  

‘My shop was like a child to me, I sort of died with it. Nevertheless, 

I closed it when it was still making some profit. My parents-in-law 

kept on quarrelling with me and accusing me in a way that really 

affected business in the shop. The unhappy family life and the 

pressure of business made me start drinking and gambling during 

this time; I kept on losing money on the mahjong table while the 

business was going downhill, causing a financial crisis. At first, as 
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agreed, I took care of my baby girl during the daytime while, in the 

afternoon, my parents-in-law would bring her back for dinner and 

put her to sleep. When I needed to stay in the shop till midnight to 

increase sales, they started asking me to close it; they accused me 

of being lazy and not helping with domestic work. When I was 

trying to grow my business by asking for loans from my friends, I 

often had to meet them in restaurants and sometimes had to join 

them for late dinners. Moreover, I had to drink a lot with my (Li) 

people to get loans from them. But they told my husband that I was 

having affairs with other men. The conflict reached the extreme one 

day, when my father-in-law called me while I was in the shop. He 

said that I was a lazy and useless person; he asked me to die in the 

shop and never return home. I was too young and fragile to ignore 

his words; I went home, picked up my daughter and left for my Li 

friends, who were more like a family to me. My husband came later 

in the evening. He did not ask me to come back; he just gave me 

some clothes and asked me to take a day off. That was the first time 

I had left the family; I returned a week later. However, since then, I 

was expelled or had to escape from that family whenever I felt I 

could no longer endure their mental torture; I tried to stay as long 

as I could with my natal family during the school holidays. Being 

away from them was better for my marriage and my child; however, 

we were too poor to move out, and therefore I had to return.’ 

In Ayan’s seven years of marriage, she was tempted to leave her parents-in-law 

several times; however, she never succeeded in breaking away from them. In the end, 

she always returned to her routine life, in which she had to deal with distrust of and 

maltreatment by her parents-in-law and survive through endless quarrels over trifles 

with them. This got to an intolerable level in the summer of 2016, when her father-

in-law hit her with a bamboo stick.  

‘I was asleep with my children; I had a backache, therefore I slept 

on the hard floor and let my 6-year-old daughter sleep beside my 8-

month-old son to make sure that he didn’t fall out of the bed. My 

mother-in-law came back at midnight after playing mahjong and 
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woke us up; then, my daughter said that she wanted to sleep with 

her. I asked her not to, holding her in my arms. Then, my mother-

in-law went mad; she tried to wrest my daughter from my arms, 

while I tried to keep her with me…Somehow, she fell on the floor; 

it looked like I had pushed her but I hadn’t. She faked how she had 

fallen in front of my father-in-law; consequently, the old man 

grabbed a wooden clothes pole and hit me while I tried to protect 

myself by covering my head with my hands. He kept on saying, “I 

will beat you to death (da sini)”; I could not endure the pain; I 

snatched the pole and broke it into two, and ran away with my 

children…I didn’t know how to tell my daughter about this 

(conflict); she was yelling at me to come home to my evil parents-

in-law…’ 

A few weeks later, Ayan left her children with her parents-in-law and returned to 

Changjiang with her husband. They now live in the dormitory of the police bureau 

where her husband works.   
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Conclusion 
 

The chapter has engaged with two critical themes that distinguish inter-ethnic marital 

life from ethnic endogamy, in order to explore the ways in which ethnic boundaries 

interplay with daily life in an inter-ethnic household. The first section, thus, discussed 

the way the spouses practise affinal relationships with ‘ethnic others’, and the extent 

to which marital life has changed their view of the customs of ‘the others’. I argued 

that, although prejudice against drinking customs might repel one from social life with 

‘the others’, the profitability of that connection (see Appendix Seven) constantly 

pushes actors to participate in and join the family. The non-profit connection might 

be outweighed by monetary friendship, even in urban towns. While discussing the 

Li/Han wives’ cultural adaptation to ‘the others’ in the inter-ethnic intimate space, I 

focused on how economic contribution might affect the perception of ethnic 

boundaries. So, I might conclude that the actual cultural adaptation to the culture of 

‘the others’ would not necessarily bring about cultural attachment to them; the 

desperation for enrichment or the endurance of poverty seem to override the intimacy 

that might be brought about by any cultural attachment. In sum, inter-ethnic marital 

life is an intimate relationship of the conjugal family that needs to be underpinned by 

strategies of surviving through couples’ economic cooperation. The second section 

presented a case study of inter-ethnic conjugal relationships, in order to demonstrate 

how ethnic origins might or might not affect the separation of, or conflict between, 

inter-ethnic couples and their in-law family. Further, it discussed how intimacy might 

be altered through external communities. I presented the ways in which the ethnic 

dichotomy can intervene in intimate life and provoke separation. I showed that the 

conflict between a minority wife and the local Han parents could be a consequence of 

clashing ideas, while the privilege of being an urban upper-class woman would 

constantly challenge conservative ethnic bias. However, resistance, in this case at 

least, led to even severer oppression.  
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Conclusion 
 

Overview: Why can’t Han marry Li? 
 

After all the foregoing, my research is an assemblage of the past: histories, memories, 

family and the personal past; they are the experiences that inform us why inter-ethnic 

marriage is difficult in this context. With an anthropological analytical framework, I 

have tended to unpick the puzzle through the themes I learned from the discipline: 

ethnicity, kinship, lineage, rituals, family, and the life of intimacies. However, when 

I had finished writing, I realised that the life experiences of inter-ethnic intimacy were 

not fully informed through my thesis; instead, most of the time I was contextualising 

daily experience through the way Han people made distinctions between the two 

communities. If the thesis is read as a kind of history, then it is the one of the process 

of producing the ethnic consciousness of the Han through their practice of various 

forms of ethnic interaction. Conversely, if my work contributes to knowledge as an 

ethnography of inter-ethnic conjugal life, it is in terms of the daily experiences that 

are affected by the Han ethnic consciousness, which is rooted in the history of inter-

ethnic interaction.  

 

In half of the thesis (Chapters One, Two, Three and Six), I presented how local ethnic 

consciousness emerged and how it was internalised in the family, and also showed 

how it was articulated in life and how it affected the experience of inter-ethnic 

interactions. I have argued that this ethnic consciousness, which has its particular 

relations with family and intimacy, was a historical accident; the island’s special 

history and experience of social changes created a local culture that sustains the ethnic 

boundary between Li and Han.  

 

I would not place my argument against the literature of ethnicity, which asserts that 

ethnicity is a flux, because its content and form is subject to changes over time. As I 

discussed in Chapter One, in premodern China there was always two-way traffic 

migration between the two ethnic groups: the ethnic boundaries between the two 

groups were fluid. Neither, I suggest, could the ethnic consciousness of Han and their 

feeling of enmity towards the Li exist without wider structures (state and political 
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economy), nor would it last under social changes, especially modernisation. In 

Chapter Six, when discussing the standardisation of ritual, it can be seen that there 

was a Janus-faced local agency (the literati class, the local boss) (Katz, 2007), which 

both mediated the imperial state’s ritual standardisation and disguised heterodoxy of 

ritual. Diamant (2000) mentioned that many local cadres played an important role in 

popular resistance to the marriage reforms. From the same angle, I explain the 

persistence of the ethnic boundary; feelings of ethnic enmity against Li were by-

products of historical reality. 

 

The particularity of history and the social changes in Ledong produced a persistent 

Han ethnic consciousness that excluded the Li people from their family domains. 

From popular memories, family memories of their ancestors and ethnic conflict, Han 

people acquired a form of habitual thought of the self and ‘the others’. Thus, histories 

and popular memories are important for understanding how the past ethnic dichotomy 

could restrict mate selection and affect intimate relations. In Chapter Two, I illustrated 

how the Han family histories offer an illusory pride to villagers, while distorting the 

reality that the Li dominated the Han till late imperial China. Due to the long history 

of Li disturbance, my investigation into local history and lineage shows that although 

the local Han’s ethnic consciousness was overwhelmed by Han chauvinism, it also 

indicated a strong sense of fear of the Li. In many stories collected during this research, 

Han individual ethnic awareness would not change, despite their increasing social 

interactions with the Li. Living in a place ignored by the imperial state and later 

colonised by the modern state, it is hardly surprising that the local Han perceived ‘the 

others’ in their own way, and persisted in their own understanding when the state 

ignored them. In addition, the state-oriented radical changes since the Maoist era have 

had a significant impact on local societies; however, they have not shattered the 

foundation of inter-ethnic boundaries. In Chapter Three, I illustrated that although 

profit was the main motivation that led to the Han migrating towards the mountain 

area in different periods, it hardly damaged the Han settlers’ ethnic prejudice against 

the Li. The urbanisation of the mountains has created ethnically mixed spaces; but 

that ethnic interaction did not necessarily lead to harmonisation between the two 

ethnic groups.  
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Moreover, ethnic boundaries could persist, through the Han’s agency in 

distinguishing ‘others’. Cohen (1985) suggests that boundaries are symbolic 

constructions, through which people who are aware of their own culture manipulate 

the meaning of symbols that distinguish them from ‘the others’. After locating ethnic 

consciousness in the context of family, interaction and history, I investigated the 

customs and practices of conjugal life: courtship, weddings, and marital relations. I 

found that Han ethnic prejudice against the Li ‘others’, with whom they share similar 

courtship customs, affects mostly courtship and weddings. By comparing their 

cultural customs: courtship customs (Chapter Four), wedding rituals (Chapter Six), 

practice of relatedness (Chapter Seven), besides the cult of ancestors (Chapter One), 

I found that Han and Li do not have substantial differences. As I concluded in Chapter 

Six, the series of ritual practices (ho meeting and wedding rituals) on which the Han 

based their pride and their cultural identity, were rather heterodox rituals; in practice, 

the Li bride Ani found it was easy to learn and adopt them. However, it is a matter of 

fact that in the view of Han commoners in this research, they saw Li customs as 

distinct from their own; based on that imagined difference, they stigmatised and 

alienised the Li culture. Thus, for the local Han people, their symbolic construction 

of ethnic boundaries was manifested through this capability of distinguishing the Li 

customs which actually shared the same regional culture with them. 

 

In any form of knowledge, ethnic consciousness would not persist and reproduce 

without individual practice. Here, it was a genre of ideas that individuals only engaged 

with in particular situations: courtship, mate choice, wedding. To solve the puzzle of 

not marrying Li, I locate the life experiences of inter-ethnic couples as a site to present 

the awareness of Han membership. In the rest of my thesis (Chapters Four, Five, 

Seven and Eight), I explored how ethnic prejudice affects the politics of courtship, 

affinal relations, and marital relations. I illustrated a series of incidents, where existing 

ethnic consciousness impacted on the way inter-ethnic intimacy was practised; these 

incidents combined to outline how the Han’s perception of the Li was applied to the 

practice of romance, sex and marriage.  

 

Firstly, by placing the narratives of inter-ethnic courtship into observation of changing 

private life in the contemporary setting of a sexual culture and rising individuality, I 

found a mixed response from local society. I saw the ethnic consciousness of Han 
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affects the practice of courtship in two ways. On the one hand, when more and more 

Han people practise inter-ethnic romantic and sexual relations, they are seeking sexual 

pleasure rather than other relationships. On the other hand, younger generations who 

pursue inter-ethnic love marriage have traumatic experiences of parental objections. 

Following the debates on whether the Chinese can have a free, autonomous courting 

culture, I explored the constraints and freedom of courtship in two themes.  

 

Firstly, in terms of mate selection, I argued that ethnic consciousness has hardly been 

affected by changing private life (sexual revolution, individuality): the unwillingness 

to accept marriage with the Li is coercively conveyed through casual sexual 

relationships (Chapter Four), parental objection (Chapter Five) and difficult wedding 

negotiations (Chapter Seven). Parental interventions into inter-ethnic relationships 

remain strong, due to their intervention often gaining collective support from kin and 

neighbours. Nonetheless, there are occasions on which the ethnic boundary can be 

undermined: the desirable urban Li bride could override ethnic prejudice in the first 

meeting with her parents-in-law (Chapter Five); the privileged Li individual (Chapter 

Seven) could celebrate her two inter-ethnic marriages without parental intervention.  

 

Secondly, when the ‘open’ sexual culture arrived, inter-ethnic sexual relations 

increased; but the experiences of sexual encounters reproduced sexualised images of 

Li women. When the local Han idea of courtship practice intertwined with sexualised 

images of Li women, it boosted the entertainment industries which mostly employ Li 

women. Their romantic stories of dance hall life shared many similarities (jealousy, 

love, sex, etc.) with Western romantic relationships, in which the two parties have 

autonomy to leave (this is an aspect I did not explore in Chapter Four). Moreover, 

although I observed that ethnic boundaries could be reproduced through traumatic 

stories of parental interventions and erotic gossip about inter-ethnic sexual relations, 

they could also be overlooked by reality and subverted by practice (child out of 

wedlock, privileged Li family). Particularly in the case of marriage (Chapter Eight), 

happy marriages and bad marriages were, rather, caused by other, non-cultural 

reasons: inability to contribute to family income, domestic violence or gender bias in 

reproduction. 
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Finally, one question which consistently emerged throughout the thesis is why the 

Han did not want to marry the Li. I have searched for the answers in the local historical 

formation (including social memories) of ethnicity, the cultural distinctions between 

Li and Han, the political economy of ethnic interactions, and the life of conjugality. I 

explained why and how the persistent ethnic boundary related to the taboo of inter-

ethnic exogamy; I have illustrated how it led to those sad stories of inter-ethnic 

couples. After five years, I realised that the answer was in the sentences that first 

jumped out from my Han informants: ‘We feel shame (xiuchi) about marrying Li.’ 

Therefore, I managed to explain the Han’s prohibition of ethnic exogamy through the 

notions of ‘face’, which imply a moral/social mechanism that pushes individuals to 

follow the collective rules of not marrying others. In Chapter Seven, by investigating 

wedding negotiations, I examined the extent to which Han feelings of shame (chi) at 

presenting inter-ethnic affinal relations could shape the inter-ethnic wedding. The 

ethnic consciousness of the Han, like the moral face of individuals, was internalised 

as a collective expectation. By contracting an inter-ethnic marriage and thus failing 

to meet expectations, individuals would generate a sense of shame. Parental objection 

and generational conflicts over inter-ethnic love courtships were caused by the feeling 

of shame.   

 

Thesis limitations  
 

There are clear defects in the thesis. Firstly, I might have a tendency to overuse the 

archives and memories of the past to contextualise present-day ethnic boundaries and 

practice of intimacy. Secondly, parts of the thesis are under-theorised, especially in 

terms of the theories concerned with ideas and practices. Similarly, the whole thesis 

lacks discussion on women’s agency, especially in terms of subverting and 

appropriating ethnic boundaries. Thirdly, since my data collection was heavily based 

on qualitative research, the thesis lacks statistical support. Without statistics, it could 

not portray the general situation of inter-ethnic marriage on the island. Fourthly, 

pregnancy out of wedlock was a common experience among my informants, but I did 

not make it an empirical focus. Finally, I did not explore more extensively the life 

experience of inter-ethnic mixed children.  
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It was never my intention to pursue my obsession with the past, historical archives, 

written genealogy, Chinese classics, and classical studies of kinship in this research. 

Firstly, when I enquired about Han commoners’ views on how they perceived the Li 

culture and how they understood the norms of ethnic endogamy, their answers guided 

me to look at the literature in order to validate the assumption that the local Han’s 

sense of belonging was linked to the wider historical expansion of the imperial state 

and standardisation of Han culture. Secondly, it was hard to distinguish the Li customs 

from those of the Han in contemporary society. To analyse the cultural distinctions 

that caused the differences, I had to trace back the documents that recorded pre-

modern local societies, in which I assumed the cultural distinction existed. Without 

these two motivations, I would be reluctant to shatter my own belief in being Han. 

These two naïve motivations would also put my thesis at risk, by assuming a 

continuity of ethnic relations that ignored social changes. Furthermore, my obsession 

with the archives has also resulted in the similar structure of several chapters (Chapter 

Four, Chapter Six, Chapter Three), using historical ethnography to contextualise the 

present practice that is affected by ethnic consciousness.   

 

I have loosely connected my analysis with post-modern theorists, although I found 

their insights quite relevant to my interest in how a given idea of ‘the others’ is 

sustained throughout the Han communities and extended into inter-ethnic intimacy. 

Foucault’s (1990) understanding of local knowledge and discourses of ‘the other’ 

helped me gain deeper insights into the shaping of the Han identity and other norms 

of intimacy. Bourdieu's (1977) theory of practices was useful for explaining the 

consistency of making the same idea through the various forms of intimate practice. 

Lefebvre's (1991) production of spaces could help me to understand how ethnically 

mixed spaces could imply state intervention into social relations. These theoretical 

thoughts could be crucially important to push my argument forward. I will illustrate 

how Foucault’s work might be relevant to my analysis.  

 

For Foucault, modern subjectivity is constructed through the discourses which are 

deliberately chosen to present the ‘truth’ and norms. Foucault highlights the 

importance of knowledge in the formation of subjectivity, and how knowledge and 

power are intertwined in this process (2002: 132). Foucault (1990: 59-60) therefore 

questioned the very nature of modern knowledge and raised the point that the modern 
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subject is constructed through discourse, which is produced by power. As an example, 

he gave the idea of sexuality, and how modern discourse on sexuality has changed at 

the expense of other concepts, and consequently how it has modified the way people 

think about their own sexuality. Through his investigation of love and romance 

through historical scholarship, Shumway’s (2003) research on the history of romantic 

discourses and Foucault’s (1990) research on the history of sexuality both investigate 

what influences the construction of modern norms of love and sexuality, and conclude 

that it is associated with the emergence of a bourgeoisie class, the new ruling classes 

of the nineteenth century, who requested the renewal of knowledge and modern 

subjectivity. Moreover, subjectivity theorists from Freud to Foucault have argued that 

the family is important in the formulation of subjectivity (Mansfield, 2000). In other 

words, family is the space that produces and reshapes subjectivity; hence, research on 

inter-ethnic family space could reveal how the knowledge of ‘the others’ and the 

knowledge of love intertwined together, cultivating people’s perception of marriage 

to ‘the others’.  

 

Foucault (1972) understood discourses to be the unit of modern knowledge which is 

intertwined with power relationships; however, Foucault did not explain his notion of 

discourses further. Du Gay (1996: 43) elaborated more on what discourses are, stating 

that a ‘discourse is a group of statements which provide a language for talking about 

a topic and a way of producing a particular kind of knowledge about a topic’. As a 

result, following Du Gay (ibid.), in my project ‘the discourse refers to the production 

of knowledge through language and representation and the way that knowledge is 

institutionalised, thus shaping social practices and setting new practices into play.’ 

Although knowledge of ‘the others’ and knowledge of love seem irrelevant and 

somehow contradictory to each other, the latter refers to the value of freedom and 

intimacy, while the former almost refers to the opposite – to the disciplinary and 

exclusionary. However, in the context of inter-ethnic intimacy, these ideas seem to 

have begun to merge and have become intertwined into one particular idea of 

‘marrying the others’. Knowledge of ethnicity, gender and class within the private 

space of an inter-ethnic family can generate conflict between different generations or 

between minority in-laws and their majority spouses. The inter-ethnic couple’s 

affections are generated through increasing ethnic interactions and the endorsement 

of free love; parental objections to inter-ethnic marriage are caused by collective Han 
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ethnic prejudices that are rooted in the antagonistic past between two ethnic 

communities. In other words, these divergent opinions came from different 

knowledge of Li and different experiences with Li, and which attitude wins out will 

depend on the context of the family. The Han knowledge of the Li, as a type of social 

classification, would be as coercive as the other modern knowledge that projects on 

to modern subjectivity and affects the way they think. In addition, the adoption of 

Han culture by minority spouses, and their negotiation with the discourse of their own 

stigmatised identity and their changing subjectivity in the daily life of inter-ethnic 

marriage, is crucial to understanding the ways in which modern knowledge has 

operated on the subject, and the inequality and power that underpin this knowledge. 

 

Nonetheless, I could not parallel discourses of local ethnicity to discourses of race or 

gender in the West, which has more impact on an individual’s life. As I suggested 

earlier, the knowledge of the Li was just a group of ideas only encountered by Han 

individuals in particular incidents. The life experience of romance and parental 

objections was a life event, but one that might not affect the individual’s later life. It 

is common sense that breaking up is always hard, but life could move on. In a 

sympathetic tone, I have introduced the tragic stories of many inter-ethnic couples; 

however, their experiences were not like those of other marginalised social groups, 

such as homosexual individuals, whose identity might be tainted for their lifetime. 

Therefore, as much as I read about these high theories, I found they were eventually 

an abstraction or condensed version of the stories – in short, theories, just an 

intellectual way to make sense of the world. Thus, I have kept to my original plan, 

telling stories to see how these stories might bring about a conversation with existing 

theories.   

 

I realise that statistical data analysis would be helpful for future studies on inter-ethnic 

marriage in China. Nonetheless, I did not see numbers of inter-ethnic families as 

relevant to demonstrating the ethnic dichotomy affecting inter-ethnic intimacy in this 

sense. Since the local Han and mainland Han were equally considered Han, increasing 

numbers of Li-Han marriages would not necessarily mean that the prejudice no longer 

affected the practice of inter-ethnic love. The data might, in a sense, prove how 

urbanisation has changed and challenged the old forms of ethnic endogamy, since 

migration has joined the economy.  
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Pre-marital pregnancy and abortion is a common phenomenon among inter-ethnic 

couples, but I was not analytical enough when I presented the ethnographies in 

Chapter Eight and Chapter Five. It could be interpreted as politics that is applied by 

young adults to challenge and mediate parental intervention, since the two 

communities have valued reproduction in their marriage customs. However, when it 

comes to women's agency in reproduction, I would need more feminist scholarship to 

unfold the complex. One potential angle to investigate would be looking at how the 

younger generation have appropriated the dichotomy between state policy on 

reproduction and the changing sexual landscape in local settings.  

 

Regretfully, due to the limited access to these inter-ethnic families, I could not 

interview their mixed children; neither is my methodology comprehensive enough to 

acquire stories from them.  However, I am aware that details about how these children 

react to the Li-Han ethnic dichotomy, and how they negotiate their identity in the 

family and at school, would be valuable for future research.    
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Appendix One: Memories of Ancestors  
 

In Ledong, where inter-ethnic exogamy was prohibited in pre-modern times, the 

presence of domestic shrines and ancestral gravesites underpins the Han's ethnic and 

lineage consciousness. In contrast, after the land reforms, most Li Koms lost their 

control of ancestral lands, their religion banned them from ancestor worship, and their 

family histories were thus lost and disappeared along with the witch/medicine man 

who was in charge of memorising lineage history and rituals.  

 

Bricolage of the ancestors and self  
 

Through their ritual of ancestor worship, continuing oral histories, domestic shrines 

and written genealogies, the local people seek to reaffirm their descent from these 

ancestors; they, however, do not share their ancestors with other regions. In other 

words, these oral histories form part of a process of building the consciousness that 

demarcates difference in terms of the origin of the family. They might be able to 

become a resource for the situational performance of identity in front of the people 

who do not share the pride of the family, lineage and region. All these speech acts, 

concerned with one’s origin and lineage, thus form the primacy of selfhood – 

consciousness of boundaries (Cohen, 1997). When it comes to the individual’s 

appropriation, memories of the past become an explanation for one’s present success. 

As a child growing up in the village, I have witnessed the village raising many famous 

scholars as well as bureaucrats; they have become the pride of the village as well as 

of the coastal region and form a new chapter of their family histories. The villagers 

of Maopo, including the recent elite, like to attribute their success to their scholar 

ancestors, and believe that intelligence is inherited from one’s ancestors (male as well 

as female) and their great alliances (such as marriage). 

 

As the oldest grandson of the Chen lineage, on many different occasions I was 

educated and taught about the history of my lineage and village by the head of the 

house, Dr. CGY, who is believed to have revived the whole lineage after he and his 

siblings migrated to cities and began running successful businesses that enriched the 

whole lineage. CGY and his family visit the village during long national holidays 
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(national days, spring festivals) and this becomes an occasion for most of the lineage 

members to gather in his house and show their respect to him. He likes to discuss all 

the political events happening in Beijing, besides talking about the history of the 

family with his family members, especially the younger generations. He never tries 

to distinguish our ancestors from those of others; he always tells me about the affinal 

relationships between my lineage and the Lu and Yan lineages. He tries to convince 

me that, after intermarriage with the Lu and Yan lineages in previous generations, our 

lineage became the descent group that inherited genes from the ancestors of the Lu 

and Yan families as well. He says, 

 

‘I was curious as to why I was so different from other children when I was young. So, 

I always asked my parents and grandparents about the history of my family, about 

who we were and where we were from. I was always told by my father that we were 

the biggest family of Yaxian and we owned a vast extent of land before the Japanese 

came. Also, we were a scholarly family（书香门第）; for centuries, our ancestors 

had served at the court during the reign of every dynasty of China. Chen Yixing (陈

夷行) was the Prime Minister during the later part of the Tang dynasty’s rule; his 

father Chen Yong (陈邕) was the common ancestor of all Fujian high-order lineages, 

with which he raised 9 prime ministers for the Sung dynasty. Later, during the rule of 

the early Yuan dynasty, Chen Yi (陈沂) was appointed as the military governor of the 

province (知軍) of Danzhou (儋州). His son Yanxiang Gong (彦祥公，Yanxiang 

Chen), who attained the first rank in the triennial provincial exams and was awarded 

the title of Jieyuan by the Yuan dynasty, migrated from Danzhou to Huangliu, after 

he was edged out by the other governors. After he settled down in Huangliu, he raised 

six children. He and his children are the ancestors of the Chen lineage in Yazhou and 

are worshipped at the shrine of the Chen in Huangliu. Thus, they are the ancestors of 

40,000 Chen lineage members of Ledong, Dongfang and Sanya. Every generation of 

the Chen is assigned a middle name taken from a poem dating back to the Ming 

dynasty. Thus, it is very easy to identify the descendants of Ya Xiang by their middle 

names. According to our pedigree, I belong to the 25th generation on the island. 

 

Both of my parents are the descendants of a big family, the family of the Chen and 

the Yan; my father’s maternal grandfather and my mother’s grandfather attained the 
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1st and 2nd ranks respectively in the provisional provincial examination. However, 

they did not earn the title in the real examination, due to corruption. My great 

grandfather was a literati merchant. After he purchased land, he first settled in the 

village and then married a daughter of the Lu lineage. After his wife died, he married 

a daughter of the Zhou lineage in Tiantao. After his second marriage, with the land 

he had purchased and the land given by the Zhou and Lu families, he became the 

biggest landowner in Mangpo. However, his second son lost most of his land during 

the Japanese war, through gambling. My father entered Yazhou Normal School (亚

洲师范) in 1941, and is the most knowledgeable man in the village. My mother only 

finished primary school, but she comes from a scholarly family, the Yan family, 

which claims descent from Yanhui (颜回), the favourite student of Confucius. In the 

1920s, Yanrenguang, one of their family members, got enrolled in a Christian school 

and successfully completed a Doctoral degree from Chicago University. Later, he 

became the founder of the Physics Department of Peking University. The Yan 

families worship him as boshigong (博士公, Doctoral ancestor). Later, in 1960, 

another family member, Yanxianzhong, passed the National University Entrance 

Examination and became the first citizen from Huangliu Town to enter Peking 

University. In 2001, the great granddaughter of Yanrenguang and my son also 

enrolled at Peking University. Since then, the villagers of Mangpo have admired my 

family the most because they know that only dedicated and intellectual people can 

have such achievements. In sum, it is like the idiom – like father, like son – great 

ancestors bring their greatness to their offspring, and our ancestors have given us mind 

and body to restore the glory of the family…Therefore, keeping a lineage alive is 

always about succession and transition; high branches grow only on tall trees (高树

长高枝). For the younger generation, I would like to say that they, primarily, need to 

study hard and keep alive the tradition of belonging to the literati (读书人). Then, 

they will find better chances to work in the big companies or in the government. Then, 

they might also find a wife from a similar family background, with a bachelor’s degree, 

who would know how to take care of the family.’ 

 

CGY’s account of our lineage and the history of my family shows his pride in being 

a descendant of Maopo Ren. At the same time, his pride implies the idea of eugenics 
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in terms of understanding how my family is special, compared to other lineages that 

have failed to revive their ancestors’ glory and do not even know the stories of their 

ancestors. The story of CGY’s life has now been added to the shared legend of 

different families of the village. Since he became an influential governor, every family 

has tried to find out some kind of relationship with him from the prevailing stories 

(They usually call him the eldest brother, dage, 大哥). For the family lineage of Chen, 

origin (出身) is an important part of one’s reputation; it is an important criterion for 

mate selection as well. Those who do not know about their origins or the history of 

their families are often easily misunderstood to be from the lower strata of society.  

 

The Li’s perspective of their family history 

 

The family of Lin inhabited the village of Hongwu ( 红五), north-east of the village 

of Mangpo, about 16 km away. The family came to be known as a powerful lineage 

in the mountainous areas around Liguo Town, after the eldest son of the family was 

promoted to Head of the Forestry Bureau. Later, the youngest son, Lin Chong, was 

elected as the village head in 2013; the local Han people called him Litou (黎头, 

headman of the Li). Lin Chong drove a land cruiser to collect me and the village head 

of Mangpo, my great uncle Dagong, who used to work in the village. After a brief 

introduction to each other, we headed to his village. On our way to his place, he was 

chatting about the 10-cm-long scar across his face. ‘During the Typhoon season, I 

played mah-jong in friend’s place, I realize it was the strongest Typhoon that night. 

On my way home, an iron sheet blown by the Typhoon hit my face.’ 

 

A distance of 16 km is not a long drive, but as the car moved north of Liguo Town, 

the road began getting narrower, and we crossed three mountains to finally reach the 

village of Hong Wu. When we arrived, one family was mourning a deceased relative 

under the shelter in front of their main hall; the family members were wearing 

mourning clothes, which surprised the Dagong and other Han passengers, because he 

did not expect the Li to know the funeral rites. During lunch, I asked Lin Chong the 

history of his family. He replied that he knew little about it, but he had been told that 

three of his family members were important people in Ledong – his brother, his great-

uncle and an earlier ancestor. The ancestor was the offspring of a general in the Qing 
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dynasty era; according to Lin, his contribution to the court was so significant that the 

emperor himself wrote the stela for him. He promised to show me the stela after lunch. 

I expected that he would take me to the cemetery of his own kin, like those in the 

village of Mangpo, a proper graveyard with some stela next to the gravestones. After 

a short walk, we arrived at a lawn, on which a water buffalo was happily having his 

lunch; behind a building site under a big tree, where there was a tiny stela covered 

with grass. Lin Chong pointed it out to me and said, ‘This is the gravestone of the 

general; it must be an antique of some sort as it is so old’. The words on the grave 

were now all gone, possibly because of being constantly wiped by the tails of oxen. I 

did not see any gravestone near it; Lin told me that their other ancestors were buried 

in the mountains far away. The stela was not the grave of the general; it might have 

been one of those stelas (see Zhou and Zhang, 1956: 225-227) erected to remind the 

mountain inhabitants to follow the ruler of Qing state after 1887, when the Guangxi 

commissioner Feng zicai defeated the most Li troops on the island.   

 

After the visit to the stela, he brought me to a cottage nearby, behind the cane field. It 

was a five-bedroom house which was still under contruction. He introduced me to his 

‘great-uncle’ (a distant relative from his mother’s side), Lin Qinger, a 90-year-old 

man dressed in green army clothes. He said that he had served in the army in the 

1930s. When he was 15, he fought against the Japanese during the Sino-Japanese war; 

later, he became a commander after being honoured with a medal. After 1945, the 

Kuoming Dang government had appointed him as the head of the Lingshui Prefecture. 

However, this assignment made him panic. The next day, he ran away from the army, 

returned to Hongwu, and had spent the rest of his life in the village. Lin Chong 

admired his great-uncle. He said, ‘He is a hero who defended the country against the 

Japanese; a legendary man, he very nearly became the head of the Prefecture. Even 

now, he acts like an army officer; he dresses clean, stands straight, wakes up early in 

the morning, and tidily folds his duvet. I really admire a warrior like him.’ 

 

I later visited the other elders in Houxi village, which is the last village of the Liguo 

mountain area. Houxi is next to a small river; the houses are built on the slopes of the 

hills and a narrow path connects them with each other. In the month of August, when 

all Han villages suffer in the hot weather, Houxi benefits from its geographical 

location and remains cool and clean, surrounded by the hills. According to Lin Chong, 
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the young men and women were all out at work; only the old people, women and 

children were left in the village. I asked some of the elders if they could tell me stories 

of the family and the village. A former Li headman and primary school teacher said 

in the Ledong dialect, ‘How would I know? People come and people go; my ancestors 

came and decided to live here. Some of the people settled here and it became a village. 

I like to live here, we have everything in the mountains. I only go to the town to buy 

lottery tickets.’  

 

On our way back, the village headman of Mangpo commented on his experience in 

the Li village, ‘The Li people are now so similar to the Han people that they even 

practise funeral rites, which they did not do in the 1970s when I worked here. The 

village only had huts: every family was poor, without fields and trees. I don’t know 

which Han people taught them funeral rites and production activities (做生产). They 

might only have new graves, as they did not have cemeteries in the past, as far as I 

know. They raise pigs, plant trees, build houses; they must have learnt a lot from the 

Han people. Nevertheless, the village is still so dirty and unorganised; I wonder how 

they migrated here in the first place.’ 

 

The Li and the Han have different ways of remembering their ancestors. However, 

the local Han people usually misinterpret this difference and think that the Li do not 

respect their ancestors and the deceased. 
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Appendix Two: The love songs 
 

In China, although gender-mixed music activity (antiphonal chanting, erotic music 

activity) was culturally and ritually important for both Han communities and 

minorities, it was prohibited to use the practice of love songs as an ‘art of seduction’ 

and a formation of courtship in pre-modern Han society. The absence of courtship 

was the ethnic marker for those societies that conformed to the Confucian tradition, 

which normalised arranged marriage and parental authority over autonomous mate 

selection. As suggested by ethnologists and ethnomusicologists, customs of singing 

love songs were only relevant to courtship in the minority culture. In the ancient 

Jiaozhou region (see Chapter One) of southern China, the Kam-sui, Li, Yi and Zhuang 

ethnic minorities groups’ courtship and mate selection were associated with 

antiphonal choir singing (Guangxi Ethnicity Commission, 1992:339; Ou, 2004; Wang, 

2000; Diament, 2000). The custom implies that the individual’s autonomy of mate 

selection has co-existed with arranged marriage in the ethnic minority community. In 

contrast, studies on Han love songs and singers have shown rigid social constraints 

on chanting love songs; almost unanimously, students of Han folk songs insist that 

love songs are only allowed to be chanted at weddings or special public events. There 

are exceptions: Schimmelpenninck’s research (1997:75-76) on singers of Shan’ge 

(mountain songs) in southern Jiansu indicated that singers did believe singing 

mountain songs could be a passage to a love relationship or even marriage for a few 

couples. Kowenhoven (1997:13), who researched folk songs of the north-west 

(hua’er), has similarly suggested that the young generation believed singing the love 

songs could help them to find a girlfriend, although none of them offer a detailed 

account of the songs and courtship. Thus, the literature implies that chanting love 

songs would lead to romantic courtship in the ethnic minority community, as there 

are too many social constraints in the Han community. 
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Appendix Three: Sexual harassment in the Maoist era 
 

Due to the lack of labour, many local rural Han young adults were sent to their nearby 

mountains to support state projects – rubber plantation, dam construction, most of 

them having to stay in a Li village and work for their labour credits; hence, they had 

opportunities for inter-ethnic meetings. The discursive construction about ‘Li women’ 

was that they were sexually liberal or available, in the local Han man’s view. This 

influenced the young Han men, who participated in ethnically mixed meetings with 

Li girls. Individual narratives about these occasional ethnically mixed meetings were 

mostly ‘erotic’. The local Han man always believed that Li women in general were 

available for sex during the group meetings, and that the women always wanted to 

meet Han men who lived in a more advanced village where there was plentiful food 

and clothes. A local gangster, who had hidden in the mountains for a long time, liked 

to boast about how he slept with many Li women by only learning one word, ‘sleep’.  

As my informant Diegong always told me: 

I haven’t seen a Li woman who did not want to marry a Han man; 

if she sleeps with you, she would be proud to tell her friends that 

she slept with a muai (guest people). They were desperate to marry 

out to Han, then they would no longer suffer from hunger. They did 

not know how to farm.   

Like Diegong, many of the Han men, when they entered the poor Li villages, felt that 

their Han rural life was far better than that of the Li. Their pride in their comparative 

material wealth gradually combined with their sexual fantasy of the Li women, and 

some of them developed a temporary intimacy with ‘the others’. They informed me 

that while they were in the rural area, flirting with Li women was quite enjoyable:  

It was an afternoon, after work; we were kept in the Li village by 

pouring rain. At that time there was a Li girl around 18 years old; 

she was really hospitable and invited us to stay in her house. She 

offered us drinks. After a while, my friends start chatting with her, 

then the chatting turned into group ‘flirting’. They started 

complimenting her on her dress, looking, then they touched 

whatever they complimented her on. They touched her face, 
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grabbed her hands, held her wrist. The poor girl was trying to run 

from one corner of the room to the other. The flirting lasted for three 

hours till the rain ended. 

Similar narratives of inter-ethnic sexual encounter appeared in the studies of sex 

tourism in the western peripheral regions, where Han tourists and other immigrants 

were attracted to the land by their fantasy of minority courting and marriage customs. 

Walsh (2004) illustrated how the media’s exotic and erotic presentation of the walking 

marriage of the Mosuo people resulted in a sexualised tourist landscape. Hyde (2004) 

suggested the ways in which Han prostitution adopted the popular image of Thai 

women, imitating Thai identity to meet their customers’ desire to sleep with exotic 

and erotic Thai women. In the case of the 1970s narratives, the local Han young men’s 

sexual harassment of the minority girl was a drastic way to fulfil their fantasy of Li 

women being more sexually liberated than the local Han women. Most of them had 

reached middle age during my fieldwork, and they became attracted to the Li women 

working in the entertainment industries (Chapter 3), which is illustrated more in the 

rest of the chapter. 
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Appendix Four: Eloping with Han soldiers  
 

In our second meeting, as I had promised her, I cooked a spicy meal for her and her 

veteran husband – spicy double-fried pork belly (回锅肉，huiguorou) and fried 

cabbage with red spice. At the dining table, after I opened the second bottle of the red 

wine I had bought from a Chinese dealer in France, she became rather nostalgic:  

The soldiers came and started removing all the bushes to make the 

red brick accommodation. I saw them cultivating the lands; they 

planted the seeds into the soil. They always had food. And we? 

Where could we find food from? We were starving all the time; our 

parents spent most of the day on the rubber plantations. So we 

always stole some food from the army men. Sometimes, they came 

to dry their duvets in their field; this gave us a chance to hide behind 

those hanging duvets. We kept our eyes on the guards; when they 

turned their back on us, we moved slowly, bit by bit. Gradually after 

crawling across the land, we approached the field; then we took 

whatever we could pull out from the soil – could be peanuts or 

sweet potatoes. Army men’s life was like a dream to us… 

While talking about her past, she stood up and started acting how she moved and 

crawled through the grass to reach the field. Her cousins laughed so hard, nodding 

their heads. 

As the time flew and these young women reached the age of marriage, they started 

looking for alternative courtship meetings, instead of the longgui meeting which they 

found barbarian and scary at the time. They told me that the longgui meeting was 

more popular in the 1960s; in their generation, there were few people who participated 

in longgui. They found it too ‘barbarian’ compared to dating the ‘civilized’ army men 

in town.   

When they saw their elder cousin, Amei, who had eloped to Hunan in the early 1970s, 

return with an excessive amount of gift money and exceedingly well dressed, their 

curiosity turned into a burning desire to marry out. Nevertheless, only the ‘lucky ones’ 

were picked by the soldiers, such as Alian and Azhen. They equally believed that 
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modern courtship was more civilised compared to the bonggao custom, and romantic 

relationships in the towns were better than in the rural areas.   

I first met my husband in a small shop; I was a little girl like many 

others. They came to us to ask me and my cousins out for hiking. I only 

knew a little about having fun in the hills. I knew someone married to 

a soldier had a better life, but I didn’t know what marriage was. I 

considered them friends; I wanted to talk to someone speaking 

differently from the people in my village. I enjoyed my time hanging 

out with them. We often went to talk near the riverside, in the hills. We 

sat on the rocks and talked to each other. There were always army men 

visiting my village during the weekend. My parents were really 

unhappy with my association with them, because I, and three or four 

other girls, always went out with the army men rather than local boys. 

My mum warned me, she did not want to lose me; if I married out too 

far, she might not see me again. I did not listen, because I was too young 

to get married. 

One morning when she was 16, Alian’s curiosity drove her to leave her natal family 

for 13 years with a modern army man. 

He told me he would have to marry someone back home; his brother 

had already found someone at home for him. He could only avoid 

this by taking me back to his place to prove that he wanted to marry 

me. I was jealous to learn that; so I thought I could elope with him 

for several days to Hunan, to stop him marrying anyone else. The 

night before my departure, I had a long, casual conversation with 

my mother; I knew I might not see her for a while. I told my mum 

I was curious about the outside world on the mainland and wanted 

to travel there for some time, but she remained quiet. I think she 

knew I might run off like my other cousins. When I got there, I 

found that I had been tricked. He did not buy me a return ticket; he 

left me alone, while he himself returned to the island alone and gave 

100 rmb to my mother as dowry… 

Thus, a story that started with the painful memories of hunger in childhood ended 

with the adventure of marrying outside. Somehow, her experiences overlap with those 
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of other women in cross-regional marriages in China. More importantly, she thought 

that the way out of her poverty was to enter the unknown, outside world, rather than 

staying and trying to change her native village. In other words, Alian’s action, like 

that of many other contemporary Li women who married out, was a strategy of 

utilitarianism, shaped by a perception created by the impression of the state-owned 

army camp. Consequently, parental intervention failed to strengthen the rules of 

endogamy. 

Compared to the local Han young adults mentioned in the previous sections, these 

eloping Li girls confronted little parental intervention when their courtship was not 

permitted. Their courtship with colonisers was associated with the desire for a better 

life with the working class, overriding their affective connection with their parents, 

who were disempowered in the wake of the ongoing revolution in the mountain area. 

Diamant (2000) suggests that the efficiency of state policy for the locals was always 

subject to their political distance from the state. The sharp distinction in terms of 

youth autonomy in the Li and the local Han communities was a consequence of 

different local appropriations of the marriage reforms. While Han parental power 

managed to maintain its control over mate selection, Li young adults became more 

liberal in mating with outsiders. The consequence of this was a more aggressive 

articulation of the Han rules of ethnic endogamy when Han parents intervened in their 

children’s inter-ethnic mate choices.  

Therefore, stories like Alian’s are very reminiscent of the debate over intimacy and 

whether it is a ‘pure relationship’ or an individual manoeuvre that subjects their 

feelings to their awareness of structure. Giddens’ (1992, cited in Willam, 2010:55) 

idealistic view on modern relationships is based on a reciprocal understanding and 

love relationship that is independent of the surrounding social structures. Jameson 

(1999) criticises his work as a simplification of reality which ignores the gender 

struggles and structural inequality between men and women. William (2010:55) 

carries on Jameson’s critiques through her work on migration marriage, that is, saying 

courtship is the same as commodified marriage, it is not free, and it involves the 

calculation of the desirability of mate match. Even though true love cannot be 

commodified, ‘the manifestation of true love—sex, care and companionship-can’ 

(ibid.: 56).  
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Appendix Five: The heterodox Han wedding 
 

Wedding initiation: betrothal and announcement  

 

On the day of the proposal, the groom would go with his father and the eldest 

daughter-in-law in the family, to propose marriage and negotiate the bride price (lijin), 

and also to make general arrangements for the wedding. They would bring some food 

gifts and a zinc box of betel nuts for the prospective father-in-law. If the proposal was 

accepted, the father of the prospective bride would open the zinc box, take one piece 

of betel nut and chew it. Otherwise, he would return the zinc box without opening it. 

If the proposal was accepted, the two families would then discuss the bride price and 

betrothal gift (often equal to the annual income of a male farmer), the size of the 

betrothal pancakes (xibing) and the quantity of betel nuts which the bride’s family 

would need to bring, with the wedding schedule, to the next meeting.  

 

The prospective groom’s family would then return to the Taoist priest for 

consultations on the marriage schedule, including the date of sending the bride price 

and betrothal gifts or bride wealth, the date of wedding ceremony, and the time to 

pick up the bride. On the day of sending the betrothal money, the groom would come 

with the same family members who had accompanied him to the last meeting, bring 

the wedding schedule written on red paper, the bride price, betel nuts and the wedding 

pancakes for the prospective bride’s family. After the bride price was received, the 

betrothal would be finalised and the two families would ask their daughters-in-law to 

distribute betel nuts wrapped in red napkins as a wedding announcement to their 

kinsfolk and the neighbours. While the betel nuts were being delivered, the groom’s 

kinsfolk would be invited to the wedding feast (xi jiu), while the bride’s would only 

be invited to the natal family feast (huimenjiu) after the wedding feast.  

 

On the day of bringing betrothal gifts, the groom’s family would divide the bride 

wealth into an even number of cases and bamboo baskets. Red slips containing four 

characters bai nian hao he (literally, happy marriage forever) would be attached to 

each case or bamboo basket. The groom’s father would choose an even number for 

the daughters-in-law (zhouli) to deliver as bride wealth. Walking in order of age, each 
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of them would carry two cases or bamboo baskets on a yoke to the bride’s family. 

Bride wealth usually included rice, capons, pigs, rice noodles and fish to cover some 

of the expenses of the natal family’s banquet.  

 

Preparation for the wedding: 

 

A month ahead of the wedding ceremony, both families would start preparing for it; 

they would start inviting their patrilineal relatives and their neighbours to their 

respective wedding banquets. A week before the marriage, the bride’s family would 

ask a woman famed for her fertility and morality to do the threading (jiaomian) for 

the bride and bridesmaids. Threading was a popular cosmetic treatment for removing 

facial hair; according to the belief, threading from a good wife purified and brought 

the best luck to the bride.  

 

The day before the wedding, the groom’s family would give a pre-wedding banquet, 

also called the scaffolding feast (dapengjiu,), under a temporary shelter made of 

bamboos and nylon sunshade screens. Another small, temporary shelter would 

function as the kitchen. The banquet would last till midnight, when the bride’s family 

would deliver the dowry, mainly containing newly-made furniture consisting of two 

chairs, a square table (baxianzhuo, literally meaning a square table for eight 

immortals), a wardrobe and a washstand. Kitchen equipment, daily necessities and 

grocery such as basins, shelves and chamber pots were also important parts of the 

dowry.  

 

Wedding day 

 

The day of the wedding began with the escorting team leaving to get the bride or 

yingqin. According to tradition, it needed to be done before sunrise, and thus the 

schedule followed was generally from three to six in the morning, with prayers offered 

by the Taoist master. The escorting team consisted of the groom, seven best men 

(peilang) and one quqin or bride taker (quqin), who was a female member of the 

bride’s family, usually the most beautiful daughter-in-law. During the Cultural 

Revolution, the grooms of educated families and their best men wore a blue liberation 

suit (similar to the Chinese tunic suit). The blue or cyan colour is reminiscent of the 
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ancient scholar’s cyan robe (qingjin) and is a common colour used for the groom’s 

robes or suit in the Yazhou region. The escorting teams of the rich families would 

also be followed by a musical team composed of a suona horn player, two string fiddle 

players, a Chinese gong player, and a drum player on a bullock cart or car. The 

musical team would start playing the moment the escorting team set off, and the best 

men would keep burning and throwing small firecrackers (dianguang pao) on their 

way to the bride’s house. On arrival, the best men would light a large firecracker 

which would last two minutes or more. Then, the bride escorting team would separate 

into two teams. The best men would go straight to the crying bride’s room to ask her 

to depart, while the qunqin and the groom would meet the bride’s parents first. They 

would carry a zinc box of betel nuts, walk to the hall, meet the bride’s parents, and 

give the betel nuts to them, while the groom would distribute cigarettes to the male 

members of the household. After greeting his parents-in-law, the groom would then 

go to pick up the bride. The weeping bride would be in an aquamarine or cyan-

coloured (Qing) long-sleeved, slanted lapel shirt, with a black blouse – the upper wear 

similar to a female student’s attire during the May Fourth movement. Alternatively, 

rich families might also wear the phoenix coronet (Feng guan) and bridal satins 

(xiapei). 

 

The bride would start crying a few days before her wedding. She would usually chant 

with tears about her feeling of guilt at being absent from the household for her future; 

for example: ‘After I get married, nobody will feed my brother, my parents will need 

to work more. After I marry, nobody will take over my tools to cultivate our land, my 

parents will be tired.’ When the groom arrived, the best men would go and urge the 

bride to stop crying. They would then persuade her to leave with them, asking her not 

to miss the auspicious time to perform the wedding. Then, the bride would start 

walking out with the groom. As she came out of the yard, her bridesmaids (usually 

the bride’s female friends and female relatives) waiting for her outside the yard would 

follow her to the groom’s household. If no bridesmaids were assigned the task, all the 

unmarried female family members or kin would follow her to participate in the 

wedding ceremony. In the bigger villages (with a population of more than 10,000), 

there could be 100 or more bridesmaids. The (squad of) bride sender(s), usually the 

most beautiful or ethical daughter-in-law of the bride’s family, sometimes carrying a 

newly-made duvet and pillows, would follow the bride escorting team. In addition, 
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the groom would hire two girls under 16 from the bride’s village for one day, to take 

care of the bride in the bridal chamber. Then, the bride escorting team and the bride 

sending team would merge into a wedding procession and accompany the weeping 

bride, walking towards the groom’s house with the same fanfare. The number of the 

bridesmaids might gradually reduce after the procession left the bride’s village, with 

the bride weeping even more as they took leave of her. 

 

During the yingqin period, the elders in the groom’s house performed the setting of 

bed rites (anchuang). Before each wedding, the groom’s family needed to make a bed 

of litchi wood or camphora wood, with many leaves or fruit on strings. Both the trees 

in the local tradition imply fertility. Before the rite started, they would prepare a 

temporary altar, place a bowl of rice in the middle, and light two red candles beside 

the bed. The groom’s father and grandfather would move the new bed to a good 

position according to Fengshui, and then ask two young male children to sit on it. 

Later, the father would stick on the bed a red paper with the word anchuangdaji, 

(literally meaning‘best luck for setting up the bed’).  

 

On the arrival of the wedding procession in front of the house, the groom’s family 

would light another set of firecrackers, and a dry long bamboo with a piece of red 

paper having the characters qinjinzhihao (a Chinese idiom referring to a good 

marriage) would be lifted up at the top of the front gate. The new couple, after much 

fanfare, would go under the bamboo after crossing the door. The local Han people 

call it gongcaimen or passing through the colourful door. The bride and the groom 

would be led by the bride taker to the central room of the house, with the altar and the 

pedigree placed in the middle. The wedding ceremony or baitang would be conducted 

by a respected male of the house, who would then ask the couple to show their respect 

to the heavens, the earth and the ancestors by bowing, followed by bowing to each 

other. After the baitang ceremony, the master of the ceremony would hold a coming-

of-age ceremony, formally announcing the courtesy (style name) name of the bride.  

 

After the coming-of-age ceremony, the bride would be escorted by the two girls hired 

by the groom to the bridal chamber and stay there till the next morning. The two girls 

would bring her dinner, change her chamber pots and make sure that she was looked 
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after. The bridesmaids and other guests could also come and visit the bedchamber, 

meet and talk to the bride.  

 

The wedding feasts  

 

However, only the bridesmaids and other guests who had received the betel nut 

invitation could attend the wedding. A wedding feast of a rich family during the 

Cultural Revolution might have 100 or more tables for the guests, while normal 

families would have 30-50 traditional square dinner tables. After the Maoist era, the 

tables and some other wedding supplies could be rented. However, during the Cultural 

Revolution, the groom’s family would usually borrow the tables from neighbours. 

After the wedding and coming-of-age ceremony, the guests would wait for the host 

to invite them to the dining tables. My informants were not clear as to how much a 

family spent on meals in the past; they told me that it was the meat served by the hosts 

that defined the economic status of the family. Each table would be placed in the 

south-north direction and would be served with two sets of four dishes of stir-fried 

vegetables. On top of the vegetables, the pieces of meat would be placed. A normal 

wedding meal was served with three pieces of meat, all from different parts of the 

pork – pork belly, pork ribs and lean meat. Rich families could offer five pieces of 

meat to each of their guests, which would include one piece of goose and one piece 

of chicken.  

 

The guests attending the wedding ceremony and the wedding banquet were called 

‘appreciating the faces of xx’s family’ (kan lianpi). There were specific rules for the 

people who attended wedding banquets. During the Cultural Revolution, males 

needed to gift 1 to 2 yuan rmb, while females were expected to bring two packs of 

rice. Eating etiquette was not very strict, but the guests needed to be aware that they 

could only eat the right amount of the meat served by the host. It would be rude and 

impolite to eat another person’s meat. Children were not usually invited to the 

banquets; they only attended the wedding if they were asked to represent their father 

or grandfather who could not attend for some reason. On such occasions, they had to 

be disciplined by other adults at the table; they could only eat when they were told to 

eat. When the meal was finished, the women would pack the cooked rice from the 
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house. During the Cultural Revolution, when meat became a scarcity, many male 

guests would hide their meat in their napkins and bring it home for their children.  

 

On the night of the wedding, the best men and the bridesmaids would gather again in 

front of the yard of the groom’s family to perform the rites of chahua (literally 

meaning arranging flowers). It was gender-mixed antiphonal chanting, similar to the 

chanting and reciting of the folk poems in the ho meetings (see Chapter Four), the 

only difference being that the chanting was more for bringing luck, good fortune and 

fertility, in general for a happy marriage for the newly-wed couple. Each best man 

and the main singer of the folk poems would bring a kerosene lamp, which was meant 

to predict male offspring. The chanting would last till midnight, and then the chanting 

teams would escort all the bridesmaids to the exit from the village, while still chanting.  

 

The next morning was the time for the ritual of showing respect or chubai (literally 

meaning, ‘come out of the chamber and bow’) to the parents and paternal relatives. 

The bride was led by the bride taker (quqin), who introduced each family member to 

the bride. Accompanied by the groom and the bride taker, the bride carried a plate 

with tea cups and betel nuts; she knelt down and offered tea to each family member, 

following the instructions of the bride taker. Having received the betel nuts and drunk 

the tea, the family members would place gift money wrapped in red paper on the plate 

and say: ‘Well! Your tea cost a good fortune’. The rite of chubai was the most difficult 

and physically challenging task for most brides, due to the sheer number of extended 

family members; many brides would even faint during chubai.   

 

Joint family feast and Initiation of delayed transfer marriage: 

 

In the afternoon or the next morning, the groom would escort the bride back to her 

natal family with his seven best men and attend the joint family banquet (he men[M]; 

meaning, ‘the two joint families’). As the groom was presented to the natal family 

members, he would distribute cigarettes and betel nuts to the bride’s family, and 

receive gift money from them. After the banquet, the groom would return home with 

his best men, while the bride would stay back with her natal family; until she became 

pregnant, she would only stay at the groom’s place for 4-5 days every month.  
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In short, although the wedding process of the local Han follows the sequential 

arrangement of the six rites given in the canonical texts, the nationalist gazetteers have 

shown that there were extra rites, like the rite of becoming a wife, which were more 

than mere embellishments of the standard rituals. The late imperial ritual 

standardisation or the orthopraxy of the rites did bring a structural unity to the Han’s 

rituals, but it also standardised and popularised shared regional practices, such as 

DTM, which might have jeopardised local Han identity. Then, how would Han 

society be able to be recognised as following the Han culture by officials and by 

themselves, and how would the common people distinguish themselves as Han in the 

face of their shared practices with the Li? The past and present weddings of the Han 

show the same characteristics – heteroprax practices that are claimed to be Han. 
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Appendix Six: Hypergamy with Rich Li Peasants 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, after the urbanisation of the island, the development of the 

mountain area led to the emergence of educated Li people – rich Li farmers and 

workers who lived a better life than the inhabitants of the coastal region, which had 

always been privileged before. Consequently, ethnic endogamy was challenged by 

the rising economic status of ‘the others’; getting married to a Li individual who 

owned fertile land and a new house might no longer be a cause for shame. 

Miss Yunyashi, a 17-year-old girl from Fulou town, was newly married in the fifth 

brigade of Shoucun village of Zhizhong town. During my stay in Zhizhong, the nurses 

and cadres frequently mentioned a newly-married Han girl in the village; the local Li 

residents had all attended the wedding and the childbirth banquets. After a one- 

kilometre walk northwards from Zhizhong, I arrived, with a nurse named Ahui, at the 

village located on the hillside. The villagers were immediately curious and anxious 

about my arrival; they inquired about my intentions and I told them that I was there 

to visit the Han girl who had newly married in. They immediately pointed to a house 

at the foot of the hill; one lady decided to lead us to find the flat, thinking that Ahui 

was the girl’s relative. They told me that the girl was pretty and smart; her mother-in-

law had been happy since she had delivered a baby girl into the family. After a few 

minutes’ walk along the hillside, we reached a newly-built house next to the foot of 

the hill, where a shelter belt of trees had been planted. In the summer days, the shade 

of the shelter belt covered the house, protecting it from the scorching heat. Walking 

past a field of fragrant rosewoods, I saw an 18-year-old girl with a baby sleeping in 

her arms, sitting in the lobby watching TV. She immediately recognised the nurse 

who had vaccinated her baby a few days ago. I then introduced myself while 

presenting my gifts – two cans of Aptamil formula milk. This was the first time I met 

Ashi, a girl who had converted her parental objection into parental approval of her 

inter-ethnic marriage. Unlike in the case of Hong, in most villagers’ eyes, Ashi’s 

family was poor and was even believed to be cursed. Ahui told me that ‘They could 

not grow a thing; even if they grew something they might not be able to sell it. Her 

parents were a bit dumb. Ashi was the smartest one in the family, but she was just not 

into studies, only hanging out with gangsters.’   
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After Ashi learned about my research interests, she told me that she had always been 

aware that it was taboo to marry a Li; she knew from the beginning, before she started 

the relationship with her husband.  

‘I knew how poor the inner area is, I knew my parents would be 

against my relationship, I knew all these pressures. The only way 

to make this relationship survive was to ‘persist’ (坚持, jianchi) and 

persist (坚持)with your love. Still, I almost gave up, but he did not; 

so we persisted to make it happen.  

I went to Sanya to get a job, after dropping out in the second year of middle school; I 

travelled back to help my family in the field during the busy season. I have done 

different jobs, but none of them lasted longer than three months. I met my husband 

when I was working in a café; he was a tall and handsome guy, a lorry driver. I fell in 

love with him at first sight. After we started going out, I informed my parents about 

my relationship and then they started pressuring me to break up with my boyfriend. 

Once, when I returned home to help with the farm work, my parents locked me up in 

the room and threatened that I could not leave the room until I broke up with him. I 

had many fights with my parents; all my relatives came to persuade me to break up, 

all saying the same thing: the Li are bad, marrying a Li will harm the reputation of 

the family. I was so exhausted; I did break up with my boyfriend for three months, 

but he continually called me asking me not to give up. Then, I decided to persist with 

him, and I wanted to marry him. In my last fight with my parents, I told them that I 

would marry my boyfriend. Of course, they started yelling about the ‘bad reputation’ 

again; I then told them that I would give up on this relationship if they could name 

one more negative thing about marrying a Li except the reputation; they could not…I 

think marrying Mr. Right is more important than marrying a Han; marrying a good Li 

man is better than marrying an alcoholic Han man…’ 

 Then I asked, ‘When did your parents change their view about your relationship?’ 

She said:  

‘After I first presented my husband to my parents and relatives, they were impressed 

by his looks and liked his personality. He speaks our dialect and is polite; more 

importantly, he is hardworking. After I got pregnant, my parents visited my parents-

in-law with me; they just fell in love with this house and, since then, they have come 
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here quite often; sometimes, they also bring other relatives to stay with me. Actually, 

the weather and food are much better here than in our village. On the wedding day, 

many of my relatives came; they were all impressed by the new house and the field 

of fragrant rosewood we have. We just showed them that the Li’s life is not bad at 

all.’  

Ashi and her husband held a wedding banquet in which only a few of Ashi’s relatives 

were invited; she never had a wedding ceremony at home. Ashi and her husband were 

too young to get married; her husband is 20 while she is only 18. Thus, they still 

cannot register for a marriage certificate and her baby girl does not have a birth 

certificate.  

On our way back to the town, Ahui told me that Ashi’s marriage is really a big lift for 

her family:  

Back home, her family still lives in a tiled-roof house; their land is not as fertile as 

her in-laws’. In terms of making money and growing plants, her parents are not at 

the same level as her in-laws. This marriage was ‘too good’ for them; nonetheless, 

not every poor family wants to marry into the minority and show off the marriage. If 

she had not got pregnant, this marriage would not have happened; her last fight with 

her parents was because she was pregnant.  

Since I finished my field work, Ashi and her mother-in-law have started a new 

business; she is selling the traditional biang (the Li’s rice alcohol) in her home town.  

 

In sum, children who marry ‘the others’ against their parents’ wishes might face 

different types of public pressure, such as moral judgements or scorn from their kin. 

Their resistance might lead to their culturally unmarried status: the identity of a 

minority spouse might fail to motivate the Han to perform the rites of marriage for 

their children. On the other hand, someone who wants to marry an economically 

privileged ethnic minority spouse might finally have their marriage celebrated. 
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Appendix Seven: The politics of inter-ethnic affinal relations 
 

While, to most local Han people, affinal relatedness with the minority community 

seems shameful and unnecessary in urban or other economically privileged locations, 

of late such connections have become profitable for mainlander agricultural migrants. 

The withdrawal of the state socialist bureaus (brigades, state farms) that controlled 

agricultural lands, and the establishment of the household responsibility system after 

1979, guarantee the land leaser freedom to use their land for their own needs. Thus, 

the commercial value of the soil of the tropical island has increased year after year. 

Ironically, in the post-autonomous prefecture era, while local rural labour was 

increasingly attracted to the ‘advanced’ urban life and grew detached from agriculture, 

mainland entrepreneurs started exploiting the natural resources of the island, 

including the uncultivated lands of the mountainous area. Tropical product dealers, 

fruit and vegetable vendors and mainland agricultural enterprises gradually started 

taking control of the produce of the island.  Mainland agricultural enterprises leased 

land in the rural areas and employed mainland farmers to cultivate cash crops and 

tropical produce, which they sold to the dealers. After the abolition of the ethnic 

autonomous prefecture, many mainlanders came to believe that the tropical climate 

and fertile land of the island guaranteed a better rural life than their native places. 

Besides this, many minority women who had eloped and abandoned their native 

families in the 1980s returned with their husbands, seeking entrepreneurial 

opportunities.  

 

Restoring affinal relatedness and enriching mainlander entrepreneurs 
 

For these inter-ethnic families, maintaining relationships with their affinal relatives is 

usually obligatory but is also tactical and instrumental. In other words, inter-ethnic 

socially reciprocal movements for these inter-ethnic households are profitable – while 

the Han partner gains his profits, the Li partner also has her share and receives respect 

from the Han relatives. Nonetheless, the alliance between the inter-ethnic household 

and the local community is complicated by their perception of the local community 

and their plan for the conjugal family. On the one hand, they want to maintain a strong 

connection with their affinal relatives in order to secure cheap land leases and get free 
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protection; on the other hand, the Li customs they observe make them worried about 

the mixed roots of their children.   

 

Like most new migrant farmers in the mountainous area, Mr Song, a painter and 

orchardist from Zhejiang province, identifies himself as an entrepreneur, apart from 

being a farmer. He believes that he is farming profitably. However, compared to other 

Han farmers, as the son-in-law of a Li in Qianjia town, his intimate relationship has 

dramatically lowered his cost of leasing land from his relatives. He has leased 300 

mango trees from his father-in-law and another 400 from a cousin of his wife for 20 

rmb each, which is less than a third of the market price. In 2014, he sold mangoes 

worth 230,000 rmb to the dealers at 3.4 rmb per catty. In 2015, his gross income from 

mangoes was 180,000 rmb. I first met Mr Song when I was looking for a painter for 

my newly-installed wooden door in December. I became his painting assistant while 

he worked in my house. While discussing his ‘business’, he was full of confidence, 

with a firm belief in his ability to turn the soil of the land into cash as a fruit grower. 

‘It is gold everywhere on the island of Hainan – empty and fertile land to be cultivated 

and a less competitive labour market. However, my wife’s relatives could never see 

the land as so profitable, the way I see it.’  

 

After a 15 km journey from Baoyou town, I met Mr Song at the main entrance of the 

Leguang state farm; then, following his motorcycle, I drove along a meandering path 

that separated green fields on both sides. Soon, we arrived at a small village. At the 

foremost part of the village was a house protected by a two-fold, rusty iron gate, 

extended with a two-metre-high brick wall, topped by embedded broken glass pieces. 

On entering through the gate, I saw a simple but old tiled-roof bungalow surrounded 

by 300 mango trees planted in neat order. It was hard to tell that the bungalow was 

the residence of a family with an income of 100,000 rmb per year. On the left was Mr 

Song’s daughter’s bedroom, and on the right was the main bedroom where the inter-

ethnic couple and their twin sons slept. Then, I remembered his telling me that he had 

savings of 200,000 rmb for a new house, but he had not decided whether he would 

built it here or in his native place. Sitting on his wooden chair in the lobby facing a 

21-inch colour television, we started chatting about his life in the mountainous area. 

‘Hard but profitable’ was the phrase with which he would sum up his entrepreneurial 

life in his affinal community.  
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‘I had never thought I would become a fruit grower, but I sometimes 

imagined myself living on the island. It’s the money that drove me 

to plant an orchard; I was the head of the house, I had to carry the 

burden of this family. I was a painter from Wuyi Mountain in 

Zhejiang province; I had no land to cultivate, no water to irrigate. 

Winters were cold there; all my family had to work in factories for 

a living. I became a painter’s apprentice when I was sixteen; before 

I came to Hainan, I had been to the north-eastern regions several 

times. I found Hainan an ideal place to live in; however, it was not 

home. After I eloped with my wife, I returned to Wuyi Mountain 

and raised four children. However, poverty struck us again – after 

the wood factory closed down, I lost my job. The labour market was 

too competitive so my wife and I decided to return here as the cost 

of living here was lower and her family owned extra land. I 

continued my painting job on the state farm in the beginning; I 

could make 6000 to 10,000 rmb for painting a cottage. However, 

the painting work made me constantly feel sick – you know, the 

dust and the poisonous air that one inhales during the work really 

kills. Then I decided to change to farming and realised that growing 

fruit was a better way to make money while maintaining health. I 

learned to cultivate mango trees from my Hokkien friends. I spent 

five years planting and growing 300 mango trees in the garden 

owned by my father-in-law, for free. However, at the end of the day, 

the money made was bitter money (辛苦钱, xinkuqian); I had to 

spend all my savings and time on the orchard.’  

 

When it came to his relationship with his in-laws or neighbours, he told me that he 

would be there if there was call for social events.  

‘My affinal relatives are nice to us; they support us and allow us to 

lease land from them. Though I find their customs obsessed with 

alcohol, I have to drink with them. My house is right at the entrance 
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of my father-in-law’s village, so I have to join the community. My 

father-in-law gave me the land for free and built the bungalow for 

us. So, if there is a Shi, I need to go with my family. Sometimes, 

when I am too busy in the orchard, my wife goes alone to represent 

our family. The connection with the neighbours and relatives really 

helps in the orchard business; I have just negotiated a lease contract 

for 300 mango trees for the next year and my wife’s cousin has 

asked for only 20 rmb per tree; it is nearly half the market price. 

The neighbours and young adults help me to watch my orchard and 

keep strangers away from them. There are many thieves and junkies 

who want to steal my mangos during the harvest season, but thanks 

to them, my orchard business has survived well here; without my 

affinal family, we would not be able to feed our children.’ 

Although Mr Song is grateful to his affinal relatives and understands the importance 

of maintaining the social relationship with them, he still finds that social duties 

sometimes exceed his limits and feels himself bound in an obligatory bond with his 

affinal relatives, rather than an emotional one. 

‘The locals did not cultivate their own land; when I returned in 1998, 

most of the land was uncultivated and nobody did farming work. 

Most farmers in the local area were mainlanders; I didn’t 

understand why the local people kept on leasing their lands to others 

instead of using them for their own good. After I settled down with 

them, I learned that it was their drinking habit. Agriculture is all 

about hardship, same as the life on an orchard. Mangoes require a 

year’s hard work; my wife and I were fully occupied by the farm 

work. Just think how much time I need to water 700 trees myself, 

give each tree fertiliser, fungicide, flower inducer, growth retardant; 

I have no time left; I don’t even sleep during the harvest season in 

order to keep a watch over the orchard. Usually, there are many 

invitations during the fruit season, but my wife leaves me alone to 

finish all the work. I have no time for all those excessive drinking 

banquets; I am the only one making money here; if I fell sick and 

this orchard was not taken care of, we would be bankrupt. These 
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social events are a burden for us; I am really terrified seeing the way 

they use alcohol to ruin their life. They just keep drinking and 

drinking, day in and day out. In our custom, we treat guests with 

tea; in their custom, they treat their guests with rice alcohol. 

Consequently, they are not able to do hard, demanding farm work, 

and they don’t even want to do it...We have nothing in common; 

they can’t discuss the orchard business with me. I would rather 

spend my leisure time with the mainlander growers or native friends; 

we drink after we have worked, not before we work.’ 

Coming to the question of the future of his children, Mr Song could not help showing 

his attachment to his native place, which, he believes, is better than the mountainous 

area. He wants his children to have less connection with his affinal community; in 

fact, he wants them to live outside the mountainous area.  

‘I am running a business here, not living here; my real relatives are 

in Zhejiang province, all my family members’ hukou is in Zhejiang. 

As for the land, I pay them for it, so they are happy with me. I don’t 

have Li friends, I don’t understand the Li language, nor do my 

children. I kept my children with me when they were little, now I 

want them to live in a better place; that is the point of making money, 

to support their education.’  

‘Why didn’t you leave them in Zhejiang in the beginning; you know 

education there is much better than on the island?’ 

‘I knew that no one would take care of my children there, so we 

couldn’t leave them alone there like that, not until they were old 

enough. After my eldest daughter turns 20, I will send her back to 

the town to work as a nurse; my relatives there might find a job in 

the (local) clinic for her. On the island, one of my friends asked me 

for 50,000 rmb to buy a job for her; they think all the mainland 

growers are rich and stupid enough to bribe them for jobs. My eldest 

son is now in a technical school, he will graduate soon; like my 

daughter, when he graduates, he will go back and work in the city. 

I don’t want my children to associate themselves with their local 
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peers too much. My eldest daughter is very pretty and obedient; 

when she was working in the local hospital, many young men 

wanted to date her. They would often bring meat and flowers for 

her, or place them in front of our yard. I had to throw them away; I 

don’t want my daughter to live and settle here, her future belongs 

to a better place… And the twins, who are growing up here, they 

don’t even study and listen to us; my wife and I have been too busy 

to teach them. Every day, they hang around in the entertainment 

centre or internet café playing games; sometimes, they skip their 

classes with their cousins; the worst thing is that even the teacher 

doesn’t care about the students. Today, I found fresh scars on the 

younger one’s face. They are already 11 years old; I have decided 

to send them away to a better junior high school. I have contacted 

one of my native friends – he also lives nearby; he sends his 

children to a closed-off private school which costs 5000 rmb a year. 

This place is not for my children…’ 

In the autumn of 2015, Mr Song sent his daughter away to live with a cousin of hers 

in his home town, and also found a closed-off middle school for his twins to study in; 

then, he leased 300 more mango tress from his wife’s relatives. In May 2016, when I 

called him, he told me that he now lived only with his wife there; the gamble on the 

mango trees was not successful that year and he had lost much money; so he had 

decided to use his last savings to invest in 1000 mango trees one last time, or he might 

leave the state farm to do some other business.  

 

Mr Song had no knowledge of the local Han people’s impression of the Li; 

nonetheless, through his life in the mountainous area, he had come to a conclusion 

about ‘the others’ which is reminiscent of the local Han’s. Frankly, the profitable 

affinal relationship did make him and his wife closely related to his affinal families; 

in spite of his critical views on the Li’s drinking customs, he always participated in 

social events in the local communities. Nonetheless, his way of connecting to the 

affinal relatives was driven more by his orchard business. When he thought of his 

children and the future of his family, he relied more on his consanguine relatives and 

native friends. In other words, the connection with the island and the affinal family 
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was for business, while the connection with his home town and the consanguine 

family guaranteed a better place to live in and promised a better life.    

  

Personalising affinal relationships in the urban conjugal family  
 

One of the most significant changes in modern family life in China is the emergence 

of the conjugal family and the breakdown of the extended family, as observed by Yan 

Yunxiang. In the case of the mountainous area of Ledong, while the very first 

generation of urban town residents adopted the modern forms of the family, most of 

them had already departed from the rural social circles they had lived in. 

Consequently, second-generation mountainous area people were rarely connected to 

their rural origins during the time they grew up. For them, their connections and 

relations were driven more by their families’ personal needs; the concept of the 

modern conjugal family empowered young urban couples to make their connections 

work for them. Meanwhile, resources drove affinal relations in the rural area capital 

and financial connections were the measurements for urban affinal relations. In other 

words, financial obligations played a more important role than the social obligations 

that used to govern the practice of relationships within the kinship communities and 

the neighbourhood.   

 

As mentioned in Chapter 4, Hong married into an urban Li family against her Han 

parents’ objections. Even after the birth of two ethnically mixed children, Hong’s 

family still denied their affinal relations with the Li and tried to persuade Hong to 

divorce her Li husband. Thus, up to now, the inter-ethnic couple have never 

successfully brought about an alliance of the two families. However, the financial 

incompetence of some inter-ethnic couples and their children’s nursing needs have 

sometimes made the conjugal family become the point of intersection of the two 

literally antagonistic affinal families. In the first two years of Hong’s marriage, while 

her family had to pay for the living costs of their gambling daughter and their 

ethnically mixed grandchildren, Hong’s parents-in-law took care of all the household 

work and nursed the children.  
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In many of her married friends’ eyes, Hong’s inter-ethnic marital life is heavenly. 

Ayan, a mother of two and a close friend of Hong, told me:  

‘She is the queen in her family; as a mother, she doesn't need to take 

care of her baby, as a wife and daughter-in-law, she doesn’t need to 

cook or do the household work. Her husband fears her, her parents-

in-law and parents spoil her. Nobody dares to challenge her in her 

conjugal family. She has money to spend all the time. She is 

continuing just as madly as she was in high school – gambling, 

travelling, wasting money – unlike me. I am not working, so I have 

to do everything for my in-laws to please them.’  

Indeed, as I observed, unlike many housewives in Ledong, Hong did not do any 

domestic chores, or cook or do the parenting; once, she let her children out of her 

sight for two hours while she was playing mah-jong.  

 

When I first met Hong, I could immediately identify her as the local rich ‘boss’ from 

her material possessions – an Armani watch, a 5000 Galaxy 6 smart phone and a brand 

new Honda car, in a town which only has two main streets. It is hard to sense from 

Hong’s appearance that this inter-ethnic couple’s financial situation has never been 

stable since the day of their marriage. Although Hong has a monthly salary of 3000 

rmb, all her income is spent on her gambling habit and material consumption. 

Compared to Hong, her family-in-law does not have enough income from their 

salaries. Her parents-in-laws’ combined income is 3000 rmb, while her husband, a 

former fertiliser dealer, has become unemployed after suffering from kidney stones 

in 2012. According to Hong, her family-in-law has never given a penny to her, 

because all their income goes to feeding her husband and children. For the first two 

years, the only way Hong could manage was by borrowing money from her friends 

to maintain her gambling hobbies and feed her Li family-in-law. Sometimes, she 

would borrow money for expenses for the baby, sometimes for her gambling; she 

recalled people saying about her, ‘There is nothing I can’t borrow in Baoyou town.’  

 

For Hong, forming a relationship was more about having access to money with which 

she could maintain her lifestyle and feed her children in her conjugal family. She was 

grateful to, and highly valued, her affinal relationship with her parents-in-law, though 
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she had never felt like being a part of their extended families in the rural area. 

According to her, an inter-ethnic marriage had nothing to do with cultural adoption; 

in fact, she had never had to cope with the customs which she was required to follow 

as a daughter-in-law. Compared to her urban friends, whom she could borrow from, 

she found her affinal relatives in the rural area a black hole for money. She valued her 

connection with her parents-in-law and sister-in-law, but never thought it necessary 

to connect with the wider Li community they were attached to.  

 

‘The Li people are decent, I enjoy my family life and my friendship 

with them; my parents-in-law are kind to me. I can fully understand 

the Li language, since I grew up in an ethnically mixed town. All 

my Li friends are decent and generous; when I want to borrow 

money, they do their best to loan me some. I wouldn’t mind even if 

my children chose the Li ethnic identity and learned the Li 

language… However, because of their customs, they spend too 

much money on these collective banquets for some unknown 

relatives. I have no interest in being part of their extended family in 

the rural area and learning their customs; as I said, it is time-

consuming and money-consuming; neither my husband nor his 

sister wants these. My parents-in-law always ask me to go to a 

funeral or a wedding banquet in their village near Zhizhong town; 

they say that otherwise, nobody will mourn for me after my death. 

They are too attached to their communities; they have too many 

collective banquets to attend; every little thing they do, they need 

to make a banquet to celebrate. My parents-in-law are just retired 

people; their combined income is 3000 rmb per month, which is not 

enough to cover their expenses for their kinship community. They 

spend 2000 rmb for their relatives’ collective banquets monthly; 

every time there is a funeral, they have to buy half a pig and 10 

catties of rice alcohol before they go. In some months, they buy up 

to 3 pigs for those banquets. Of course, I do not attend those 

banquets. When I need money or when their son needs money, my 

parents-in-law would only sit there and tell us they don’t have 
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money; then, I have to be the one to seek loans. We live in a town 

now; when we need help, my friends and parents loan me money, 

to pay for the nappies or milk powder for my children. It is a most 

hurtful thing for my parents to pay for a marriage that made them 

ashamed in front of their relatives, while my parents-in-law could 

only pay for grocery shopping.’  

 

Then I asked her whether she felt comfortable asking her parents for money even after 

marriage. 

‘I knew my parents-in-law were poor, and I never asked them for 

money; nor did they ask me. More importantly, they did all the 

housework and nursed my children; you can’t ask them to do the 

labour and, at the same time, offer money. Plus, nobody can afford 

my lifestyle. You see, I borrowed 100,000 rmb four years ago from 

the bank to pay for my gambling debt; I have to pay that loan, not 

the others… Nobody knows how upset I have been since marriage. 

People think I am happy and live a perfect life, my affinal family 

and my parents have spoiled me. I am happy because I don’t want 

to think about my life, because I am just too lazy to think about it. 

In fact, my marital life is all about bitterness. My husband is useless 

(没用, meiyong); when the man is useless, the woman needs to do 

everything for the conjugal family. Although he is kind and 

generous to me, he is not able to make any money. This is worsened 

by the fact that my family-in-law is not rich, and I spend more than 

I earn. When I was with my parents, I was always the richest among 

my friends, I was the one holding the banquet and loaning money 

to others. When I was in middle school, in the evening classes there 

would always be three students to massage me; in university, my 

roommates brought me lunch, drinks and footbath water. I didn't 

need to ask people for favours, people would just automatically 

serve me because I was nice to them. Now, I have to borrow money 

from all my friends to support my family. In these two years, people 

have said that there is nothing I can’t borrow in the capital of the 
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Ledong prefecture. I stopped buying beautiful clothes when I had 

my first son. But I have kept on borrowing money to feed my 

children, for the clothes, nappies; I spend 3000 rmb every month on 

my first-born.’ 

In Hong’s case, ethnic boundaries and ethnic customs were never part of the reasons 

for her detachment from her affinal family; rather, it was her status as an urban citizen 

and her needs that led her conjugal family to the urban social zone she had made. Her 

affinal relationships were underpinned by the economic privilege of her powerful and 

rich natal family which, consequently, allowed her to have the free domestic labour 

offered by her parents-in-law. Nonetheless, she has constantly developed an intimate 

affinal relationship with her parents-in-law through their nursing of her children. In 

fact, Hong and many of Hong’s friends consider her parents-in-law the most decent 

in-laws in the town.  
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Appendix Eight: The End of Exogamy: Return to the Li  
 

Before and during the 1980s, as discussed earlier in Chapter 2, romantic relationships 

with mainland soldiers and state cadres who had settled near the Li villages became a 

solution for rural Li women, who sought to marry outside their community, in which 

most men were considered to be poor and alcoholic. For them, marrying an army man 

who enjoyed a good salary and benefits seemed to guarantee an abundant and civilised 

married life. Nonetheless, the marital choice of cross-regional hypergamy did not 

necessarily lead to a happy and harmonised conjugal life. In the mountainous areas of 

Ledong, I met several middle-aged women who had returned to their home town after 

ending their regional exogamy with their husbands and were raising their children by 

themselves. For them, their marital life had been rather different from what they had 

expected when they left with their mainland husbands. This section explores 

dysfunctional marriages and their consequences, by presenting a case study of a 

mainlander-Li inter-ethnic marriage.  

Escape --- A Way of Undoing Maltreatment 
 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, Alian and Mr Wang were the first inter-ethnic couple I 

met when I was investigating veterans’ romances with local minority women. I 

repeatedly visited the couple and their neighbours after that. However, after a few 

visits, I found out that the couple rarely lived together in their newly-built flat; Alian 

usually worked in the city during the slack season, while Mr Wang worked in a 

restaurant. Later, Alian’s cousin informed me that the couple had been on the verge 

of separation since 2014; a year before I met them, they had stopped talking to and 

dining with each other. According to her, the couple had not got along well since they 

moved back to the island. Mr Wang constantly complained to Alian’s relatives and 

the local committee of Women’s Federation that Alian had had an affair with some 

outsider, while Alian accused him of being an irresponsible husband throughout their 

married life. I witnessed a quarrel between them only once, at the end of a dinner 

meeting. As recalled in Chapter 2, they had a dispute about the date on which Mr 

Wang would bring their children for a reunion with Alian. I then learned that, unlike 

most mainlander-Li couples who had returned, their return to the island was not 
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motivated by the economic opportunities of the mountainous areas; it was caused by 

the first separation between them.  

She never thought that her unhappy marriage had anything to do with her ethnic 

origins or non-local identity; it was her partner who made her feel like an outsider in 

her intimate relations. Nonetheless, the ethnic difference between her affinal family 

and her natal family was instrumental in her relations with the family and the 

neighbours. As a married woman, she was bullied by her husband for decades. She 

said to me that the mainlanders were apathetic, while her Li relatives were more 

empathetic and warm. She was constantly aware that the location of her conjugal 

family mattered a lot in her vulnerability, in terms of maltreatment. To be more 

specific, compared to the life in Mr Wang’s village, she found that her conjugal 

relationship was better protected in her natal family.   

Loop of Maltreatment  
 

Through the several occasions that we met, Alian gradually revealed more about her 

marital life in Wanger village to the south of Xiangtan city in Hunan province. 

Whenever we discussed her first separation from her husband, she showed 

complicated feelings towards that incident; her sad feelings about her life were usually 

conveyed in the form of resentment towards her veteran husband, who had become a 

gambler and a possessive and violent partner. 

Alian said,  

‘Nobody really knows how I felt about my marriage; most of the 

time, I swallowed all the bitterness and kept it to myself. During the 

first 12 years of marriage, I felt like I was trapped in an endless loop. 

Many times, I wanted to end this loop by killing myself, but I knew 

that if I died my children would not be able to survive with a cold-

blooded and useless man like him. I married the wrong man – a 

gambler and a cold-blooded man who treated me like a stranger. 

Maybe because my natal family was too far away from the place I 

was married in, he thought he could bully me without any 

intervention. In his family, I did my best to be a wife and mother; I 

was the prettiest, most loyal and diligent woman in the village. 

However, that couldn’t change the fate of our becoming the most 
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dysfunctional family in the village. Sometimes, I and my children 

felt like aliens with him; our neighbours and other villagers were 

more like a family to me.’  

In the first year of her arrival in the village in 1983, Alian adapted to the local culture 

with little challenge, and became the most popular girl in the neighbourhood. As she 

said,  

‘In the first month after I arrived, I became the most popular non-

local daughter-in-law in the village. It took me just a month to pick 

up the Xiangtan dialect; there were many girls of my age, but I was 

the most outgoing and beautiful in the village and everyone adored 

me, including his sister-in-law… I didn’t mind how poor his family 

was; I looked forward to a happy married life with him – I believed 

that if we endured the hardship, we could lead a better life in his 

village.’  

After Mr Wang retired from his service in the army, he followed Alian’s suggestion 

of starting a family-based business of brick-kilns. Alian used Mr Wang’s pension to 

build a brick-kiln; later, she borrowed from his friends to buy a tractor. They made 

100,000 bricks worth 20,000 rmb every two month, for a construction company. She 

believed that, with the brick-kiln and the land they owned, they could make a 

sufficiently well-to-do life for their family. During the day, Alian and her husband 

would work in the kiln. When they had made 100,000 bricks, Mr Wang would drive 

to the nearest town to sell them to the construction company. Alian would spend more 

time taking care of the kitchen garden in their yard.  

However, Mr Wang’s covetousness, together with his pathological habit of gambling, 

undermined the economic potential of the brick-kiln; the inter-ethnic family remained 

the poorest among their relatives and neighbours. Inevitably, Alian had to borrow 

from the bank and their neighbours to sustain their living with three children, until 

everyone stopped lending money to her. After the birth of their first daughter, the 

couple had had numerous fights about the gambling issues; each fight usually ended 

up with maltreatment by Mr Wang. On some days, Alian was expelled from the house, 

on others, she would be thrashed by him. The more maltreatment Alian experienced, 

the more she realised that the issues in her family could never be resolved, because 

neither the relatives nor the neighbours would help her.    
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‘In that village, families are not as connected as in ours (Li village); 

nobody would really intervene in others’ affairs, especially as 

everyone had come to know about his bad habits. Now people 

started looking down upon me and my children; they avoided us 

because they thought that I would borrow money from them. In my 

time, people on the mainland were also very conservative. The 

whole household relied on the men. An incompetent man could ruin 

the whole family, like my husband did; I and my children lost all 

our dignity before others…Through the whole of our married life, 

we fought about only one thing – his gambling habit. But every time 

I tried to stop him, he would start bullying me in his own way; he 

would give me the silent treatment until I apologised for the 

mistakes he had made. The worst thing was that people just watched 

him bullying me without intervening; I could feel there might be 

some sympathy, but nobody would help me or my children because, 

over there, people were not supposed to interfere with family issues; 

everyone cooked only on their own stove. When my oldest daughter 

was only four months old, I suggested one day at the dining table 

that he should stop gambling. Then, in front of his parents, he said 

that I was an unwanted woman; I should take my baby and leave. 

His parents heard us, but they did not stop him from blaming me; 

they just watched, waiting for me to leave, without saying a word. 

I had no choice; I was just 18, I embraced my daughter and walked 

away from the house. I didn’t know where to go; I had no money to 

take a bus; I tried to check whether there were any acquaintances 

from whom I could seek help, but I knew no one. Later, I found a 

canteen near the road; I hugged my daughter and started crying by 

its side. I hoped to attract someone who would drive me back home. 

In the evening, his cousin recognised me; she took away my 

daughter and forced me to return home. He and his parents were 

still there having their dinner, they did not say a word. Their 

reaction showed me that my presence was the same as my absence 

— worthless.’ 
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As time passed, Mr Wang’s violence against Alian became more frequent and severe. 

Each quarrel would end up with Mr Wang physically and psychologically maltreating 

her. Apart from the unreasonable silent treatments, she was sometimes stunned by his 

punches. In addition, she had to experience the emotional torture and insult caused by 

her husband’s jealousy.  

‘The fights between us became more serious; I remained docile and 

kind to him and his family, regardless of his bad temper and 

irresponsibility; for my children, I could endure all the hardship. 

Though I had begun to fear him and his unpredictable temper, I still 

tried to stop him from gambling. One winter night, however, he 

again lost all our savings; I lost control over myself and threw a 

shoe at his shoulders. Then, he punched me with his fist. I passed 

out for hours on the cold floor. When I woke up, I saw my 4-year-

old daughter crying beside me…This is him, an evil and 

psychologically twisted monster. He never shared a penny with his 

children and me; he was afraid that I would run away from him. To 

feed the children, I had to borrow money from our neighbours. 

When he saw me with money, he would say I must be being fed by 

other men…There were some people who liked me, but I never 

gave them a chance to be with me. I didn’t compromise with my 

loyalty to my marriage; I did it for my children – I did not want to 

be a mother with a bad reputation. However, he did not appreciate 

me; every time we fought, he would accuse me of betraying our 

marriage. One day, I was too ill to get up to have my lunch, and let 

him and his parents have lunch without me. In the afternoon, I woke 

up to use the bathroom. While coming back, I happened to cross his 

cousin’s husband in the corridor. The path was too narrow, and 

although we tried to make way for one another, we accidently 

crashed into each other. Then I heard him yelling at me and saying 

to his parents that I was letting others touch me, and was seducing 

his cousin’s husband. I couldn’t eat anything for days after. The 

irony was that, every time after he lost money on the mahjong table, 

he would ask me to borrow money to pay for our expenses. I knew 
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no one in the region, therefore I had to ask his uncle for help. With 

his uncle’s help, I did borrow 1,000 rmb in the end, but when I got 

home, he accused me of getting money by having an affair with his 

uncle who was 60 years old. And then, ironically, he asked me to 

give him the money to gamble...’ 

The fighting and maltreatment pushed Alian’s emotional burden to the extreme in 

1994.  

‘One night, Mr Wang lost all the savings and the material we had 

prepared for building our new house; I was upset, we fought again; 

he asked me to leave again. His words really hurt me; he never 

appreciated my effort and contribution to the family; I found myself 

worthless after all the years of enduring the violence, silent 

treatment and poverty. It was midnight, and raining; still, I walked 

away from the house and came to the road. I wanted to jump in front 

of a car and end my life. I was waiting for an expensive luxury car, 

because I wanted to be killed by a rich driver who could pay a lot 

of money for my children. Just then, I heard my 10-year-old 

daughter crying and saying, “Mama, let’s go home.” I convinced 

her to go back and then I sat in the rain for a while. Then, I decided 

to live for my children and leave him for good; I lied to him that my 

mother was dying and I needed to go home immediately. Then, for 

the first and only time in his life, he gave me money to return to my 

natal family. At first, I had planned this to be just a short stay on the 

island; however, the longer I stayed, the less I wanted to go back. I 

wanted my departure to be a punishment for him, to let him know 

how much I meant for his family and his children. We were poor, 

without dignity; I felt hopeless during all those years there. 

Therefore, escape was the only solution for me and my children.’  

 

Return to the Natal Family 
 

On a winter evening in 1995, Alian returned from Hunan by bus to the same station 

from where she had left 12 years ago. All the curiosity that had motivated her to leave 
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was gone; she was travelling light, with only 800 rmb in cash, and the traumatic 

memories of her marriage. The journey home was more difficult than she had 

expected; she was mugged just 10 minutes after getting off the bus, by a young man 

from the same native place as her husband. In the end, however, she managed to reach 

her natal family in Da’an town by using the cash in her hidden pocket.  

 

After arriving at Da’an, benefitting from her connections with the army and the local 

community, Alian became a dealer of kerosene for the military camp; she helped the 

army to sell the extra kerosene in the town. Although living alone and feeling guilty 

because of having left her children behind, she had become financially independent 

with some happiness, and much relief. 

‘I was finally home. When I came back, my parents did not ask me 

why; they offered me land and a place to stay. I found my friends 

who were married to veterans in the village; they introduced me to 

the kerosene business. I had the happiest year of my life; no need 

to worry about starving and violence. I could drink with my sisters, 

sing with my friends, and make money for myself. I had a smile on 

me every single day…’  

Although she was already a mother of three, she was still a desirable woman in the 

locality. The pilots in the army camp tried to date and marry this then 27-year-old 

woman. The happier she felt, the less inclined she was to return to Hunan, even though 

she was aware that her children had been starving for a year and her husband was 

continuing to risk his income on the tables, rather than paying for their meals and 

tuition fees.  

 

During the separation, she called sometimes to check on her children but Mr Wang 

was only concerned whether she had money to send back to him. She did not send 

any money back, to her husband or to her children; she wanted him to learn to be a 

responsible man and stop gambling for the sake of the children. 

‘I was guilty about leaving my children behind; however, I was too 

frightened to go back to the place where the people didn’t care about 

me. My husband did not want me to stay, nor did his family. They 

never contacted me; every time I called to check on my children, 
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my husband only asked for money.’  

A year later, when Alian had nearly got used to her new life in Da’an, Mr Wang 

suddenly brought the children back to Nanchou village without any notice. For the 

sake of the children, she restored the relationship with him and also found 

transportation work for him with the army.  

Although the inter-ethnic family was no longer poor in Da’an, the reunion did not 

change Alian’s conjugal relations; her husband’s gambling habit and silent treatment 

still haunted her daily. However, she no longer feared him now they were in her native 

place.   

‘I did not fear him; his words still hurt me, he was still an 

irresponsible father and husband, and a gambler. However, he 

would not dare hit me again. My brothers were there to protect me; 

if he touched me, my whole family would come and chop him into 

pieces. More importantly, it was my family’s land, I did not have to 

fear being thrown out; instead, I could ask him to leave my flat.’ 

In the following decade, with Alian’s kinship connections, she became the head of 

the household of her conjugal family; she raised three children on her own, by 

participating in different businesses. During the farming season, she worked with Mr 

Wang on the land she had leased from her natal family. During the slack season, she 

tried all sorts of part-time jobs available in the mainland fruit company. Sometimes, 

she also went to the dance hall to make quick money. However, all her efforts were 

acts of betrayal in Mr Wang’s eyes; he could not bear to see his wife coming home 

late at night with extra money in her pocket. Since they moved back to the island, Mr 

Wang had constantly complained to Alian’s relatives and the local committee of the 

Women’s Federation that she had affairs with other men.  

‘All I wanted was to make money for our children and my future, 

even for him. All he wanted was just to gamble and bully me. I was 

too old to have an affair. I knew I no longer loved him, but it was 

too late for me to find another man. Through all these years on the 

island, I had been indebted to my natal family. Even though my 

kidneys were weak, I had to attend many social meetings to show 

my gratitude to my relatives. The drinking customs were important 

to maintain my relationships with my relatives; I had a social 
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obligation to drink, in order to show my gratitude to them. And all 

he did was to try to destroy my reputation and disrupt my 

business…’ 

After her youngest son moved out of the flat, the couple still worked together. 

However, the divide between them became worse after an incident in the field, and 

they formally separated.  

‘In 2014, I started growing 1000 areca trees; I leased 10 orchards 

from my cousin for 1/3rd of the market price. My husband and I 

worked together in the field in the beginning, but he was too much 

into his gambling games. Sometimes, I had to quarrel with him to 

push him to help me. One day, we fought in the field; then he gave 

me the silent treatment again. It was hot; I opened a bottle of chilled 

water to drink but I found it tasted different. However, I was so 

thirsty that I continued to drink. Then, a few minutes later, I realised 

what I was drinking was pesticide in a water bottle. My stomach 

and intestines felt like twisting; I tried to throw up some of it and 

lay on the ground, shivering. I asked him to save my life, to take me 

to hospital. He just looked at me without saying a word, and then 

left on his motorcycle. Bearing the severe pain, I struggled to go 

home and drank a lot of water to make some of it come out. When 

I got to the hospital, the doctor said it was too late to decide which 

pesticide I had drunk. My body was getting worse and worse. I did 

so much for him and his family, so much… and in the end, he 

treated me like the enemy of his life. Since that day, I could not 

forgive him for what he had done to me. I told him not to touch me 

or enter my room again. For the sake of the children, I did not want 

a divorce. However, I really felt uncomfortable to be with him in 

the same room. I stayed at home only when the areca trees needed 

my care; most of the time, I stayed with my friends near the dance 

hall, trying to earn some extra money for my areca trees.’ 

After the second separation, Alian visited the local karaoke bar and dance hall more 

frequently; her sense of humour and nice voice made her a popular hostess in the 

entertainment industry. Like many of her colleagues in the dance hall, she enjoyed 
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the way she got paid for her 3-4 hours of work; however, she never felt that she was 

motivated by money. Instead, her movement during her entire lifetime was driven by 

her unhappy marital life. Settlement with her husband sounded frightening to her; 

after years of maltreatment and quarrels, relocation seemed a better strategy to 

improve her well-being. She never found her unhappy marriage to have anything to 

do with her ethnic origins, or her non-local identity; it was her violent gambler 

husband who made her feel like an outsider, and having come from a marginalised 

community. Nonetheless, after relocation she did realise that her affinal family had 

different practices from her ethnic community, where she was protected from violence 

in the conjugal relationship.   
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